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The Corporation

Arguably, the most important economic development of the twentieth cen-tury was the evolution of the large corporations, with some growing tobecome more powerful than entire nations.This book is a comprehensive study into these firms. Looking at the lifeof a firm and its growth into a corporation, Dennis C. Mueller turns hisexpert eye to such themes as:
• the goals of managers
• corporate governance structures
• investment in capital
• mergers and acquisitions.
Accessibly written and giving equal weight to theoretical and empiricaldevelopments in the field, The Corporation will be an excellent guidefor students and academics involved in the theory of the firm, corporategovernance and also for the interested business reader.
Dennis C. Mueller is Professor of Economics at the University of Vienna,Austria.
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1 Introduction

Adam Smith’s famous discussion of the organization of production in a pin factoryarticulated the advantages of the division of labor, and the economic gains fromspecialization and large production. But Smith expressed considerable skepticismconcerning the relative efficiency of that particular form of business organizationwe now name the corporation, in which ownership and control are separated (1937,p. 700). Yet, it has been this organizational form that has come to dominate thebusiness landscape in both Smith’s own homeland and in most other Anglo-Saxoncountries – a development that the Scottish sage could scarcely have imagined.Large corporations exist, of course, in all of the highly developed countriesof the world and in many of the developing ones. Outside of the Anglo-Saxoncountries, however, control and ownership are usually combined. We shall devoteconsiderable space in this book to discussing these differences across countriesand examining their consequences for corporate performance (see, in particular,Chapters 6 and 7).The extent of the development of the corporate form in the United States isrevealed in Table 1.1. In 1998, there were 4,849,000 corporations in the UnitedStates – roughly one for every 60 Americans. Moreover, as a group they accountedfor nearly 90 percent of business receipts in 1998, a fraction that is up from 2/3rdsin 1945.1 Table 1.1 also reveals how the nature of economic activity in the UnitedStates evolved over the last century. While the number of corporations in themanufacturing sector in 1998 was a little more than three times the figure in 1920,the number of corporations in the service sector increased hundred fold over thesame period.Not only do corporations as a group account for a large fraction of economicactivity, but the largest of these also take on a scale that makes the word “firm”seem a misnomer. In the year 2000, Wal-Mart had 1,244,000 employees, whichmade it roughly the same size as the Salt Lake City/Ogden Utah metropolitan area(see Table 1.2). Exxon, the largest company in the world, had sales of more than$200 billion.The twentieth century might well be called “the century of the automobile,”given both the economic importance of the automobile industry and the impactof its spread on other industries, on the way people organize their lives, on theenvironment, and so on. Table 1.2 reveals that the economic importance of this
© 2003 Dennis C. Mueller
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Table 1.1 Number of US corporations, by industrial division: 1920–98 (thousands)
1920 1930 1940 1950 1960 1970 1980 1990 1998

Total active corps. 346a 463 473 629 1,141 1,665 2,711 3,717 4,849Agriculture,forestry, andfishing
9 10 8 8 17 37 81 126 135

Mining 18 12 10 9 13 15 26 40 31Construction 10 19 16 28 72 139 272 407 552Manufacturing 78 92 86 116 166 198 243 302 310Transportation andpublic utilities 21 22 22 26 44 67 111c 160 168
Wholesale andretail trade 79b 109 123 194 335 516 800 1,023 957
Finance,insurance, andreal estate

79 137 143 172 334 406 493 609 740
Services 18 38 41 55 121 281 671 1,029 1,837
Sources: Historical Statistics, Colonial Times to 1970, Part II, p. 914. Table titled “Number of Corpora-tions, by Industrial Division: 1916 to 1970.” Statistical Abstract of the United States, 1984, 1995, 2001,tables 890, 854, and 719, respectively.
Notesa Includes inactive corporations.b Includes nonallocable corporations (about 25).c Includes private utilities.

industry remains significant at the close of the twentieth century. Eight of the tenlargest corporations in the world in the year 2000 were either manufacturers ofautomobiles or refiners of petroleum. Wal-Mart, the giant variety store chain, andGeneral Electric were the only two corporations in the top ten that were neitherin, nor heavily dependent upon, the automobile industry.2Of the 100 largest corporations of theworld, 37 have their corporate headquartersin the United States. Although this is a larger figure than for any other country,it clearly indicates that large corporations are to be found all around the globe.For this reason, we shall devote considerably more space in this volume to thecharacteristics of corporations and corporate governance institutions outside ofthe United States than was the case in its predecessor (Mueller, 1987).As the title of this book suggests, its focus is upon the activities of large cor-porations. Virtually all corporations start out as small firms, however, and sobefore examining the characteristics and activities of large corporations, we shallfocus upon the characteristics and origins of small firms. Essentially, two differentaccounts exist in the literature for why firms come into existence. One sees themas institutions for minimizing transaction costs, the other as a vehicle for bringinginnovations into existence. These two, quite different accounts of the origins offirms are examined in Chapters 3 and 4.In Chapter 5, we focus upon the managers of large corporations and ask whattheir objectives are likely to be. As we shall see, quite a number of different
© 2003 Dennis C. Mueller
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Table 1.2 The 100 largest corporations in the world, 2000
Rank Corporation Revenues Employment Industry Corporate headquarters($ millions)
1 Exxon Mobil 210,392 123,000 Petroleum refining United States2 Wal-Mart Stores 193,295 1,244,000 Variety stores United States3 General Motors 184,632 386,000 Motor vehicles and car bodies United States4 Ford Motor 180,598 345,991 Motor vehicles and car bodies United States5 DaimlerChrysler 150,070 416,501 Motor vehicles and car bodies Germany6 Royal Dutch/Shell Group 149,146 90,000 Petroleum refining The Netherlands7 BP 148,062 107,200 Petroleum refining United Kingdom8 General Electric 129,853 313,000 Conglomerates United States9 Mitsubishi 126,579 42,050 Durable goods-wholesale, nec Japan10 Toyota Motor 121,416 215,648 Motor vehicles and car bodies Japan11 Mitsui 118,014 33,712 Industrial mach and eq-whsl Japan12 Citigroup 111,826 237,500 Finance services United States13 Itochu 109,757 36,651 Durable goods-wholesale Japan14 Total Fina Elf 105,870 123,303 Petroleum refining France15 Nippon Telegraph & telephone 103,235 215,200 Telephone communications Japan16 Enron 100,789 20,600 Petroleum, ex bulk statn-whsl United States17 AXA 92,782 95,422 Fire, marine, casualty ins France18 Sumitomo 91,168 30,715 Durable goods-wholesale, nec Japan19 Intl. Business Machines 88,396 316,300 Cmp programming, data process United States20 Marubeni 85,351 31,340 Durable goods-wholesale, nec Japan21 Volkswagen 78,852 324,402 Motor vehicles and car bodies Germany22 Hitachi 76,127 340,939 Electronic computers Japan23 Siemens 74,858 447,000 Electr, oth elec eq, ex cmp Germany24 ING Group 71,196 92,650 Life insurance The Netherlands25 Allianz 71,022 119,683 Fire, marine, casualty ins Germany26 Matsushita Electric Industrial 69,475 292,790 Household audio and Video eq Japan27 E. ON 68,433 186,788 Conglomerates Germany28 Nippon Life Insurance 68,055 68,745 Life insurance Japan29 Deutsche Bank 67,133 98,311 Commercial banks, nec Germany30 Sony 66,158 181,800 Household audio and Video eq Japan31 AT&T 65,981 165,000 Phone comm ex radiotelephone United States

(continued)
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Table 1.2 (Continued)
Rank Corporation Revenues Employment Industry Corporate headquarters($ millions)
32 Verizon Communications 64,707 263,552 Phone comm ex radiotelephone United States33 US Postal Service 64,540 901,238 Mail, package, freight delivery United States34 Philip Morris 63,276 178,000 Cigarettes United States35 CGNU 61,499 72,749 Fire, marine, casualty ins United Kingdom36 J.P. Morgan Chase 60,065 98,240 National commercial banks United States37 Carrefour 59,888 330,247 Grocery stores France38 Credit Suisse 59,316 80,538 Security brokers and dealers Switzerland39 Nissho Iwai 58,557 19,571 Durable goods-wholesale, nec Japan40 Honda Motor 58,462 115,500 Motor vehicles and car bodies Japan41 Bank of America Corp. 57,747 142,724 National commercial banks United States42 BNP Paribas 57,612 80,464 Commercial banks, nec France43 Nissan Motor 55,077 133,800 Motor vehicles and car bodies Japan44 Toshiba 53,827 188,042 Computer and office equipment Japan45 PDVSA 53,680 45,520 Petroleum refining Venezuela46 Assicurazioni Generali 53,333 57,443 Fire, marine, casualty ins Italy47 Fiat 53,190 223,953 Motor vehicles and car bodies Italy48 Mizuho Holdings 52,069 31,378 Commercial banks, nec Japan49 SBC Communications 51,476 220,090 Phone comm ex radiotelephone United States50 Boeing 51,321 198,000 Aircraft United States51 Texaco 51,130 19,011 Petroleum refining United States52 Fujitsu 49,604 187,400 Electronic computers Japan53 Duke Energy 49,318 23,000 Electric services United States54 Kroger 49,000 312,000 Grocery stores United States55 NEC 48,928 149,931 Computer and office equipment Japan56 Hewlett-Packard 48,782 88,500 Computer and office equipment United States57 HSBC Holdings 48,633 161,624 Commercial banks, nec United Kingdom58 Koninklijke Ahold 48,492 377,000 Food and drug stores The Netherlands59 Nestlé 48,225 224,540 Food and kindred products Switzerland60 Chevron 48,069 34,610 Petroleum refining United States61 State Farm Insurance Cos. 47,863 78,480 Insurance United States62 Tokyo Electric Power 47,556 48,024 Electric services Japan63 UBS 47,316 71,076 Commercial banks, nec Switzerland64 Dai-ichi Mutual Life Insurance 46,436 59,920 Insurance Japan

© 2003 Dennis C. Mueller
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65 American International Group 45,972 61,000 Fire, marine, casualty ins United States66 Home Depot 45,738 230,000 Lumber and oth bldg matl-retl United States67 Morgan Stanley Dean Witter 45,413 62,680 Security brokers and dealers United States68 Sinopec 45,346 11,173,901 Petroleum refining China69 ENI 45,139 69,969 Petroleum refining Italy70 Merrill Lynch 44,872 72,000 Security brokers and dealers United States71 Fannie Mae 44,089 4,100 Federal credit agencies United States72 Unilever 43,974 261,000 Food and kindred products United Kingdom73 Fortis 43,831 62,880 Investors, nec Belgium74 ABN AMRO Holding 43,390 115,098 Commercial banks, nec The Netherlands75 Metro 43,371 179,561 Department stores Germany76 Prudential 43,126 21,942 Life insurance United Kingdom77 State Power Corporation 42,549 1,137,050 Electric services China78 Rwe Group 42,514 152,130 Electric and other serv comb Germany79 Compaq Computer 42,383 70,100 Electronic computers United States80 Repsol YPF 42,273 37,194 Petroleum refining Spain81 Pemex 42,167 135,091 Petroleum refining Mexico82 McKesson HBOC 42,010 23,000 Drugs and proprietary-whsl United States83 China Petroleum 41,684 1,292,558 Petroleum refining China84 Lucent Technologies 41,420 126,000 Tele and telegraph apparatus United States85 Sears Roebuck 40,937 323,000 Department stores United States86 Peugeot 40,831 172,400 Motor vehicles and car bodies France87 Munich Re Group 40,672 36,481 Life insurance Germany88 Merck 40,363 69,000 Pharmaceutical preparations United States89 Procter & Gamble 39,951 110,000 Soap, detergent, toilet preps United States90 WorldCom 39,090 61,800 Phone comm ex radiotelephone United States91 Vivendi Universal 38,628 290,000 Conglomerates France92 Samsung Electronics 38,491 77,000 Electr, oth elec eq, ex cmp South Korea93 TIAA-CREF 38,064 5,975 Life insurance United States94 Deutsche Telekom 37,834 227,015 Telephone communications Germany95 Motorola 37,580 147,000 Radio, tv broadcast, comm eq United States96 Sumitomo Life Insurance 37,536 57,466 Life insurance Japan97 Zurich Financial Services 37,431 72,930 Insurance carriers Switzerland98 Mitsubishi Electric 37,349 116,590 Semiconductor, related device Japan99 Renault 37,128 166,114 Motor vehicles and car bodies France100 Kmart 37,028 252,000 Variety stores United States
Source: Fortune Global 500, Fortune Magazine, July 2001.
© 2003 Dennis C. Mueller
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hypotheses have been put forward to account for the behavior of professionalmanagers in addition to the standard, textbook assumption that they maximize theprofits of their firm.In the literature dealing with the “Anglo-Saxon corporation” there are only twomain actors, the managers who run the firm, and the shareholders who own it.Even in Anglo-Saxon countries there are sometimes additional actors of impor-tance, like banks, however, and in non-Anglo Saxon countries banks, other firms,and the state often substitute for the individual shareholder. In Chapter 6, wediscuss the objectives of these other actors. We also describe the different corpo-rate governance systems that exist around the world, and look at some evidenceregarding their impacts on corporate performance.One of the important activities of corporations that might be affected by corpo-rate governance structures andmanagerial goals is investment in capital equipment.This activity is the focal point of Chapter 7. Mergers and acquisitions can bethought of as another form of investment. In light of their importance for under-standing the behavior of large corporations, and the size of the literature thatexamines them, two chapters are devoted tomergers. Chapter 8 reviews the varioushypotheses that have been put forward regarding the causes of mergers. Chapter 9examines their effects on company performance and social welfare. A brief chapterbrings the book to a close.The “profitmotive” iswidely believed to be the driving force behind all economicactivity in market economies. Although we shall have cause to question whetherit is the sole driving force motivating corporate decisions, no one including me,would deny the importance of profits as both a measure of company performanceand a goal of its owners and managers. Therefore, we begin our excursion in thenext chapter by discussing exactly what profits are and how they come about.

© 2003 Dennis C. Mueller
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2 The nature of profits

The driving force behind the competitive process is often referred to as “the profitmotive.” Although every first-year student of economics knows that “profits arethe difference between revenues and costs,” many do not understand why suchresiduals exist, and why the competitive process tends to drive them to zero. Sincewe shall devote considerable attention to the workings of the competitive processin a modern capitalist economy, it is useful to pause briefly at this juncture toexamine the peculiar characteristics of profits. Our discussion draws heavily onthe ideas of one of the great Chicago economists Frank Knight.
Uncertainty and profit
Definition. Profit is the residual that exists after all contractual and potentiallycontractual costs have been met.
In discussing why profits exist, Knight (1921) made the important distinctionbetween risk and uncertainty. Both words describe situations in which the futureis not known with perfect certainty. But in situations that only involve risk, one isable to calculate the probabilities of the different possible unknown future eventsoccurring. For example, the probability of two ones coming up when one throws apair of dice is 1/36, the probability of a one and a two coming up is 1/18, and soon. It is thus possible to calculate exactly the probability that someone will throw“snake eyes” or a seven on a given roll of the dice. Thus, someone with a lot ofmoney could in principle sell insurance to dice rollers at a casino at a price equalto the amount of money at stake times the probability of it being lost. If a lot ofdice rollers bought this insurance, the insurer would break even.Of course, there is no reason for someone to go into the insurance business ifthey just break even, and the types of people who frequent casinos are typicallyrisktakers who would not be interested in buying insurance if it were available.(Even at casinos some insurance gets sold, however. If a blackjack dealer has anace showing, the other players can insure against the concealed card’s being a tenor a face card.)In the commercial world, there are many activities that occur with sufficientfrequency that probabilities of various events occurring can be calculated and
© 2003 Dennis C. Mueller
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Table 2.1 Income statement of Small Spill TankerCompany (in $ millions)
Revenues Expenses
Oil deliveries 10,000 Wages 6,000Fuel 3,000Interest 900Surplus 100Totals 10,000 10,000

insurance sold. Oil tankers make thousands of trips each year, and from theirexperience, the probability of one running aground can be calculated. An oil tankercompany can thus buy insurance against one of its tankers having an accident.Now suppose that a very large tanker company chooses not to purchase insuranceagainst possible losses from accidents involving its tankers. Full protection againstall losses would have cost it $100 million. It has a lucky year with no losseswhatsoever. For the year its income statement looks like that in Table 2.1. As inall income statements, revenues and expenses must be equal.The entry “Surplus” on the expense side is a sort of fudge factor that ensures thatthis equality will hold. Had revenues equaled 9,000, surplus would have been setequal to −900. If revenues had been 11,000, surplus would have equaled 1,100.It is tempting to call this surplus a profit, and this is probably what Small Spill’saccountant would call it. But this surplus would not be an economic profit byour definition above. Wages, fuel, and interest are all contractual expenses. The$100 million in insurance is a potentially contractual expense. Had Small Spillbought insurance its contractual expenses would have just equaled its revenues. Itseconomic profits in the oil tanker business for this year are zero. Had its revenuesbeen 11,000, we would say that its economic profits were 1,000.1Suppose, however, that it had not been possible to buy insurance. Small Spillis delivering to Country X that is at war with Y . It runs the danger that Y ’s sub-marines will sink its tankers. No insurance company is willing to insure it againstthe possibility of such losses. Neither it nor any other company has had enoughexperience in such situations to be able to calculate the probabilities of its tankersgetting sunk. Here, Small Spill faces a situation involving genuine uncertainty,and its surplus of 100, if it again should be lucky, should be defined as a profit.In a world in which no uncertainty exists, in which all unknown events haveknownprobability distributions so that they only involve risk, the free entry and exitof firms should drive all profits down to zero. Wherever entrepreneurs anticipatedpositive residuals after all contractual and potentially contractual costs had beenmet, including insurance against all risks, entry would occur and profits woulddecline. Where negative residuals were anticipated, exit would occur until profitsrose to zero.This uncertainty-based theory of profits provides us with both an ex ante andan ex post theory of profits. Ex ante profits explain the entry and exit decisions ofagents. The concept of ex post profits solves the accountant’s adding-up problem.
© 2003 Dennis C. Mueller
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Ex post the difference between revenues and contractual or potentially contrac-tual costs just balances the expenditure and revenue sides of the firm’s incomestatement.
Mobility and profit
Knight, and many who have followed him, emphasized the willingness to bearuncertainty among those who took up the entrepreneurial role. But there is anotherway to look at entrepreneurship in a theory thatmakes profit depend on uncertainty.The flip side of uncertainty is information. The person who knows that she will rolla seven – she knows that the dice are loaded – takes no chance. Thus, an alternativeway of viewing entrepreneurs than as people with a penchant for taking chancesis to view them as people who have information, or perhaps just an intuition, thatthey can succeed where others fear to try.Shifting the focus from uncertainty bearing to information possession has theadvantage of helping us identify the persons in a firm who generate its profits –they will be the people gathering and evaluating information. But the link betweeninformation and uncertainty raises a further question about profits. Information canbe written down and passed on to another person. Why then, can it not be sold?Why is the reward for having information not a potentially contractual return?Suppose you visit Warsaw, Poland, on your vacation. You are impressed bythe beauty of the city, by the signs that Western capitalism has taken hold. Youare not surprised to find American Express, Hertz rental car, and McDonalds,all well represented. But, you are surprised to find that, although there are manyrestaurants that make and sell pizza, none provides home delivery. You know thathome-delivered pizza has been highly successful in the United States where it wasfirst tried, and in Canada, England, and the other countries where it has spread. Youare sure that it would be popular also in Warsaw and the rest of Poland. Question:how can you profit from this idea, this piece of information, which you have?You do not have the inclination to start a business on your own, so you approachthe richest man inWarsaw and try and sell him your idea. You begin by telling himthat you have a great idea for making money that you would like to sell to him.He says, “that’s wonderful,” what is it? You say its in food retailing. He respondsthat Warsaw already has too many food retailers. You object that this one will bedifferent, it will sell pizza. He replies that three pizzerias went bankrupt last month.You state that this is a different kind of a pizza restaurant, and offer to write the ideaon a piece of paper and give it to him as soon as he gives you the price that you areasking. He begins to get angry, and complains you take him for a fool. In frustrationyou tell him your idea. He smiles, but says that he is not interested. A week lateryou see that he has opened Warsaw’s first home-delivered pizza business.You have learned that information is a very unusual commodity. To sell it youmust describe its content, but then you have given it away. The returns frominformation are generally inappropriable, and thus not potentially contractual. Tosell information, one usually must effectively give it away. One exception to thisgeneral rule occurs when a new idea can be patented. A patent can be shown to
© 2003 Dennis C. Mueller
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a potential buyer without destroying its value, because the law prevents anyonefrom using the patented idea other than its owner. Contracts to transfer ownershipof patented information can be written and enforced, and the return from this typeof information is therefore not a profit, but a rent.Onemight argue that a personwould not really have to sell a potentially valuablepiece of information that she had, but that she could sell her ability as a gathererand evaluator of information. Someone, who had successfully opened other sortsof businesses in the past, might try to convince someone else to buy her idea,or finance her in business on the basis of her past record. But, in situations oftrue uncertainty, the past will not be a reliable predictor of the future. If potentialfinanciers recognize this, then the holder of a piece of information will only be ableto profit from it, by going into the business herself. She will need to immobilizeherself in the business by taking up the entrepreneurial role.
Information, mobility, and profit
The great Austrian economist Joseph Schumpeter dismissed the notion that profitsare due to uncertainty. For Schumpeter (1934, p. 137), “uncertainty had nothing todo with profits.” Uncertainty was born by capital, but profits were created by theinnovations introduced by the entrepreneur. Schumpeter’s belief that capital bearsuncertainty rested on the assumption that capitalwas the leastmobile factor. Shouldgrief come to the company, the innovator entrepreneur would be the first one to thedoor, followed closely by the workers. It would be the owners of immobile capitalwho would be left to bear the losses from the unexpected troubles of the firm.Although it is correct to think of the least mobile factor as the bearer of uncer-tainty, it is incorrect to assume that this factor is inevitably capital. Land can alsobe highly immobile, not only in the obvious sense that it cannot be moved, butin the sense that it may be dedicated to a particular use. An oil spill can wipe outthe value of a particular piece of beach front. Labor, including management, canalso be immobile when it develops firm or industry-specific skills and knowledge,that is, specific human capital. For Knight, the entrepreneur was the immobile fac-tor, because the entrepreneur wrote contracts with the other factors guaranteeingthem their incomes, making the entrepreneur contractually immobile, and thus thebearer of the uncertainties facing the firm.2In our theory, the existence of profit is due to uncertainty, but it is also linkedto immobility. In the example above, it is because the entrepreneur cannot sell theinformation or intuition that she possesses that she has to immobilize herself toobtain a reward for its possession.Once the link between profit, information, and uncertainty is recognized, itbecomes obvious that each individual, and each factor owner is a potential profitrecipient. Each agent is perfectly mobile at some points in time; the capital ownerbefore he converts his money into plant and equipment; the college student beforeshe begins to study engineering; the blue-collar worker before he acquires skillsin a particular job, buys a home in a given community, and sends his children to aparticular school. At these critical junctures, each personmakes the entrepreneurial
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choices of what education to acquire, what firm to join, and where to invest one’smoney. Those who have good information, or intuition, or just plain luck makethe right decisions and earn positive surpluses, those with bad information or luckearn losses in this entrepreneurial function.Suppose, for example, after taking a course in sociology and studying the factorsthat lead people to decide to have children, you reach the conclusion that yourcountry will experience a tremendous baby boom in about 10 years. How couldyou benefit from this knowledge? Well, if there is going to be a baby boom, thereis going to be an increase in the demand for obstetricians, so you might try to sellthe knowledge to your classmates. (I know a career that you should pursue thatwill make you a lot of money, and I’ll tell you what it is for $100.) But you wouldimmediately confront the approbriability problem with respect to information’svalue. You might write an article for some career magazine, but this would onlyearn you a few hundred dollars, assuming it even got published. The only wayyou could earn a lot of money from your idea, would be to study medicine andspecialize in obstetrics yourself, that is, to immobilize yourself in the medicalprofession. If your prediction proves to be accurate, you will already be deliveringbabies when the baby boom hits, and can benefit from your knowledge.Given the time it takes to become an obstetrician, you will be able to chargehigher prices for your services, even after it is obvious to everyone that the countryis experiencing a babyboom. These abovenormal returnswewould not call a profit,however, because they are not due to uncertainty, but rather to the immobility offactor owners into the profession. The extra returns you earn until the number ofobstetricians expands to make the return on this educational investment equal thatof other comparable investments, should be called a rent.These ideas can be summarized in the following way: Let
yi equal factor owner i’s total income,
ci equal factor owner i’s opportunity costs,
ri equal factor owner i’s rent, and
pi equal factor owner i’s profit.

In a world of perfect mobility and perfect competition, where common knowl-edge of the probabilities of all unknown events exists, neither profits nor rentsexist and incomes in one line of activity equal their opportunity costs in the bestalternative activity
yi = ci .

In a world of perfect competition in which there is common knowledge of theprobabilities of all unknown events, so that there is no uncertainty, but in whichimmobility of factor owners exists,
yi = ci + ri .

In a world in which uncertainty and immobility are present,
yi = ci + ri + pi .
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medium run long run Timevery short run
yi = ci + ri + pi yi = ci + ri yi = ci

Figure 2.1 Profits and rents over time.
In the very short run, uncertainty and immobility are both present and a factor’sincome is likely to have a component of profit and rent to it (see Figure 2.1). Overtime information is gathered, uncertainty disappears and so too do profits, but inthe medium run immobility may remain, and factor incomes equal opportunitycosts plus rents. In the very long run, all factors are mobile, all knowledge isdisseminated, and incomes equal opportunity costs. It is this long-run state thatexists in the stylized model of perfect competition, of course.In the world that we live in, the environment is continually casting up unex-pected invents, creating new uncertainties, creating new rents. To cope with theseuncertainties, we gather information. Uncertainty disappears, profits are convertedto rents. In time these too disappear as mobility barriers break down, and theperfectly competitive equilibrium is approached. But new events and new uncer-tainties will disturb this equilibrium creating new opportunities for profits and newrents. This dynamic view of the competitive process resembles that first describedby Schumpeter in 1911. For Schumpeter, the key information being gathered byentrepreneurs was information about innovations. Firms come into existence toexploit some innovative idea of their entrepreneurial founders. Schumpeter’s viewof firms and competition is discussed in more detail in Chapter 4, but now we turnto an alternative explanation for the creation of firms.

Notes on the literature
In addition toKnight, the link between profits and uncertainty has also been empha-sized by Weston (1950) and Bronfenbrenner (1960). For further explication of thenature of profits as presented in this chapter, see Mueller (1976).
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3 The nature of the firm

More than 60 years ago Nobel Laureate Ronald Coase (1937) posed the question,why do firms exist? Firms, not to mention giant corporations, are such a familiarpart of the economic landscape, that this might seem like a silly question to ask.On the other hand, much of economics is concerned with describing and oftencelebrating the performance of markets as institutions for allocating goods andservices, and thus one might wonder why markets cannot be relied upon as theonly institutions for undertaking this task. Given the existence of competitivemarkets with all of their accompanying efficiencies, why are the large, bureaucraticorganizations that we call firms or corporations needed? What economic role dothey play in the production and allocation of goods and services? The answerthat Coase gave has led to the development of a theory of the firm that views itas a contractual linking of the laborers, capital owners, managers, and the othersuppliers of factor inputs. This theory is the subject of this chapter. We begin byexploring the fundamental characteristics of contracts.
The nature of a contract
Definition. A contract is an agreement between two ormore agents specifying cer-tain rights and obligations of each party to the contract, and rewards and penaltiesfor compliance or noncompliance with the contract’s terms.
Contracts can be formal, written agreements with most, if not all, terms explicitlystated, or informal agreementswithmanyprovisions left implicit. A rental contract,for example, might explicitly specify only the monthly rent, the date that it is due,and the number of months’ notice each party must give the other, before breakingthe agreement. Implicit might be provisions that the landlord will provide heat, thetenant will not break the windows or damage the walls, and the like. Alternatively,the rental agreement might specify when in the fall the landlord is obligated tobegin to supply heat, at what outside temperature heat must be supplied, etc.Nowconsider the following commonplace spotmarket transaction.Ahas a standand sells apples, B buys one apple. Such a transaction could be conducted witha contract: A agrees to supply B one apple, B agrees to pay A, 0.50. But it wouldnever occur to A or B to write such a contract. To do so would cost both parties
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time, and provide neither with any benefits. Such a contract would needlesslyraise the costs of making this transaction. Nor would we gain any insight intothe fundamental nature of economic exchange by describing this transaction asinvolving an implicit contract.The situation would be quite different, if B wished to purchase a train car fullof apples to be delivered one year hence. Both then might prefer a formal writtencontract specifying the quantity and quality of the apples, date of delivery, andprice, to an informal exchange of intentions to conduct the transaction one yearlater. The important difference between the two transactions is that the secondone takes place in the future, and thus involves uncertainty. Neither party knowswhether next year’s apple crop will be good or bad, neither party knows what thespot market price for apples will be next year. Should the spot market price be high,the buyer runs the risk that the seller will choose not to deliver at an informallyagreed to price. The opposite risk faces the seller should the spot market price below. A contract stating price and other relevant dimensions of the transaction canprotect both parties from the opportunistic behavior of the other party.Even an informal agreement between the two parties might offer each of themsome protection. If they agree to the terms of a future transaction, and “shake handson it,” each might now believe that an implicit contract exists, and the existenceof this contract plus a sense of duty in both parties to abide by such agreements –to keep their words – might suffice to ensure that the future exchange takes place.It is important to recognize that the keydifference between these two transactionsis that the second one takes place in the future, and thus involves uncertainty, andnot just the size of the transaction. If B wanted to buy a carload of apples from
A today, no contract would be required. Both would know today’s spot marketprice, B could immediately inspect the quality and quantity of the apples. It isuncertainty that creates the need for contracts. If landlords could predict withcertainty which potential tenants would pay their rent and which would not, andtenants could predict which landlords would supply heat and which would not, therental market could function like the spot market for apples without the help ofcontracts.1In the previous chapter, we saw that economic profits only exist in the presence ofuncertainty. Uncertainty gives rise to actions that can potentially generate profits.We now have seen that uncertainty explains why contracts exist. This leads us toexpect that there must be some relationship between profits and contracts in thecontractual theory of the firm – and there is. The key issue to be resolved in thecontractual theory of the firm is how the revenues of the firm, including the profitresidual, get divided.The uncertainty inherent in future transactions can be divided into two broadcategories: uncertainty about the future behavior of the parties to the contract, anduncertainty about future states of nature, events beyond the control of the partiesof the contract. The first form of uncertainty gives rise to provisions in the contractspecifying the obligations of each party, and the penalties for not executing theseobligations. Uncertainty over states of nature gives rise to provisions in the contractthat are contingent on a given state of nature. All insurance contracts are of this
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contingent form – company C agrees to pay D up to x in the event that D’s houseis struck by lightening.If the firm is a contractual joining of certain factor owners, and all contractsexist because of uncertainty, and all uncertainties addressed by contracts are of thetwo types just mentioned, then the provisions of the contract defining a firm mustconcern one or both of these two kinds of uncertainty. Each uncertainty gives riseto a different sort of contract, and a different rationale for the existence of firms.We take up next those contracts that arise because of uncertainty over states ofnature.
The firm as an insurance contract
Assume that for whatever reasonN workers andM capitalists have come togetherto form a firm. The capital stock is fixed as is the number of workers. Labor andcapital are the only two inputs, and they produce output which generates an annualrevenue of R. This revenue is not a constant, however, but varies with demandconditions. We shall symbolize this variability by designating revenue as Rs, withthe s indicating that revenue is a random variable depending on the state of nature,that is on demand conditions.The workers are paid a wage w, which may also be dependent on the state ofnature and is thus written, ws. The rest of the revenue of the firm, Rs − wsN ,is divided equally among the M capital owners. The Pareto optimal contract fordividing the revenue of the firm between capital owners and workers must be suchthat it is not possible to increase the utility of one group without reducing someoneelse’s utility. For simplicity, let us assume that all workers have the same utilityfunctions, UL, and that all capitalists have the same utility functions, UK. We candetermine the characteristics of the Pareto optimal contract then by maximizingthe utility of themembers of one group, say the capitalists, while holding the utilityof the other group fixed. That is, the Pareto optimal contract must be such as tomaximize (3.1)

OL = EUK
(

Rs − wsN
M

)

+ λ
[

EUL(ws)− UL]

, (3.1)
where E symbolizes the mathematical expectation of the future values of UL and
UK, and UL the fixed level of utility at which the worker’s expected utility is held.Maximizing (3.1) with respect to ws, we get

−U ′KN

M
+ λU ′L = 0, (3.2)

from which we obtain
U ′L
U ′K =

N

λM
. (3.3)

Both the number of workers, N , and the number of capital owners, M , areassumed to be constant. The Lagrangian multiplier λ is also a constant, and thus,
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equation (3.3) requires that the ratio of the marginal utility of income of a laborerto that of a capitalist in the firm also be a constant.Equation (3.3) requires that the ratio of the marginal utility of income fora laborer to that of the capitalist remains constant in the face of changes in the stateof nature, as for example shifts in the firm’s demand schedule. If both workersand capitalists have diminishing marginal utilities of income, then this conditionrequires that any increases or decreases in firm revenues be shared by the workersand capitalists. The optimal contract is a profit-sharing contract. An individualwho has diminishing marginal utility of income is unwilling to accept fair gam-bles, because the gain in utility if she wins will be less than the loss if she loses.If both workers and capital owners are risk averse, they can gain expected utilityby agreeing to share the ups and downs of the firm’s revenue. The Pareto optimalcontract dividing the firm’s revenues is a form of insurance contract.Nowconsider the optimal contract, whenone party is risk neutral, while the otherremains risk averse. Assume that the capitalists have constant marginal utilities ofmoney, and the workers continue to have diminishing marginal utilities. With U ′Kconstant, the only way that equation (3.3) can be satisfied, when revenues vary, isfor the workers to be paid a fixed wage, and capitalists receive the entire residualincome. The workers’ marginal utilities of income do not change because theirincomes do not change. The capitalists’ marginal utilities do not change, becausethey are risk neutral and thus have the same marginal utility regardless of theirincome. The most frequently observed contract in which the workers are paida fixed wage and the capitalists receive the entire residual income is the Paretooptimal contract, if workers are risk averse and capitalists are risk neutral.While taking risks even at unfavorable odds – gambling – can sometimes be fun,introspection and considerable casual observation suggests that most people, mostof the time are risk averse in their choices. Is it reasonable, therefore, to assumethat capital owners do not have these sorts of preferences? If not, what accountsfor the ubiquity of the fixed wage contract?2The famous Chicago economist Frank Knight (1921), whose theory of profitwas discussed in the previous chapter, did argue that entrepreneurswere an unusualbreed of animal with a penchant for taking risks, and perhaps this is also true ofcapital owners. But the assumption that the capital owners of a particular firmhave constant marginal utilities with respect to their income from that firm can berationalized in a more plausible manner.The modern capitalist is a stockholder, who holds a diversified portfolio ofshares, or shares in amutual or pension fund, which in turn is a diversified portfolio.The variation in the returns of any one item in that portfolio has a very small impacton the variance in the returns on the entire portfolio. An individual might be riskaverse, and thus wish to avoid variations in the returns on her portfolio of shares,and yet appear as risk neutral with respect to the variation in returns on any singleshare owing to the small impact a single share’s performance has on the totalportfolio. Indeed, the only reason for holding a portfolio of shares is because oneis risk averse. Thus, paying workers fixed wages and having the capital ownersreceive the residual income, becomes the Pareto optimal payment contract of the
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firm evenwhen both capitalists andworkers are risk averse, if eachworker receivesa large fraction of his total income from the firm, and each capitalist receives buta small fraction of her income from a given firm.Capital owners can optimally absorb all of the risks of demand shocks facinga firm, because they can effectively “buy insurance” in the capital market againstthe risks facing the firm. This kind of market solution for spreading the risks facingthe firm is clearly superior to using the worker– capitalist contract within a givenfirm, because it allows the risks of the individual firm to be spread across a muchwider group of individuals.Many of the risks of business life are specific to given firms or industries. Anunusually hot summer raises the demand for mineral waters, soft drinks, and beers.A sharp increase in the price of oil depresses the demand for automobiles and steel.Thus, if workers in a steel mill wished to protect themselves against the ups anddowns of their firm and industry, it seems unlikely that theywould consider first thecapital owners in theirfirm, since the fortunes of both are so highly intertwined. Farbetterwould be to approachworkers in otherfirms or industries, or other capitalists.This consideration suggests that capital and labor would not come together to forma firm, just to pool the risks associated with their sources of income. Given thata firm has formed for some other reason, on the other hand, capitalists and workersmay choose to write a contract for dividing the revenue that spreads the risks of thefirm across both groups, when superior alternatives are not offered by the market.But they would never form a firm just for this reason. Our quest for an explanationfor why firms exist and the nature of their contractual relationships must go further.

The firm as a coordination contract
Suppose that there are two weavers in a remote village. Each spends his timeweaving and selling his cloth. Each earns on average $400 per week. The weaversdiscover, however, that if theywork together as a team, one specializing inweavingand the other in selling, they can average $1,000 per week. Together they can earnmore than apart, so it obviously pays for them to work together. The questionnow arises, how to divide the average income of the team of $1,000 between thetwo. Since the team only averages $1,000 per week, they cannot agree on fixedamounts that sum to $1,000, since they will not always have enough to cover theseamounts. A sharing contract again seems in order with α going to one member ofthe team, and 1−α going to the other. So long as 0.4 ≤ α ≤ 0.6, both members ofthe team are at least as well off as when they worked alone, or so it would appear.But in this case appearances might be deceiving. When a weaver works alone,the loss in income when he takes a break for coffee, goes for lunch, or takes aday off to go fishing is borne entirely by himself. Each weaver can be expectedto take time off for coffee, lunch, fishing, and the like, such that the marginalutility from these breaks, call it the marginal utility of leisure (MUL) just equalsthe marginal utility of the lost income from the lost output from not working(MUY). But when the two weavers work as a team, the loss of income of one of
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Table 3.1 Prisoners’ dilemma with respect to shirking
Weaver Column
Does not shirk Shirks

1 3
Weaver Row Does not shirk 10 utils 10 utils 6 utils 12 utils

2 4Shirks 12 utils 6 utils 7 utils 7 utils

the weavers from taking a coffee break is only a fraction, α, of the loss in income tothe team.Instead of choosing a level of leisure such that MUY = MUL, this member willchoose leisure such that αMUY = MUL. The price of leisure for each member ofthe team has fallen, and each accordingly consumes more. The end result is thateach finds himself worse off in the teamwork situation, than he had expected to be.Once the two weavers form a team and institute a sharing contract, they findthemselves in a prisoners’ dilemma with respect to shirking (consuming leisure).This prisoners’ dilemma is depicted in Table 3.1. Since the utility of each teammember depends on both his income and his leisure, the entries in the matrix aredefined in utility units, “utils.” When each member of the team works as hard inthe team as he was working by himself, the total income of the team is $1,000,and this leads, let us say, to them each achieving a level of utility of 10 utils underthe assumption that they have the same utility functions and share the revenueequally (α = 0.5). This outcome is depicted in square 1. If Column continuesto work at the same level, but Row begins to take longer breaks (shirks), Row’sutility rises as the extra utility from shirking offsets his share of the loss in teamincome. Column consumes no extra leisure and receives less income and is worseoff (square 2). Square 3 depicts the symmetric outcome with Column shirking andRow not shirking. When both members shirk the outcome is in square 4.There are three properties of this game which are important for our analysis ofthe firm. (1) There are gains from cooperation, the movement from square 4 tosquare 1. If the two weavers can agree not to shirk, they both can be better off.(2) There are incentives not to cooperate, to cheat on any agreement to cooperate –the gains to one member from movement from square 1 to either square 2 or 3.(3) The gains from cooperation can only be achieved in the context of the game.We have built this condition into the example by assuming that the two weaversare isolated in a remote village. The gains from cooperation that they experienceare gains from specialization. If a perfectly competitive market for wholesale clothexisted, however, the gains from specialization could be achieved without forminga team. One person could specialize in weaving and sell his cloth in the wholesalemarket, the other could specialize in selling and buy his cloth in the wholesalemarket. The absence of a wholesale market forces the weavers into teamworkcooperation to achieve the gains from specialization. A necessary condition for
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prisoners’ dilemma-teamwork situations to arise in production is some sort of“market failure” that forces factor owners to cooperate in teams to produce atmaximum efficiency.To achieve Pareto optimal levels of effort from both members of the team, theymust be induced not to shirk, to cooperate in team production. We describe threedifferent situations under which this might occur.
Both team members immobile

The benefits to each team member from cooperation seem so obvious, and inmany situations so large, that the reader may think it unlikely that the cooperativeoutcome, square 1, would not emerge. But, in fact, in single plays of the game, quitethe opposite is the case. If each player chooses whether to cooperate (not shirk)or not independently of the other, then not cooperating, shirking, is the dominantstrategy. Regardless of what Column does, Row is better off if he chooses notto cooperate. The same holds true for Column, and herein is the heart of thedilemma. Rational, independent decisions by each player lead them irrevocably toan outcome, which is collectively irrational.If both team members are immobile, that is to say it is costly for them toleave the town or find comparable employment opportunities outside of the team,both individuals face the same prisoners’ dilemma week after week. If each actsindependently, each rationally chooses not to cooperate and the outcome in square 4reoccurs week after week.Now suppose one member of the team, while enjoying one of his extra longcoffee breaks, reflects on why it is that his realized utility within the team, is notas high as he expected it to be when he joined. He observes that he is enjoyingmuch more on-the-job leisure than before, but his weekly income is lower than hehad expected it to be, and as a consequence his combined utility from leisure andincome is not as high as he thought it would be. The thought occurs that maybethe other member of the team is also consuming far more leisure now than hewas before, and that the less-than-expected income comes about because of themore-than-expected consumption of leisure by both parties. It occurs to him thatif he and his team partner would both refrain from shirking, both would be betteroff. How to bring this outcome about?One possibility, which does not rely on direct communication between the play-ers, is for each of them to recognize that because of their immobility they reallyface not a single prisoners’ dilemma game as depicted in Table 3.1, but a prisoners’dilemma supergame, that is an indefinite sequence of games identical to Table 3.1.Having recognized the supergame nature of the situation, each player can nowchoose a supergame strategy to try and induce cooperation from the other player.One such strategy would be a matching strategy, often also called the tit-for-tatstrategy, as depicted in Table 3.2. Players’ R and C face a sequence of identi-cal prisoners’ dilemma games, 1, 2, 3, 4, . . . . Player R chooses the sequence ofstrategies Mi such that R will play in any round i, the identical strategy that Cplayed in round i − 1. That is R will cooperate in round 3, if C cooperated in
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Table 3.2 A prisoners’ dilemma supergame
Game 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 . . .

Player R M1 M2 M3 M4 M5 M6 M7Player C

round 2. Such a strategy effectively rewards C for cooperating in a given roundby R’s cooperating in the next round, and punishes C for not cooperating by sub-sequently not cooperating. If C cooperates in the first round, R will cooperate inthe second, and in every subsequent round so long as C continues to cooperate. Ifboth players adopt this matching strategy, and both choose to cooperate in the firstround, mutual cooperation continues indefinitely.Axelrod (1984) has described prisoners’ dilemma situations in which coopera-tion has emerged without direct communication even between armies facing oneanother in war. Normally, however, communication is possible and its use seemsa more natural way for cooperation to arise. One team member approaches theother and says, “If you cut down on your shirking, I’ll cut down on mine.”Agreements such as these are easier to enforce, the smaller and more stable thegroup is. Thus, we expect mutual monitoring and cooperation to appear in smallfirmswith stablememberships. Lawyers and doctors are among themost immobileof all occupations, in general, and we often find them organized into partnershipsin which all members use voice to ensure cooperation, and the revenues of thefirm are shared. By voice we mean various command and democratic proceduresin contrast to the use of exit as is common in market transactions.
One team member mobile, one immobile

Consider now the impact on the contractual relationship when one member of theteam becomes mobile. A factory opens in a nearby town and begins hiring weaversat a wage of $500. This event changes the relationship between the team membersdramatically. Where before the weaver in the team might have received anythingbetween $400 and $600, now hemust be paid at least $500. The survival of the firmbecomes much more important to the immobile member of the team, the seller,whose income will revert to $400 if the weaver exits and the firm folds. Becausethe weaver can always get a job in the neighboring town at $500, he may beginto take greater chances at shirking. Anticipating this the seller takes on more ofa monitoring role. The seller may choose to pay the weaver a fixed wage equal tothe weaver’s opportunity cost, and keep the entire residual. The seller stipulates thehours the weaver must work, the duration of coffee and lunch breaks, and checksto see that the weaver does not break the rules. The seller becomes the monitorand residual claimant policing the contract by voice, the weaver receives a fixedwage and polices the contract by the threat of exit. A situation of mutual trustand cooperation is replaced by one of indifference and suspicion. Knowing that
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Table 3.3 Alternative control patterns in the firm
Mobility patterns
Symmetricimmobility Asymmetricmobility Symmetricmobility

1 2 3No economiesof monitoring Interpersonalrelationships High trust Lowtrust/Impersonal Impersonal
Control devices Voice Voice/exit ExitContract form Profit sharing Residualclaimant/fixedpayment

Residualclaimant/fixedpayment
4 5 6Economies ofmonitoring Interpersonalrelationships Very low trust Lowtrust/impersonal Impersonal

Control devices Voice Voice/exit ExitContract form Profit sharing orresidualclaimant/fixedwage
Residualclaimant/fixedpayment

Residualclaimant/fixedpayment

the contract is of less importance to the weaver than it is to the seller, the sellercontinually suspects that the weaver is shirking or in some other way cheating onthe contract. The weaver on the other hand is indifferent as to what the seller does,so long as he receives his fixed wage. The characteristics of the new contract aresummarized in Table 3.3, square 2, and can be contrasted with those in which thetwo team members are both immobile (square 1).
Both team members mobile

If the seller can also take a job in the neighboring town at a wage of $500, thesurvival of the firm becomes a matter of indifference to both team members. Bothpolice the terms of the contract by the threat of exit. We have the situation ofsquare 3 in Table 3.3.
Economies of monitoring

The mobile members of a team can police their part of the contract by the threat ofexit. Exit being costly, the immobile members must resort to voice. Such a divisionis natural, so long as there are no economies of monitoring. But such economiesoften exist. It is much easier for the seller to know when the weaver has beenshirking – there is no cloth – then it is for the weaver to know when the seller hasbeen shirking. Perhaps the seller did not shirk, but there simply were no customersthat day, or none willing to buy the cloth in any event.
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When one member of the team has a natural advantage in monitoring the con-tract, or significant scale economies exist, the tendencies depicted in squares 1through 3 may be reinforced, or the link between immobility and voice may beupset. If both members of the team are immobile, and the seller can monitor theweaver, but the weaver cannot monitor the seller, the situation of mutual trust ofsquare 1 may disappear (square 4). If with asymmetric mobility it is the mobilemember of the team who is in a position to monitor, suspicion and distrust may bemaximal (square 5). As always, full mobility solves all problems even when thereare gains from specialization in monitoring (square 6).
Cheating on insurance contracts

Cheating can also take place on insurance contracts. Suppose, for example, thatthere are no gains from specialization, and thus no efficiency reason for the twoweavers to form a team. From time to time, however, the weavers become ill ortheir machines break down. To protect themselves against these temporary lossesin income, theweaversmight agree to pool their incomes eachweek and share themas a way to insure against the risks of getting sick or machine breakdown. Oncea sharing contract exists, however, the same incentives to shirk arise. Each weavernow has an incentive to feign illness, to claim that his machine has broken down.Such cheating on insurance contracts is so common that it has a special name,moralhazard. Insurance contracts, like all other sharing contracts, encourage cheating.

The nature of the firm
We are now in a position to answer the question Ronald Coase posed over 60 yearsago. What is the essential nature of the firm? In answering this question, Coaseobserved, “It can, I think, be assumed that the distinguishing mark of the firm isthe supersession of the price mechanism.” We have emphasized in our exampleof the two weavers, the necessity of the absence of a wholesale market for cloth,so that the weavers are forced to cooperate to achieve the gains from specialization.Coase’s stress on superseding the price mechanism captures this notion of marketfailure. Firms are not the only institutions that arise for dealingwithmarket failures,however. The normative case for government also rests on the existence of marketfailure. Indeed, if the word “firm” is replaced with “government” in the abovequotation, the statement makes equal sense and is equally valid. Governments areinstitutions for achieving Pareto optimal allocations of resources in the presence ofmarket failures in consumption. Firms are institutions for achieving Pareto optimalallocations of resources in the presence of market failures in production.In a subsequent, equally classic paper, Coase (1960) demonstrated that theexistence of a market failure did not necessarily call for the intervention of gov-ernment. If the smoke from A’s burning trash discomforts B, B need not callout the troops, B might simply approach A and ask A not to burn the trash, orofferA a bribe not to burn the trash. Externalities and other market failures require
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agreements (contracts) between the concerned parties to achieve Pareto optimality,not necessarily government intervention.Our example of the two weavers resembles on a smaller scale “the putting outsystem” that evolved in England prior to the industrial revolution. Each step in theproduction of clothing – raising sheep, spinning yarn, weaving cloth, etc. – mightbe undertaken by a separate person, typically working alone in his cottage. Thegoods were moved along from one stage to another by a manager– entrepreneur.The different people in the production chain were neither separated by impersonalmarkets, nor joined together in a single firm. Rather they were contractually linkedto achieve the productive gains from specialization. The interdependence amongthe different stages in production made all vulnerable to disruptions at any stage,and thereby imposed significant transaction costs on the manager–entrepreneurto ensure a steady flow of goods through the system. The firm, a gathering of allstages at a single place under a single manager, emerged out of the putting outsystem as a way to reduce the transaction costs of production.3We can now define the firm.
Definition. A firm is an organization for achieving the gains from cooperation inproduction, whose members are joined by informal contract.
Firms differ from other forms of cooperation in production by the nature of thecontract that joins its members. If GeneralMotors takes out a loan fromCitibank tofinance an investment, this loan will take the form of a formal contract specifyingwhen repayment will bemade and at what interest rate. We do not say that Citibankand General Motors constitute a single firm. If the central headquarters of GeneralMotors provides the Pontiac division funds to finance an investment, the terms ofrepayment, and penalties for nonpayment, are likely to be implicit. We do not callGeneral Motors’ central management and the Pontiac division two separate firms.The salient characteristic of a firm as an organization for cooperation in productionis the informal and implicit nature of its contract.
Hierarchy in the firm
The more formal and explicit a contract is, the easier it is to determine whether itsterms have been violated. An important advantage of formal contracts is that theycan be more easily monitored by independent third parties. If A contracts with Bto deliver a carload of apples of specified quality to B on November 15, for a priceof $10,000, then B can take A to court should A fail to deliver the apples, and
A can take B to court, if upon delivery A refuses to pay the $10,000. In contrast,if the agreement between A and B is merely verbal, “sealed with a handshake,”a judge may find it impossible to determine the “terms” of the initial agreement,and therefore impossible to arbitrate it.Formal contracts require more transaction costs (e.g. time) to write initially,and may involve substantial ongoing costs, if the “rights and obligations” that theygovern cannot be accurately predicted in advance. It would be prohibitively costly,if not impossible, to specify in advance all of the tasks that a secretary might be
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asked to do – how many letters will have to be typed, how many phone numbersdialed, etc. Thus, the specific duties of a secretary are often left rather vague atthe time he is hired. The implicit contract under which a secretary works is thathe will do what his boss tells him to do. But what if the boss asks the secretary tocrawl out on the window ledge of their 107th story office, and wash the windows?The secretary might object that this task is not what the secretary envisaged doingwhen he took the job, this task is not part of “the contract.” But, since the termsof the contract are very vague, it may be very hard to determine what is part ofthe contract. Can the boss ask the secretary to wash the windows from inside theoffice? Dust the shelves?Informal contracts involve lower initial costs of writing. Because of their lack ofspecificity, however, they are more difficult to monitor by impartial third parties.Monitoring must fall to the parties to the contract themselves. With opportunisticindividuals, such internal monitoring of the contract can be a source of conflict.Such conflicts may generate large “transaction costs” ex post, when disagreementsarise between the parties over the terms of the contract. Such disagreements havefigured prominently in the literature on the firm. We shall discuss two examples tohelp illustrate the essential features of the problem.
Conflicts between the firm’s team members
Capitalist and worker

In the classical theory of Smith and Ricardo, the capitalist owned the physicalcapital of the firm, the machines, and gave orders to the workers who operatedthem. Theworker’s “contract”was in fact, as the economist John Commons (1924,p. 285) once described it, “not a contract, [but] a continuing implied renewal ofcontracts at every minute and hour, based on the continuance of . . . satisfactoryservice . . . and compensation.” Thus, in the classical theory the monitoring rolefell appropriately to immobile capital, and any disagreements over the terms ofthe contract would be settled by the capitalist. The worker protected himself fromopportunistic interpretations of the contract by the capitalist through the threat ofor actual exit.As our above discussion suggests, such an arrangement shouldworkfine, so longasworkers remain highlymobile. But, asKarlMarx so forcefully pointed out, when“an army of unemployed” exists, the workers cannot costlessly move from onefirm to another should they not like the way their contract with a capitalist is beinginterpreted by her. High unemployment destroys the worker’s ability to use exit toenforce his side of the contract, and encourages the worker to strengthen his abilityto use voice. The struggle of workers throughout the latter half of the nineteenthand much of the twentieth centuries to form unions and to induce government tolegitimate and protect them can be interpreted in part as a struggle to replace exitwith voice in the monitoring of the capitalist–worker contract.The workers’movement in the United States made its greatest strides during theGreat Depression, when unemployment rates rose to 25 percent of the work force.
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Congress passed legislation that defined and protected workers’ rights to formunions and to bargain collectively with managers. The workers’ contract becameawritten contract, specifying in great detail procedures for discharging andpromot-ing workers, the duties of different categories of workers, their direct and indirectcompensation, etc. The contract between capitalist (management) and labor todayis a much more formal and explicit contract than that described above by JohnCommons three-quarters of a century ago. Accordingly, in 1935 the US Congresscreated the National Labor Relations Board, a quasi-judicial third party agent, toarbitrate contractual disputes between management and labor. Thus, today in theUnited States the contract binding capital and labor is in many cases a formalcontract, capable of third party arbitration.The same is true in all developed countries and in many developing coun-tries. In many enterprises in Germany and Austria workers are able to exercise“voice” through the process of co-determination (Mitbestimmung). Workers arerepresented in councils in which formal democratic procedures are used to makedecisions of particular importance to the workers. Japanese firms have sought toavoid the high transaction costs of contracting and the arbitration of contracts thatcharacterizes Western employment relationships by allowing workers to partici-pate informally in making the decisions that affect them. The workers inability touse exit as a control strategy is recognized and allowed for by providing life-timeemployment with well-established procedures for advancement.
The manager–shareholder conflict

The joint-stock company, as Adam Smith called it, has evolved over the last twocenturies out of the business partnership. At first the number of shareholders ina joint-stock company was small, and usually included the entrepreneur founder,who would also be the firm’s chief executive officer. Corporate charters, the con-stitutions of the corporations, defined the economic activities of the company, andcould not easily be changed. Major decisions required the unanimous approvalof all shareholders. Thus, in the early stages of the corporation’s development,when markets for shares were thin or nonexistent, stockholders relied on voicemechanisms to police the terms of their implicit contract with managers.Over time capital markets developed, shares could be bought and sold quickly,and shareholders began to rely more and more on exit as a means of control. Largecompanies came to have large numbers of shareholders, each of whom held buta small fraction of a company’s shares. Most important decisions were made bymanagement. Proposals to the shareholders required only a simple majority oftheir votes for approval.In October of 1929, however, many shareholders in North America discoveredthat they were not as mobile as they had thought they were. They could not get tothe telephone fast enough to sell their shares and avert a dramatic decline in theirwealth. In the aftermath of the Great Crash, much soul searching took place as to“what had gone wrong” prior to the Crash. In some cases it was discovered thatmanagers had engaged in actions of a questionable ethical and even legal nature,
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actions that enriched the managers at the expense of their shareholders. Althoughthe sums involved were typically not large enough to have harmed the shareholderssignificantly, the fact that theywere harmed at all, on top of the large losses they hadexperienced as a result of the Crash, led to similar demands as those made by laborfor government action to strengthen the hands of shareholders relative tomanagers.Perhaps no contractual linkage in the firm is vaguer than that between sharehold-ers and managers. A common share entitles its holder to a share of the proceedsfrom dissolving the company, but conveys no specific rights with respect to theongoing operations of the enterprise. The implicit contract between managers andtheir shareholders is that managers work hard and generate large economic profitsfor the firm, that the managers honestly report these profits to the shareholders,and that they pay out as large of a share of these profits to the shareholders as is inthe shareholders’ best interests. Since all of the money generated by the firm thatis not paid out to shareholders is potentially available in one form or another tothe managers, an obvious and potentially large conflict exists between the interestsof shareholders and those of the managers. With all of the authority to interpretthe contract lying with the managers, the danger exists that managers interpret thecontract in a way of maximal advantage to themselves.Changes in the laws governing the manager–stockholder contract passed duringthe Great Depression strengthened the shareholders’ ability to use both voice andexit to monitor this contract. Managers were for the first time required to report thesales, costs and profits of their firms, and to hire certified, independent accountantsto verify the authenticity of these numbers. Specific information concerning thecorporation’s operationswas also required at the time of any new listing of commonshares. As with the monitoring of the worker–manager contract an agency, theSecurities and Exchange Commission, was created to help police the manager–shareholder contract.Despite these measures and others, which have been taken subsequently, thepotential conflict between managers and shareholders remains an ongoing issuein the governance of large enterprises in North America and around the world.Regulations governing the shareholder–manager contract exist in every country,but inmany they aremuchweaker than in theUnited States. For example, managersin the United States must declare the number of shares in their company, whichthey and members of their family own, their compensation from the company, andsimilar data regarding the managers’ financial stake in the company. In other coun-tries, like Germany, managers need not tell the owners of their company what theirsalaries are. For companies organized as GmbHs, they need not even declare salesand profits. Policingmanagerial actions with so little information is rather difficult.
Conclusions
Firms exist to achieve the gains from cooperation among factor owners in produc-tion. To avoid opportunistic behavior by individual factor owners, this behaviormust bemonitored, and rewards and penalties meted out. Who does themonitoringand how each individual is rewarded or punished depends on the relativemobilities
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of each factor owner, and the costs of monitoring. These interrelationships amongthe factor owners are defined by contract.The contracts that link factor owners in production may be formal or informal.Formal contracts have the advantage of being capable of third-party monitoring.Usually we do not think of the individuals and organizations that are linked byformal contracts as being part of the same firm. Rather these contracts defineinterfirm transactions of the same type as occur between firms in the market. Themain difference between these transactions and normal, spot market transactionsis that they involve uncertainty in some nontrivial way. This uncertainty typicallyarises, because some portion of the transaction takes place in the future, as whena firm borrows money from a bank and repays it over time.The salient characteristic of the firm is that its factor owners are linked by infor-mal contracts. As they are informal, these contracts are difficult for independentthird parties to monitor. The contracts linking the firm’s factor owners must bearbitrated by the factor owners themselves. When an individual whose rewards aredetermined by a contract is also in a position to arbitrate the contract, the potentialfor self-serving opportunistic behavior is obviously present. Actual or suspectedopportunistic behavior by one party to the firm’s contract is a constant danger andsource of conflict, given the nature of the firm’s contract.The history of the firm, and its modern manifestation the corporation, is oneof trying to find the minimum cost contractual relationship among factor own-ers for achieving the gains from their cooperation. The putting out system withits arms-length transactions between independent, but contractually linked pro-ducers, gave way to the factory to reduce transaction costs. The very informaland vaguely defined contracts between managers and workers, and managers andstockholders that existed at the beginning of this century have by now given wayto much more formal contracts, contracts, which can be and are monitored by athird party, and this third party is most often the government. The result is, ofcourse, that the transaction costs of contracting within the firm have risen tremen-dously. The raison d’être of the firm, its low transaction costs from informalcontracts, has been partially removed. This outcome is almost inevitable, giventhe teamwork nature of the production process, and the opportunistic nature ofindividuals.The history of the firm and its likely future is a never-ending struggle to bal-ance the transaction cost savings from informal contracts, against the conflicts andtransaction costs to which these conflicts give rise. Faced with the higher transac-tion costs of organized labor and government regulations, some firms have simplymigrated to regions or countries in lower stages of development, where workersare willing to accept employment on the terms of the traditional employment con-tract as described above by Commons. Other firms have given workers a share inmonitoring and control by introducing some form of co-determination. But demo-cratic decision-making procedures of this type have their own transaction costs.No organizational structure can do away with the transaction costs of coordinatingteam production. The task is to identify those organizational structures that keepthese costs to a minimum.
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Notes on the literature
Coase’s (1937) article is the seminal contribution to the contractual theory ofthe firm. Following Coase the most important contribution to this literature is byWilliamson (1975). The role of transaction costs and the informal nature of thecontract joining the participants in the firm, and thus the need for hierarchy, isemphasized by Williamson (1985).Alchian and Demsetz (1972) emphasize the teamwork nature of production,and thus the incentives to shirk. The role of managers in their theory of the firm isto police shirking by the other team members. Alchian and Demsetz assume thatthe managers and all other factor owners are perfectly mobile. Their model of thefirm thus belongs to square 6 in our Table 3.3, and resembles the market with allmembers of the firm able to protect their interests by the threat of exit.Stephen Marglin (1974) argues that the putting out system did not disappearbecause it involved higher transaction costs than the factories that replaced it.Rather, Marglin argues, the managers who ran the factories, the bosses, obtainedutility from being bosses, and thus installed the hierarchical organizations that weobserve today. As noted above, Herrigal (1996) has also questioned in the contextof Germany’s economic development whether the putting out (Verlag) system wasinefficient.Questions of moral hazard and monitoring in the firm have been dealt with morerecently by Grossman and Hart (1986) and Hart and Moore (1990).The distinction between exit and voice is taken from Hirschman (1970).Berle andMeans (1932) first documented the existence of a “separation betweenownership and control,” and discussed the conflict between managers and share-holders, which it caused. Their book also contains a detailed history of the evolutionof the corporation.This chapter relies heavily on the arguments and examples presented by FitzRoyand Mueller (1984).
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4 The Schumpeterian firm

We were engineers and we had a big dream of success. We thought that in makinga unique product we would surely make a fortune. (Akio Morito, 1988, pp. 64–5)
In the 1950s, Edwin H. Land invented a process for developing film in a cameraimmediately after a picture has been taken. To market this revolutionary inventionhe founded the Polaroid Company. Several companies were founded in the 1950sby scientists and engineers from the Bell Laboratories, where the transistor wasinvented, because they thought that they could profitably develop and manufacturetransistors in this rapidly expanding industry. Akio Morito cofounded Sony afterthe Second World War, because he thought that there would be a market for taperecorders in post-war Japan. None of thesefirm start-ups seems to bewell describedby the statement that their founders foresaw ways to economize on transactioncosts.Schumpeter depicted the birth of a firm as the result of the innovative idea ofsome would-be entrepreneur.1 The birth of many firms seems linked to some inno-vative idea of its founder, and thus for many firms Schumpeter’s explanation forwhy firms exist offers an alternative and perhaps a more accurate characterization;andmany economists have approached the study of the birth and evolution of firmsand industries with a Schumpeterian perspective. In this chapter, we review thisliterature.
The product life cycle
Most industries go through what are typically called “product life cycles.”Klepperand Graddy (1990) have studied the pattern of product life cycles of 46 products.Their findings are summarized in Figure 4.1. During the first stage, the industrycomes into existence and begins to grow. Stage 1 of the product life cycle rangesfrom a mere two years to over a half century, with a mean of 29 years. Duringstage 1, the number of firms in an industry increases on average by nearly fourper year.Stage 2 of the product life cycle consists of a so-called shakeout stage, which ismuch shorter than stage 1, averaging scarcely more than a decade. Companies exit
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Figure 4.1 Three stages of a product’s life cycle.
Source: Adapted from Klepper and Graddy (1990).
during the shakeout phase at an even faster rate than they entered. Stage 3 in thefigure covers the stage of maturity. Many of the industries in the Klepper/Graddysample were still in this stage so that the mean length of this stage could not becomputed. The upper limits of this stage are probably well over half a century.Other authors break the product life cycle into four or five stages:2
1 The innovation stage. This stage occurs when the first firm enters (creates)an industry. Thus, all industries begin as monopolies, and by definition theinnovation is made by a firm outside of the industry. In some cases like nylon,the innovation is protected by a patent and the innovator remains a monopolistfor many years. In others, like the automobile, imitators appear almost imme-diately. In many important instances during the twentieth century, industrieshave been launched by inventions developed by small firm or an individualinventor. Famous examples of radical new products invented by individualswould include: F.G. Banting – insulin; L. Biro – the ballpoint pen; C. Carlson– the photocopy machine; A. Fleming – penicillin; K. Gillette – the safetyrazor; E.J. Houdry – catalytic cracking; C. Munters – gas refrigeration; H.von Ohain – jet engine; and E.A. Thompson – automobile transmissions.3Often, at this stage, R&D outlays are minimal. It is uncertainty over the suc-cess of the innovation, not the size of the investment needed that acts as adeterrent to entry at the innovation stage.
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2 The imitation stage. Once an industry has been launched by the introduc-tion of a new product, imitators appear rapidly and often in great numbers,if the product appears likely to have a great demand. Most imitators focuson variations in product designs. Product improvements are frequent, outputgrows and prices fall. Figures 4.2 and 4.3 reproduce the findings of Klepperand Graddy with respect to output and price changes during the first yearsof a product’s life. As the industry expands, its output grows dramaticallyat the beginning, but its rate of growth declines quickly. Prices fall contin-uously over the first years of a product’s life, but the rate of decline slowsas the product ages. During the imitation stage new developments continueto come from firms that are initially outside of the industry and R&D costscontinue to be modest. The innovation and imitation stages make up stage 1 inFigure 4.1.
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Figure 4.2 Changes in output over a product’s life cycle.
Source: Adapted from Klepper and Graddy (1990, table 4).
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Source: Adapted from Klepper and Graddy (1990).

3 The shakeout stage. At some point in time in a product’s life cycle, the marketbegins to select its favorite product designs. Some firms have also selectedsuperior production or distribution techniques, or have made greater improve-ments than others. Thosefirms that have selected the “right”product designs orproduction process survive, the others depart. As Figure 4.1 suggests, depar-tures during this shakeout phase of an industry’s life cycle are often rapid andnumerous. At this stage, entry stops and all innovations begin to come fromfirms already inside of the industry. Where technology is important, R&Dbegins to become an entry barrier as insiders have accumulated considerableknowledge about their products and production techniques, knowledge thatnew entrants could only acquire through considerable investments in R&D.R&D also tends to shift from an emphasis on improvements in product designto improvements in the production process.
4 Maturity. Following the shakeout period, the industry stabilizes and enters amature phase in which the number of sellers and industry concentration donot change dramatically. In industries where technology is important, R&Dconstitutes a significant entry barrier as the gap in accumulated knowledgebetween insiders and outsiders grows ever larger. R&D is concentrated oncost reducing innovations and minor improvements in product design. Thismature phase of the product life cycle may go on indefinitely.
5 Decline. For those products that eventually get replaced by entirely newproducts – the vacuum tube, the manual typewriter – a fifth and final stageof decline takes place in which the number of firms falls through horizontal
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mergers, voluntary exits and bankruptcies. Output falls, and concentrationrises. What R&D there is in the industry is undertaken by insiders, of course,but R&D expenditures begin to decline as the time horizons of those left inthe industry begin to shorten. Very often this period of decline takes placenot because a product is totally displaced technologically like the manualtypewriter and the slide rule, but because of international competition. As aproduct’s technology matures, further improvements in product design andproduction become more and more difficult to bring about, and the high-wage, high-R&D industrial countries lose their competitive advantage overlow-wage, low-R&D developing countries. Production moves “off-shore.”Examples of these industries would include textiles and shoe manufacturingin the United States and several West European countries. Occasionally, acountry loses out to foreign competition, because its domestic producers havefailed to adopt some important production technique or product design. Anexample of this is television manufacturing in the United States. US tele-vision set producers were slow to introduce solid state technology into theirtelevision receivers, and thus lost their domestic market to Japanese producers(see, Klepper and Simons, 1999). Stages 4 and 5 of a product’s life cycle areencompassed in the third stage in Figure 4.1.
The causes of shakeouts
An explanation for why revolutionary innovations like the automobile, penicillin,and the personal computer spark great bursts of imitative activity and entry is notdifficult to find. The potential profits for a successful entrant seem enormous, andmany risk- (uncertainty-) taking entrepreneurs who think that they have a goodidea are willing, indeed eager, to take the plunge. Nor is it difficult to understandwhy an industry matures and perhaps eventually enters into a period of decline.Eventually, all of the possible designs for a sweater have been tried, the process ofknitting them has been refined about as far as it can go. Less obvious is the reasonwhy it also seems inevitable that an industry passes through a shakeout phase on itsway to maturity. Why does an industry shakeout so often result in only a handfulof surviving companies and a very high industry concentration ratio rather than 50or 100 producers, each profitably ensconced in its own chosen niche?The most obvious answer to this question is that the technology of productionupon which an industry eventually settles involves significant economies of scale,and thus that there is “only room in the industry” for a handful ofminimum averagecost firms. This obvious answer is most certainly wrong, however. Engineeringestimates ofminimum efficient size dating back to Bain’s (1956) classic study haveshown that concentration levels in most industries are far higher than are neededto ensure that every producer has reached the minimum point on its average costcurve.4 Estimates of minimum efficient size using other methodologies, as forexample the survivor technique, imply even smaller scale economies (e.g. Saving,1961). Some alternative explanation must be found for why during the shakeoutstage so many industries appear to “overshoot” the concentration levels needed to
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achieve static efficiency. In this section, we briefly discuss three hypotheses andsome evidence.
Hypotheses

The exogenous-technological-shockhypothesis. Jovanovic andMacDonald (1994)have hypothesized that shakeouts occur followingmajor technological innovationsthat are more or less exogenous to the industry. Some companies are success-ful in adopting the new technology, others not, and thus a shakeout ensues.Jovanovic and MacDonald also assume that the technological breakthrough raisesthe minimum-efficient-size of a firm in the industry.The dominant-design hypothesis. Utterback and Suarez (1993) have hypo-thesized that during the imitation stage of an industry’s life cycle many differentproduct designs appear. Some of these prove to bemore popular than others. Even-tually, the market settles in on a particular product design, and those firms thatchose the wrong design depart. The shakeout stage is thus caused by the market’sselection of a particular product design.The economies-of-scale-in-R&D hypothesis. Where Utterback and Suarezemphasize the importance of advantages in product design, Klepper (1996) hasstressed the importance of cost advantages in explaining industry shakeouts.5 Aninnovation that reduces the unit costs of production by $1 saves a firm producinga million units $1 million. The same innovation saves a firm producing 10 millionunits $10 million. Thus, the nature of cost-reducing innovations gives rise to animportant form of economies of scale in R&D. Since the early entrants into anindustry generally have larger outputs than later entrants, they have greater incen-tives to spend money on introducing cost-reducing innovations. Early entrants thatare successful in innovating obtain a further advantage over late entrants, whichallows them to expand their outputs and thereby further increases their incentiveto invest in cost-reducing innovations. As an industry matures and settles in ona few product designs, cost differences begin to dominate product differences, andthe firms which have been unsuccessful in lowering their costs are driven out ofthe industry.
Evidence

Klepper and Simons (2000b) have tested the three hypotheses about shakeouts byexamining the histories of four industries in the United States: automobiles, tires,televisions, and penicillin. Figure 4.4 plots the number of firms in each industryagainst time. It can easily be seen that each industry went through a shakeoutphase: automobiles starting around 1912, tires around 1920, televisions around1950, and penicillin around 1952.Klepper and Simons focus upon the hazard rates of exitingwhen testing the threehypotheses.6 They argue that the hazard rates of early entrants into an industryshould not fall prior to the beginning of the shakeout stage and should gradually
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Figure 4.4 Number of producers, entry, and exit in the four products.
Source: Klepper and Simons (2000b).
approach zero. Late entrants into the industry should, in contrast, see their hazardrates rise during the shakeout. Figure 4.5 plots smoothed hazard rates for threecohorts of entrants in the four industries. As can easily be seen, the hazard ratesfor the latest cohort of entrants all rise dramatically when the shakeout periodsbegin, while the hazard rates of the earliest entrants taper off toward zero in mostcases. Television sets are somewhat of an exception in that the hazard rate of the
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earliest entrants bulges upward in the 1970s as the domestic manufacturers fallprey to the Japanese. The earliest producers of penicillin have a near constanthazard rate from the birth of the industry. These results clearly indicate that theearliest entrants into these industries had important survival advantages over thelate entrants. Indeed, late entrants almost invariably disappear entirely.Klepper and Simons present additional evidence in support of the economies-of-scale-in-R&D hypothesis. Early entrants, for example, are found to be morelikely to produce important subsequent innovations. Success in surviving is alsolinked to success at innovating, which helps explain the link between survivalsuccess and early entry. Some of these findings seem to contradict the other twohypotheses about the causes of shakeouts. For example, a major innovation mightbe expected to impact all incumbent firms in the same way, independent of whenthey entered an industry, and one might even argue that late entrants should havean advantage over early ones in choosing a successful product design, since theyhave an opportunity to observe the market’s reaction to the early entrants’ choices.Thus, the strong superiority of early entrants in terms of survival chances seemsto fit the predictions of the economies-of-scale-in-R&D hypothesis best – at leastin industries where technological factors are significant.7
Entry and exit
The patterns of entry and exit observed over an industry’s life cycle generallyaccord with what economic theory leads us to expect. Firms enter an industryin the stages when expected profits are high, they exit when profits expectationscollapse. Little entry occurs after entry barriers become substantial.Of necessity the literature on product life cycles consists of case studies ofindividual products. To trace an industry’s history back to its very beginning anddocument all of the entrants and departures over perhaps 100 years ormore requiresmuch time and detective work. Although enough case studies have now beencompleted to allow us to be fairly confident that the “stylized facts” presented inthe two previous sections are common to most if not all industries, one would liketo have some reassurance that the process of entry and exit just described holdsfor a broader cross-section of industries. This section reviews the literature thatfocuses on the entry and exit process by looking across industries at a particularpoint in time rather than at a particular industry over time.
The facts

Entry is significant
Table 4.1 presents mean entry rates into four digit SIC industries over the period1963–82 in the United States as reported by Dunne et al. (1988) (hereafter, DRS).Entry is defined as construction of a new plant by a New firm (NF); constructionof a new plant by an existing firm diversifying into the industry, Diversifying firm(DF); or the transfer of an existing plant into the industry by an existing firm
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Table 4.1 Entry rates for the United States, 1963–82
Method of entry Time period Mean ofcensus Mean peryear1963–67 1967–72 1972–77 1977–82
Entry rateTotal 0.307 0.427 0.401 0.408 0.386 0.081NF 0.154 0.250 0.228 0.228 0.215 0.045DF 0.028 0.053 0.026 0.025 0.033 0.007Transferring plant 0.125 0.123 0.146 0.154 0.137 0.029
Output sharesTotal 0.136 0.185 0.142 0.169 0.158 0.033NF 0.060 0.097 0.069 0.093 0.080 0.017DF 0.019 0.039 0.015 0.020 0.023 0.005Transferring plant 0.057 0.050 0.058 0.057 0.056 0.012
Source: Dunne, Roberts, and Samuelson (1988, table 3).

diversifying into the industry (Transferring plant). The data come from the USCensus of Manufacturing and thus measure entry over a four- or five-year periodbetween two censuses. Thus, the data understate the amount of entry taking placebetween any two census years, because they omit entrants, which enter and exitbetween the two census years. Nevertheless, the data reveal a substantial amountof entry on average in any time period. In 1982, for example, 40.8 percent of theplants in an average 4-digit industry were owned by a firm that was not operating inthe industry in 1977.8 Twenty-one and a half percent were new plants built by NFs.The sixth column in the table presents the annual average of the mean entry ratesfor each census interval.9 Taking into account the downward bias in this figure dueto the exit of new entrants before they can be counted, one can easily concludethat on average one out of every ten plants in an industry at the end of a year wasnot in the industry at the beginning of the year.The bottom portion of Table 4.1 reports the shares of industry output accountedfor by new entrants. One can readily see that new entrants make up a much largerpercentage of the population of firms in an industry than their share of its output.Although 40.8 percent of the plants in an average industry in 1982were not presentin 1977, they accounted for only 16.9 percent of its output.The mean entry rates reported in Table 4.1 conceal a tremendous range acrossindustries going from a low of zero in some 4-digit tobacco industries to a high ofover 90 percent in printing – nine out of ten plants in the industry were not therefive years earlier (DRS, table 5).A similar pattern of entry rates to that reported for the United States has alsobeen recorded for Canada. Between 1971 and 1982, on average, 4.3 percent ofthe plants in a Canadian industry were owned by either a firm that had entered anindustry by building a plant or by acquiring one (Baldwin, 1995, p. 16). This figureshould be compared to the sum of the NF and DF rows in Table 4.1 (5.2 percent).10New entrants in Canada are smaller than incumbents as is true in the United States.
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Table 4.2 Exit rates for the United States, 1963–82
Method of exit Time period Mean ofcensus Mean peryear1963–67 1967–72 1972–77 1977–82
Entry rateTotal 0.308 0.390 0.338 0.372 0.352 0.0741963 firms 0.308 0.224 0.103 0.082 0.179 0.038NF 0.087 0.134 0.173 0.131 0.026DF 0.011 0.024 0.022 0.019 0.004Transferring plant 0.068 0.076 0.096 0.080 0.016Output sharesTotal 0.144 0.191 0.146 0.173 0.164 0.0341963 firms 0.144 0.126 0.056 0.061 0.097 0.020NF 0.032 0.050 0.061 0.048 0.010DF 0.005 0.013 0.014 0.011 0.002Transferring plant 0.027 0.028 0.038 0.031 0.006
Source: Dunne et al. (1988, table 4).

The 4.3 percent of all plants in any year that enter an industry account for only 0.9percent of its employment.

Exit is significant
Table 4.2 presents mean exit rates as reported by DRS. Exit rates have been com-puted according to the three entry categories employed in Table 4.1. Since DRSdid not know how the plants that existed in an industry in 1963 had entered it, theytreat these plants as a separate category. As can readily be seen, exit rates althoughsmaller on average than entry rates, are nonetheless substantial. By 1982, 37.2percent of the plants that were in an average industry in 1977 had left it.The bottom portion of Table 4.2 reports the shares of industry output accountedfor by the exiting plants. Entering plants are smaller on average than incumbentplants, and the same holds true for exiting plants. The 37.2 percent of all plants inan average industry that exited between 1977 and 1982 accounted for only 17.3percent of its output.Audretsch’s (1991) figures for NFs are less dramatic than DRS’s figures for newplants, but they nevertheless imply a high mortality rate for NFs. Audretsch tracedthe 11,154 firms that came into existence in 1976 and entered the manufacturingsector up through 1986. Within 10 years almost 65 percent of them disappeared.Once again the data for Canada paint a similar picture. Between 1971 and 1982,on average 5.3 percent of the plants in a Canadian industry closed down. Theseplants accounted for 1.2 percent of industry employment (Baldwin, 1995, p. 16).The comparable figures for the United States from Table 4.2 would be 6.8 percentand 3.2 percent, if one equates output shares in the United States to employmentshares in Canada.
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Table 4.3 Correlations between output shares of entrants and exits United States, 1963–82
Entrantstime period Entrants time period Exits time period

1967–72 1972–77 1977–82 1963–67 1967–72 1972–77 1977–82
1963–67 0.721 0.697 0.598 0.741 0.722 0.681 0.5711967–72 0.804 0.692 0.770 0.800 0.6911972–77 0.759 0.788 0.7581977–82 10.00 0.804
Source: Dunne et al. (1988, tables 6 and 7).

Entry and exit are highly correlated
Table 4.3 presents correlation ratios for entry in one census period and entry andexit in various later census periods. Looking first at the correlations between entryrates and entry rates presented in the left part of the table, we see that entry rates intoindustries are highly correlated. Even after 15 years have elapsed, the correlationbetween entry rates is nearly 0.6 (1963–67 and 1977–82). Industries for whichentry is easy and attractive in one five year period continue to experience muchentry over time.The second thing to note is that exit rates are also highly correlated with entryrates. Those industries that are seeing large numbers of firms rushing in, witness atthe same time large numbers of firms rushing out. Industries with modest amountsof entry also have modest amounts of exit. This latter finding is notwhat we wouldexpect from the product life-cycle histories reviewed above. These histories wouldlead us to expect industries in the early stages of their life cycles to havemuch entryand little exit, in the shakeout phase much exit and little entry, and in the maturitystage little entry and exit. A positive correlation would be expected only for matureindustries, and even here one might not expect high correlations, since with bothentry and exit rates low, both may be dominated by random factors producing lowcorrelations. What then explains the high correlations observed in Table 4.3?Part of the answer does lie in the fact that at any point in time most industriesare in the mature phases of their life cycles, and thus the inverse correlation thatone expects to hold in the early phases is not observed. The second part of theexplanation relies on the evidence presented in Tables 4.1 and 4.2. On averageentry and exit rates are much higher than many of the case histories of individualindustries lead one to expect. This is probably due to the fact that the scholars whohave conducted theses case studies have chosen “interesting” industries to study –industries with sophisticated technologies and which in their mature phases havebeen populated by some of the most important, and hence biggest, firms in theeconomy. These two properties of the industries usually examined in product life-cycle studies result in there being little entry and exit in the mature stage of thecycle. Many “less interesting” industries like furniture, textiles manufacturing,and lumbering, do not have technologically complex products and productionprocesses, however. Entry barriers are low even though these are very mature
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industries. Numerous optimistic managers of existing firms and starters of newones continue to test their luck by entering these industries with most of them soonexiting them. In table 5 of their article, DRS print the 4-digit industry entry andexit rates for the lowest and highest deciles for each 2-digit SIC industry. As notedtobacco products is an industry for which the entry and exit rates in the lowestdecile are near zero. The same is true for transportation equipment. But in the2-digit furniture industry, the entry and exit rates in the lowest decile are 0.28 and0.32, in the highest decile they are 0.69 and 0.62. It is industries like these thatlead to the high correlations reported in Table 4.3.
Old means big and rare
The last set of facts thatwewill examine from theDRSstudy is quite consistentwiththe picture of an industry’s evolution painted by the product life-cycle literature.There, we saw that the survivors of a shakeout tended to be among the earliestentrants and the largest companies at the time of the shakeout. Although thenumberof survivors from any entry cohort must inevitably diminish over time, the size ofthe survivors grows. The DRS data cover a much shorter time span than the life ofthe typical industry, nevertheless, they too reveal the same tendency for age to becorrelated with size.Figure 4.6 plots, for five census years, the average size of a plant from a givenentry cohort relative to the average size of all companies in the same industry inthe same year. The plants held by firms that existed in 1963 are treated as one
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Figure 4.6 Average size of surviving firms from 1963–67 cohort.
Source: Dunne et al. (1988, table 10).
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entry cohort and labeled 63. Their mean size relative to their industries in 1963 is1.0, of course, since they constitute the population of plants in an industry. Themean size of the survivors rises to equal 3.76 times the size of the average plantin each respective industry in 1982. NF is the plot of mean plant sizes for plantsopened by NFs between 1963 and 1967. At the end of this census interval plantsopened by NFs are only 0.27 times the size of the average plant. Surviving plantsowned by these NFs also grow in relative size over time, but by 1982 they havestill obtained only a relative size of 0.75 of the size of an average plant. Plantsopened by existing firms diversifying into an industry (DF) start their lives largerthan the average plant (DF = 1.41 in 1967), and grow to be much larger fairlyquickly (DF = 5.55 in 1982). We have not plotted the sizes of plants enteringbetween 1963 and 1967, which already existed but switched product lines. Theirsizes resemble the pattern for DF, except that they are roughly twice as large inany year.The high correlations between entry and exit rates in Table 4.3 suggest a kindof revolving door pattern in which today’s new entrant becomes tomorrow’s newexit. The correlation might also come about, however, because the new entrantsdisplace large numbers of incumbents. How quickly is the entry of a firm followedby its exit?Very quickly. Figure 4.7 plots the exit rates for the same three cohorts of firmspresented in Figure 4.6. By 1967, 42 percent of the firms operating in an averageindustry in 1963 had left it. By 1982, 81.5 percent had left. By 1972, 64 percent
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Figure 4.7 Output shares and cumulative exit rates by cohort.
Source: Dunne et al. (1988, tables 9, 11).
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of the NFs from the 1963–67 cohort were gone, by 1982, 88 percent. Even plantsopened by diversifying companies had a 75 percent attrition rate between 1967and 1982.As time passes the number of survivors from a given cohort dwindles whiletheir average size grows. What is the net effect on the output of a given cohortof entrants? The line labeled OS63 in Figure 4.7 gives an answer to this questionfor the cohort of firms in existence in 1963. The attrition rate for firms more thanoffsets the growth in relative size of the survivors. Over time the fraction of anindustry’s output accounted for by a given cohort of entrants declines.11
Explaining entry and exit

Consider an industry in which each firm’s total cost function has the followingform
T C = S + cx, (4.1)

where x is output. Entry can then be expected to take place until n firms are in theindustry, and the condition πn ≥ S > πn+1 is fulfilled. Prior to reaching n firms,it is reasonable to assume that the rate of entry is greater, the greater the excessprofits in the industry are over S. If Et represents entry in year t , then we mightwrite an entry equation as
Et = α(πt−1 − S), (4.2)

where πt−1 is industry profits in year t − 1.Entry depresses profits so we can write
πt = πt−1 − βEt . (4.3)

Substituting from equation (4.2) into (4.3) and a little manipulation gives us
πt = (1− αβ)πt−1 + αβS. (4.4)

Equation (4.4) has been most frequently estimated with cross-sectional industrydata with the lagged profits term being dropped. A vector of measures of sunkcosts and other entry barriers are substituted for S, and some measure of indus-try concentration is added to capture the potential for collusive behavior in theindustry. The fit to these models is generally rather good except for the concentra-tion variable, which usually has the predicted positive coefficient, but is often ofborderline significance.12The time dimensionmust be explicitly specified in the entry equation, of course.Entry in period t is positively related to current profits in the industry and negativelyrelated to the height of entry barriers and sunk costs. Variants on equation (4.2)have been estimated in numerous studies. The pioneering effort was by Orr (1974).Several measures of barriers to entry had the predicted negative effect on entry andwere highly significant. The profits variable was not significant, however. Entry
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did not appear to respond to differences in industry profit levels, once account wastaken of differences in the heights of entry variables.This latter, somewhat surprising finding has been reestablished in numerousstudies. Geroski (1991, ch. 4), for example, uses data from the UK to esti-mate variants on equations (4.2) and (4.3) that include several lagged values ofboth the relevant right-hand side variables and the dependent variables. Althoughprofitability does have a positive and significant coefficient in the entry equa-tion, the R2 for the equation is a modest 0.08. The R2 for the profits equation ismuch higher, but most of the explanatory power comes from the fixed indus-try effects. Entry that lagged one and two periods has the predicted negativeeffect on industry profits, but is not highly significant. Profit differences acrossindustries are significant, persist over time, and are not greatly affected by theentry of new firms. Acs and Audretsch (1990) found that the entry of NFs wasnot significantly related to industry price–cost margins in the United States. Thesame is generally true for Canada (Baldwin, 1995, ch. 14). When a measureof profitability is significant in an entry equation, it invariably has the predictedpositive sign, but it often is not statistically significant and even when it is, itis often not economically significant. NF entry into industries does not seem tohave the kind of equilibrating effect on profits that economic theory leads one toexpect.13The results with respect to firm and plant exits are a bit more supportive ofthe predictions of economic theory. While NF start-ups were not significantlyrelated to industry price–cost margins in the data of Acs and Audretsch (1990),net entry rates were. Thus, the chances of entering an industry and surviv-ing do improve if one enters an industry with high profitability. Conversely,exit rates are inversely correlated with industry profitability. As noted above,however, the single most important variable in explaining industry exit ratestoday, are industry entry rates yesterday. The hazard rates of new entrants arevery high.What are we tomake of these findings? If new entrants possessed rational expec-tations, then the same variables that explain gross entry rates should determine netentry. This is not generally the case, and so we must reject the hypothesis that theentrepreneurs who start NFs have rational expectations. They appear to considercarefully neither the heights of industry entry barriers nor the levels of industryprofits, when deciding to enter. Each entrepreneur appears to be marching to his orher own drum and focusing most heavily upon what they believe to be their com-petitive advantage over their rivals. These economic factors do play their predictedroles in determining who survives, however. Firms that enter industries with lowprofitability, high entry barriers, and with high numbers of other entrants are lesslikely to survive.
First-mover advantages and dynamic competition
As we have seen above, one empirical regularity of a product or industry’s lifecycle is that the firms that eventually emerge as the industry leaders tend to be
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among the first to enter the industry. This phenomenon is so frequent that it hasbeen dubbed “the first-mover’s advantage.” Just what the first-mover’s advantageis, is often not clear, however. The industry studies, which we have discussed sofar, have tended to concentrate on industries in which technological innovationshave been important, and have given technological explanations for first-moveradvantages. Technology is not a factor in all industries, however. Campbell’s Souphas been the dominant wet soup producer in the United States for nearly a century,but it is difficult to categorize soup production as a high-tech industry. What factorsexplain its relative success? In this section, we examine several explanations forthe advantages of first-movers. They can be divided into four demand-relatedadvantages, and four cost-related advantages.
Demand-related advantages

Set-up and switching costs
Perhaps the easiest first-mover advantage to understand occurs when there areset-up and switching costs. Switching costs can take the form of transaction costsfrom switching brands, learning costs, or seller-induced costs like contractualcosts (Klemperer, 1987). To play video games on a television set, one needsa small computer that attaches to the set, and a video cassette with a particulargame on it. The first game one buys costs the price of the computer, Pc, plus theprice of the game, Pg . All subsequent games cost only Pg . To switch to a secondmanufacturer’s games requires buying the second manufacturer’s computer. Thus,on the margin each game sold by the first-mover costs Pc less than a similar gamefrom a second mover. Once one has accumulated several games from the first-mover, an additional switching cost arises to replace its computer should it breakdown with that of a rival, because one then loses access to the stock of gamesone owns.Another example of a product with measurable switching costs is computers.Once one has become accustomed to one company’s software, the costs of learninga different software discourage switching to another manufacturer’s computer.
Network externalities
The value of a telephone increases with the number of users who are connected tothe same system. The value of a credit card increases with the number of stores,restaurants, etc., which accept this card, which in turn depends on the number ofpossible customers holding the card. These products are characterized by networkexternalities.14 If N is the number of users of a product with network externali-ties, then its value to individual i, Ui , is increasing in N, Ui = Ui(N), U ′

i > 0,and so too therefore, is i’s willingness to pay for the product. Once a first-moverhas established a large network for a product with positive network externali-ties, the potential demand for a second-mover’s product lies far below that of thefirst-mover.
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Figure 4.8 Demand schedules with quality uncertainty.
Buyer inertia due to uncertainty over quality
Consider a new product of a given quality. The amount of utility each purchaserof the product would get if he purchased it, U , is defined by the demand schedule
U = a − bx. The utility each purchaser gets net of price P (consumers’ surplus)is then U − P . When the new product appears, consumers are uncertain of theproduct’s quality, however, and thus discount the utility that they expect to receiveby (1− π). The demand curve facing the firm that introduces the new product isthus U ′

= U(1− π) = (a − bx)(1− π) (see Figure 4.8).15Once the product is tried, its buyers experience its quality, and their demandfor it shifts up to the undiscounted demand schedule. Thus, all buyers who try theproduct in the first period are willing to pay a higher price for it in the second andall subsequent periods. The innovating firm’s optimal strategy is to charge someprice P in the first period, and to raise this price to P/(1 − π) in all subsequentperiods. At price P , the firm’s output in the initial period is given by
P = U ′

= (a − bx)(1− π), (4.5)
or

x =
a

b
−

P

b(1− π)
. (4.6)

For simplicity let us assume that the only costs of producing the product are thesunk costs of developing it, that is, that there are zero marginal costs (or that the
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demand schedules in Figure 4.8 are drawn net of constant marginal costs). Let theinnovating firm have a time horizon of t periods after the initial period in which itintroduces the product. Ignoring discounting, the problem of the innovating firmthen becomes to maximize
5 = Px + t

P1− π
x. (4.7)

Substituting for x from equation (4.6) we get
5 =

(1+ t1− π

)

P

(

a

b
−

P

b(1− π)

)

, (4.8)
which yields as a first order condition

d5dP =

(1+ t1− π

)

a

b
−

(1+ t1− π

) 2P
b(1− π)

= 0, (4.9)
from which we obtain

P =
a(1− π)2 , x =

a2b . (4.10)
Equation (4.10) defines the profit maximizing price and quantity of amonopolistwith the first period demand schedule P = (a − bx)(1 − π), with P/(1 − π)being the profit-maximizing price for the higher demand schedule that exists in allsubsequent periods. If the expected profits from the prices and quantities definedin equation (4.10) exceed the costs of developing the new product, it will pay thefirm to introduce the new product. Note that its optimal strategy in entering isone which we often observe – initially offering the product at a lower price. Thisstrategy sometimes appears as “introductory trial offers,” or coupons for discountsoff the list price, or refunds from themanufacturer, or sometimes even free samples.Now consider the situation faced by a firm contemplating imitating the first-mover, and entering in some subsequent period. Let us suppose that it can producea product identical in quality to the innovator’s for the same investment. Since theconsumers are uncertain about the quality of the imitator’s product, it potentiallyfaces the same, discounted demand schedule that the innovator faced. None of theconsumers along this demand schedule between the outputs a/2b and a/b havetried the innovator’s product, and so they can be induced to purchase it, if theimitator charges an initial price less than a(1− π)/2.All consumers to the left of output a/2b know the quality of the innovator’sproduct. They will switch to the imitator’s product only if the net of price utilitythey expect from it exceeds the known consumer’s surplus they enjoy from theinnovator’s product. Thus, the number of customers that the imitator woos awayfrom the innovator is also given by the schedule P = (a/2 − bx)(1− π), and isshown by the dotted line from the origin in Figure 4.8. This line is obviously justthe lower demand schedule to the right of a/2b flipped over so that it makes thesame angle with the horizontal. The imitator’s total quantity demanded is the sum
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of the demand schedule for the consumers to the right of a/2b and those to theleft. Designating the imitator’s price as P2, its demand becomes
P2 = a(1− π)2 −

b(1− π)x2 , (4.11)
from which we obtain first period prices and quantities of

P2 = a(1− π)4 , x2 = a2b , (4.12)
with P2 rising to a/4 in all subsequent periods. If the innovator’s price remainsat a/2, its output falls from a/2b to a/4b. It retains the quarter of the marketwith the greatest willingness to pay for the product, and the greatest consumers’surplus. Because of the latter, these consumers are unwilling to take a chance onthe imitator’s product. Since the innovator’s price is twice that of the imitator, itmakes the same profits per period as the imitator.Thus, the imitator in this simple example would supply the same output as theinnovator originally supplied, but at half of its price. Obviously, its per periodprofits would be half of those that the innovator enjoyed prior to the imitator’sarrival. Should the expected value of these profits not exceed the costs of developingthe product, the second firm would be deterred from imitating even though it couldproduce the identical product at the same costs as the innovator.In addition to predicting low initial prices, this model predicts another charac-teristic of markets with dominant first-movers – they charge higher prices for theirproduct than other firms in the market. Buyers of the first-mover’s product stickto it after entry occurs, because they are uncertain of whether the new entrant’sproduct would provide as much consumers’ surplus over the purchase price as thepioneer brand’s product. This behavior is often observed in the pharmaceuticalindustry. A newly developed drug is given a brand name – Prozac. Imitator drugsand generics enter with lower prices than the pioneer drug and capture increasingshares of the market. The pioneer maintains its price at or near its initial, highlevel gradually forfeiting market share.16 Most drugs are infrequently purchased,however, so that consumers have little opportunity or incentive to experiment withalternatives, and if a consumer finds a particular drug efficacious, she has littleincentive to try another brand. Application of the model to prescription drugs iscomplicated by the fact that the consumer of the drug typically does not select it,and may not even pay for it. The persons who select the product, the physicians,have even less incentive to try a new drug than do consumers, once they haveascertained that the pioneering brand is efficacious.The fast-food chain McDonalds might be regarded as another example that fitsthe Schmalensee model. Although hamburgers and french fries have been aroundfor a long time, McDonalds pioneered in distributing them through small, no frillsoutlets that promised quick service anduniformquality. In the beginning, it chargedmuch lower prices than food of comparable quality that was sold at traditionalcoffee-shop-type restaurants. Other fast-food chains have copied McDonalds, but
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it still appears to maintain a first-mover advantage, particularly outside of theUnited States, because the traveler/customer is certain about the quality/pricerelationship she will find in a McDonalds outlet.Although these examples seem to fit the Schmalensee model, many marketsin which first-mover advantages are significant, do not fit it very well.17 Coca-Cola, Hershey’s chocolate, Wrigley’s chewing gum, and Campbell’s soups are allexamples of first-mover products that have enjoyed market leadership positionsand high profits for decades in the United States. Yet, there are very few adultAmericans who have not tried the competitors’ colas, chocolate bars, gums andsoups, and who in the United States has not been in a Burger King, a Burger Chef,and some of the other fast food chains, as well as in McDonalds? If the otherproducts are of similar quality, then some other explanation for the resiliency ofthe first-movers’ market positions, prices, and profits must be found than thatbuyers are unsure of the quality of the second-movers’ products.18
Buyer inertia due to habit formation
Behavioral psychologists explain habits as the result of operant conditioning.I commit an action purely by chance. If it is positively reinforced, the proba-bility of my committing the action goes up; if I am punished for the action, theprobability of my committing the action falls. The more frequently an action isrewarded and the greater the rewards, the more frequently it is repeated. Most ofus smile and say hello when we meet someone out of habit, because this actionhas frequently been positively reinforced by the behavior of those we have met inthe past.Each time a product is consumed that provides greater utility than its cost, thisaction is positively reinforced. So long as purchasing the product continues to yieldutility surpluses, this action is reinforced and becomes a habit, that is, one buysthe product almost without thinking. Such behavior can be modeled as follows:Let πiKt be the probability that i buys product K at time t . Let UiKt be the utility
i experiences from buying K at t , and PiKt be the price i pays for K at t . Then i’sconsumer’s surplus from buying K is

CiKt = UiKt − PiKt . (4.13)
Behavioral psychologypredicts thatπiK is higher, themore frequently the purchaseof K has been rewarded in the past. This might be captured as

πiKt = πiK





t−1
∑

j=0
CiKj



 , π ′iK > 0. (4.14)
Actions that are not committed cannot be reinforced, actions that are notreinforced are extinguished (performed less frequently) over time. Thus, rein-forcement of an action in the distant past should have a weaker impact on theprobability of committing the action today than its recent reinforcement. We can
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capture this feature by adding a depreciation factor, λiKt , to equation (4.14),1 > λiKj+1 > λiKj .
πiKt = πiK





t−1
∑

j=0
λiKjCiKj



 . (4.15)
The term in parentheses in equation (4.15) resembles a stock of some sort, andwe might think of it as a stock of goodwill created by the cumulated consumer sur-plus individual i has experienced. Indeed, we might place this stock of goodwill ina utility function and model i’s choice as the outcome of a maximization decision.The notion that i is consciously maximizing some sort of function is totally aliento the principles of behavioral psychology, but it is possible to reconcile behavior-ist’s predictions with the assumption that people act as if they were maximizinga particular objective function.19Equation (4.15) or its utilitarian equivalent imply that an individual’s consump-tion choice today is a function of both her past consumption of the product andits past prices. The lower a firm’s prices have been in the past, the greater thecumulative goodwill (positive reinforcement), and the higher the probability ofrepeat purchase. As with the quality-uncertainty explanation for consumer inertia,the habit-formation explanation predicts that a new product is introduced at a lowprice or with special offers to get people to try the product and develop the habit ofbuying it. First-movers have the opportunity to condition consumer buying habitsbefore second-movers arrive.But, habits do get broken, of course, and new ones get formed. The advantageof the pioneer brand should be weaker, the bigger the likely gain from switchingbrands is, and theweaker the habit of buying the pioneer brand is. The potential gainfrom switching brands should be roughly proportional to the size of the expendituremade on the product. Since the strength of a habit depends on the frequency withwhich it is reinforced, pioneer brands of frequently purchased, small expenditureproducts should have the greatest first-mover advantages from buyer inertia. Softdrinks, candy, chewing gum, soups, and fast foods fit this description nicely.Goods of this type, variously referred to as experience goods or conveniencegoods, are also the ones for which a high correlation between advertising andprofitability has been found.20 They are called experience goods, because theconsumer learns about the quality of the brand from his experience in consumingit, rather than say by reading an article in a magazine likeConsumers’ Reports thatevaluates its quality. This learning by experiencing can create the kinds of habitsjust described.Advertising often achieves its effect at the subconscious level. One observesyoung, happy people drinking a particular brand of soft drink in a television adver-tisement. One does not consciously believe that drinking this brand will makeone young and happy, but subconsciously one associates positive things like beingyoung and happy with the brand. This good feeling one gets when one consumesthe soft drink acts as a secondary reinforcer and strengthens the habit of buyingthe product.
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Advertising is often modeled by assuming that it builds up a stock of goodwill.Here again there is a link between ones’s cumulative experience with the productand one’s cumulative receipt of advertising messages.Our fourth explanation forfirst-mover advantages thus rests on the psychologicalbehavior of the consumer. The consumer is not the rational utilitymaximizerwhomwe meet in economics textbooks, ever ready to switch to a competing brand at thedrop of a price. Instead, he is a creature of habit, who routinely purchases the sameproducts even though others that would provide comparable levels of utility areoffered at the same or lower prices.21
Supply-related efficiency advantages

Each first-mover advantage, which is related to the structure of demand has itsanalogue related to the structure of costs.
Set-up and sunk costs
To the extent that some costs like R&D and advertising are sunk, an incumbentfirm faces lower costs than a potential entrant, because the incumbent can ignorethe sunk costs when choosing its optimal output and price combination, where thepotential entrant must incur both. The latter’s total costs are thus

T C = S + C(Q), (4.16)
where S are sunk costs, and Q is output. Because the incumbent firm can ignore
S, it may be able to choose price and quantity combinations, which fail to coverthe potential entrant’s T C.22
Network externalities and economies
A firm that develops a new product may be able to develop contractual linksto suppliers of important inputs. These have been commonly discussed in theindustrial organization literature as entry barriers related to vertical integration.Examples would be ALCOA’s development of bauxite reserves and rubber com-panies contracting for natural rubber sources. These network linkages generallyhave a sunk-cost component to them. ALCOA discovered certain bauxite depositsand owned the right to them. The second firm in the industry had to incur theexploration investments of finding new deposits.
Scale economies
If it takes time to install capacity, and there are economies of scale in production,then the first firm in an industry has more time to expand and achieve these scaleeconomies.A particularly important form of scale economy in explainingfirst-mover advan-tages occurs with respect to R&D (Klepper, 1996). This first-mover advantage was
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discussed above as an explanation for why early entrants into an industry are morelikely to survive the shakeout phase of an industry’s life cycle. We shall not discussit further here, therefore.
Learning-by-doing cost reductions

Anewproduct often requires a newproduction technique. Newmachinery and newproduction, assembly, or packaging lines may also be required. Experience withproductionmay suggestways to reorganize an assembly line, or redesign amachineto improve efficiency. The more experience an organization has with production,the more opportunities it has to recognize cost-reducing improvements.23Since experience accumulates with production, learning-by-doing cost reduc-tions depend on the cumulative output of the firm, and time. Designating ACt asthe firm’s average costs in year t , and Qj its output in year j , learning-by-doingadvantages imply the following relationship
ACt = f





t
∑

j=0
Qj , t



 , (4.17)
where the partial derivatives of f (·) with respect to both arguments are negative.Because the innovating firm is the only producer until the first imitator appears,it must enjoy some first-mover advantage from learning by doing. This advantageshould be greater, the more complicated the new production process is, and thegreater its departure from existing practices is. This advantage should be greater,the longer the innovating firm remains alone in the market, and the more rapidlyit grows initially. Aircraft require the kind of complicated production process inwhich learning advantages should be present, and these advantages have indeedbeen found to be significant in this industry (Alchian, 1963). Considerable evidenceof learning-curve advantages has been accumulated.24 Indeed, the recent literatureon learning-by-doing and dynamic economies suggests the potential for significantfirst-mover advantages, even when the first-mover has not chosen the optimalproduct or production process design from the set of initial candidates (Arthur,1989; David, 1985, 1992; Silverberg et al., 1988).
Summary

First-mover advantages arise either because of certain characteristics of a prod-uct’s demand structure or of its cost function. On the demand side, the first-movercan have an advantage, because its product was the first one buyers tried, andthus they incurred the (sunk) set-up costs if any exist, or by trying it have removeduncertainty over its quality. The other first-mover advantages on the demandside are related to the total output of the first-mover (network externalities) orits cumulative sales (habit-driven advantages).The mere passage of time can also give a first-mover a cost advantage to theextent that the production function has a sunk-cost component or there are dynamic
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learning economies. Average costs fall with output if there are scale economies,andwith cumulative output in the presence of learning-by-doing economies. Theserelationships can be summarized by letting P be the price the representative con-sumer i is willing to pay for a unit of firm f ’s product at t , and Cf t be f ’s averagecost at t .
Pit = Pi



Qf ,

t−1
∑

j=0
λijQij , t



 , Cf t = Cf



Qf ,

t−1
∑

j=0
Qfj , t



 ,

where the partial derivatives of P with respect to all three arguments are positive,and the partial derivatives of C with respect to all three arguments are negative.
First-mover disadvantages
Although many of the arguments underpinning the existence of first-moveradvantages can be expressed through tight analytic modeling, the argumentsregarding the disadvantages of being a first-mover are based more on observationand ex post deductions than on modeling.We have already noted that the learning advantages of a first-mover are sopowerful that its costs may fall way below those of new entrants, even if it choosesa second-best product design or production technique. Such a choice leaves openthe door to a secondmover’s overtaking the first-mover and surpassing it, if it findsa way to overcome the first-mover’s initial cost advantage.Large, bureaucratic firms have difficulties processing the massive amounts ofinformation that flow through them (Williamson, 1967). These hierarchical liabil-ities are likely to be particularly acute in processing the rich flow of informationthat is generated by the R&D laboratory. Add to these problems syndromes like the“not-invented-here” bias that induce large companies to pass up or fail to see thepotential of products and processes developed outside of the company, and one hasan explanation for the well-documented superiority of small firms over large onesin coming up with important inventions and innovations (Mueller, 1962; Jewkeset al., 1969; Pavitt et al., 1987).Finally, one has the fact that a firm in the mature phases of its life cycle isoften governed by the interests of its managers, which do not always include therelentless improvement of efficiency and technical progress. Managers of large,mature firmsmay prefer to substitute the relative simple strategy of growth throughmerger for that of developing new products or improving existing ones (Mueller,1969, 1972); or perhaps just to pursue the quite life: should any of these tendenciestakeover the first-mover after it has established a dominant position in a market,its dominant position can become vulnerable.
The persistence of profits
In the Schumpeterian image of dynamic competition industries are born out of rad-ical innovations, followed by the entry of imitating firms with an erosion of profits
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and eventual return to the zero profit state of a competitive equilibrium. We haveseen that the innovation/imitation sequence is observed in many industries, withconsiderable entry often occurring during the imitation phase. But we have alsoseen that following a shakeout period in which considerable exit occurs, industriestypically enter into a relatively stable and tranquil period in which comparativelylittle net entry occurs, andmarket structures change very slowly. We have also seenthat first-movers in an industry can have significant advantages over the firms thatfollow them. These observations raise the following questions: Does the processof dynamic competition eventually lead the profits of all firms to converge on anormal level? If it does, how long does this convergence take?To answer these questions we can think of a company i’s return on capital inyear t , πit , as being composed of three parts, the competitive return on capital c,a firm specific permanent rent ri , and a firm specific short-run rent, sit , that withtime is expected to become zero.
πit = c + ri + sit . (4.18)

The answers to our questions regarding the efficacy of dynamic competition thusboil down to determining (1) whether permanent rents ri exist, and (2) how quicklythe sit become zero. Several studies have investigated these questions for differentcountries and different time periods using variants on the following model.25Short-run rents are assumed to dissipate according to the following equation
sit = λsit−1 + µit , 0 ≤ λ < 1. (4.19)

Assuming that equation (4.18) holds in every period, it can be used to remove sit−1from equation (4.19), and with a little rearranging we obtain
πit = (c + ri)(1− λ)+ λπit−1 − µit . (4.20)

All studies have found that short-run rents erode rather quickly with a typicalestimate of λ being at most 0.5. At most only half of this year’s short-run rentspersist until next year. After four years, less than 10 percent of a given short-rundeviation of profits from their long-run level is expected to remain.On the other hand, all studies have found that large numbers of firms havepermanent rents, ri , that differ significantly from zero. Morever, a large fractionof these permanent rents are negative. While some firms seem to have returnson capit         at are permanently greater than those of the average firm, others havepermanent returns that are below average. We shall review several hypotheses as towhy this can occur in later chapters. We turn next to a discussion of whether thesepersistent differences across firms can be explained by the first-mover advantagesdiscussed above.
First-mover advantages and the persistence of profits
Table 4.4 lists the 81 companies from a sample of 551 firms that were projected onthe basis of data from 1950 through 1972 to have a return on capital 50 percent or
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Table 4.4 Companies with projected profits (πip) ≥ 0.50. M50 is market sharein 1950. π50 and π94 are deviations from mean profit/assets ratios in1950–52 and 1993–94
1972 Name M50 π50 πip π94
Amalgamated Sugar 2.4 −0.12 0.53Amerace Esna 2.7 −0.51 0.54American Cyanamid 9.0 0.03 0.56American Home Products 4.8 0.10 1.71 1.37Arrow-Hart 2.9 0.48 0.81Avon Products n.a. 0.12 2.93 1.52Basset Furniture 1.2 0.37 1.18 0.24Beatrice Foods 3.5 −0.07 0.63Black & Decker 17.4 0.17 0.69 −0.10Briggs & Stratton n.a. 0.76 1.33 1.16Bristol-Myers 5.6 −0.04 1.51 1.61Brown-Forman Distillers 3.8 −0.07 0.67 1.28Campbell Soup 63.2 0.05 0.56 0.67Caterpillar Tractor Co. 48.2 0.05 0.72 0.29Central Soya 3.2 0.29 0.59Champion Spark Plug 7.7 0.71 0.62Chesebrough-Pond’s n.a. 0.39 0.93Coca-Cola 30.2 0.34 0.98 2.24Collins & Aikman 1.3 −0.37 1.49 0.02Columbia Broadcasting System n.a. −0.31 0.56Consolidated Foods n.a. −0.44 0.58 0.03Conwood 6.0 −0.26 0.72Corning Glass Works 30.6 0.27 0.76 −0.39Crown Cork & Seal 3.2 −0.58 0.55 −0.06Diamond International 19.6 −0.06 0.63Diebold n.a. −0.25 0.54 0.41Du Pont 23.6 0.46 0.91 −0.01Eastman Kodak 32.4 0.13 1.42 −0.14Emerson Electric 5.6 −0.06 1.14 0.83Emhart 5.2 −0.53 0.81Ethyl n.a. −0.18 0.51 0.54Gardner-Denver 6.0 0.29 0.70General Motors 47.4 0.54 0.78 −0.20Gerber Products 37.4 0.18 0.92Gillette 43.4 1.41 1.58 0.85Hershey Foods 38.1 0.64 0.72 0.63Heublein n.a. −0.41 0.78Hiram Walker 8.5 0.31 0.50Hoover 13.1 −0.02 0.66IBM 47.9 0.01 1.10 −1.40Inspiration Consoliated Copper 2.2 0.16 0.58 −0.43Kayser-Roth 1.2 −0.47 0.79Kellogg 20.5 0.82 1.20 1.77Eli Lilly 8.8 0.27 1.61 0.20Magnavox 1.8 0.39 1.20

(continued)
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Table 4.4 (Continued)
1972 Name M50 π50 πip π94
Maytag 14.3 0.96 2.37 0.11Melville Shoe 2.9 0.57 0.78Merck 7.8 0.10 2.12 1.05Minnesota Mining & Mfg. 15.8 0.41 1.16 0.73Monroe Auto Equipment n.a. −0.25 2.04Morton-Norwich Products n.a. 0.27 0.88Nalco Chemical n.a. 0.50 1.14Northwestern Steel & Wire 3.3 0.33 0.99 0.06Noxell n.a. 1.05 0.99Peter Paul 3.4 0.06 1.00Polaroid n.a. 0.46 0.94 0.06Procter & Gamble 29.9 0.37 0.86 0.05Purolator n.a. 0.43 1.15R.J. Reynolds Industries 23.3 −0.22 1.11Richardson Merrell 2.1 0.22 0.66Roper 8.4 −0.24 0.53Royal Crown Cola n.a. 0.62 0.94Schering-Plough n.a. −0.03 1.17 2.51G.D. Searle n.a. 1.22 1.95Smith Kline & French Labs. 2.0 0.83 2.18Square D 6.6 0.55 1.76Stanadyne 3.3 0.02 0.81Sterling Drug 4.5 0.17 1.34Stewart-Warner 4.2 −0.18 0.59Tecumseh Products 38.7 0.78 0.93 0.39Texaco 6.9 0.24 0.52 0.03Textron 1.4 −0.67 0.88 −0.13Thomas & Betts n.a. 0.50 1.08 −0.13United States Tobacco 10.9 −0.07 0.97Upjohn 2.0 −1.00 1.43 0.58V. F. Corporation n.a. −0.05 2.60 0.78Warner-Lambert 1.8 −0.46 1.30 0.69Whirlpool 14.8 0.40 0.70 −0.03Wm. Wrigley Jr. 52.8 0.44 0.63 2.67Xerox n.a. −0.28 1.00 −0.58Zenith Radio 6.1 0.33 0.97 −2.34

more above that of the average firm in the sample (see column, πip). As one looksthrough the table one finds many firms with persistently above normal profits thatwould seem to benefit from the first-mover advantages discussed above. Coca-Cola had a profit rate of 34 percent above that of the average firm in the samplein the years 1950–52 (π50), and was projected to earn a return on capital 98percent above the average into the indefinite future. Its profits in 1993–94were 224percent more than the average firm in a large sample of manufacturing companies(π94). It had 30 percent of the soft drinks market in 1950, about what it hastoday.
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Gillette was the leading producer of safety razors and blades in 1950 with43.4 percent of the market, and remains so today. Its return on capital was almost150 percent higher than the average at the beginning of the period (1950–52),and was some 85 percent higher 40 years later (π94). As one looks throughthe table one observes many companies which were, and often still are, lead-ers in markets for convenience and experience goods – American Home Products(over-the-counter drugs), Brown-FormanDistillers, Campbell Soup, Kodak (film),Diamond International (matches), Gerber Products (baby food), Hershey Foods(chocolate), Kellogg (breakfast cereals), Noxell (cosmetics), Peter Paul (candy),Procter & Gamble (soaps, toothpaste, and other drugstore and supermarket pro-ducts), R.J. Reynolds (cigarettes), andWm.Wrigley Jr. (chewing gum) – the kindsof small expenditure, frequent purchase items for which habits once formed andthen reinforced by advertising can produce significant first-mover advantages. Inother cases one observes firms which may have benefitted from learning-by-doingcost savings, or the costs-savings generated from more intensive R&D efforts tointroduce cost saving innovations (Caterpillar Tractor, Central Soya, Du Pont,General Motors, IBM, Maytag, Whirlpool, and Zenith Radio). In some cases,the reported market shares for 1950 understate the extent to which a firm dom-inated a market, or a market niche. Maytag had only 14.3 percent of the majorappliance market, but was the second leading producer of washers and dryers,with considerable first-mover advantage in this submarket. Liquor, cosmetics,and pharmaceutical companies typically have brands in distinctive submarkets inwhich they are the dominant sellers. Peter Paul’s small share of the candy marketunderstates the uniqueness of its chocolate-covered cocoanut bars, and the marketadvantage this uniqueness yields.When looking at Table 4.4, it is interesting to observe that many of the firms thatsurvived the shakeout phases of their industries’ life cycles and survived the firstthree quarters of the twentieth century were not able to convert their first-moveradvantages into persistently above normal profits. None of the leading tire andsteel manufacturers appears in the table, only one automobile company is present.Only in the pharmaceuticals’ industry do first-movers seem to have been able toboth survive and prosper after the Second World War.Several of the companies listed in Table 4.4 no longer exist as independententities, and several no longer enjoy the substantial difference in profitability fromthe average that they once did. But inmany cases, these developments do not reflectthe kind of “perennial gale” of competition that Schumpeter described. The mostfrequent cause for the disappearance of a large company is a merger. Althoughmergers occasionally take place to remove a company facing bankruptcy from themarket, this is fairly rare. Most acquired companies in the United States have beennormal, healthy firms.26The biggest change since 1972 in the economic environment affecting the prof-itability of US companies has been the growth of competition from abroad. Thegale of creative destruction that eroded the profits of General Motors came notfrom newly formed or existing American firms, but from European and Japanesecompanies, first-movers in their homemarkets that chose to take on giantAmerican
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companies. Had American car buyers waited for internally generated compe-tition to erode General Motors’ market share and profits, they might still bewaiting.In some markets, the Schumpeterian scenario has been observed. IBM wouldappear to have enjoyed significant first-mover advantages in the market for main-frame computers. It was slow to innovate in the personal computer market,however, and saw both its share of the computers’ market and its profits fall.As so often occurs, the significant innovations in personal computers that havedisplaced mainframes did not come from firms that were major producers of mainframes. Thus, the history of the US economy since the Second World War revealssome markets in which Schumpeterian competition has destroyed the high profitsof the market leaders, and others where it has not.
Evolutionary models of firms and industries
Alfred Chandler (1992), the Harvard business historian, has said that of the fourapproaches to the study of firms – neoclassical, principal–agent, transaction costsand evolutionary – he found that the neoclassical models “contribute little” toour understanding of the development of the modern, capitalist corporation, theevolutionary approach arguably the most. Many of the studies already discussedin this chapter have employed or been inspired by the evolutionary approach. Weclose this chapter by describing just what this approach is.Evolutionary theory offers not just an alternative perspective onfirmand industrygrowth and development, but an alternative paradigm. To appreciate both thenovelty and the potential importance of the evolutionary approach, therefore, it isuseful to review the main elements of the neoclassical approach so as to be able tocontrast the two.
The elements of neoclassical economics

Neoclassical economics rests on two sets of assumptions: one involving the behav-ior of individual actors, and the other on the operation of the institutions in whichindividuals act. With respect to individuals, neoclassical economics assumes thatthey rationally seek to advance their self-interest. The rationality assumption inturn is operationalized by positing that individuals maximize a particular objectivefunction. The arguments of this function are chosen according to the goals positedfor the agent, whose behavior ismodeled. Consumersmaximize their utility, whichis a function of their consumption bundle. Workers maximize their utility, whichis a function of their income and leisure. Entrepreneurs maximize the profits oftheir firms.The second pillar of neoclassical theory is the assumption that the institutionalsettings in which individuals interact – markets – produce equilibria. Demandequals supply, the profits of the industry are zero. The two pillars of neoclassicalanalysis, maximizing individual behavior and equilibrium generating markets,produce two equations – the first-order condition from the individual’smaximizing
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decision and the equation defining the market equilibrium – that are then used toderive predictions and “to solve” the problem that led to themodel’s construction.27The attraction of this methodological approach is that it can combine rigor withsimplicity, and often does seem to describe reasonably accurately phenomena thatwe observe. But it does not always do so, and there are some questions, particularlyof a dynamic nature, for which neoclassical models seem particularly ill-suited.28It is here that evolutionary models offer their greatest promise.
The elements of evolutionary economics

Evolutionary models relax or outright abandon both pillars of neoclassical theory.At the level of the individual, most evolutionary models retain the assumptionof self-interested behavior, although evolutionary theorists are willing to assumea wider array of goals for individuals than are neoclassical theorists, and thuscan more readily accommodate the kinds of managerial motivation described inChapter 5. Evolutionary models do assume, however, that individuals are goaloriented, and that these goals are closely related to the interests of the actors.Evolutionary models depart radically from neoclassical models, however, withrespect to the postulate of rationality and its implication of maximizing behav-ior. Evolutionary theory, like transaction costs economics, stresses the boundedrationality of individuals. To cope with the complexities individuals encounterthey often adopt rules of thumb or routines. These routines replace the first orderconditions derived under maximizing assumptions.The equilibrium conditions that form the second analytic pillar of neoclassicalmodels are replaced in evolutionary models with dynamic equations like those thatdescribe a Markov process
yt = αyt−1 + µt , (4.21)

where yt is some variable of interest in period t , and µt is a random error.These differences have important implications for the kinds of questions the twoapproaches are able to answer. For example, consider the question of predicting theeffect of a horizontal merger in a given industry on social welfare. This questionis well-suited to the application of neoclassical economics. The researcher beginsby first choosing what she believes to be the appropriate oligopoly model, forthe industry – say the Cournot model. An assumption is made about the goals ofthe firms, most likely that they maximize profits, and with these the equilibriumoutputs and price can be determined both before and after themerger. Given these itis quite straightforward to compute the welfare loss from any price increase causedby the merger. In contrast, a practitioner of evolutionary economics is much morelikely to be interested in tracing out the effects of a whole series of mergers overtime on the concentration levels of an industry, or of the entire economy.Winter’s (1984) analysis of Schumpeterian innovation processes providesa good illustration of evolutionary modeling. Winter seeks to model and com-pare Schumpeter’s description of the innovation process in his early work, TheTheory of Economic Development (1911, 1934), with his later views as expressed
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Figure 4.9 MC over time with Schumpeterian innovation.
Source: Adapted from Winter, 1984.

in Capitalism, Socialism and Democracy (1950). In the earlier work, Schumpeterstressed the role of the entrepreneur who introduces radical innovations therebycreating both NFs and whole new industries. In the later work, Schumpeter arguedthat the innovation process had been taken over and routinized by the giant cor-porations. Winter’s modeling of these two views of the innovation process canbe likened to someone searching for needles in a haystack. Upon each needle iswritten a cost-reducing innovation. Under the entrepreneurial innovation process,each innovation is a radical departure from all previous processes in use. If, atany point in time, an innovation is discovered with lower costs than any existingprocess, it is adopted and defines the level of costs in the industry until a new andsuperior cost-reducing innovation is found. The evolution of the industry’s coststructure under these assumptions looks something like that depicted in Figure 4.9.Marginal costs (MC) remain constant over a stretch of time until a needle is foundwith a lower cost process written on it. At this time the innovation is adopted andcosts sink to the new level where they remain until an innovation is found witheven lower costs. It displaces the previous innovation and so on.The process of innovation is, of course, stochastic. Sometimes a very longinterval may exist between the discovery of superior innovations, sometimes theinterval is quite short. At first the average time between discoveries is fairly short,and some of them result in substantial cost reductions. With time it becomes moreand more difficult to find a needle containing a lower cost than the process alreadyin existence. The average interval between innovations increases and the averagefall in costs declines over time.The process of routinized innovation in large companies is different. Here, eachdiscovery constitutes an improvement on the existing cost structure rather thana complete displacement of it. Cost reductions occur more smoothly and are ofsmaller size.
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Figure 4.10 The evolution of productivity in two Schumpeterian regimes.
Source: Adapted from Winder, 1984.

Winter incorporates these and other assumptions about the innovation processinto his simulation models and derives several interesting findings. One of these isillustrated in Figure 4.10. Although productivity tends to increase faster at first inan industry populated by entrepreneurial firms, the steady progress that large cor-porations make through their R&D programs is such that they eventually overtakeand surpass the entrepreneurial industry’s productivity level.Schumpeter’s depictions of the capitalistic innovation process can be interpretedas accurate descriptions of corporate capitalism at twopoints in its evolution – at thebeginning of the twentieth century when the corporate landscape was dotted withentrepreneurial/family led companies, and in the middle of the twentieth centurywhen the large, R&D-conducting corporations towered over the landscape. It isalso possible to interpret these two models as descriptions of a single industryat different points in its life cycle – the entrepreneurial stage characterizing itsearly phases, routinized R&D characterizing its mature phase. The product life-cycle literature reviewed above is consistent with this interpretation. Viewed inthis light, we see that both descriptions of the innovation process are valid for anygiven industry at different points in its life cycle, and for different industries ata given point in time.Research by Pavitt et al. (1987) is consistent with this interpretation. Theydiscovered that the size distribution of thefirms that accounted for 4,378 significantinnovations in the United Kingdom since the Second World War was U-shaped.Firms with fewer than 1,000 employees accounted for only 3.3 percent of the R&Dundertaken in the United Kingdom, but 34.9 percent of the major innovations. Atthe same time, however, the 100 largest UK companies accounted for an equallylarge fraction of significant innovations. The left-hand-side of the U is presumably
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made up of the kind of entrepreneurial firms that Schumpeter first wrote aboutalmost 100 years ago, the right-hand-side of the U by corporations who havesuccessfully routinized the innovation process.
Conclusions
Whydid communism collapse in Eastern Europe in 1989 and in the Soviet Union in1991? Certainly, an important part of the answerwas that itwas a colossal economicfailure. When one asks why it was an economic failure, or in what ways it was aneconomic failure, the concepts that we usually use to study economic performancein neoclassical economics do not seem appropriate. Certainly, most enterpriseswere not too small to take advantage of static scale economies, since they wereoftenmuch bigger than in theWest. PeterMurrell (1990) has shown that the relativeprices of goods exported from communist countries looked similar to those fromcapitalist countries. The problemwas not one of the planners failing to set “relativeprices right.” The most significant failings of communism appear to have been inthe form of X-inefficiency and dynamic inefficiency. Production in the communistcountries took place far inside of the potentially available isoquants, and theseisoquants shifted inward at a far slower pace than in theWest. Explanations for thisare not the main fare of neoclassical economics. They belong more to transactioncosts economics, and to Schumpeterian or evolutionary economics.These literatures contain fewer QEDs per page than appear in orthodox neo-classical economics. In their place one often finds essentially historical accountsof how firms or industries have evolved, or simulations of their future evolution.From these the analyst attempts to obtain an understanding of how competitionfunctions as a dynamic process. This seemed to Schumpeter the most importantaspect of the competitive process, and still seems so tomany of his followers today.
Notes on the literature
For an excellent survey ofmany of the themes discussed in this chapter, seeRichardCaves (1998).David Mowery and Nathan Rosenberg (1998) provide a readable history ofinnovations in three major sectors of the US economy over the twentieth century.They highlight the relative roles of small and large firms in this process. AlfredChandler’s Scale and Scope (1990) is a more sweeping history of the evolution ofthe giant corporation in the United States, Germany, and the United Kingdom.After Schumpeter, Richard Nelson and Sidney Winter must be deemed theundisputed fathers of evolutionary economics and their An Evolutionary Theoryof Economic Change (1982) remains the classic treatment of the subject.
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5 The managerial corporation

The separation of ownership from control
The corporate form as we know it today is the product of an evolutionary processthat began in England as early as the seventeenth century. In most of the earlycorporations, ownership claims were held by a handful of individuals, some ofwhom also participated in management. The initial corporate charters were veryspecific with regard to the kind of activities the corporation could engage in.If the management of a company founded to make rifles wished to diversifyinto making pots and pans, or to purchase another company that made pots andpans, it would require the approval of its shareholders. Moreover, decisions likethis typically required the unanimous approval of the shareholders. Even oneshareholder’s vote could block a merger. This tight control by shareholders char-acterized corporate structures in the United States as late as the mid-nineteenthcentury.At that time there were also no organized markets for exchanging ownershipclaims. Shares were transferred to relatives or sold to friends. Shares were notwidely distributed and most owners actively participated in the control of the firm.Control of corporations was by voice rather than by exit, and rested in the handsof corporate owners.Innovations like the steam engine and the open hearth furnace for making steelgreatly expanded the optimal size of firms in many industries, and created entirelynew industries like the railroads with giant firms and giant demands for capital.To satisfy these demands large numbers of shares were issued and shareholdernumbers grew. Toward the end of the nineteenth century, organized markets toexchange shares opened in New York and in the capitals of Europe.To attract corporations and the jobs and taxes they bring with them, many statelegislatures rewrote their laws regarding incorporation, allowing corporations towrite broad charters and thus granting considerable authority to managements.The unanimity rule was replaced by the simple majority rule and many importantdecisions likemergers no longer required the approval of the shareholders. As theirnumbers grew, shareholders increasingly relied on the exit option to express theirpleasure or displeasure with “their” managers’ decisions. Control via voice nom-inally shifted to the boards of directors, but they typically contained and were
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dominated by the managers themselves. Thus, over the latter half of the nineteenthand beginning of the twentieth centuries control of corporations shifted into thehands of their managers.In 1932, Adolph Berle and Gardiner Means published a book in which theyrecounted the corporation’s evolution, and documented the extent to which effec-tive control had shifted from shareholders to managers. They argued that managerswere in effective control of a company whenever its outstanding shares were sowidely dispersed that no single person or group held 20 percent or more of theoutstanding shares. Forty-four percent of the largest 200 corporations at that time,with 58 percent of their assets, met this criterion.As the twentieth century enfolded and corporations continued to grow, and thesecond and third generations of their founding families reduced their sharehold-ings, the extent of the separation of ownership from control, which Berle andMeans first documented, advanced. Using the lower cut-off of a 10 percent con-centration of shares in a single group’s hands, Robert Larner (1966) found that bythe mid-1960s control of some 75 percent of the 200 largest US corporations hadfallen to management.Similar figures have been reported for UK corporations (Florence, 1961; Prais,1976), so that by the 1960s or 1970s, in the United States and the United Kingdom,it is safe to say that well over half of the largest corporations were effectively con-trolled by their managers. The same could not be said for other countries in Europe,however, at least if the criterion for management control is that no single person orgroup owns, or can cast the votes for a large fraction of the companies’ shares. InContinental European countries, family control of even quite large companies isstill the general rule. In Germany, the large banks and other financial institutionscontrol many of the largest companies. Large Italian firms rely heavily on bankborrowing for capital, and in this country banks also typically exercise consider-able influence on corporate decision-making. Nevertheless, it is also true that ineach of these, and most of the other European countries, corporations can be foundwhere ownership and control are separated as in the United States.In the last quarter of the twentieth century, two developments have taken placethat arguably reduced the extent of a separation of ownership from control in theUnited States. The first was the hostile takeover wave of the late 1980s, whenmanagements were replaced, ostensibly because of their poor performance owingto the discretion provided to them by the separation of ownership from control.Fearful of losing their jobs, corporate managers responded by substituting cor-porate debt for equity thereby increasing the fraction of outstanding shares thatthey themselves held. The second development has been the tremendous growthof pension funds, mutual funds, and other institutional holdings that has concen-trated share holdings in the hands of the managers of these funds. Shareholdingsin the United States today are more concentrated than Larner found in the early1960s.1The existence of a separation between ownership and control gives rise to whathas come to be called the principal–agent problem. We turn now to a generalanalysis of this problem.
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The principal–agent problem
Many persons who must make a decision, as say whether to purchase a car ornot, often feel that they lack the information to make the “optimal” decision. Inthis situation, they may turn to someone whom they think is more knowledgeableon this matter – a friend who has recently purchased a car, a car salesperson, ora magazine that tests cars. In doing so, the car buyer enters into a principal–agentrelationship, where the buyer is principal and the person consulted is the agent.Everyone confronts numerous principal–agent situations everyday. You arriveat the railway station in an unfamiliar city and take a taxi to your hotel. In doing soyou rely on the driver’s knowledge of the city and honesty to choose the shortestroute to the hotel. You are feeling ill and go to a doctor. You rely on the doctor’sknowledge and honesty to diagnose your illness correctly and prescribe a painlessand inexpensive cure for it. The goals of your agent may be different from yours,however. Both the taxidriver and the doctor may behave opportunistically. Thetaxidriver may set the meter at a high rate and take a circuitous route to the hotel.The doctor may recommend an appendectomy, where a simple laxative wouldhave sufficed. The problem all principals confront in principal–agent situations ishow to align the interests of the agent with those of the principal.The separation between ownership and control gives rise to a classic principal–agent problem. The stockholder wants her agent–manager to maximize the valueof her shares. The manager may be better off pursuing some other strategy. In thissection, we examine the salient features of this principal–agent situation.2Let X = (x1, x2, . . . , xn) be a vector of inputs with, say, x1 being blue-collarworkers, x2 secretaries, x3 electricity, x4 company cars, etc. The company’s rev-enues and total costs are a function of these inputs, R(X) and C(X). Supposethat the company comes into existence, chooses a vector of inputs, obtains therevenues generated, and then goes out of existence giving all of the profits,(π(X) = R(X)−C(X)), to the firm’s owners. The value of the ownership claimson the firm is then equal to these profits, M(X) = π(X), ignoring discounting.Consider first the situation in which there is no principal–agent problem. Thetop manager supplies all of the capital and is owner–manager of the firm. Thevector of inputs that maximizes the profits of the firm maximizes the owner–manager’s wealth. Call this vector XW . The owner–manager may very well notchoose this vector, however. Suppose, for example, that profits are maximizedwith the choice of a Volkswagen as the sole company car. If the owner–manageris wealthy enough to have several luxury cars for his private use, why shouldhe have a single functional car for his professional use? Why should he ride ina Volkswagen to the office, and a Mercedes to the opera? We can expect theutility-maximizing owner–manager to use some of his residual income to engagein on-the-job consumption, to increase those elements in the vector of inputs thatgive him personal utility.Let us defineD(X) as the amount of discretionary expenditures that the owner–manager makes, that is, inputs that provide him utility at the expense of his profits.We can measure this discretionary expenditures as simply the difference between
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Figure 5.1 Optimal consumption of discretionary inputs for owner–manager.

the actual value of the company’s shares and their potential maximum
D(X) = M(XW )−M(X). (5.1)

The owner–manager faces a trade-off between his wealth as owner and hison-the-job consumption as manager (see Figure 5.1). Both his final wealth andhis on-the-job consumption give him positive utility. The owner–manager has nor-mal convex-to-the-origin indifference curves as in Figure 5.1, and chooses thediscretionary expenditures, D(XOM), that allow him to reach his highest indif-ference curve. At this discretionary consumption the firm has a market value
M(XOM) < M(XW ).Now consider the situation in which the top manager does not own all of thecompany’s shares. Suppose that he sells the fraction (1−α) and retains α fractionfor himself. Suppose further, that the capital market buys this (1 − α) fraction ofshares at the same price as implied by M(XOM). Thus, if the manager continuedto consume D(XOM) the outcome would be as before.But, if the manager owns only α fraction of the shares his “budget constraint”line is not as before. Instead of having a slope of−1, as in Figure 5.1, where eachdollar of discretionary consumption D lowers the manager’s wealth by a dollar,it has a slope of −α as in Figure 5.2. Each dollar of D now costs the manager
αD dollars of lost wealth (0 < α < 1), not one dollar. This fall in the “priceof D” leads to greater consumption of it, with D(Xα) being purchased, and themanager enjoying a higher level of utility because of the “subsidy” provided bythe shareholders who absorb (1 − α) fraction of each dollar of the manager’sdiscretionary consumption.
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Figure 5.2 Consumption of discretionary inputs for manager owning α-fraction of shares.
Source: Adapted from Jensen and Meckling, 1976.

Rational shareholders will not provide this subsidy. If they have rationalexpectations, they realize that the manager will consume more D when he paysonly α fraction of its cost than when he pays for all of it. They realize whenthey purchase the shares that they are not worth the price that produces M(XOM),because the manager will not constrain his discretionary consumption toD(XOM).The rational expectations assumption implies that the shareholders correctly pre-dict the manager’s choice of D(Xα), when he retains α fraction of the shares. Theannouncement of the sale of (1 − α) of the shares results in an immediate fall intheir price to a level consistent with the manager’s choice of D(Xα), M(Xα) asdepicted in Figure 5.2. If we assume that shareholders have rational expectations,then the only possible equilibria are points on the original budget constraint linewith a slope of−1. If we also assume utility maximization on the part of managers,then their indifference curve must be tangent to their budget constraint line withslope −α, as depicted in Figure 5.2.Two important implications follow. (1) Rational expectations result in the man-ager bearing all of the costs of his extra consumption of D, the costs of theprincipal–agent problem emerging from the sales of shares. The fall in marketvalue of the firm from M(XW ) to M(Xα) comes before the manager sells theshares. (2) Therefore, the manager will not sell the shares. His utility if he does,
U2, is lower than if he does not, U0.Obviously we have explained too much. We have explained away the issuanceof corporate shares. But before discussing this anomaly, note the importanceof the result. To the extent that the capital market is characterized by rational
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expectations, managers have an incentive to curtail their discretionary expendi-tures from their optimal value, and to inform shareholders that they have doneso. The capital market eliminates the principal–agent problem under the rationalexpectations assumption.Given the above analysis, how dowe explain the widespread issuance of shares?Something must be missing from the discussion, or one of the assumptions mustbe wrong. One possibility, of course, would be that the managers could constraintheir consumption to D(XM) and demonstrate that they have done so, that is, thatno principal–agent problem exists. This possibility appears unlikely for the largecorporation, however.A second possibility is that the manager does not possess sufficient capital tofinance the company’s production possibilities. In such a situation, an entrepreneurwith an attractive investment opportunity may be forced to issue shares and bearthe full agency costs of their issuance to obtain any benefits from creating thecompany. We discuss a third possibility in the section “The firms life cycle.”
The goals of managers
As discussed in the section on “The separation of ownership from control,” the topmanagers inmany of the largest corporations in theUnited States own tiny fractionsof their companies’ shares, perhaps as little as 0.1 percent and seldom as muchas 2 or 3 percent. The previous section demonstrated that in equilibrium the slopeof a manager’s indifference curve equals the fractional level of his shareholdings,a number perhaps as small as 0.001. The slope of the manager’s indifferencecurve also equals the marginal rate of substitution of D for wealth. The obviousimplication is that managers of the largest US corporations carry their on-the-jobconsumption to nearly the satiation point, to a point where their marginal utilityfrom additional D is near zero. This analysis thus implies the potential existenceof a huge principal–agent problem between shareholders and managers in largecorporations with widely dispersed ownership, and raises the question of just whatit is in D that managers consume in excess. This question was first addressed inthe so-called managerial-discretion literature which preceded the development ofprincipal–agent models. We now review some of the hypotheses put forward inthis earlier literature.
Leisure

Other than income, perhaps, the most obvious item that managers may pursue inexcess is leisure.3 To see what is involved here let us begin by considering theeffort/leisure choice of an owner–entrepreneur. In Figure 5.3, hours of leisure perday for the owner–entrepreneur are depicted along the horizontal access from zeroto a maximum of twenty-four. Hours of work are then measured from right to left.As the owner–entrepreneur devotes effort to managing the firm, the differencebetween revenues and contractual costs (R − C) grows reaching perhaps a max-imum where fatigue leads the owner–manager to make errors. The difference
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Figure 5.3 When profits and utility maximization coincide.
between revenues and contractual costs is not the economic profits of thefirm, how-ever, because it does not take into account the outside opportunities of the owner–manager. Since both residual income and leisure can be presumed to be argumentsin the owner–manager’s utility function, her opportunity costs can be depicted bythe indifference curveU , representing the utility that the owner–manager can earnat her next best employment opportunity. The profits of the firm for each numberof hours worked are then the distance between the R − C and U curves.Given the assumption of diminishing marginal returns to hours worked, the
R−C curve starts steeper than U where they cross on the right. The gap betweenthem grows until the level of leisure/work is reached where the slopes of the twocurves are equal, Lπ . This level of work/leisure produces the maximum profitsfor the firm. A profit-maximizing owner–manager consumes Lπ hours of leisureper day.The first thing to note about this choice is that it seems highly unlikely that itwould correspond with the utility maximizing choice of an owner–manager. The
R−C curve represents her opportunity set. Her utility maximizing leisure choicecorresponds to the highest obtainable indifference curve along the R − C curve.
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This might easily be the indifference curve UM and the level of leisure LU wouldmaximize her utility.Now consider the implications of the owner–manager’s utility maximizing deci-sion coinciding with the profit-maximizing choice, UM is tangent to R−C at Lπ(seeUπ ). For the profit-maximizing choice of an owner–manager to coincide withutility maximization for large numbers of owner–managers and all sorts of firm-specific opportunity sets, it must be the case that owner–managers’ indifferencecurves have identical slopes along any vertical straight line. Such a condition canbe interpreted in two different ways.First, suppose owner–manager utility functions are separable in income andleisure
U(π, L) = u(π)+ v(L). (5.2)

Since the quantity of leisure consumed does not change along a vertical straightline in Figure 5.3, the marginal utility of leisure, MUL, cannot change. But for theslopes of all indifference curves to be the same along a vertical straight line, themarginal utility of profits for an owner–manager,MUπ , must also remain constant,since
slope of indifference curve = −4π

4L
=

MUL

MUπ

. (5.3)
Thus, under the assumption that owner–managers have separable utility func-tions, their leisure choices will simultaneously maximize both their utilities andtheir firms’ profits, only if owner–managers have constant marginal utilities ofmoney. No matter how much money an owner–manager has, she still gets thesame satisfaction from a bit more, and she works just as hard to get it.Notice that the parallel lines B1 and B2 resemble budget constraint lines for theowner–manager. If money and leisure are normal goods for her, she will consumemore of each as her budget line shifts outward. If leisure were an inferior good,she would consume less as her budget line shifted outward. For the optimal choicewith expanding opportunities to be a constant level of consumption, leisure mustbe just on the border between being a normal or an inferior good.4Although some owner–managers may be workaholics as these considerationsimply, one assumes that many are just normal people, who indulge in some addi-tional leisure as their incomes grow. If this is true of owner–managers, for whomeach dollar reduction in profit because of increased leisure consumption impliesa dollar loss in income, what will be true of those managers, who own only a tinyfraction of a company’s shares? How much additional leisure will a manager con-sume, if each dollar’s fall in profits due to increased leisure causes the manager tolose but a few cents in income?Leisure is one candidate for inclusion in a manager’s objective function inaddition to the profits of the firm.
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Sales

William Baumol once observed that whenever he asked a business manager howbusiness was, the manager responded by describing recent movements in sales.A manager’s first thought was of sales rather than of profit. This observation ledBaumol to postulate that managers maximized the sales of their firm not its profits(Baumol, 1967).Baumol postulated that managers felt obliged to earn a reasonable or normalprofit rate, and determinedwhat this rate should be by looking at what other similarfirms (say companies in the same industry) were earning. Managers sought tomaximize their company’s sales subject to the constraint that its profits did notfall below this normal or minimally acceptable level. The choice is depicted inFigure 5.4.Let X be the firm’s output. Its profits reach a maximum at output Xπ . A sales-maximizing management expands its output toXs , however, if it feels constrainedto earn no more than π in profits.If the sales maximizer expands output by cutting price, its demand elasticitymay fall as output expands, as for example when it faces a straight line demandschedule. If its demand would become inelastic before the output Xs is reached,the sales maximizer will cut price only to the point where its demand elasticity isunity. In this situation, its profits would exceed π , and its sales would fall shortof Xs .Sales can be expanded in other ways than just by cutting price, however. Thefirm may engage in advertising beyond the profit-maximizing level, for example.

Pro
fit

X
XSX�

�

Figure 5.4 Sales maximization.
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Given the many options like advertising that firms have to expand sales, we do notexpect a sales maximizer to choose outcomes that result in profits greater than π .Baumol’s sales maximization hypothesis advances a plausible goal for man-agers, and is analytically tractable (see following section). Without knowing whyand how managers decide on π , however, we do not have a full explanation forwhat drives managers’ decisions. We shall try to supply a full explanation below,when we take up the growth-maximization hypotheses.
Sales maximization analytics

Managers wish to maximize sales revenue, R, subject to the constraint that profitsnot fall below π . Let us write R as a function of both output X and advertising
A, R = R(X, A). If production costs are C(X), the revenue maximizing firm’sgoal becomes the maximization of R subject to the constraint π = π . Writing thisas a Lagrangian we obtain

OR = R(X, A)+ λ[R(X, A)− C(X)− A− π ]. (5.4)
Maximizing with respect to output gives

∂OR

∂X
=

∂R

∂X
+ λ

∂R

∂X
− λ

∂C

∂X
= 0, (5.5)

from which it follows that
∂R

∂X
=

λ1+ λ

∂C

∂X
. (5.6)

The Lagrangian constant λ > 0, and thus
∂R

∂X
<

∂C

∂X
. (5.7)

At the sales-maximizing output marginal revenue is less than marginal costs.Output is greater than that which maximizes profits.Maximizing (5.4) with respect to A we obtain
∂R

∂A
+ λ

∂R

∂A
− λ = 0, (5.8)

∂R

∂A
=

λ1+ λ
. (5.9)

Since the profit-maximizing management invests in advertising only until thelast dollar of advertising produces one more dollar of revenue (∂R/∂A = 1),equation (5.9) implies that a sales maximizer advertises more than a profitmaximizer.
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Staff and emoluments

Oliver Williamson once observed that white-collar employment for somecompanies with volatile demand schedules varies more over the business cyclethan their blue-collar employment. Since blue-collar workers are essential to pro-ducing output, this observation led to the inference that white-collar workers areto some degree less essential than blue-collar workers. White-collar workers arein part a luxury which managements indulge in when times are good, and cut backwhen times are tough. The kind of white-collar workers that Williamson had inmind here would be secretaries, managerial assistants, and the like. People, whocould relievemanagers of someof their duties andmake theirworkmore enjoyable.Williamson (1963, 1964) added to these the other good things in life fromwhichmanagers can obtain pleasure (luxurious offices, fancy company cars, etc.), andput forward the hypothesis that managers gained utility from the staff and otheremoluments of the firm, and purchased these in excess.The problem is illustrated in Figure 5.5. Up to a point, adding staff and emolu-ments, S, increases profits. An efficient manager needs administrative support, andsome emoluments – like a company car – can increase a manager’s efficiency. Buteventually staff and emoluments increase costs by more than the extra revenuesthat they generate and profits fall. (A Volkswagen as a company car may increaseprofits, a Rolls Royce reduces them.)If managers get utility from profits as well as S, perhaps because their incomesor their job security are tied to profits, then managers have the usual convexto the origin indifference curves. With a concave profit function serving as

Pro
fit

S
S

�
SM

UM

Figure 5.5 Staff and emoluments.
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the opportunity set, utility-maximizing managers choose more than the profit-maximizing level of S (SM rather than Sπ ). A reduction of profits due to a demandshift shrinks the managers’ opportunity set from say π1 to π2, and leads to the staffreductions that Williamson observed.“Consumption” of staff and emoluments is a plausible managerial goal, andWilliamson (1964) provided empirical support for his hypothesis. “Excess con-sumption” of staff and emoluments is unlikely to be of quantitative significancefor the topmanagers of large corporations, however. The profits of these firms runinto the billions, and a few extra secretaries and a Rolls Royce or two will not havemuch impact on them. If the pursuit of staff and emoluments extends through alllevels of the corporate pyramid, however, it will have a great impact. Thus, thesignificance of managerial consumption of staff and emoluments is linked to theidea of internal control loss, also developed byWilliamson (1967, 1970, ch. 2). Butthis leaves open what it is, that the top managers pursue. We propose an alternativegoal in the section on “Growth.” But first we examine the analytics of the pursuitof staff and emoluments.
Staff and emoluments analytics

Let a manager’s utility function contain both profits, π , and staff and emoluments,
S, with π = R(X, S) − C(X) − S. The manager chooses X and S to maximizehis utility, that is, his objective function is

OS = U(R(X, S)− C(X)− S, S). (5.10)
Maximizing first with respect to output we obtain

∂OS

∂X
=

∂U

∂π

∂R

∂X
−

∂U

∂π

∂C

∂X
= 0. (5.11)

From which follows
∂R

∂X
=

∂C

∂X
. (5.12)

This is a very important result, for it states that managers, who pursue S inexcess of what maximizes profits, behave nonetheless in their price and outputdecisions as profit maximizers. All standard price theory developed under theprofit-maximization assumption is directly applicable to S-oriented managers.Maximizing equation (5.10) with respect to S yields
∂OS

∂S
=

∂U

∂π

∂R

∂S
+

∂U

∂π
(−1)+ ∂U

∂S
= 0. (5.13)

From which we obtain
∂R

∂S
= 1− ∂U/∂S

∂U/∂π
. (5.14)
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Profit maximization requires that ∂R/∂S = 1, and equation (5.14) implies that
∂R/∂S < 1, which is to say that the manager purchases staff and emolumentsbeyond the level that maximizes profits as we saw in Figure 5.5. Indeed, equa-tion (5.14) merely states algebraically what we see in Figure 5.5. Rewritingequation (5.14) as

∂R

∂S
− 1 = − ∂U/∂S

∂U/∂π
, (5.15)

we have on the right-hand side of equation (5.15) the slope of the manager’sindifference curve, and on the left-hand side the slope of the profit function – thechange in revenue with respect to a change in S less the reduction in profit causedby increasing S (1.0).
Growth

Robin Marris (1963, 1964, 1998) postulated that managers were not interestedin maximizing the size of their companies, but rather their growth rates. Man-agers might seek to expand or maintain their company’s growth to obtain boththe pecuniary and the nonpecuniary benefits that accompany growth (Marris,1964, ch. 2).One of the iron laws of hierarchical organizations is that bosses get paid morethan the people whom they supervise. This law implies that a person’s income ishigher, the higher up in the hierarchy that person is. A large increase in the size ofa corporation eventually increases the number of levels in its hierarchy. Amanagerat a particular level should see the number of levels grow beneath him, and thushis salary also. As we shall see in the section on “Managerial compensation”a strong link does exist between how much managers are paid and the size of theircompanies. This link can explain why managers would maximize sales as Baumolpostulated or growth in sales as Marris did.5In many companies, openings in the managerial ranks are typically filled bypromoting people from within the organization (Doeringer and Piore, 1971). Thefaster a firm is growing, the more the openings that appear above him in thehierarchy, and the better are his chances for promotion. This link between growthand the likelihood of being promoted gives managers an additional pecuniaryreason to see that their company grows fast.Reaching the top of the hierarchy of a large corporation can bring fame andfortune to a manager. In economics, we focus heavily upon the financial motivesfor certain actions. Workers are interested in income and leisure, and that is all.Investors are interested in income and risk. It is natural therefore in consideringwhy managers might wish to see their firm grow faster to postulate that it is simplyand solely because they will earn more. But managers of large corporations havesufficiently large incomes that further increases may not seem that important tosome. Nonpecuniary goals like the power and prestige of running a giant corpora-tion may take hold. The CEO of the 10th largest company in the United States ismuch more likely to see his face on the cover of Business Week than is the CEO
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of the 1,000th largest company. If having one’s picture on the cover of a widecirculation magazine gives a person utility, then he will pursue those strategiesthat make this more likely.At the beginning of the twentieth century, when managerial capitalism wasin its infancy, Joseph Schumpeter expressed with eloquence the importance ofnonpecuniary goals to the men, who were founding the enterprises that were togrow into Europe’s and America’s industrial giants.6
First of all, there is a dream and the will to found a private kingdom, usually,though not necessarily, also a dynasty. Themodernworld really does not knowany such positions, but what may be attained by industrial or commercialsuccess is still the nearest approach to medieval lordship possible to modernman. Its fascination is specially strong for people who have no other chance ofachieving social distinction. The sensation of power and independence losesnothing by the fact that both are largely illusions. Closer analysis would leadto discovering an endless variety within this group of motives, from spiritualambition down to mere snobbery. But this need not detain us. Let it suffice topoint out that motives of this kind, although they stand nearer to consumers’satisfaction, do not coincide with it.Then there is the will to conquer: the impulse to fight, to prove oneselfsuperior to others, to succeed for the sake, not of the fruits of success, butof success itself. From this aspect, economic action becomes akin to sport –there are financial races, or rather boxing-matches. The financial result isa secondary consideration, or, at all events, mainly valued as an index ofsuccess and as a symptomof victory, the displaying ofwhich very often ismoreimportant as a motive of large expenditure than the wish for the consumers’goods themselves. Again we should find countless nuances, some of which,like social ambition, shade into the first group of motives. And again we arefaced with a motivation characteristically different from that of “satisfactionof wants” in the sense defined above, or from, to put the same thing into otherwords, “hedonistic adaption.”Finally, there is the joy of creating, of getting things done, or simply ofexercising one’s energy and ingenuity. This is akin to a ubiquitous motive,but nowhere else does it stand out as an independent factor of behavior withanything like the clearness with which it obtrudes itself in our case. Our typeseeks out difficulties, changes in order to change, delights in ventures. Thisgroup of motives is the most distinctly anti-hedonist of the three.(Schumpeter, 1934, p. 93f.)

Marris suggested that the constraint on managerial pursuit of growth was thethreat of takeover and dismissal. This threat increases as managers in pursuit ofgrowth invest at greater levels than would maximize shareholder wealth. Exces-sive investment causes the firm’s market value to fall below its potential maximumreducing the valuation ratio, V , the ratio of the firm’s market value to the bookvalue of its assets. When this valuation ratio falls far enough, the firm becomes
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an attractive target for some wealth-seeking outsider, who can toss the manage-ment out, reverse its policies and obtain the gain from raising the firm’s marketvalue. Marris introduced both the threat of takeover as a constraint on manage-rial discretion and the valuation ratio as a statistic for measuring that constraint.Subsequently, Tobin (1969) introduced the q-ratio in which the book value ofassets in Marris’ V is replaced by their replacement costs. Most empirical worksnow use Tobin’s q. We shall refer to both.To see what is involved in managerial pursuit of growth consider the followingsimple model. The firm’s profits in year t equal the return, r , on its capital at theend of period t − 1
πt = rKt−1. (5.16)

Investment in year t is the change in capital stock between t − 1 and t

It = Kt −Kt−1. (5.17)
The firm faces a set of investment opportunities, which are growing at a constantrate. The managers make a once and for all decision of how much of each year’sprofits to invest and how much to pay out as dividends. Let b be the fraction ofprofits that are retained and reinvested, and therefore (1− b) the dividend payoutratio. Then

It = bπt and Dt = (1− b)πt . (5.18)
But then

It = brKt−1,
and

Kt = Kt−1 + brKt−1 = (1+ br)Kt−1. (5.19)
Thus, the firm’s growth rate is the product of its retention ratio and its return oncapital, g = rb.The market value of the firm at any point in time is the present discounted valueof its future dividends

M0 =
∞
∑

t=1
Dt

(1+ i)t
=

∞
∑

t=1
(1+ g)tD0

(1+ i)t
, (5.20)

where i is the firm’s discount rate or cost of capital. If i > g (5.20) simplifies to(dropping the 0 subscript)
M =

D

i − g
=

(1− b)rK

i − rb
. (5.21)

The market value of a firm at any point in time is a function of its current capitalstock, the returns on that capital, its retention ratio, and its cost of capital.
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Figure 5.6 Growth maximization subject of a takeover constraint.

Assuming that after some point there are diminishing marginal returns toinvestment, the opportunities facing a firm look like those depicted in Figure 5.6.Each Mi curve represents combinations of b and r that yield a given market value.Holding the retention ratio b fixed higher curves involve higher rates of return andhigher market values (M1 < M2 < M3 < M4). The horizontal line through r = irepresents a market value for the firm equal to the value of the capital stock K . Miabove this horizontal are greater than K , below are less than K . Since the presentvalue of a stream of zeros from now to infinity is zero, the market value of a firmthat pays zero dividends is simply the value of its capital stock. Thus, all marketvalue curves converge on K as b approaches 1.0.If a firm’s management maximized the firm’s market value, it would choosethe retention ratio that allowed it to reach the highest iso-market value curvealong its opportunity set r = f (b). That would be curve M4 with a retentionratio of bM . A management that valued the growth of the firm, because of thepersonal benefits it produced, would select a higher retention ratio. If it feareda takeover should its market value fall below M3, but not above it, it would select bg .Alternatively, one could think of the Mi curves in Figure 5.6 as indifference curvesfor managers, whose utility depends only on the firm’s market value. Indifferencecurves for managers who obtain utility from both higher market values (greatersecurity from takeover), and growth have a greater tilt to the right than the Mi
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Figure 5.7 Utility maximization by growth-oriented managers.

curves. In choosing a retention ratio that allowed them to reach the highest levelof utility along r = f (b), they would again choose a higher b than bM , say like
bU in Figure 5.7.7The conflict between a growth-oriented management and its shareholders thusreduces to disagreement over the firm’s retention policies. The management paystoo little in dividends, retains and invests too much, and grows too fast. Althoughit is possible that managers might on occasion also pursue excessive growth byissuing debt or equity,8 such a policy could not be successfully pursued indefinitely.The need to pay interest on the debt would prevent managers from indefinitely usingit to finance projects that did not cover the interest. Issuing equity to finance suchprojects would lower the value of outstanding equity. Continual resort to the equitymarket to finance low return projects would lead the market to discount the newlyissued shares before they were bought.9Finally, it should be noted that a growth-maximizing management, as one whichgains utility from staff and emoluments, chooses price and quantity so as to max-imize short-run profits (Williamson, 1966). Since the managers seek investmentfunds to obtain growth, they do not pass up short-run opportunities to increasetheir ability to invest and grow. Thus, all of neoclassical price theory is applicableto a growth-maximizing management.
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The firm’s life cycle
In the Marris growth model, managers choose a retention ratio, which determinesthe firm’s return on capital, and capital, sales, profits, dividends, and investmentall then grow indefinitely at the same rate. This steady-state view of firm growthcontrasts starkly with the Schumpeterian view presented in the previous chapter.The Schumpeterian firm starts with the expectation of earning high returns andthe successful few do. Growth and returns eventually decline, however. Althoughmany enter into a long period of maturity in which their markets and their ownsales grow at roughly equal rates, declining growth threatens all and some suc-cumb to that threat. In this section, we explore the implications of combining theSchumpeterian view of firm life cycles with the hypothesis that managers of largecorporations often are growth maximizers.10

Consider Figure 5.8. CFy represents the cash flow (profits plus depreciation) ofa small, young firm. Its managers perceive that it has attractive investment oppor-tunities. The expected marginal rate of return for the young firm (mrry) intersectsthe CFy line above the firm’s cost of capital iy . The young firm pays no dividends,reinvests all of its cash flow, and raises additional capital externally. Ownership ofthe young firm is likely to reside in a few hands with the entrepreneurial founder(s)owning a large fraction of shares. Those who do own shares at this time have gam-bled on the firm’s becoming a success, and wish to see it raise external capital ascheaply as possible. No conflict exists between managers and shareholders at thistime. Shareholders do not fear that managers will try to grow too fast, but ratherthat the firm will not be able to exploit its investment opportunities to the fullest.
mrr, i

CFy

iy

im

I
CFmISW IM

mrry

mrrm

mcM

Figure 5.8 Investment choices over the firm’s life cycle.
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As we saw in Chapter 4, the perceptions of the founders of new firms about theirultimate success are frequently ill-founded. But those companies that do succeedsee their cash flows grow tremendously. The cash flow for a mature firm, CFm, isplaced to the right in Figure 5.8. The break in the bottom horizontal line indicatesthat the cash flows of the truly successful giant company are far greater than forthe cash-short younger company. The cost of capital for the mature company, im,is drawn lower than that for the young one to represent the different opportunitiesfor raising external capital generally faced by new firms.Of course, a successful company’s investment opportunities grow as well as itscash flows, but usually not as rapidly. At some point in the company’s life cycle,it finds itself in the situation depicted on the right-hand side of Figure 5.8. Themature firm’s marginal returns on investment schedule intersects its cost of capitalto the left of the CFm line. If its management maximizes the shareholders’ wealth,it invests ISW and pays CFm − ISW in dividends. By the time that the successfulcompany has grown this large, its numbers of outstanding shares and shareholdershave expanded tremendously. Ownership has become separated from control, andmanagers have the discretion to advance their own welfare at the shareholder’sexpense.The cost of capital for a shareholder-wealth-maximizing company is the returnits shareholders can earn by investing in other companies of comparable risk.But for the management that derives benefits from the firm’s growth, the share-holder’s opportunity costs are of consequence only to the extent that they influencethe threat of takeover. This threat is zero, let us assume, if the managers maximizeshareholder wealth, but rises as they go beyond that level. We depict the marginalpsychological cost of investing beyond ISW from the perception of higher probabil-ities of a takeover as mcM . The mature company’s managers trade off shareholderwealth for growth by investing IM > ISW and paying less in dividends.There are a couple of observations to be made concerning this life-cycle vari-ant of the growth-maximization hypothesis. First, if one looks at a cross-sectionof firms, it is not necessarily the fastest growing firms that harm their share-holders through the excessive pursuit of growth. The fastest growing firms inthe economy are generally among the youngest firms, and as we have seen, nomanager–shareholders’ conflict is likely to exist for them. Where this conflict ismost acute is for the very mature firms, for which the growth rate that would max-imize shareholder wealth is zero or negative. Here the prospects of managers arenot of expanding hierarchies, expanding salaries, and expanding opportunities forpromotion, but rather of contracting opportunities and, except for those at the verytop, even of being released from a shrinking firm. Faced with this specter, manycompany managers seek ways to expand their company.The life-cycle model implies that the level of dividends that maximizes share-holders’ wealth is zero for an initial set of years followed by a gradually increasingdividend pay-out ratio. The growth-maximizing management also pays dividends,but it pays less than the optimal level. Thus, the conflict between managers andshareholders appears only slowly over time, as a somewhat slower expansion ofthe dividend payout ratio than is in the shareholders’ best interests. Appearing onlyslowly, it may be difficult to detect.
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A company faced with a slow-growing or declining market has two choices foravoiding stagnation and decline: it can expand its share of this market, or diversifyinto new ones. Growth can be sustained indefinitely only through diversification.Thus, we expect the maturing company to resort to internal diversification bydeveloping new products and/or external diversification through mergers. Even ina steady-state world, a company must (continually) diversify to sustain a growthrate above that of its company’s market. If growth through diversification is pursuedto advance only the managers’ welfare, we expect investments in diversification tohave low returns. We will see in Chapter 9 that this has by-and-large been the case.We are now in a position to present the third reason promised in the section,“The principal–agent problem” for why external capital markets cannot effectivelyconstrain the managers of large corporations. Companies resort to external equitymarkets most heavily when they are young, have attractive investment opportuni-ties, and are short of cash. The chief threats to shareholders’ wealth at that timeare not managerial consumption, but the risks of the market including the possiblefailure of the company. The principal–agent problem is likely to be most acute,however, when corporations are large and mature. But in this phase of their lifecycle managers do not rely on the equity market for funds, but rather use theirinternal fund flows. For the capital market to constrain today’s actions of the man-agements of large mature corporations, it would have to offer lower prices for theshares they issued 50 or 75 years ago. Anticipating this managers at that time wouldhave constrained not only their own discretionary on-the-job consumption, but alsothat of all future generations of managers including the present one. What suchconstraints could be and how they might be enforced is not obvious. We concludethat the external capital market is not likely to be an effective constraint on the man-agers of a large, mature corporation. Jensen and Meckling, the developers of thecapital market constraint hypothesis, admitted as much when they observed that:
One of the most serious limitation [sic] of the analysis is that as it stands wehave not worked out in this paper its application to the very large moderncorporation whose managers own little or no equity.(Jensen and Meckling, 1976, p. 354)

Constraints on managerial discretion
In addition to an efficient capital market ruled by rational expectations, four otherconstraints on managerial opportunism have been discussed in the literature. Wenow discuss each of these.
Product and factor markets

In an economy with perfectly competitive markets, any factor that fails to receive itsopportunity costs from one firm withdraws to another. A management’s discretionto pursue anything but mere survival in the industry depends on their being enough“slack” in the competitive process for it to divert the firm’s revenues to its own
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goals, or simply to enjoy more leisure. To the extent that competitive forces and theantitrust authorities maintain a tight competitive environment, managers will beunable to deviate from doing anything other than maximizing their firm’s profits,if they wish it to survive.As discussed in the previous chapter, several studies from a variety of countrieshave found that a significant fraction of firms seems capable of earning abovenormal returns on capital, virtually indefinitely. The competitive process does notappear to be sufficiently Darwinian to eliminate all corporate rents. Managers atthe top of a company with large permanent rents have the resources to pursue theirown interests if they so choose.11

The market for managers

Because the pursuit of their own goals by middle managers reduces profitability,top management can be expected to introduce controls and monitoring proceduresto constrain this behavior. Middle managers who creatively and energetically max-imize profits are more likely to be promoted. Thesemiddle managers are alsomoreattractive candidates for jobs at other firms. A young manager seeking to rise tothe top of her present employer, or to be hired for higher positions by some othercompanies can probably follow no better strategy than trying to maximize hercompany’s profits, unless ordered to do otherwise.Even a young president of a small to medium sized company may aspire to beappointed as top manager by the board of directors of a larger firm, and strive toincrease those chances by making the profits of his present company as conspicu-ously large as possible. But the president of a large company, who has reached hisfifties, as most have, is not likely to be greatly concerned about his next job. Hehas made it to the top, to the place where he always wanted to be. His thoughts aremore likely to be of what he should do with his authority in this position, than ofhis chances of getting a different position. If expanding the size and growth of thecompany can bring personal rewards, he may be inclined to do so. Perhaps, on theother hand, this becomes the time to “cash in” on his past hard work by claiminga higher salary and more leisure. The absence of strict shareholder control allowshim some latitude to follow these alternative goals. Even a well-functioning mar-ket for managers at the lower and middle management levels leaves the possibilityof the pursuit of other objectives open to higher level managers.12
The market for corporate control

A common share has value for two reasons: (1) it is an ownership claim on thedividends paid by the firm, and in the case of its dissolution on the value of itsassets, and (2) it confers a right to vote on certain organizational and strategiccorporate decisions. Even if the former attribute and an efficient capital market donot suffice to constrain managerial discretion, the latter alone might.In a zero-transaction-costs world even a slight deviation of a company’s marketvalue from its potential maximum would lead someone to purchase a controlling
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interest in it and remove the management, alter its policies, and claim the wealthgain from bringing the company to its maximum value. Marris (1963, 1964) postu-lated that this threat of takeovers was the chief constraint on managerial pursuit ofgrowth, but that it was sufficiently loose to allow managers to deviate significantlyfrom shareholders’-wealth-maximizing policies. Henry Manne (1965) coined theterm “market for corporate control” to describe this process, and argued that this“market” did provide sufficient discipline to constrain managers effectively.When Marris and Manne first discussed this process hostile takeovers weresufficiently rare, at least in North America, that it was difficult to determine howtight the takeovers’ constraint was. In the merger wave at the end of the 1980s,hostile takeovers became more frequent and conspicuous and the impression grewthat they were a powerful constraint on managers.Despite some headlinemaking hostile takeovers in the late 1980s, they remaineda tiny fraction of all corporate acquisitions during this period (Bhagat et al., 1990).Moreover, in response to the intensified threat of takeover, managements broughtpressures on state legislatures to pass laws making hostile takeovers more dif-ficult. Such laws now exist in all but a handful of states (Romano, 1987; Roe,1993b). Thus, very few hostile takeovers have occurred in the United States since1990.
Contractual constraints

The principal–agent contract
The principal–agent problemwas introduced earlier in this chapter. The principal–agent literature has proposed a contractual solution to the principal–agentproblem.13 The principals (shareholders) would like to see their agents (the man-agers) maximize their wealth. But they do not have sufficient information to insurethat the managers do so. They try therefore to design an employment contract thatgives the managers incentives to maximize shareholder wealth. One such contractwould assign all profits to the managers, but require that they pay a fixed paymentto the shareholders. By making this payment large enough, the shareholders canensure that the expected incomes of the managers, if they maximize the firm’sprofits, are just equal to their opportunity costs, that is, the minimum needed toretain them at their managerial job.Although such a contract has ideal incentive effects – managers receive all ofthe residual income and thus have no incentive to shirk – it is suboptimal as aninsurance contract. All of the risks of the enterprise are borne by managers.If we assume that managers are risk averse and shareholders risk neutral, thenthe optimal insurance contract gives all of the residual income to the shareholdersand a fixed income to the managers.14The Pareto optimal contract must balance the gains from allowing risk-neutralshareholders to claim the residual income, against the positive incentive effects ofhaving themanagers receive all of the residual income. It is the optimal compromisebetween the optimal insurance and incentive contracts.
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If shareholders – the principals – actually wrote the managers’ employmentcontracts, we might be satisfied with such a compromise. As we shall see in thenext section, however, a significant part of the real world managerial discretionproblem arises because the shareholders do not write the managers’ employmentcontracts. The managers do.
The basic principal–agent model
The problem faced by the principal is that she cannot observe perfectly the actionsof the agent. To capture this fact, assume that the profits of the firm depend on boththe efforts of the agent, e, and random shocks that are independent of the agent’sactions, u, where u has an expected value of zero, E(u) = 0.

π = e + u. (5.22)
Exerting effort causes disutility, while managers get positive utility from theirincome, y. For simplicity, assume that the disutility of effort can be measured inthe same units as income, and write the agent’s utility function as

U = U

(

y −
de22

)

, (5.23)
where d is a scalar that measures the disutility of effort of a particular agent.To induce the agent to exert effort the principal must tie the agent’s income tothe profits of the firm. Let us assume that the principal accomplishes this with thefollowing, simple linear compensation contract

y = α + βπ. (5.24)
Given this compensation contract the agent’s expected utility then becomes

E(U) = E

(

U

[

α + βπ −
de22

])

= E

(

U

[

α + βe + βu−
de22

])

.

(5.25)
The agent chooses effort to maximize equation (5.25)

dE(U)

de
= U ′(·)

(

β −
2de2

)

= 0. (5.26)
Since the marginal utility of income is positive, equation (5.26) implies

β = de or e =
β

d
. (5.27)

The agent exerts greater effort, the more closely his income is tied to profits, andthe smaller his level of disutility, d , from exerting effort.
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A key assumption in the model is that the principal is risk neutral. We cancapture this by assuming that the principal chooses a contract to maximize herexpected income – the profits of the firm less what she pays the agent, E(π − y).Replacing π and y we get
E(π − y) = E(e + u− α − βe − βu). (5.28)

Since β is a constant and E(u) = 0, (5.28) simplifies to
E(e + u− α − βe − βu) = e − α − βe. (5.29)

The principal knows that the agent chooses effort to maximize his utility, and thuswe can substitute from (5.27) into (5.29) to get the principal’s expected income
E(π − y) = (1− β)

β

d
− α. (5.30)

To induce the agent to work for the firm, he must be offered a contract thatpromises him at least the same level of expected utility, U , as he can obtain at hisnext best employment
EU

(

α + βe + βu−
de22

)

= EU

(

α +
β2
d
+ βu−

β2
2d

)

= EU

(

α + βu+
β2
2d

)

≥ U. (5.31)
To obtain the Pareto optimal contract we can maximize the expected income ofthe principal as given in (5.30) subject to the constraint that the agent’s expectedutility as given in (5.31) equals his opportunity costs, U , that is, maximize

L = (1− β)
β

d
− α + λ

[

EU

(

α + βu+
β2
2d

)

− U

]

. (5.32)
Maximizing first with respect to α we obtain

∂L

∂α
= −1+ λE(U ′) = 0 λ =

1
E(U ′)

. (5.33)
Maximizing with respect to β we obtain

∂L

∂β
=

1
d
−

2β
d
+ λ

[

E
(

U ′u
)

+ E(U ′)
β

d

]

. (5.34)
Note that E(U ′u) 6= 0, even though E(u) = 0. If β > 0, then increases in uincrease profits and managerial income and cause U ′ to fall, assuming that theagent has diminishing marginal utility of income. Under this assumption, β > 0implies E(U ′u) < 0.
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Using (5.33) to replace λ in (5.34) and setting (5.34) equal to zero, we obtainwith a little manipulation
1− β

d
= −

E(U ′u)

E(U ′)
. (5.35)

As just noted, β > 0 implies that E(U ′u) which is the covariance of U ′ and u, isnegative. β > 0, therefore, implies that the right-hand side of (5.35) be positive,15which implies that 0 < β < 1. The Pareto optimal incentive contract is a sharingcontract, with the agent getting β fraction of profits (0 < β < 1), and the principal(1− β) fraction.Note that if the agentwere risk neutral,U ′would be a constant,E(U ′u) = 0, andthe Pareto optimal contract would be the optimal incentive contract with β = 1and the agent getting all of the residual to induce maximal effort. Conversely,the optimal insurance contract would give the risk neutral principal all of theresidual and a fixed compensation to the agent, (β = 0). With profits dependent onunobserved effort by the agent, and the agent being risk averse, the Pareto optimalprincipal–agent contract becomes a compromise between the pure incentive andthe pure insurance contracts.
Financial contracts
The principal–agent literature focuses on the incentives given to agent–managersby profit sharing contracts. The principal–shareholder writes the contract, and allcontrol implicitly is assumed to remain with her. The financial contracting litera-ture points out, however, that both control and profits can be shared between theprincipal and the agent. Namely, we can think of the contract joining the supplierof capital to a firm and the entrepreneur–manager as having two dimensions, onedefining the control rights and another the cash flow rights. Both might conceiv-ably lie with the capital supplier making the manager a hired employee, or bothmight lie with the manager making the capital supplier a bond holder. And mostimportantly, control and cash flow rights might be defined contingent on certainevents. If, for example, the supplier of capital accepts a share of the profits of a newfirm in exchange for financing its start-up, she might stipulate in the contract trans-ferring the funds to the entrepreneur founder, that all control reverts to her, andthus she can dismiss the founder, should the firm not receive FDA approval for thewonder drug being developed.Oneof the interesting distinctions emphasized in thefinancial contracts literatureis between “tough” capital suppliers who reserve the right to seize certain assets ofthe firm in the case of specific contingencies, and soft suppliers who cannot makeany specific claims, but can take over control in certain contingencies. The formerare, of course, typically suppliers of debt, while the latter are suppliers of equity.By choosing the proper mix of tough and soft suppliers of capital, the optimaldegree of constraint may be placed on the managers. One of the contributions ofthe financial contracts literature is, therefore, to offer a plausible justification forthe existence of “optimal” debt/equity ratios.16
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Managerial compensation
“Money isn’t everything.” The adage is undoubtedly as true for managers as it isfor everyone else. In particular, we noted that managers might pursue growth forthe power and prestige that comes with corporate size. Leisure, staff, and otherforms of on-the-job consumption are objectives managers might also consume asalternatives to mere pecuniary gains. Managerial discretion may evidence itself inmany ways other than in high compensation.Although money isn’t everything, it is something, and in particular it is some-thing that can be fairly easilymeasured, in contrast say to power and prestige. Thus,not surprisingly, muchof the literaturewhichhas tested for the effects ofmanagerialdiscretion has looked for them in the heights of managerial compensation.The earliest studies of this type typically estimated some variant on the followingequation

y = a + bπ + cR + u, (5.36)
where y is a measure of managerial compensation, usually the top manager’ssalary or total compensation, or a small set of top managers, and π and R areprofits and sales revenue. In this work, the profits maximization assumption wasusually tested against Baumol’s sales maximization hypothesis by comparing thecoefficients b and c. A strong correlation between compensation and profits wastaken to imply profits maximization, a strong correlation with sales to imply salesmaximization.17There are several problems with this approach. First, with respect to sales, wehave seen that in a hierarchical organization, supervisors generally are paid morethan those whom they supervise. The bigger the firm, the more layers there arein the hierarchy and the higher the top manager’s salary will be. This size–salaryrelationship can be expected even for firms whose managers are profit maximizers.To determine whether managers have abused their discretion one must ascertainwhether the firm has grown to a bigger size than is optimal for the shareholders,so that managers could rationalize receiving a higher salary.In a perfectly competitive industry economic profits are zero. Managers mustmaximize profits for the firm to survive. Thus, some positive profits are necessaryfor the managers to have any discretion at all, and the higher the profits are themore latitude, ceteris paribus, managers have to pursue their own goals, includ-ing collecting a high salary. A positive correlation between managerial incomeand profitability cannot, therefore, be viewed as evidence that the managers aremaximizing company profits.A growth-maximizing management chooses price so as to maximize the firm’sprofits. The conflict between growth-maximizingmanagers and shareholders is notover the level of profits, but over their distribution between dividends and retainedearnings. Shareholders, who wished to constrain managers from pursuing theirown goals would tie managerial compensation to shareholder wealth.Jensen andMurphy (1990) estimated the relationship between changes in share-holders’wealth andmanagerial income for a sample of over 1,000US corporations
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over the 1974–86 time period. On average, a $1,000 increase in shareholder wealthled to a $3.25 increase in managerial compensation. If we think of this relationshipas resulting from a linear principal–agent contract tying managerial income (y) toshareholder wealth (w), (y = α + βw), then the Jensen–Murphy estimates implya β for the average firm of 0.00325. The managerial compensation contract isalmost a pure insurance contract, that provides little monetary incentive for man-agers to increase shareholder wealth. Although a few studies have come up withsomewhat higher estimates of β, the general tenor of the empirical findings forthe United States is that managerial compensation contracts do not provide greatincentives for managers to increase shareholder wealth.18One problem that exists in testing for the effect of managerial discretion oncompensation comes in trying to measure managerial discretion, since it is likelyto depend on the profitability of the firm, its size, the distribution of shareholdingsand still other factors. Moreover, each company’s management may elect to exer-cise whatever discretion it has to a different degree. To get around these problems,Mueller and Yun (1997) constructed an index of exercised managerial discretion.Since a growth-oriented management invests in projects with returns (r) less thanshareholder opportunity costs (i), Mueller and Yun calculated an index of man-agerial discretion as D = 1− (r/i), with (r/i ≥ 1)→ (D = 0). They found thatmanagerial compensation rose with D, and that managerial income was greater,the larger the firm was. Since there is no reason for shareholders to reward man-agers for investing in projects with returns less than the firm’s cost of capital, theseresults imply that shareholders are not writing the managers’ contract.19Mueller and Yun tested for the impact of managerial discretion by comparingactual managerial compensation to that predicted by the size of the firm using asimple model of a firm’s hierarchy. That model predicts that each supervisors’income is some multiple β of the people she supervises. On the assumption thatthe βs between each level i and i− 1 fall in the range 1.3 ≤ βi ≤ 1.6, one can usethe firm’s employment and predictions about the number of people each supervisorsupervises to predict managerial compensation.20 If the actual compensation ofthe top managers is much greater than this prediction, then the βs at one or morelevels must fall well outside of this range. Since it would be expensive to haveinordinately large βs toward the bottom of the hierarchy, one expects if excessivemanagerial compensation is an outcome of managerial discretion, that a big jumpin compensationwill occur near the top of the hierarchy. Such a jumpwas observedby Baker et al. (1994) in a detailed case study of a single, medium-sized servicecompany. They observed eight hierarchical levels in the company, with a singleperson at the 8th level. The average increments (βs) between each level are givenin Table 5.1.The lowest increments are observed between the first and second levels in thehierarchy, and between the second and third levels, where employment is highestand salary increments most costly. All other increments fall roughly in the 1.3–1.6range suggested by Williamson (1967) except for the increment between the 6thand 7th levels. Entry into the second highest level of the hierarchy is accompa-nied by a doubling of compensation. Although it is possible that there is some
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Table 5.1 Employment (N ) and average increments incompensation (βi) in a firm’s hierarchy
Level N1970 N1977 N1984 βi

8 1 1 1 1.487 2 2 4 2.076 9 10 25 1.405 22 57 86 1.644 212 528 1,003 1.473 293 683 1,195 1.232 442 789 1,165 1.181 439 795 1,253
Source: Baker et al. (1994, pp. 894, 909).

discontinuous leap in managerial productivity or opportunity costs to explain thisjump in compensation, it is also precisely the kind of increment one expects if thetop managers exercise their discretionary authority by giving themselves high pay.The 7th and 8th levels contain the current CEO and his likely successor, and it isamong this small group (between 3 and 5 people in this firm) that the pecuniaryrewards of managerial discretion are shared.Additional evidence linking managerial discretion to managerial compensationexists in other countries. Kato (1997) found that managers of “group” firms inJapan have 20 –30 percent lower incomes than managers of independent firms.The shares of group firms are closely held by the other companies in the group,and thus the managers of these companies are more closely monitored than arethose of independent companies, whose managements are controlled by outsideshareholders as in the United States.Conyon (1997) observed that the creation of a salary committee of directorsto recommend managerial salary increments had a significant impact in con-straining these increments. This finding suggests that managerial discretion andcompensation can be curbed.These rewards to managerial discretion can be great. Table 5.2 lists the total payfor the ten highest paid managers in 2001. The highest compensation Mueller andYun observed over the 1978–90 period in their sample was $52,661.000, about50 times the highest salary warranted by the hierarchy model assuming β = 1.6between all levels of the hierarchy. In the absence of salary committees or otherconstraints onmanagerial discretion, managers canbeverygenerous to themselves.Perhaps, the strongest evidence that managerial compensation is a manifestationof managerial discretion is in the weak statistical fit of managerial compensationmodels to the data. The size of the firm is overwhelmingly the best predictor ofmanagerial compensation, but even it, plus all of the other variables hypothesizedto determine compensation, seldom explain more than 10 percent of the variationin managerial pay. Whether the top managers choose to pay themselves $5 millionor $10 million or some other figure appears to be pretty much up to their ownsense of propriety or hubris. The result being, as The Economist (June 3, 1995,
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Table 5.2 Compensation for 10 Highest Paid CEO’s in the United States, 2001
Chief executive Company Salary Long-term Total payand bonus compensation ($ million)($ million) ($ million)
Lawrence Ellison Oracle 0.0 706.1 706.1Jozef Straus JDS Uniphase 0.5 150.3 150.8Howard Solomon Forest Laboratories 1.2 147.3 148.5Richard Fairbank Capital One Financial 0.0 142.2 142.2Louis Gerstner IBM 10.1 117.3 127.4Charles Wang Computer Associates Intl. 1.0 118.1 119.1Richard Fuld Jr. Lehman Brothers 4.8 100.4 105.2James McDonald Scientific-Atlanta 2.1 84.7 86.8Steve Jobs Apple Computer 43.5 40.5 84.0Timothy Koogle Yahoo 0.2 64.4 64.6
Source: Business Week, Special Report: Executive Pay, April 15th, 2002.

pp. 74 –77) noted, that managerial compensation figures are by and large “randomnumbers.”
Conclusions
Technological changes in the nineteenth century required companies to raise vastamounts of capital and transformed corporations from small firms with closelyheld ownership claims to giant enterprises with dispersed ownership. Althoughownership had the incentive and authority to monitor managers in the small firm,in the large enterprise ownership was so dispersed as to dull this incentive. Voicegave way to exit as the means for expressing satisfaction with management poli-cies. Nominally, owners could exercise voice control over managers through“their representatives” on the boards of directors, which had the authority toapprove or reject major policy decisions. Practically, outside members of theseboards had neither the incentive nor the information to exercise such control. Suchwas the case from the large corporation’s very beginning as is revealed in thefollowing statement of the Board of Directors of the Pennsylvania Railroad in1874.

The present form of organisation (part-time directors and full-time officers)makes practical ciphers of the Directors, and this is from no deliberate inten-tion, but from the very necessities of the case. Once a large business hadreached a size that required the services of several full-time administrators,the board and the stockholders had only a negative or veto power on the gov-ernment of their enterprise and on the allocation of its resources. They couldsay no, but they had neither the information or the awareness of the company’ssituation to propose realistic alternative courses of action.(Chandler, 1962, p. 313)
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Nor are matters any different today, as evidenced in the following remarks ofCarl Icahn, corporate gadfly and raider of the 1980s.
You get there [to a board meeting] early in the morning, and everybody isreading the newspaper. The first thing is that everybody looks at their check,puts it in their pocket, smiles big, and then goes back to reading the newspaper.The meeting starts, you get the room dark and a few guys go to sleep. Thenthey put a slide machine up with a lot of numbers that even Einstein wouldn’tunderstand.The CEO doesn’t even do it. He gets some financial guy to show all thesenumbers. And then everybody is reading the newspaper anyway, or when it isdark they are sleeping.I was on one board and this went on for a while. I had no inside informationbeing on that board because I couldn’t figure out what they were doing. Andthat is the truth if there ever was truth.(Washington Post, May 19, 1985, p. H3)

That managers have considerable discretion to pursue their own goals there canbe no question. What is less clear is what those goals are, and the consequencesof their pursuit for the welfare of shareholders and for the welfare of the corporateeconomy.We have examined several possible goals of managers that would conflict withshareholders’ interests, and the possible constraints on managers’ pursuit of thesegoals. We have also presented evidence indicating that managerial discretion doesmanifest itself in the arbitrarily large salaries, which managers receive.Clearly, each extra dollar of potential profits and potential dividends that man-agers channel into their own pockets comes out of the pockets of shareholders,and thus contributes to the losses imposed on shareholders by the principal–agentproblem.Moreover, the heightswhichmanagerial incomes sometimes reachoffendcommon notions of propriety and equity.On the other hand, if the only manifestation of managerial discretion were inthe form of higher compensation than is warranted, its existence would have littleif any impact on economic efficiency. Higher managerial incomes are essentiallytransfers from shareholders. To the extent that they lower the returns shareholdersearn on equity, they might reduce the flow of funds to the corporate sector andindirectly lower social welfare by reducing corporate investment. But this lattereffect is likely to be small, if the exercise of discretion is limited to the highestlevel managers. If, for example, the top five executives in a large corporation witha $1 billion a year profits, each inflate their incomes by $5 million, the resulting$25 million is but 1/40th of the company’s total profits.More significant social costs may arise if, in pursuing their own objectives,managers alter the size and growth of the firm, or perhaps other dimensions of itsoperations. Evidence on these matters and their consequences for social welfareare examined in subsequent chapters.
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6 Corporate governance

In recent years, considerable attention has been devoted to differences acrosscountries in the institutional environments in which corporations operate, and theconsequences of these institutional differences for corporate performance. Onebranch of this literature has been concernedwith corporate governance structures.1Under the broad heading of corporate governance are usually included (1) theidentity and degree of concentration of ownership, (2) the institutional structurebywhich ownersmonitor and controlmanagers bymeans of boards of directors andthe like, and (3) the institutional structure for disciplining and replacing managersas, for example, through proxy contests and/or takeovers. A second branch ofthe literature focuses upon the broader legal environment in which corporationsoperate. Within this literature would come laws governing a shareholder’s accessto various sorts of information about a company, a shareholder’s rights to sue themanagement for certain actions detrimental to the shareholder’s interests, and soon.2 Although corporate governance structures are imbedded within the broaderlegal system of a country and thus are affected by it, the two sets of institutionsare not synonymous, as we shall explain shortly.One distinction drawn within the corporate governance literature is between“insider” governance systems in which ownership stakes are concentrated and themajor stakeholders are directly represented on the boards that monitor managers,and perhaps in management itself, and “outsider” governance systems in whichownership stakes are dispersed, and owners exercise indirect control on manage-ment by electing representatives to the monitoring boards, or perhaps by votingon specific proposals of management. The United States and Great Britain are themost important examples of countries with outsider governance systems, and thusthis form of governance structure is often called the “Anglo-Saxon” system.Within the insider category, two rather different structures can be identified.In the first system, which is common in Germany, Austria, Switzerland, andsome of the other Continental European countries, and is therefore often calledthe “Germanic” system, control is typically unidirectional. A family, bank orCompany X owns a substantial or controlling interest in a particular Company Yand has representatives on Y ’s supervisory board. Company Y , in turn, owns acontrolling interest in CompanyZ, which in turn controls CompanyW , and so on.Companies Y , Z, andW on the other hand, do not own shares in the organizations
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that stand above them in the corporate pyramid. In this waywe can speak of controlbeing unidirectional.In contrast, in the “Japanese-form” of insider system, several companies arelinked together through interlocking directorships, which are backed by cross-holdings of one and another’s shares. Within these intertwined groups of firms,there is also typically a bank, which holds shares in several of the companies in thegroup, and has representatives on their supervisory boards.3 Within the Japaneseor zaibatsu style system, therefore, control is multidirectional with each companyable to exercise some control over the companies that control it.In this chapter, we examine the characteristics of the different types of corpo-rate governance systems that exist around the world, the goals of the differentactors in each type of system, and the consequences of each system for companyperformance.
Ownership and control around the world
Table 6.1 summarizes the key features of the ownership patterns in 39 countries.Column 2 in the table gives the number of firms for which ownership data wereavailable. Any country for which data for five or more firms were available wasincluded in the table. The coverage varies widely from over 3,000 companies in theUnited States to only five in several countries like Greece and Turkey. The differ-ence between countries with Anglo-Saxon governance systems and countries withnon-Anglo-Saxon systems can be discerned in the table, but is less readily appar-ent than one might expect from the literature. If we take Great Britain, Germany,and France as countries typifying the three major governance systems, then theexpected patterns are present. The largest block of shares held by any one personor institution for UK companies averaged 16 percent of all outstanding shares,with a median under 12 percent. The largest blocks in Germany and France, on theother hand, average around 50 percent of outstanding shares. One cannot, however,simply adopt an Anglo-Saxon versus non-Anglo-Saxon dichotomy to divide thecountries in the table. The largest blocks in New Zealand average over 45 percentof outstanding shares, in Canada 30 percent or more. Our sample of companies forNew Zealand is quite small, of course, but it includes the largest companies in thecountry. A much larger sampling of New Zealand companies would undoubtedlyraise the average largest shareholding.That this is so can readily be seen in the data for theUnited States. The ownershipdata cover more than 3,000 firms, a far larger sampling of US companies than inmost published studies. The mean holding of the largest shareholder in this sampleis 21.89 percent, the median is 16.83 percent. These figures are not dramaticallydifferent from those for the Netherlands (27.13 and 16.00). It is only when oneconstrains one’s attention to the largest 500 US corporations that the mean andmedian shareholdings resemble those in the United Kingdom and Ireland, theother two Anglo-Saxon countries that best fit the expected pattern.The Scandinavian countries fall squarely in between the other non-Anglo-Saxoncountries and Ireland, the United Kingdom, and the United States. Mean and
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median largest shareholdings in all four countries lie between 20 and 30 percentexcept for Denmark, which has a median largest shareholding of only 15 percent.Columns 6–9 in Table 6.1 present the percentages of companies in the samplesfor each country that are controlled by families or individuals, the state, non-financial companies, and financial companies (banks, insurance companies, etc.) –where control is defined as one family or institution holding at least 10 percentof the outstanding shares. Column 10 presents the percentage of companies inthe residual category, dispersed ownership. One’s expectation from the litera-ture is that the fraction of companies with dispersed ownership will be highestin Anglo-Saxon countries, and this expectation is by and large confirmed for themajor, developed Anglo-Saxon countries. More than 20 percent of all companiesin Australia, Ireland, and Great Britain had no shareholder holding 10 percentor more of a company’s shares, and this is true for 80 percent of the 500 largestcompanies in the United States. In contrast, none of the 30 large Austrian firmsin the sample had a largest shareholder with under 10 percent of the outstandingshares and only 2.1 and 3.7 percent of the companies in Germany and France fellinto the dispersed category. Dispersed shareholdings are also relatively prevalentin Denmark, Japan, Taiwan, and Korea, however, while in India – a country witha legal system of Anglo-Saxon origin – over 90 percent of the 37 large companiesin our sample are controlled by either the state (51.4%) or nonfinancial compa-nies (43.2%), and no firm falls into the dispersed category. In the developingAnglo-Saxon countries, dispersed ownership is no more likely than in French-origin countries and less likely than in some other Asian developing countries likeTaiwan and Korea.Large holdings by nonfinancial companies andfinancial institutions are commonin most countries with Ireland, the United Kingdom, and the United States againbeing themajor exceptions. In the case of Continental European countries holdingsby nonfinancial companies are often parts of corporate pyramids. Such pyramidsalso are common in some of the developing countries like Indonesia, Malaysia,and Turkey. In both Europe and the developing countries, holdings by nonfinancialfirms also are often holdings by foreign companies.The reader may be somewhat surprised by the seemingly small fractions ofshares held by individuals and families. Here one must recognize that the numbersin Table 6.1 understate the extent of family control in countries where pyramidalstructures and cross-holdings are common. At the top of a pyramid one typicallyfinds a firm, which is controlled by a person or family. This family then effectivelycontrols all of the companies in the pyramid. The ultimate owners of companiesin this case are either families or the state.The situation is somewhat different in Japan with respect to companies thatbelong to keiretsu. A keiretsu consists of a group of firms linked through cross-shareholdings and linked also to a main bank. Each company in a keiretsu iseffectively owned by the other companies in its group and the affiliated bank. Nofamilies own controlling stakes in any of the companies, and individual and familyshareholdings tend to be relatively small. This can readily be seen inTable 6.1. Only5.9 percent of themore than 1,000 Japanese companies in the sample are controlled
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Table 6.1 Ownership concentration and identities in 39 countries
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10Country No. of Mean Stand. dev. Median Family Financial Non-financial State Dispersedfirms largest holder largest holder largest holder holdings holdings holdings holdings
Antilles (Netherl.) 5 30.45 14.71 32.46 20.0 20.0 60.0 0.0 0.0Argentina 8 40.18 14.89 41.34 12.5 25.0 50.0 12.5 0.0Australia 114 24.83 19.34 17.07 30.7 17.5 30.7 0.0 21.1Austria 30 59.37 21.72 54.50 6.7 23.3 53.3 16.7 0.0Belgium 41 44.54 21.03 43.00 9.8 34.1 53.7 0.0 2.4Bermuda 12 49.86 25.28 50.68 25.0 25.0 50.0 0.0 0.0Brazil 25 58.64 22.61 59.40 12.0 12.0 56.0 20.0 0.0Canada 280 36.99 24.73 29.65 34.6 19.6 40.4 3.3 2.1Cayman Islands 5 33.27 18.87 39.30 0.0 0.0 100.0 0.0 0.0Chile 9 35.22 24.66 30.15 11.1 44.4 33.3 0.1 11.1Denmark 40 23.13 20.42 15.00 25.0 12.5 25.0 2.5 35.0Finland 34 26.90 19.80 20.70 5.9 17.6 38.2 23.6 14.7France 187 48.88 24.32 50.00 25.1 17.6 51.3 2.3 3.7Germany 240 54.01 24.73 51.72 26.7 15.4 48.8 7.0 2.1Great Britain 687 16.00 13.29 11.78 17.9 37.0 15.1 1.8 28.2Greece 5 52.44 21.73 51.00 0.0 0.0 80.0 20.0 0.0Hong Kong 43 38.61 15.52 35.55 14.0 34.9 51.2 0.0 0.0India 37 45.07 13.83 39.90 2.7 2.7 43.2 51.4 0.0Indonesia 41 50.00 18.14 51.00 34.1 9.8 48.8 7.3 0.0Ireland 24 17.62 13.37 12.20 29.2 20.8 16.7 8.3 25.0
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Israel 14 31.18 19.45 24.50 28.6 14.3 50.0 0.0 7.1Italy 57 45.24 18.59 47.52 3.5 40.4 47.4 3.4 5.3Japan 1,036 15.08 13.30 8.85 5.9 6.6 58.1 0.2 29.2Malaysia 158 34.97 16.46 32.77 38.0 10.1 48.1 1.9 1.9Mexico 8 47.42 11.76 50.78 50.0 0.0 50.0 0.0 0.0Netherlands 66 27.13 25.02 16.00 6.1 13.6 43.9 6.1 30.3New Zealand 18 45.01 14.93 49.82 0.0 55.6 44.4 0.0 0.0Norway 42 29.92 16.95 26.92 16.7 23.8 47.6 7.1 4.8Portugal 10 42.48 19.21 51.35 0.0 20.0 30.0 50.0 0.0Singapore 97 38.45 19.47 33.95 27.8 28.9 43.3 0.0 0.0South Africa 25 42.15 17.10 44.75 24.0 24.0 48.0 4.0 0.0South Korea 16 19.10 17.60 12.84 25.0 6.3 25.0 12.4 31.3Spain 59 37.76 25.85 29.10 1.7 23.7 57.6 8.5 8.5Sweden 54 28.33 16.23 25.00 16.7 38.9 33.3 3.7 7.4Switzerland 66 45.63 27.73 48.00 33.3 10.6 42.4 4.6 9.1Taiwan 11 15.75 19.50 5.41 18.2 9.1 9.1 9.1 54.5Thailand 81 34.53 13.15 35.63 7.4 56.8 32.1 3.7 0.0Turkey 5 41.49 19.30 37.12 20.0 40.0 40.0 0.0 0.0United States 3,070 21.89 15.52 16.83 47.3 25.9 14.6 0.9 11.3United States 500 13.50 12.94 10.32 3.42 9.2 6.58 0.47 80.33(largest)
Source: See appendix to GMY (2002b).
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by families, as opposed to the roughly 65 percent that are held either by banks,other financial institutions, and nonfinancial companies. Thus, companies that areparts of Japanese keiretsu represent the extreme form of managerial-controlledfirm, since the only effective control that can be brought to bear on them is fromthe managers of the other firms in the keiretsu.Table 6.1 reveals that a variety of forms of corporate control exist around theworld. Our main interest in this chapter is to discover what differences thesedifferent forms of control make for the performance of companies in differentcorporate governance systems. Before examining this question, however, we needto consider the motivation of the various actors appearing in each system.
The goals of corporate actors
Dispersed ownership

The easiest of the ownership groups to analyze is that where ownership is dis-persed. With ownership highly dispersed no single shareholder, be she a personor an institution, can directly control management by exercising her voting rights.Although it is possible that a shareholder identifies with the company and obtainspsychic income from seeing the company grow or attempt to improve the environ-ment or contribute to a particular charity, no one would buy shares in a companyto achieve these goals, if she knew that she would be able to acquire only a smallfraction of the company’s shares. An isolated shareholder, who is one of millions,would recognize that she would be unable to affect the company’s policies, andthus would rationally disassociate herself from them. The only rational motivefor an individual or institution purchasing shares of a company, whose shares arewidely dispersed, is to obtain a claim on the income stream that the companyproduces.4 The primary goal of owners of shares in a company with widely dis-persed shareholdings is to have the company’s managers maximize the value oftheir shares.
Outside individuals of families with large blocks of shares

On first consideration, it might seem that the primary goal of an individual share-holder with a substantial stake in a company would also be to have the company’smanagers maximize the value of these shares. This was indeed the assumptionmade by numerous authors in studies of the effects of “the separation of owner-ship from control.”5 These studies compared profitability and other measures ofcompany performance, and predicted higher profits for firms with concentratedownership, on the grounds that managers were less free to pursue their own goalswhen an outsider holds a substantial fraction of the company’s shares.The reason why someone who owns shares in a company would want to seetheir value maximized is obvious and applies, ceteris paribus, to all categories ofowners. But for many categories, other motives may play a role. When an individ-ual or a family owns a large fraction of a company’s shares, they are quite likely
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members of the family that founded the company. The company may even stillcarry their name, and the family may identify strongly with it. Like the entre-preneur who first started the company, their first concern may be that it survives(and their name along with it). They may even be willing to sacrifice some of thecompany’s value to see it remain in its initial line of business, and survive as anindependent entity.
Insider owners

When a manager owns a large fraction of a company’s shares, he typically haseither founded it, or is a direct decedent of its founder. Owner–entrepreneurs arecommon in young, small enterprises. These firms usually do not issue commonshares, or if they do, the shares are held by a small number of individuals, someof whom are themselves relatives of the owner–entrepreneur.The standard textbook model of the firm assumes that it is led by an owner–entrepreneur who maximizes the firm’s profits, or perhaps the present discountedvalue of these profits. Not all observers of the owner–entrepreneur-led firmhave made this assumption, however. Chapter 4 contains a long passage fromSchumpeter’s (1934, pp. 93–4) classic description of the innovative firm writtenalmost a century ago in which he likens the entrepreneur to amedieval knight seek-ing to found “a private kingdom” or a “dynasty.” Over 50 years ago, Scitovsky(1943) demonstrated that even the familiar profits-maximization assumption, ifsingle mindedly pursued, implied that the owner–entrepreneur is a rather unusualfellow ever ready to take on a fair gamble, a workaholic, who never consumesadditional leisure, no matter how wealthy he becomes.6 Another astute observerof capitalism, Knight (1965, p. 319), saw the businessman asmotivated to “producewealth to be used in producing more wealth with no view to any use beyond theincrease of wealth itself.”lf these descriptions are at all accurate, it would seem that they ought also toapply to the motives of managers of large corporations, when they own largefractions of their company’s shares. When placed alongside the actual behavior oftheKrupps, Fords, Gateses, andMaritoes of the industrialworld, these descriptionsof managerial motivation do not seem like exaggerations. The entrepreneurialfounders of the industrial giants in Germany, the United States, and Japan havebeen empire builders of extraordinary talent and drive. Empire building and empiremaintenance must be considered as possible motives of both owner–entrepreneursin privately held companies, and managers with large ownership stakes in publiclyheld companies.7
The worker as owner

The contractual relationship between a worker and a company typically takesthe form of a service contract. The worker agrees to undertake certain tasks forspecific compensation. She possesses no ownership stake in the company. Thegoals of the worker, as modeled by economists, are to maximize a utility function
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whose arguments include income, leisure, and perhaps certain job attributes, likerisk of injury.The claim has been frequently made, more often by non-economists than byeconomists, that companies would perform better, if the entire workforce sharedin their ownership, and/or in their management.8 This argument has several dimen-sions, including, for example, the non-economic argument that in a democraticsociety, workers, like citizens, should be able to control the most important insti-tutions affecting their lives. On a more narrowly economic basis one can make thesame efficiency argument for worker-owned firms being more efficient at produc-ing profits as one makes for manager- or entrepreneur-owned firms. The workersare more likely to maximize the profits of the firm, if they receive a share of theseprofits. Beyond simply their pecuniary interests in the firm, workers as ownersmight be expected to oppose reductions in the size of the workforce, place extraweight on working conditions and job safety, and so on. Although such goals areobviously likely to reduce the profits of a firm, whether they reduce its efficiencyor not, depends on one’s definition of efficiency and in particular on the weightone places on the workers’ welfare.The literature on worker-ownership and worker-management has been charac-terized by an unusually strong ideological undertone, with left-oriented economistsstrongly advocating this form of corporate governance structure, and right-orientedeconomists strongly opposing any interference with what was commonly thoughtto be the ideal corporate governance structure, namely one in which control restedentirely with managers, and ownership was separated from the day-to-day oper-ations of the firm, while playing a crucial monitoring role over managers. Inrecent years, however, many firms have attempted to boost employee productivityand morale by offering partial compensation packages that include shares in thecompany. This widespread and voluntarily chosen strategy of managements hasraised the respectability of share-ownership schemes within the mainstream of theeconomics profession.
Institutional portfolio holders

Upon first consideration it would seem that the objectives of the managers of insti-tutional portfolios should be obvious – to maximize the values of their portfolios.Even if we assume that this is the goal of portfolio managers, and we shall argueshortly that this does not appear to be the case, there are two strategies that they canfollowwhen pursuing this goal. In the terminology of Hirschman (1970), portfoliomanagers can either employ an exit strategy of selling shares in any company intheir portfolio, when this company does not performwell, or they can employ voiceto change the policies of a poorly performing company or, in extreme cases, tohelp change its management. Over 40 years ago, Berle (1960) argued that portfoliomanagers possessed “power without property,” which they could use to disciplinemanagers and to mitigate the problems caused by a “separation of ownership fromcontrol.” He lamented, however, that at least as of that time, portfolio managerswere not making use of the power and their control over large numbers of share
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votes, but were merely reacting as individual shareholders and selling out whenthey were dissatisfied with managers. Portfolio managers have continued to followthis strategy until fairly recently, when they have finally begun to intervene occa-sionally to block a management’s decision, as say in a takeover, or to help removea management.The separation of ownership from control gives corporate managers the discre-tion to pursue their own goals at their shareholders’ expense, because no individualshareholder or small group of shareholders owns enough shares to threaten themanagement. But portfolio managers are also managers, and the owners of fundsthey manage typically are also large in number and lacking in much power tocontrol the portfolio managers. What prevents portfolio managers from pursuingtheir own personal goals, and if they do, what are these goals?That institutions engaged in the handling of portfolios of securities do sufferfrom agency problems is revealed by the fact that the market value of some mutualfunds is less than the aggregate value of the securities in them. Just as the assetsof some corporations are worth more when sold separately than when retainedtogether under a particular management team (Bhagat et al., 1990), the aggregatevalues of the securities in some institutional portfolios exceed the market valueof the institutional portfolios. In both cases, the management team can be saidto have a negative value added. It would seem to follow that these managers areeither not attempting to maximize the value of the assets that they control, or aredoing a rather poor job of it.If portfolio managers are not maximizing the value of the assets that they con-trol, what are they maximizing? One possibility is job security. Finance theoryteaches us that the prices of securities at any point in time reflect the market’sunbiased evaluation of the future earnings and risks associated with each secu-rity. These prices thus reflect the market’s expectations regarding not only theperformance of any single company relative to all others, but also of the economyas a whole. Unless someone has different and better information than everyoneelse – as some insiders might have about their own company – or one person isbetter than others at evaluating commonly available information, there is no rea-son to buy or sell a given company to improve the risk adjusted earnings from thatinvestment. Of course, securities must be bought and sold as funds flow into andout of the portfolio, and adjustments between bonds, securities, cash, and the likemust from time to time be made. But except for those with inside information, orthose with above average abilities to evaluate generally available information, onewould expect from finance theory relatively little trading in securities, given thateach trade has a small transaction cost. This is of course not what we observe!Trading on the stock exchanges in London and New York in any year is manytimes the number of shares listed on these exchanges, and it is the institutionaltraders who drive this high volume of trading. Why do they do so much trad-ing? One explanation, consistent with the job security motive, is that they want toappear to be doing something to increase the value of their portfolios. A portfoliomanager who made only modest adjustments in his portfolio over time might beaccused of loafing on the job, of not earning his salary. By buying and selling in
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great quantities, even if it does not increase the value of the portfolio, a portfoliomanager at least gives the impression that he is trying to increase the value of theportfolio.9Additional evidence consistent with the job security hypothesis is provided bythe large swings in stock market prices that occur, swings that tend to be far largerthan warranted by subsequent movements in securities’ earnings (Shiller, 1981,1984). These large swings are caused by the “herd-like” behavior of portfoliomanagers who all seem to enter the market when the general expectation is that itwill rise, and leave it when “market expectations” are that it will fall. A portfoliomanager who stayed out of the market, when most other portfolio managers weregoing in, would risk staying out of themarket when it rose and “everyone” thoughtit was going to rise. This kind of behavior is much more likely to reflect badly onthe manager’s competence, and thus to threaten his job, than if he goes into themarket when everyone else does, and the market falls. In the latter situation, hecan at least offer the defense that “everyone thought it was going to rise.”We conclude that it is reasonable to assume that portfolio managers, like every-one else, maximize their own utilities. With respect to their trading activity,maximizing their own utility is likely to lead portfolio managers to trade toooften and at the wrong times. What utility-maximizing portfolio managers do withrespect to voting the shares under their control is less obvious. Do they not votethem to avoid the effort and likely conflict that challenging incumbent companymanagers bring? Do they not vote them out of a sense of solidarity with other man-agers who are merely exercising the discretion that they have due to the separationof ownership from control? Or do they intervene in the affairs of the companiesin their portfolio whenever such interventions are likely to increase the value ofthe shares they hold, since such behavior is in their shareholders’ interests and thusindirectly in their own? Without answers to these questions it is not possible toappraise the role institutional investors can and do play in corporate governance.
Other firms

Although the top managers in a corporation may have considerable discretionto pursue other goals, middle managers typically have much less discretion – inlarge part because the top managers are monitoring them. Managerial discretionarises not only from the absence of close scrutiny by the owners, but also from theauthority that managers have to allocate the funds of the company to advance theirown interests. If middlemanagers reallocate corporate funds to benefit themselves,there are less funds for the top managers to allocate to satisfy their goals. Thepersonal goals ofmiddle and topmanagers conflict, and because topmanagers haveauthority overmiddlemanagers, they have a personal interest inmonitoringmiddlemanagers and preventing them from dissipating the resources of the company andthereby limiting the top management’s ability to utilize these funds to its ownadvantage (Williamson, 1975).Similar considerations apply, when one firm owns a controlling interest inanother. If Company A owns a controlling interest in Company B, then A’s
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managers will want to see B’s managers maximize B’s profits and pay the value-maximizing amount out as dividends, as this gives them the maximum resourcesto pursue their own goals. Thus, upon first consideration it seems reasonable toexpect the usual principal–agent problems that arise from the separation of own-ership and control to be minimal with respect to any company effectively ownedby another company.Upon further consideration, however, there are several reasons to expect compa-nies under the control of otherfirms to exhibitworse performance than independentfirms. First, in a long pyramidal chain, where A owns B, B owns C, and so on,if the managers of A are only able to monitor B effectively, then company man-agers far down in the chain may enjoy sufficient discretion due to “control loss” topursue their own goals (Williamson, 1967; Franks and Mayer, 2001). Second, ifthe managers at the top of the pyramid are empire builders, they may wish to seeall parts of the pyramid growing rapidly. Third, the firm at the top of the pyramidmay introduce policies to benefit it at the expense of companies it controls, so thatthe latter appear to be performing poorly, even if they are not. One such policywould be for Company C in the pyramid to sell its product at a loss to A, therebytransforming the potential profits of C into actual profits for A.Taking all of these things into account, it is not possible a priori to predictwhether companies controlled by other companies behave more or less like profitmaximizers.
Banks

Banks often hold seats on the boards of directors of companies for which they area substantial creditor, or in which they have large equity holdings. (Recently, theUnited States has joined other countries in allowing banks to own and vote theshares of commercial companies.) In the latter case, they can also exercise controldirectly by voting the shares, of course. When banks control other companies,what is it that they maximize when they are exercising control?One possibility is obviously their own profits. A commercial bank that maxi-mized its profits would wish to see all of its loans repaid, and that any firms inwhich it owned shares maximized profits and paid out the optimal amounts in div-idends. By pursuing these goals a bank might distort the policies of the companiesthat borrow from it or whose shares the bank owns. For example, if a bank hadmade substantial loans to a company, but held none of its equity, it would favormore conservative policies in terms of investment and R&D than those that mightmaximize the combined value of the company’s debt and equity, since the bankwould only have an interest in seeing the company pay interest and principal on itsloans. The converse would be true for a bank that had substantial equity holdings ina company, but was not its creditor. Thus, even when a bank’s managers maximizeits market value, they may not pursue policies which maximize the market valuesof the companies that they control.Banks are typically corporations with professional managers and as such mayalso suffer from agency problems. If a bank’s managers are empire-builders, they
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might encourage empire-building by the companies it controls in the form ofmergers, since the bigger the companies it controls are, the more they are likelyto borrow from their bank. Where banks supply advice and other assistance onmergers and collect fees for these services, they have an additional reason toencourage companies that they control to merge, even when the mergers are notin the best interests of the companies making them. We conclude, that the goals ofbank managers who exercise control over commercial companies may not alwayscoincide with the goal of maximizing the market value of these companies.
The state

In a democratic country, the state does not have an unwavering set of goals which itpursues. Indeed, to the extent that “the state” has any goals at all, they are the goalsof the government, and these will change in response to both changes in citizenpreferences, and to changes in the party composition of the government. Anycompany owned or controlled by the state might be expected, therefore, to pursuepolicies that enhance the interests of the parties constituting the government.Among these interests could certainly be obtaining revenue to be used elsewherein the budget to win votes. Thus, having state-owned companies maximize profitscannot be ruled out as a motive. But, it seems unlikely that state-owned companiesare formed to provide revenue for the state, since more revenue could be obtainedby taxing all privately owned companies a small amount than by creating oneor a handful of new, state-owned firms. lf companies are not formed to providerevenue for the state, it is unlikely that they adopt this objective after they areformed. We need to search for other goals for state-owned firms.Perhaps, the most obvious goal other than revenue for the state to own a firmis to protect consumers from being exploited by the firm in a “natural monopoly”situation. The goal of the state in this case should be the maximization of con-sumers’ surplus. State ownership of utility companies, railroads, postal services,and the like can be explained in this way.A third objective behind the state’s ownership of companies is to provide a goodin the “national interest.” State-owned airlines, armaments manufacturers, and thelike would fall into this category. The argument here seems to be that national prideor national security requires that the state operate the airline, tank manufacturer,petroleum company, etc.A fourth objective behind the state’s ownership of companies is to protect theworkers from “exploitation.” This was, of course, ostensibly the rationale behindcommunism, andmany governmentswith socialist leanings have nationalized vari-ous companies that have been left to function as privatefirms in other countries. Roe(1999) has recently argued that the left-of-center orientation of Western Europeangovernments relative to that of the United States helps explain the relatively poorperformance of its corporate sector. European governments put pressure on corpo-rations tomaintain employment levels and thus effectively these companies behavelike growth maximizers, investing more than they should to sustain the firm and
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protect jobs. Roe makes his argument in reference to European firms in the privatesector, but it applies even more so for companies under state control.In addition to these different, ostensible goals for state ownership, the possibilityagain exists that the managers of the state-owned companies have the discretionto pursue their own goals. A state-owned company is typically assigned to someministry, say transportation for the state’s airline, which has the responsibility formonitoring it. The long-run nature of this relationship, however, creates the dan-ger that the ministry becomes “captured” by the state company.10 The ministryis in turn monitored by the parliament, which in turn is monitored by the citi-zens who discipline it at each election. Thus, in a democracy, the citizens can beregarded as the ultimate owners of state companies. If managers of private firmshave considerable discretion to pursue their own goals, because of the difficultiesshareholders have monitoring and disciplining them, then it is likely that managersof state firms have enormous discretion to pursue their own goals, because of thedifficulties citizens have monitoring and disciplining them.
Professional managers

The goals of the professional manager were discussed in the previous chapter.Suffice it here to say that they do not necessarily coincide with those of the outsideowners of the firm.
The impact of managerial entrenchment
The impact of managerial ownership concentration

Following the appearance of the models of Baumol (1959), Marris (1964),and Williamson (1964) postulating that managers pursue their own goals at theshareholders’ expense, numerous articles appeared that purported to test thesehypotheses. These tests typically consisted of regressions of profits or sales ona measure of ownership concentration like the fraction of shares held by thelargest shareholder. Since the managerial discretion problem was assumed toarise because shareholdings were widely dispersed, the early studies assumedthat performance, usually measured as profitability, would improve as ownershipconcentration increased. Most studies confirmed this prediction.11The bulk of the early studies testing for a relationship between ownershipconcentration and performance did not distinguish among types of owners. Allshareholders were assumed to desire that the firm’s managers maximize profits orshareholder wealth, and greater ownership concentration would lead to a greaterfulfilment of that goal. McEachern (1975) was the first to point out that concen-trated shareholdings in the hands of a company’s managers might actually worsenthe performance of the company as far as the shareholders are concerned, sincelarger shareholdings formanagers would tend to protect them from the disciplinaryeffects of proxy contests and takeovers. McEachern presented evidence that firms
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with dominant shareholders asmanagers retained and reinvested significantlymorethan firms with large stakeholders outside of the firm.12In a much cited paper Morck, Shleifer, and Vishny (1988a) (hereafter MSV)presented evidence of managerial entrenchment using Tobin’s q as a measure ofcompany performance, and shareholdings of the board of directors as an explana-tory variable. They found that q rises from around 0.72 when the board holdsno shares to a bit above 1.0, when it holds 5 percent of the shares. At this pointthe effects of managerial entrenchment appear to set in and q falls as directors’shareholdings increase. When the board holds 25 percent of the outstanding shares,predicted q has fallen back to only 0.7. Beyond a board holding of 25 percent, man-agerial and shareholder interests appear to becomemore aligned and q starts to rise,although it does not obtain a value of 1.0 again until an ownership concentration of65 percent.Several studies have examined the relationship between various measures ofcorporate performance and ownership concentration sinceMSV’s article appeared.Four of these, Cho (1998), Short andKeasey (1999), Cosh et al. (2000), andGugler,Mueller, and Yurtoglu (2002b) (hereafter GMY) come up with the same sort ofnonlinear relationship between performance and ownership concentration asMSVdid. McConnell and Servaes (1990, 1995) observe only the first part of the curve –an inverted parabola – in their US data, as do Thomsen and Pedersen (2000) indata for European corporations.13The turning points observed by MSV were at ownership concentration levelsmuch lower than the 22 and 68 percent observed by GMY, and the 40–50 percentrange at which McConnell and Servaes record corporate performance peaking.One explanation for this difference is that the MSV sample of 371 Fortune 500companies contains on average much larger firms than do the McConnell andServaes (over 1,000) and GMY (over 3,000) samples (Kole, 1995). Managers ofsmall companies probably must hold larger fractions of their company’s sharesbefore they can feel safe from the threat of a takeover or proxy contest.Several authors have questioned the MSV results on the grounds that ownershipconcentration may not be an exogenous variable (Kole, 1995, 1996; Loderer andMartin, 1997; and Cho, 1998). This possibility was first emphasized by Demsetz(1983). He argued that for firms in industries in which agency problems couldpotentially significantly lower a firm’s market value, ownership would remainconcentrated to mitigate the agency problems. In industries in which the perfor-mance of managers could be easily judged, on the other hand, as say a regulatedindustry, the advantages of diversifying shareholdings would dominate monitoringadvantages, and ownership would be unconcentrated. Demsetz thus hypothe-sized that there would be no relationship between insider ownership concentrationand company performance, a hypothesis for which he and Kenneth Lehn sub-sequently presented some empirical support.14 Kole (1995, 1996), Loderer andMartin (1997), Cho (1998), and Bøhren andØdegaard (2001) all present evidencesuggesting that directors’ or insiders’ ownership holdings do not causally deter-mine company performance, once the simultaneous nature of the relationship istaken into account.
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The criticism that ownership concentration might be endogenous is certainlyvalid with respect to those studies that have used Tobin’s q or some other measureof overall company performance, like the returns on total assets. The possi-ble endogeneity of ownership cannot account for the evidence of the effects ofmanagerial entrenchment reported by GMY, however, for they use an estimateof a marginal q, which is equivalent to the ratio of the returns on investment tocompany costs of capital. Although it might be reasonable to assume that insidershareholdings vary across firms as a function of the height of investment oppor-tunities, the riskiness of investment, and so on, the returns realized on investmentdepend on the investments actually made and these are the result of the decisionsof the managers at the time they are made. GMY’s estimates imply that companyreturns on investment are less than their costs of capital from roughly the pointwhere managers own 20 percent of a company’s shares, and fall until an ownershipconcentration of 68 percent is reached. The fact that the returns on investment fallshort of the costs of capital implies over (poor) investments and thus the exerciseof discretion on the part of managers. Managers must be viewed as deciding on thenature and amounts of investment, the nature of investments cannot be assumedto determine the identity of owners or managers. Since the returns on investmentfollow from the nature of the investments made, these too must be regarded asendogenous. The GMY results imply the existence and growing importance ofmanagerial discretion as managerial shareholdings increase from 22 to 68 percentof outstanding shares.
The impact of managerial entrenchment via

cross-shareholdings

In many countries instances may be found where one company, say Company A,owns shares inCompaniesB andC,B owns shares inA andC andC owns shares in
A andB. The existence of such cross-shareholdings can lead to a particular form ofmanagerial entrenchment in so far as the managers of a given firm in the group aremonitored and controlled to a large extent by other managers who they themselvescontrol. Using data on cross-holdings for European companies, GMY find that theratio of returns on investment to company costs of capital are significantly lowerwhen cross-shareholdings are present. Yurtoglu (2000) reports similar negativeperformance effects from cross-shareholdings among Turkish companies.
The special case of the Japanese keiretsu

In the Japanese keiretsu both cross-shareholdings among the different firms in thecorporate group and cross-holdings between the group-firms and an affiliated bankare present. One set of studies argues that the combination of an interlocked set offirms tied to a group bank leads to better monitoring of all firms in the keiretsu, theexchange of other sorts of valuable information, and thereby to better performance(Gilson and Roe, 1993; Berglöf and Perotti, 1994). As noted above, however, theaddition of a bank to the group might actually aggravate agency problems as, for
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example, by shielding the group firms from the discipline of external capital mar-kets. So far theweight of the evidence seems to be that companieswhich are parts ofJapanese keiretsu performworse than other Japanese firms with respect to exports,investment performance, productivity, and profitability (Caves and Uekusa, 1976;Nakatani, 1984; Kester, 1986; Lichtenberg and Pushner, 1994; Hundley andJacobsen, 1998; Weinstein and Yafeh, 1998; Sakuma, 2001; and GMY, 2002b).
The impact of ownership identity
The evidence cited in the previous section indicates that ownership structures caninfluence corporate performance in a negative way, when they help to entrenchmanagers and allow them to pursue their own goals. Implicitly, this literaturewould seem to imply that corporate performance would be improved by ownershipstructures that improved the monitoring of managers by those having an interestin good performance. In this section, we review the literature that has tested to seewhether the identity of the major shareholders in a company matters. Somewhatsurprisingly perhaps, it appears that it usually does not matter.
Institutional owners (pension funds, mutual funds, etc.)

The prediction that large stakes held by pension funds and other institutions pri-marily seeking high returns on their investments should be associatedwith superiorcorporate performance is fairly easy to rationalize and receives the most empiricalsupport. McConnell and Servaes (1990) find Tobin’s q and institutional holdings tobe positively related in US data. Nickell et al. (1997) find productivity growth andinstitutional holdings to be positively related in UK data, while Cosh et al. (1998)observe a slightly better post-performance for UK acquirers with large institutionalholdings. Thomsen and Pedersen (2000) find Tobin’s q and profitability to be posi-tively related to institutional holdings in a sample of 435 largeEuropean companies.
Banks

The claim that banks improve the performance of companies in which they ownlarge blocks of shares is most frequently made for German banks. Boehmer (2001)reviews the large literature on the influence of German banks on corporate perfor-mance and finds as much evidence against this hypothesis as there is for it. GMY(2002b) also find little evidence of significantly better performance for firms con-trolled by banks and other financial institutions in their large cross-national study.Lichtenberg and Pushner (1994), on the other hand, do find that the performanceof Japanese companies improves with the fraction of shares held by financialinstitutions.
Families

As discussed in the previous section, the recent literature has largely focused onthe effects of insider ownership on company performance. Insider-controlled firms
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fall into the category of family-controlled firms, of course, but it can also be thecase that individuals or families own controlling stakes in companies and are notinvolved in the day-to-day management of the company. These persons will oftenhave seats on the boards of directors, and thus in studies like that of MSV aretreated as insiders. Their interests may, in fact, be quite different from those ofthe active managers. Unfortunately, very few studies have estimated the effectsof individual shareholdings by managers and separately by individuals who arenot managers. When I made this distinction, I found that company profitabilitydeclined as managerial shareholdings increased, but that the fraction of outstand-ing shares concentrated in the hands of persons who were not managers had nosignificant effect on profitability (Mueller, 1986a, ch. 7). Jacquemin and Ghellinck(1980) failed to observe a significant difference in profitability between family-controlled and non-family-controlled firms in France, as was also true for Górrizand Fumás (1996) in Spain. GMY found that in countries with English-originlegal systems family-controlled firms have significantly higher ratios of returns oninvestment to costs of capital than do firms that are not family controlled. In noother country group was there a significant difference between the performanceof family-controlled firms and all other firms. The belief that family-controlledfirms perform better than other companies has received little empirical supportto date.
The state

A vast literature exists in the public choice field reasoning why and demonstrat-ing that publicly owned firms perform worse than private firms.15 Many of thesestudies compare firms in a particular industry, like electricity production, whichtraditionally has been thought of as a “natural monopoly” and thus reserved forthe state. Our interest here is more in the impact of state ownership in industries inwhich little or no natural monopoly elements exist. Boardman and Vining (1989)find that among the 500 largest non-US corporations, profitability is significantlylower for partially or fully state-controlled companies. Gugler (1998, 2001b) alsofinds significantly lower returns on total capital for state-controlled companiesin Austria. GMY’s results for the three Germanic countries in Europe – Austria,Germany, and Switzerland – corroborate Gugler’s findings. State-controlled firmsin these countries have returns on investment that average only 37 percent of theircosts of capital, a lower ratio than for any other ownership category in any othercountry group in their study. GMY also found, however, that state-controlled com-panies in countries with French-origin legal systems had significantly higher ratiosof returns on investment to costs of capital than did other ownership categories inthis set of countries.Thus, the results for state-controlled firms are not totally out of line with thosefor other ownership categories. Although state-control in most instances has eitherno effect on company performance or tends to worsen it, in at least one set ofcountries there is evidence that the state can actually do a better job of monitoringmanagers than do the other ownership groups.
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The impact of boards of directors
In all countries, there exists some form of supervisory board that is supposedto approve major decisions of the firm like mergers, the replacement of seniormanagers and the like. In some countries like Japan this board is dominated bysenior executives of the firm, and plays nomonitoring role with respect to manage-ment (Sakuma, 2001, p. 143). Even in countries like the United States, however,where directors from outside of the management circle often make up a majorityof the board of directors, they often have neither the information nor the incentiveto actively monitor the company’s operations. Nor is this phenomenon new, asthe previously quoted statement from the Board of Directors of the PennsylvaniaRailroad, issued in the late nineteenth century, reveals. “The present form of orga-nization (part-time directors and full-time officers) makes practical ciphers of theDirectors, and this is from no deliberate intention, but from the very necessities ofthe case.”16One does not expect ciphers to have much impact on the day-to-day operationsof companies, and this expectation seems to be fulfilled. In one of the largest andmost recent studies of the impact of board composition on operating performance,Bhagat and Black (2000) could find no relationship in a sample of 934 large UScompanies between the profitability of a company and the fraction of its boardthat was independent of management. Similar findings for the United States havebeen reported in several studies (e.g. Baysinger and Butler, 1985; Hermalin andWeisbach, 1991) with some studies even suggesting the possibility of a negativeassociation between the fraction of the board which is independent of manage-ment and various measures of company performance like Tobin’s q (Agrawal andKnoeber, 1996; Yermack, 1996; Klein, 1998). Evidence that board compositionhas ameasurable positive impact on companyperformance is also lacking in studiesfrom outside of the United States (Gugler, 2001c, p. 211).17Things are somewhat different in times of crisis or when major decisions affect-ing the future of the company must be made, like the instigation of a takeoverbid. On such occasions, clear conflicts of interest can arise between the interestsof managers and those of shareholders, as for example, whether the top managersshould be replaced. Companies with larger fractions of outside directors or withcommittee structures that preventmanagers from blocking such decisions aremorelikely to undertake actions in these situations that go against the managers’ inter-ests, although even here there is not much evidence that these actions measurablyimprove the performance of the companies.18

The importance of legal systems
Each country’s legal institutions differ from those of other countries with respectto the protections that they offer to shareholders. In some countries, for example,shareholders can demand access to the names and address of all other shareholdersfor the purpose of calling a special meeting of the shareholders, in other countriesthey cannot. In some countries managers must publish their shareholdings and
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their compensation packages, in others they do not have to do so. Provisions likethese obviously strengthen the shareholders’ hand vis-à-vis themanagement’s, andhelp to align shareholder and managerial interests.La Porta, Lopez-De-Silanes, Shleifer, and Vishny (1997, 1998) (hereafterLLSV) have examined the content and historical development of legal institu-tions in different countries to determine which ones best align shareholder andmanagerial interests. They have concluded that the common law systems found inthe Anglo-Saxon countries and former British colonies offer outside and minorityshareholders greater protection against managerial abuse of their position than docivil law systems. Within the civil law systems LLSV distinguish French, German,and Scandinavian systems, with the French system, according to LLSV (1997,p. 1132), offering the shareholder the least protection among the three civil lawsystems, and the Scandinavian system providing the most protection.In Table 6.2 we list a large group of countries according to the LLSVlegal classifications.19 When one considers the list of English-origin countries(Australia, Canada, . . . , and the United States), one is tempted to conclude thatcommon law systems andAnglo-Saxon-outsider corporate governance systems gotogether, as do insider corporate governance and civil law systems. To some extentthis is true, and the historical development of the institutions regarding corporategovernance and the legal rights of owners are certainly intertwined, but there isnot a one-to-one correspondence between them. de Jong (1997), for example,has divided European countries into Anglo-Saxon, Germanic, and Mediterraniansystems according to differences in their corporate governance structures. Thisdivision would seem to correspond to the distinction between English, German,and French civil law systems drawn by LLSV. But, de Jong places the Netherlandsin theGermanic corporate governance category, while LLSVplace it in the French-origin civil law category. Thus, we conclude, that corporate governance and civillaw systems are indeed two different, although related, institutional environmentsin which corporations find themselves, and that each might have a somewhatindependent impact on corporate performance. We have already discussed the lit-erature relating ownership structures to corporate performance, we turn now to anexamination of the impacts of legal institutions.
Legal systems and the size of external capital markets

The more confidence an individual has that a company’s management will investits capital wisely and pay sufficient dividends to yield attractive returns for theshareholders, the more willing the individual will be to become one of thoseshareholders. Thus, the demand schedule for corporate shares in a country shouldbe further to the right, the greater is the protection offered by a country’s legalsystem to shareholders. Ceteris paribus this should lead to larger markets forcorporate securities in countries with legal institutions that protect shareholdersagainst managerial exploitation.Columns 2–4 in Table 6.2 present evidence taken from LLSV (1997) consistentwith this prediction. Column 2 measures the size of the external capital market as
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Table 6.2 Differences across countries in legal systems and various economic statistics
1 2 3 4 5 6 7Country External Domestic IPOs/ GDP qm = r/i ncapital/GNP firms/Pop Pop growth
Australia 0.49 63.55 — 3.06 0.94 346Bermuda — — — — 0.91 215Canada 0.39 40.86 4.93 3.36 1.16 1,478Cayman Islands — — — — 0.58 42Great Britain 1.00 35.68 2.01 2.27 0.85 1,331Hong Kong 1.18 88.16 5.16 7.57 0.78 127India 0.31 7.79 1.24 4.34 0.80 246Ireland 0.27 20.00 0.75 4.25 1.10 63Israel 0.25 127.60 1.80 4.39 1.27 56Kenya — 2.24 — 4.79 — —Malaysia 1.48 25.15 2.89 6.90 0.86 381New Zealand 0.28 69.00 0.66 1.67 0.86 66Nigeria 0.27 1.68 — 3.43 — —Pakistan 0.18 5.88 — 5.50 0.40 46Singapore 1.18 80.00 5.67 1.68 0.97 208South Africa 1.45 16.00 0.05 7.48 1.07 118Sri Lanka 0.11 11.94 0.11 4.04 — —Thailand 0.56 6.70 0.56 7.70 0.64 243United States 0.58 30.11 3.11 2.74 1.05 8,591English-origin average 0.60 35.45 2.23 4.30 1.02 —Denmark 0.21 50.40 1.80 2.09 0.65 101Finland 0.25 13.00 0.60 2.40 0.96 79Norway 0.22 33.00 4.50 3.43 1.04 103Sweden 0.51 12.66 1.66 1.79 0.65 156Scandinavian average 0.30 27.26 2.14 2.42 0.78 —Austria 0.06 13.87 0.25 2.74 0.71 82Germany 0.13 5.14 0.08 2.60 0.57 425Switzerland 0.62 33.85 — 1.18 0.64 160EuropeanGermanic-originaverage

0.27 17.62 0.16 2.17 0.64 —
Japan 0.62 17.78 0.26 4.13 0.86 2,219South Korea 0.44 15.88 0.02 9.52 0.70 82Taiwan 0.88 14.22 0.00 11.56 1.26 126Asian-Germanic-originaverage 0.65 15.96 0.09 8.40 0.94 —
Germanic-originaverage 0.46 16.79 0.12 5.29 0.74 —
Argentina 0.07 4.58 0.20 1.40 0.78 24Belgium 0.17 15.50 0.30 2.46 0.51 79Brazil 0.18 3.48 0.00 3.95 0.25 133Chile 0.80 19.92 0.35 3.35 1.24 73Columbia 0.14 3.13 0.05 4.38 0.43 15

(continued)
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Table 6.2 (Continued)
1 2 3 4 5 6 7Country External Domestic IPOs/ GDP qm = r/i ncapital/GNP firms/Pop Pop growth
Ecuador — 13.18 0.09 4.55 — —Egypt 0.08 3.48 — 6.13 — —France 0.23 8.05 0.17 2.54 0.57 495Greece 0.07 21.60 0.30 2.46 0.54 49Indonesia 0.15 1.15 0.10 6.38 0.84 132Italy 0.08 3.91 0.31 2.82 0.64 150Jordan — 23.75 — 1.20 — —Luxembourg — — — — 0.70 12Mexico 0.22 2.28 0.03 3.07 0.50 81Netherlands 0.52 21.13 0.66 2.55 0.69 174Netherl. Antilles — — — — 1.19 19Panama — — — — 1.25 4Peru 0.40 9.47 0.13 2.82 0.11 20Phillippines 0.10 2.90 0.27 0.30 1.00 83Portugal 0.08 19.50 0.50 3.52 0.46 49Spain 0.17 9.71 0.07 3.27 0.54 117Turkey 0.18 2.93 0.05 5.05 0.52 29Uruguay — 7.00 0.00 1.96 — —Venezuela 0.08 4.28 0.00 2.65 0.58 10French-origin average 0.21 10.00 0.19 3.18 0.59 —
Sources: Columns 2–5, LLSV (1997, table II); columns 6 and 7, Gugler et al. (2002b, table 2).

the ratio of stock market capitalization in a country to its GDP in 1994. Accordingto theLLSVevaluation of legal systemswe should expect the relative sizes of exter-nal capital markets in the four country groups to be English > Scandinavian >Germanic > French. This ranking appears, if we restrict our attention to thethree European countries with Germanic legal systems. The average for the sixGermanic-origin countries is higher than for the Scandinavian countries when thethree Asian countries with Germanic-origin legal systems are included. Clearly,legal institutions are not the only determinants of the size of the external capitalmarket.Column 3 measures the size of the external capital market as the ratio of thenumber of domestic firms listed in a country to its population in millions in 1994.Here, the numbers correspond to the predicted ranking exactly, and there are nodiscernable differences between European and Asian countries in the Germanic-origin group.Column 4 measures the size of the external capital market as the ratio ofinitial public offerings of equity in a country (IPOs) to its its population in mil-lions for the one-year period beginning in July of 1995. The English-origin andScandinavian-legal-system countries both have slightly more than two IPOs forevery one million inhabitants, a figure which is more than ten times larger thanthe number of IPOs in the Germanic- and French-origin countries. Thus, all three
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sets of comparisons do seem to suggest that English-origin legal systems leadto the largest external capital markets and French- and German-origin systemsto the smallest markets with the Scandinavian countries generally coming clos-est to the English-origin group. LLSV (1997) use regression analysis to controlfor several other possible determinants of the size of external capital markets.This analysis confirms the picture painted in Table 6.2 regarding the relationshipbetween legal systems and the size of external capital markets.In addition to the work of LLSV, two additional studies, which emphasize theimportance of legal institutions as determinants of the size of a country’s externalcapital marketsmust bementioned. Modigliani and Perotti (1997) develop amodelinwhich legal protections forminority shareholders influence the size of a country’sequity market, and present some evidence consistent with their model. Demirgüç-Kunt andMaksimovic (1998) present evidence linking the efficiency of a country’slegal system to the size of its external capital markets, where efficiency ismeasuredusing several indexes of the ease with which suppliers of credit can write andenforce debt contracts.
Legal systems, the size of external capital markets,

and economic growth

One obvious consequence of having thin external capital markets is that firms withattractive investment opportunities may have difficulties raising the funds requiredfor them to invest optimally. Rajan and Zingales (1998) present evidence that thisis the case. Industries that require large amounts of capital, like drugs and pharma-ceuticals develop relatively more rapidly in countries with larger external capitalmarkets. More generally, Levine and Zervos (1998) have established a positivelink between the size of a country’s equity market and its rate of economic growth.If legal institutions affect the size of a country’s external capital markets, and thesize of a country’s external capital markets affects its growth rate, then there shouldbe a relationship between the characteristics of a country’s legal system and itsrate of economic growth. Column 5 of Table 6.2 suggests that such a relationshipexists, once one takes into account the significant differences between theEuropeanand Asian members of the Germanic-origin group. The three Asian, Germanic-origin countries have the highest average growth rates in GDP per capita over the1970–93 period. They are followed in order by the English-origin, Scandinavian,French-origin, and last the three European countries with Germanic legal systems.French-origin and, at least within Europe, German-origin countries have the slow-est growth rates, English-origin and Scandinavian countries the fastest growthrates.Mahoney (2001) has confirmed the importance of legal institutions in explainingcountry growth rates using growth equations that control for other variables as forexample initial level of GNP. Mahoney restricts his attention to the common-lawcivil-law distinction. Holding other variables constant, countries with civil-lawlegal institutions grew more slowly over the 1960–92 period than did countrieswith common-law systems. Mahoney offers an alternative explanation for this
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phenomenon from that presented by LLSV, however. He argues that in common-law systems there is a greater respect for individual rights, and greater legalprotections against arbitrary state actions to redistribute income and wealth. Thus,according to Mahoney, it is the protections common-law systems give to individ-ual citizens against the expropriations of property by the state that explains theirbetter economic performance, not the protections common-law systems give toshareholders against expropriations of their wealth by companymanagers. Neitherexplanation rules out the other.
Legal systems and the returns on investment

LLSV emphasize the differences among legal systems in the constraints that theyplace on managers, Paul Mahoney emphasizes their differences with respect tothe constraints placed on the state. As further evidence in support of their posi-tion, LLSV (2000) have presented evidence that dividend payments are on averagehigher in countries with English-origin legal systems. Differences in views con-cerning the desirability of paying dividends lie at the heart of the conflict betweenmanagers and shareholders, and thus LLSV’s findings with respect to dividendpayment differences across legal systems is fairly strong evidence that legal insti-tutions affect the relative positions of shareholders and managers as well, perhaps,as the position of the citizen vis-à-vis the state.20Although disagreements over dividend payments lie at the heart of the conflictbetween managers and shareholders over the use of company cash flows, theyare an imperfect signal of whether managers are maximizing shareholder wealthor not. For a company with attractive investment opportunities, the optimal div-idend payout ratio from the point of view of a shareholder can be zero. GMY’s(2002b) test for the effects of legal systems on managers’ investment decisionsmore accurately measures the quality of these decisions. They estimate a mar-ginal q, the ratio of a company’s returns on investment, r , to its cost of capital, i,
qm = r/i. Any management that maximizes its shareholders’ wealth invests inonly those projects having an r ≥ i, and thus has a qm ≥ 1 for its total investment.A qm < 1 is evidence of overinvestment or at least poor investment decisions onthe part of managers. Of course, for firms with identical investment opportunitiesand cash flows, qm and dividend payouts will be inversely related and either canserve as a measure of the extent of agency problems with respect to investment.Marginal q is superior to dividend payout statistics, however, in so far as it allowsfor differences in investment opportunities and cash flows across firms.21Column 6 in Table 6.2 presents GMY’s estimates of qm by country and countrygroup for the period 1985 through 2000. In many of the developing countries datawere available for only a few firms and for the last few years of the sample period.In column 7, the number of firms used to calculate qm is given. When this numberis small, the estimates are not very reliable. As with the figures in columns 2–5,the estimates of qm follow the pattern implied by LLSV’s ranking of legal systemsin terms of shareholder protections. The estimate of qm for the pooled sample ofEnglish-origin countries is 1.02, for the pooled sample of French-origin countries
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it is only 0.59. Where each dollar invested in an English-origin country produces$1.02 worth of assets, each dollar invested in a French-origin country creates only59 cents worth of assets. Once again the four Scandinavian and six Germaniccountries fall in between these two extremes. Once again a dramatic differencebetween the three Asian countries with legal systems of Germanic origin andtheir three European counterparts can be observed. The average of the qms forthe three Asian countries is 0.94, for the three European countries it is only 0.64,barely above that for the French-origin countries. These differences in investmentperformance between the Asian and European members of the Germanic-origingroup may be due to differences within their legal systems that have emerged overtime, or they may reflect differences in investment opportunities between Asiaand Europe. These differences in investment opportunities may be reflected in thedramatic differences in growth rates reported in column 5.As noted above, the sample sizes for each country in the GMY study differwidely, with the sample for the United States being particularly large. The goodresults for the English-origin countries are not simply a reflection of good invest-ment performance by US companies, however. An examination of the individualcountry estimates reveals that 8 of the 16 estimated qms for the English-origincountries are either greater than 1.0 or insignificantly different from it, the samecan be said for only 6 of the 20 qms for the French-origin countries.22
Conclusions
Adam Smith (1776, p. 700) was probably not the first, but certainly was the mostfamous economist to point out the potential for a conflict of interests between hiredmanagers and shareholders in joint-stock companies.23 Concern about managerialbehavior heightened after the publication of The Modern Corporation and PrivateProperty in 1932 and the revelations ofmanagerialmalfeasance that occurred in theaftermath of the Great Crash of 1929. A large fraction of the economics professionregarded Berle and Means as cranks, however, and continued to analyze corporatebehavior as if no conflict of interest between managers and shareholders existedfor decades after the publication of their book. Indeed, a conference held at theUniversity of Chicago on the 50th anniversary of its publicationwas still more of aneffort to bury the book rather than to recognize its achievement.24 The developmentof principal–agency theory by economistswith impeccable neoclassical economicscredentials and an ever growing amount of empirical evidence to support thistheory has led to the general acceptance of both the existence and importance ofprincipal–agent problems in “the modern corporation.”Both Adam Smith and Berle and Means saw the problem of managerial discre-tion arising because managers held few shares in their company, and in the case ofBerle andMeans, because the remaining shares were widely dispersed. This imageof the modern corporation came to dominate the managerial-discretion/principal–agent literature. By implication, no managerial-discretion problems were thoughtto exist when shareholdings were concentrated in someone’s – anyone’s – hands.During the 1970s and 1980s, the US and UK economies did not seem to be
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performing as well as many European and Asian economies, and in particularcorporations in these Anglo-Saxon countries appeared to be underperforming rel-ative to leading companies across both the Atlantic and the Pacific oceans. Manybegin to believe that the US corporate governance system was inferior to thoseexisting in at least some parts of Europe and Japan (e.g. Roe, 1993a; Charkham,1994).The weak performance of both the German and Japanese economies over thepast decade and in both absolute and comparative terms the strong performanceof both the US and UK economies has led to some second thoughts on this matter.As Shleifer and Vishny (1997) point out, no country’s economy could achieve thelevels that the United States, the United Kingdom, and Germany have achieved, iftheir institutional structures and in particular their corporate governance systemsdid not both supply capital to firms with attractive investment opportunities andto some extent deny capital from those who would invest it poorly. All corporategovernance systems in the advanced countries of the world must be judged assuccesses on an absolute basis. Although all corporate governance systems inadvanced countries are obviously doing reasonably well, some appear to be doingbetter than others, and most recently the best preforming systems appear to be inthe Anglo-Saxon countries.The literature on managerial-discretion and principal–agent problems evolvedwith the supposedly archetypical Anglo-Saxon corporation in mind. Managersmight use their discretion to pursue growth, and when they did it was the helplessand hapless individual holding a few hundred shares who suffered. An examina-tion of companies in other countries reveals, however, that empire-building occurseverywhere. Indeed, the vast pyramidal corporate structures that one observesin countries like Italy and Turkey suggests that the families controlling thesegiant structures may be even more willing to sacrifice wealth to preserve theirempires than are their Anglo-Saxon counterparts, and minority shareholders inthese companies are even more hapless than their Anglo-Saxon counterparts.25This chapter has reviewed the hypotheses and evidence about corporate gov-ernance structures. On the one hand, we have seen that the differences acrosscountries are to some extent less dramatic than the literature might lead one toexpect. Concentrated shareholdings in companies outside of the largest 500 arethe rule not the exception in the United States, and are characteristic of the verylargest companies in such Anglo-Saxon countries like Canada. Nevertheless, wedid find several significant differences across countries in both patterns of owner-ship structure and economic performance. Many of these differences appear to berelated to the type of legal system a country has. In countries where shareholdersrights are better protected, more equity is issued, capital markets are better devel-oped, new firms find it easier to raise capital, investment performance is better,and so too is economic growth.These relationships are summarized in Figure 6.1. Although there has beenconsiderable discussion in the corporate governance literature about which vari-ables are endogenous and which exogenous, the one variable that must clearly beassumed to be exogenous is country legal systems, for these originated decades ago
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Size of externalcapital markets
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Investment and dividend policies, new firm formation
Legalsystems Economicgrowth

Figure 6.1 Legal systems, ownership structure and economic performance.
and in many cases centuries ago. These legal systems determine both a country’sownership structure and the size of its external capital market. The latter in turnalong with the legal institutions determine the quantity and quality of its corporateinvestments, new firm start-ups and the like. Economic growth follows from theseinvestments with a country’s legal system possibly having a separate effect throughits relationship to the amount of political rent seeking and transfers that occur ina country.
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7 Investment

When John Maynard Keynes developed macroeconomic theory to explain whyunemployment could exist in an equilibrium, one of his conditions for that equilib-riumwas that planned aggregate investmentmust equal planned aggregate savings.The central role investment played in theGeneral Theory led to the study of invest-ment becoming a topic largely confined to macroeconomics. This has changed inmore recent years, but even today it is rare to find a chapter on capital investmentin micro-oriented industrial organization texts, even though other investment deci-sions, like advertising, R&D, and mergers are featured there. This neglect ofinvestment is unfortunate for two reasons. First, because plant and equipmentpurchases, advertising, R&D, and mergers are all forms of investment, whatevertheory explains one should in principle explain the others. Understanding the deter-minants of plant and equipment purchases may help in understanding purchasesof plant and equipment embodied in ongoing firms (mergers), and the purchase ofthe intangible assets created by advertising and R&D. Second, knowledge of thedeterminants and effects of all forms of investment can help sort out the varioushypotheses about managerial motivation and discretion discussed in the previoustwo chapters.In this chapter, therefore, we take up some of the hypotheses that have beenput forward to explain plant and equipment purchases, the empirical support forthese hypotheses, and empirical evidence on the returns on investment. Becausea potentially important determinant of investment is the firm’s cost of capital,we shall also explore its determinants as put forward in modern finance theory.We shall also take up the dividends payment decision of the firm, because of itsclose relationship to investment. We begin, however, with the determinants ofcapital equipment purchases.
The basic investment decision
Assume that the firm’s production function contains as arguments only the capitalstock, K , and the quantity of labor, L, so that Q = f (K, L). The firm’s profitscan then be written as

π = PQ− iK − wL = Pf (K, L)− iK − wL, (7.1)
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Figure 7.1 The basic investment decision.
where P is the price of the output, i is the firm’s cost of capital, and w is labor’swage. Each of these prices might in turn be assumed to be functions of othervariables. Maximizing equation (7.1) with respect to K , we obtain

∂π

∂K
=

P∂f (K, L)

∂K
− i = 0, P ∂f (K, L)

∂K
= i. (7.2)

The firm maximizes profits by equating the marginal return on its capital to itscost of capital. If we measure additions to capital stock, investment, along thehorizontal axis, and the marginal returns (mrrK ) and cost of capital along thevertical axis, then the firm’s investment decision can be depicted as in Figure 7.1.
I ∗, the optimal investment, is a function of those factors that affect the firm’sreturns on capital, and its cost of capital. Logically, both blades of this investmentscissors should be important. But, some theories of investment have concentratedon only one set of factors.
The accelerator theory
One of thefirst theories of investment to come out of themacroeconomic revolutionlaunched by Keynes’s General Theory was the accelerator theory. It is extremelysimple in its micro-foundations, and focuses only on the marginal returns side ofthe investment scissors.Let f (K, L) be a linear homogeneous production function, and i and w beconstant. The firm’s output expansion path is then a straight line, with its outputbeing a constant proportion of its capital stock,

Q = (1/b)K. (7.3)
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Equation (7.3) defines the amount of capital the firm needs to produce any level ofoutput. If demand conditions are such that its optimal output in time t is Qt , thenits desired capital stock in period t can be written as
KD

t = bQt . (7.4)
The purchase and installation of capital equipment takes time, and thus it isreasonable to assume that a firm can adjust its capital stock only partially towardits desired level. If a represents this adjustment factor, 0 < a < 1, then the changein capital stock in any period, that is to say investment, is proportional to thedifference between existing and desired capital stock.

It = Kt −Kt−1 = a(KD
t −Kt−1). (7.5)

Using equation (7.4) to replace the desired capital we obtain the basic acceleratorequation.1
It = abQt − aKt−1. (7.6)

The key determinant of investment in the accelerator model is the firm’s output,or sales.Although sales is a flow variable, the rigid link between sales (output) and capitalstock assumed in (7.3) makes the accelerator model a form of stock adjustmentmodel. The first term on the right-hand side of equation (7.6) measures the firm’sdemand for capital stock, the second term measures the supply of that stock. Inthe accelerator theory investment is essentially modelled as an excess demandequation for capital stock.
Cash flow models
The basic hypothesis

The basic assumption behind cash flow models is that managers have a desiredflow of investment rather than a desired capital stock. Once again we make theassumption that a firm can only go a partial way toward its desired investment flowin any period, so that the change in flows of investment between periods t and t−1is given by
It − It−1 = a(ID

t − It−1), (7.7)
with again 0 < a < 1. The key assumption in cash flow models is that the desiredflow of investment in period t is proportional to some measure of cash flow, Ft

ID
t = bFt . (7.8)
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Substituting (7.8) into (7.7) and adding It−1 to both sides of the equation yieldsthe basic cash flow investment equation
It = abFt + (1− a)It−1. (7.9)

Today’s investment is a function of cash flow and lagged investment.When estimating equation (7.9) two measures of cash flow have generally beenused, profits plus depreciation, or profits plus depreciation less dividends. Use ofthe second measure implicitly assumes that dividends are a higher priority use ofcash flow than investment and are thus decided first. This assumption in turn raisesthe question of what determines dividends. We shall return to this issue later in thechapter.Where the simple accelerator model stresses only the demand for capital side ofthe investment decision, the simple cash flowmodel stresses only the cost of capitalside. The difference between the two is depicted with the help of Figure 7.2. On theleft-hand-side, part (a), the firm is assumed to have a constant cost of capital acrossall sources of funds. If F measures the level of its cash flows before dividends arepaid, then a firm with a marginal return schedule mrrK1 would invest I1 and pay
F − I1 out as dividends. Shifts in its marginal returns schedule, as say to mrrK2,have a big impact on its level of investment. Shifts in F have no impact.All cash flowmodels of investment assume that the firm’s cost of capital rises forsome reason when it has to resort to outside sources of finance. In the extreme wemight assume that the firm can raise no outside capital. A firm with internal cashflows of F1 and mrrK1 as in Figure 7.2b would then be constrained to undertakeonly F1 in investment. A shift in its marginal returns schedule to mrrK2 wouldleave its investment unchanged at F1. On the other hand, if its marginal returnsschedule weremrrK2 and its cash flow was to increase to F2, its investment wouldincrease from F1 to F2.It is apparent from this discussion that cash flow can be expected to be animportant determinant of investment, if the firm’s cost of capital rises significantly
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Figure 7.2 Cash flow and investment.
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when it has to resort to external sources for funds. We discuss three explanationsthat have been given for why such a rise in the cost of capital might be expectedas the firm enters the external capital market.
Transaction costs

James Duesenberry (1958) argued that external capital was more costly than inter-nal capital because of the transaction costs of raising capital externally. Bonds orcommon shares must be printed, investment bank fees must be paid, advertise-ments must be placed in newspapers, and so on. Each of these transactions hascosts associated with it that are not present when investment is entirely financedout of internal fund flows.The costs of external finance are often assumed to differ between debt and equityissues leading to a hierarchy of finance as illustrated in Figure 7.3. A firm withthe marginal returns schedule mrrK1 issues no new debt or equity, and financesall of its investment, I1, out of internal cash flow. A firm with the marginal returnsschedulemrrK2 invests I2, which is made up of its entire cash flow and a new debtissue equal to I2−F . On its debt issue it must pay a higher cost of capital, d , thanthat implicit on its internal cash flows, i. A firm with the marginal returns schedule
mrrK3 invests I3, which is made up of its entire cash flow, a new debt issue equalto its debt capacity, D− F , and a new equity issue, I3 −D. On this new equity itpays a still higher cost of capital, e.
Asymmetric information

Myers andMajluf (1984) have argued that external capital may be effectivelymoreexpensive than internal capital, because of the existence of asymmetric infor-mation. When managers know the true value of a company’s capital stock andinvestment opportunities and the capital market does not, it can happen that the
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Figure 7.3 The hierarchy of company finance.
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Table 7.1 Payoffs from investing 100 in the presence ofasymmetric information
State 1 State 2

Net returns on investment 25 12Value of assets in place 200 60(Value of firm with I = 0)Value of firm when I = 100 325 172
capital market undervalues the company’s common shares. This underevaluationcan in turn lead the firm’s managers to forgo an investment with positive returns, ifthe firm lacks the internal fund flows to finance the investment, because to financeit through a new equity issue would harm the existing shareholders.We illustrate this possibility with an example taken from Myers and Majluf(1984). Let there be two possible states of the world, States 1 and 2, each occurringwith an equal probability. The firm’s managers contemplate an investment of 100.If State 1 occurs, this investment will return the 100 invested plus 25, if State 2occurs, the investment returns the 100 plus 12. The value of the firm’s assets inplace, and thus the value of the firm if it does not undertake the investment, is 200in State 1, and 60 in State 2. With the investment, the respective values in States 1and 2 will of course be 325 (200 + 100 + 25), and 172 (60 + 100 + 12). Thepossibilities are depicted in Table 7.1.At the time themanagerswouldundertake the investment, themarket is uncertainas to whether State 1 or State 2 will occur. The value of the shares of the existing(old) shareholders at this time should themanagers undertake the investment, P ′, isthus the expected value of the assets in place and the net returns to the investment,
P ′ = 0.5(200 + 25) + 0.5(60 + 12) = 148.5. The value of the shares of thenew shareholders at this point in time is, of course, the value of the equity issuedto finance the investment, E = 100. Thus, the old shareholders’ shares will beworthP ′/(P ′+E) fraction of whatever value the firm is eventually worth once themarket learns what the true state of the world is, and the new shareholders’ shareswill be worth E/(P ′+E) fraction of whatever value the firm is eventually worth.Should State 1 come up, the value of the shares of the old and new shareholderswill therefore eventually become

VOLD1 = (P ′/(P ′ + E))V1 = (148.5/(148.5+ 100))325 = 194.2,
VNEW1 = (E/(P ′ + E))V1 = (100/(148.5+ 100))325 = 130.8.

If State 2 comes up, these respective values become
VOLD2 = (P ′/(P ′ + E))V2 = (148.5/(148.5+ 100))172 = 102.8,
VNEW2 = (E/(P ′ + E))V2 = (100/(148.5+ 100))172 = 69.2.

If the managers know that State 1 will occur, however, they know that the valueof the firm’s shares to the existing shareholders will be worth 200, if they do not
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undertake the investment. Since the old shareholders’ share of the value of the firmin State 1, when it does undertake the investment is only 194.2, themanagerswouldactually make the old shareholders worse off by undertaking the investment eventhough the investment itself promises positive net returns. This surprising resultcomes about because tofinance the investment, themanagersmust issue new sharesat a price that is less than their true value, given that State 1 is going to occur. Ifthe firm had a 100 in cash flow, it could of course finance the investment withoutharming the existing shareholders. Thus, arises the link between investment andcash flow, and the implicit rise in the firm’s cost of capital when resort is made tothe equity market in the presence of asymmetric information.This example illustrates that the existence of asymmetric information, in thesense that managers know the true returns to existing and new capital and themarket does not, may make the managers shy away from issuing new equity, andthus make the financing of investment dependent on the levels of cash flow. Thispossibility rests on several strong assumptions, however. First of all, the managersmust be assumed to be maximizing the wealth of only the old shareholders. Ifmanagers weigh the welfare of old and new shareholders equally, then they willissue the equity and undertake the investment under both states of the world,since the two groups of shareholders together benefit from the investment beingundertaken. Second, onemust assume that thefirm is unable to issue debt tofinancethe investment. If it could issue debt of 100 at a cost of less than 12 under bothstates of the world, the old shareholders would receive all of the excess returns andwould gain from the investment. The firm must also be assumed not to be payingdividends, for if it were, the old shareholders would be better off if the managerscut the dividends and used the funds to finance the investment.
Managerial discretion

In the Marris’ growth model discussed in Chapter 5, managers wish to expandthe growth rate of their company beyond the level which maximizes shareholderwealth, while maintaining the company’s share price at a sufficiently high levelto avoid a takeover by outsiders who will dismiss the managers. The managers’utility function can thus be written as a function of the growth rate of the firm, g,and the probability of its being taken over, p, U = U(g, p), with ∂U/∂g > 0,and ∂U/∂p < 0. The probability of takeover increases as the share price falls. Themarket value of the firm’s equity is the present discounted value of its dividendpayments,
Et = PStNSt =

∞
∑

j=0
Divt+j

(1+ i)j
(7.10)

where Et is the market value of outstanding equity, PSt and NSt are the price of acommon share and the number of shares outstanding, Divt+j is the dividends pay-ment in year t+ j , and i is the firm’s cost of capital. Thus, share price rises ceterisparibus with dividends. If we assume that all cash flows go either to dividends
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or investment, Ft ≡ It + Divt , then the firm’s share price falls as investmentincreases, and the probability of takeover rises as investment increases, p = p(I),
p′(I ) > 0.Of course, today’s investment increases tomorrow’s profit, and thusmay increasetomorrow’s dividends thereby having a positive impact on today’s share price. Forthis reason the Latinwords ceteris paribus – other things held equal –were insertedin the previous paragraph. A growth-seeking management invests more than theamount that maximizes shareholder wealth, and thus for it the marginal impact ofinvestment on share price is negative. (This proposition is proved in the sectionon “The Irrelevance debt and dividends” of this chapter.) The marginal impact ofinvestment on growth is positive, g′(I ) > 0. A growth-oriented management’sutility-maximizing level of investment thus satisfies the following condition

∂U

∂g
g′(I )+

∂U

∂p
p′(I ) = 0, (7.11)

or
∂U

∂g
g′(I ) = −

∂U

∂p
p′(I ). (7.12)

The investment decision of a growth-oriented management is depicted inFigure 7.4. If it equated the marginal return on investment to its costs of capi-tal, it would invest I ∗, the value of the firm’s shares would be maximized, andthe probability of takeover to replace the management because of its investmentchoices would be zero. As the managers push investment beyond I ∗, the probabil-ity of takeover increases. A utility-maximizing management invests to the point
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Figure 7.4 Managerial discretion and investment.
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where the marginal increase in utility from the growth caused by an extra unitof investment just equals the marginal disutility from the rise in the probabilityof takeover caused by this investment. Cash flow is favored by a growth-orientedmanagement, because its implicit cost is lower than that of external finance. Theimplicit cost of capital for the managerial-discretion firm rises as managers resortto outside capital, because they must pay the full cost of this capital when it isobtained by issuing debt, or because they must increase the probability of takeoverstill further by placing still more shares in the hands of outsiders.
The neoclassical theory of investment
The neoclassical theory emphasizes the importance of the neoclassical costof capital in determining the level of a firm’s investment. Consider againequation (7.2)

P∂f (K, L)

∂K
= i. (7.2′)

The profit-maximizing firm equates the marginal return on capital to its(neoclassical) cost of capital. Assume now that the firm has a Cobb–Douglasproduction function
f (K, L) = AKαLβ . (7.13)

Its marginal product of capital can then be written as
∂f (K, L)

∂K
= αAKα−1Lβ =

K

K
αAKα−1Lβ =

αAKαLβ

K
=

αQ

K
. (7.14)

Substituting from (7.14) into (7.2′) we obtain
αPQ

K
= i, (7.15)

from which we derive an expression for the firm’s desired capital stock, KD

KD =
αPQ

i
. (7.16)

Fromherewe can proceed as under the accelerator theory to replaceKD in equation(7.5) with the expression in (7.16) to obtain
It = aα

PtQt

it
− aKt−1. (7.17)

As is evident from comparing equations (7.6) and (7.17), the neoclassical theoryincorporates the accelerator model by making investment a function of output andlagged capital stock. It differs from the acceleratormodel, however, by alsomakinginvestment depend on product price, and most importantly, on the firm-specific
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cost of capital. A crucial question in estimating an equation to test the neoclassicalmodel of investment is how one measures a firm’s cost of capital. We take up thisissue in the section on “The neoclassical cost of capital and the Modigliani andMiller theorems,” but before that we describe one more set of investment theories.
Expectations theories of investment
The accelerator and neoclassical theories both make today’s investment a functionof today’s output. A firm invests not to produce today’s output, however, buttomorrow’s. Obviously, a firm with a current output of one billion units is morelikely to have an output next year of around a billion units, than is a firm witha current output of one hundred units. But today’s output will be an inaccuratepredictor of future outputs to the extent that firm growth rates differ.Considerations such as these led Grunfeld (1960) to propose that investmentshould depend on a variable that captures expected future growth in the demand forcapital. He proposed the firm’s current market value, a variable that varies acrossfirms both because of scale differences, and because of differences in marketexpectations regarding future growth rates. Thus the Grunfeld model might bewritten as one in which KD = bM , where M is the market value of the firm.Most recent theories that use the market value of the firm to explain investmentincorporate it into Tobin’s q. Assume again that capital and labor are the onlyfactors of production. The market value of the firm is the present value of thepayments to capital,

M =
PQ− wL

i
. (7.18)

If we further assume that the firm has a production function that exhibits constantreturns to scale, then total output is exhausted if each factor is paid its marginalphysical product2
Q =

∂f (K, L)

∂K
K +

∂f (K, L)

∂L
L. (7.19)

Substituting from (7.19) into (7.18), and assuming that labor receives the value ofits marginal product, w = P∂Q/∂L, yields
M =

P(∂Q/∂K)K

i
. (7.20)

Assuming further that the production function is not only linear homogeneous, butalso Cobb–Douglas (Q = AKαL1−α), allows us to use (7.14) to obtain
∂Q

∂K
= α

Q

K
. (7.14′)

Plugging (7.14′) into (7.20) gives
M =

αPQ

i
. (7.21)
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Tobin’s q is defined as the market value of the firm divided by the replacementcost of its capital
q =

M

K
. (7.22)

Combining equations (7.22) and (7.21) we obtain
q =

αPQ

iK
. (7.23)

Under the neoclassical theory’s assumptions, we have
KD = αPQ/i. (7.16′)

Combining (7.16′) and (7.23) we obtain
q =

KD

K
, KD = qK. (7.24)

Adding time subscripts and substituting into equation (7.5) yields the basic Tobin’s
q investment equation

It = aqKt−1 − aKt−1. (7.25)
Note that the q-theory of investment incorporates the basic assumptions andconditions of the neoclassical model. Under these assumptions, differences in qacross firms reflect differences in desired capital stocks relative to actual capitalstocks and thus should explain differences in investment, without actually havingto measure the costs of capital of individual firms.Both the q-theory of investment and the neoclassical theory make rather strongassumptions about the functioning of the capital market, and its effects on invest-ment decisions. These assumptions can be justified by appeal to modern financetheory. Given the importance of this theory to the investment decision, we shalltake a brief detour in the following two sections to examine some of the basicpropositions of this theory. Readers familiar with modern finance theory, or notinterested in learning about it, can skip there two sections without losing the threadof the argument.

The neoclassical cost of capital and the Modigliani andMiller theorems
The irrelevance of debt and dividends

If managers maximize the wealth of their shareholders, then they should invest inonly those projects that promise returns at least as great as those the shareholderscanobtain by investing in otherfirmsof comparable risk. This alternative return, the
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opportunity costs of the shareholders, is the neoclassical cost of capital. Modiglianiand Miller (1958, 1961) (hereafter M&M) showed that this opportunity cost is theappropriatemeasure of thefirm’s cost of capital, regardless of whether the firm usesinternal fund flows, or new debt, or new equity to finance the investment. In a seriesof remarkably novel theorems, they also proved that under certain conditions themarket value of the firm is independent of its capital structure (the debt/equityratio), and dividend policy. The originality and significance of their efforts wassubsequently recognized in their receipt of Nobel prizes.The Modigliani–Miller theorems abstract from considerations of transactioncosts, taxes, and the like. They also assume that both firms and individuals canissue riskless (default free) debt. The importance of this assumption will becomeapparent as we run through the proofs.Each firm is engaged in a business involving certain risks – shifts in demand,changes in technology, labor unrest, and so on. Let us assume that companieswith similar risks can be grouped into risk classes, groups of firms with identicalrisks. Let j be a firm in the j th risk class with earnings of πj per share, which areexpected to remain constant indefinitely. If Pj is the price of a common share offirm j , then its cost of capital is
Definition. The cost of capital, ij , of a firm in the j th risk class is

ij =
πj

Pj

.

Note that Pj is the present value of the constant earnings stream πj from now toinfinity (Pj = πj/ij ). Firms in the j th risk class will have different share pricesdepending on their earnings and the number of shares that they have outstanding,but all will have the same ratio of share price to earnings. This ratio, Pj/πj , is theprice of a unit of earnings for a firm in the j th risk class.Prior toM&Mit hadbeen commonly assumed thatfirmshadoptimal debt/equityratios, and that afirm’s cost of capital would increase dramatically, if it exceeded itsoptimal debt/equity ratio. M&M proved that under the assumptions given above,this was not the case.
Theorem 1. The cost of capital of a firm in the j th risk class is ij = πj/Pj , andis independent of the firm’s capital structure.

Let Ej be the value of the common stock of company j ,
Pj be the price of a share of the common stock of company j ,
Nj be the number of shares of common stock of company j outstanding,
Dj be the total debt of company j , and
r be the risk free interest payable on all debt.

By definition the value of company j , Vj , is the sum of the market values of itsdebt and common equity,
Vj ≡ Ej +Dj .
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We wish to prove that Vj = 5j/ij , where 5j is the total earnings of the firm,and that Vj is independent of the proportions between Ej and Dj . Let U and Lbe two firms in the j th risk class with
5U = 5L = 5.

Let U be unlevered, and L be levered
VU = EU , VL = EL +DL.

Suppose an investor wishes to earn a gross return of α5. There are two differentroutes that the investor can take to achieve this end.
Action Investment Earnings1 Buy α fraction of U’s shares αEU = αVU α52 Buy α fraction of L’s shares αEL = α(VL −DL) α5− αrDLBuy αDL αDL αrDLCombined effects action 2 αVL α5

Both routes lead to the same earnings, α5. By assumption both firms are inthe same risk class, and thus the choice of routes should be independent of riskconsiderations. IfVL < VU , the second route to obtaining these earnings is cheaperthan the first, and all investors will choose to follow the second route. The priceof L’s shares rises, and the price of U ’s falls until VL = VU , and the two routesare equally attractive. If VL > VU , the second route to obtaining these earnings ismore expensive than the first, and all investors choose the first route. The price of
L’s shares falls, and the price of U ’s rises until VL = VU . Given that the two firmshave the same earnings and are in the same risk class, their market values must bethe same independent of their capital structure.As mentioned above, prior to M&M’s path-breaking work, it was generallybelieved that shareholders would have to be offered a substantial premium to holda company’s shares once its debt equity ratio had passed some critical value, thatis the return on a company’s common shares, k, rose dramatically after someD/Eratio as depicted in Figure 7.5a. Under the M&M assumptions, however, k riseslinearly with D/E.
Theorem 2. The rate of return on common shares of firms in a given risk class isa linear function of their leverage.
The return on equity is (we drop the j subscripts for simplicity)

k =
5− rD

E
. (7.26)

By Theorem 1
V =

5

i
. (7.27)
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Figure 7.5 Relationship between returns on equity and leverage. (a) with critical D/E and(b) under Modigliani–Miller assumptions.
Thus,

5 = iV = i(E +D), (7.28)
and

k =
i(E +D)− rD

E
= i + (i − r)

D

E
. (7.29)

Firms with no debt outstanding must promise their shareholders a return of i inline with the risks inherent in the firm’s basic operations. As the firm’s debt/equityratio expands it must promise shareholders an additional premium of (i − r) tocompensate them for the additional, leverage risk that they bear (see Figure 7.5b).This risk is the danger that the firm will not make its normal dividend paymentsto equity holders, because of the extent of its fixed interest commitments.The reason that shareholders do not demand increasingly high premia to offsetthe extra leverage firms incur is because they are able to offset these risks them-selves by buying debt. If the firm issues more or less debt than the shareholderthinks is optimal, she simply “corrects” the firm’s decision by selling or buyingthe appropriate amount of debt herself. We now see the importance of the assump-tion that individuals can both buy and sell riskless (default free) debt. Althoughthe ability to create “homemade leverage” was an important assumption in thefirst proofs of the key Modigliani–Miller theorems, we shall show in the nextsection that Theorem 1 can be proved without resorting to this assumption. Beforedemonstrating this, however, we prove two more theorems that have importantimplications in the industrial organization field.
Theorem 3. If the managers maximize the wealth of their shareholders, the share-holders are indifferent as to whether an additional sum of funds F is reinvested inthe firm, or paid out as dividends.
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Let thefirm’s assets in place promise a return ofπ in perpetuity. Assume for sim-plicity, that the firm has no debt outstanding. The wealth of the firm’s shareholdersthus equals the value of the firm
w0 = E0 = π

i
. (7.30)

Let themanagers of thefirmnowdiscover that they haveF in funds that they did notknow they had. If these are paid out as dividends, the wealth of the shareholders is
w1 = E0 + F. (7.31)

Assume alternatively that F is invested at a return of m, and that the return on theassets in place is unaffected by this investment. Then thewealth of the shareholdersfrom following this second route is
w2 = π

i
+

mF

i
= E0 + m

i
F. (7.32)

Then
(w1 ≥< w2)←→ (m ≥

< i). (7.33)
Whether the shareholders are better off from the management’s paying F outas dividends or reinvesting the funds, depends on whether the return on thatinvestment, m, is less than or greater than the firm’s cost of capital. If the firm’smanagement is maximizing shareholder wealth, however, it will be investing tothe point where m = i, and the shareholders are indifferent as to whether the extrafunds are invested or paid out as dividends. This theorem illustrates what we sawin Chapter 5, that conflict betweenmanagers and shareholders over investment anddividend policy rests crucially on the extent of a firm’s investment opportunities.To explain why some firms appear to earn lower returns on their sharesthan their shareholders’ opportunity costs without abandoning the assumptionof shareholder-wealth maximization, it is sometimes argued that mangers makethese investments because capital gains are generally taxed more lightly than div-idends. Even when dividends are more heavily taxed than capital gains, however,investments with returns less than shareholder opportunity costs are not warranted.Capital gains equivalent to a dividends payment can be given to shareholders byusing the funds to repurchase the firm’s shares. This point is demonstrated in thefollowing theorem.
Theorem 4. Shareholders are indifferent as to whether an additional sum of funds
F is used to repurchase the firm’s shares, or paid out as dividends.
Let the firm’s assets in place promise a return of π in perpetuity, with again nodebt outstanding. The wealth of the firm’s shareholders equals as before

w0 = E0 = P0N0 = π

i
, (7.34)

where P0 and N0 are the initial price of a share and the initial number of sharesoutstanding. The managers again discover that they have F in funds that they did
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not know that they had. If these funds are paid as dividends, the wealth of theshareholders is
w1 = E0 + F. (7.35)

Assume alternatively that the managers use F to repurchase some of the outstand-ing shares. As soon as they announce this action, the price of the company’s sharesrises to P1 at which M shares are purchased.
F = P1M. (7.36)

Subsequent to this action the firm’s earnings and market value equal their initialvalues
w2 = w0 = π

i
= P0N0 = P1(N0 −M). (7.37)

Using (7.36) to replace M in (7.37) and rearranging yields
F

N0 = P1 − P0. (7.38)
The left-hand-side of (7.38) is the per share dividend payment, if the funds arepaid out as dividends. The right-hand-side of (7.38) is the per share capital gainaccruing to all shareholders, both those who immediately sell their shares andthose who do not. Shareholders receive the identical increase in wealth regardlessof whether the funds are paid out as dividends, or used to repurchase shares, butin the latter case the increase in wealth occurs as a capital gain.
An alternative demonstration of the irrelevance of

capital structure

Aswe noted earlier, the originalM&Mproofs of the irrelevance of capital structurerely on the assumption that both individuals and companies can issue defaultlessdebt. The irrelevance of debt theorem can be proved without relying on homemadeleverage and defaultless bonds, if we assume perfectly competitive markets existfor every type of company shares and bonds. The key assumptions underlying theproof are as follows:3
Assumption 1. Perfect Capital Market and No Transaction Costs. There are notransaction costs from issuing and buying debt and equity. There are no transactioncosts from bankruptcy. There are no taxes.
Assumption 2. Given Investment Strategies. Firms face a set of investmentopportunities that are independent of how the investments are financed.
Assumption 3. Perfect Substitutes. There are perfect substitutes for all securities.
Assumption 4. Shareholder Wealth Maximization. The managers maximize thevalue of the firm (V = E +D).
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Theorem 5. Given Assumptions 1–4 and a general equilibrium in the capitalmarket, then
(a) V is unaffected by changes in the firm’s financing decisions,(b) the financing decisions are of no consequence to the shareholders, and(c) the capital market is perfectly competitive.
The logic underlying the theorem runs as follows: Assumption 2 makes presentand future profits depend only on the amount of investment undertaken, not uponhow it is financed. Assumption 3 ties these profits to V. Assumption 4 fixes V atits maximum.If a firm faced downward sloping demand schedules for its common shares andbonds, it might be possible for it to raise its market value by altering its capitalstructure. Its market value would increase, for example, if it issued debt and usedthe funds to reduce the amount of its equity outstanding, if the demand for its debtwas more elastic than the demand for its equity. But Assumption 3 states that thereare perfect substitutes for both its common shares and its debt, that is, there areinfinitely many companies offering shares and debt with identical risk and returncharacteristics. If a firm contracts the amount of equity it has outstanding, it cannotraise its price, because other companies whose equity has identical characteristicswill simply expand their offerings to offset thefirm’s action. An expansion of equitywill be offset by the contraction of other firms. The firm’s financing decisions donot matter, because each of its actions is offset by the actions of the other firmsoperating in the capital market.

The capital asset pricing model (CAPM)
The basic relationships

If the marginal utility of income of a person declines as her income increases she issaid to be risk averse.4 A risk averse person will prefer a certain $100 to a gamblethat pays $200 with probability 0.5, and nothing with probability of 0.5. Moregenerally, given a choice between two income streams which promise the samemean return, a risk averse individual always prefers the income stream with thesmallest variance.Considerations such as these led early researchers to measure the riskiness ofa company by the variance of its profits or by the variance of the returns on itsshares. William Sharpe (1964), another Nobel Prize winner in economics, pointedout, however, that for those individuals who hold portfolios of stocks, it is thevariance of the returns on the portfolio that is of primary concern, not the varianceof an individual company’s returns. The relevant measure of risk for a companyis related to the contribution that company’s equity makes to the variance of theportfolio.To see what is involved, consider a portfolio, a combination C, formed bycombining shares in companies A and B. Let RA and RB be the expected returnson the shares of A and B. Then if the combination is made up of α fraction of A
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and (1− α) of B, the expected returns on the combination are
RC = αRA + (1− α)RB . (7.39)

The variance in the returns on the combination is then
σ 2

RC
= α2σ 2

RA
+ (1− α)2σ 2

RB
+ 2rABα(1− α)σRA

σRB
, (7.40)

where σRi is the standard deviation of the returns on i (i = A,B,C), and rAB is thesimple correlation between the returns on the securities of A and B. If rAB = 1,the returns on the two securities are perfectly correlated, and (7.40) becomes
σ 2

RC
= α2σ 2

RA
+ 2α(1− α)σRA

σRB
+ (1− α)2σ 2

RB
= (ασRA

+ (1− α)σRB
)2,

(7.41)
from which we obtain

σRC
= ασRA

+ (1− α)σRB
. (7.42)

When the returns on two securities are perfectly correlated, both themean return ona combination of the two and the standard deviation of the combination are simplelinear combinations of the individual company returns and standard deviations.When rAB < 1, σRC < ασRA + (1 − α)σRB , and the combination promisesa lower risk than the simple linear combination of the standard deviations of the twosecurities would imply. The relationship is illustrated in Figure 7.6. The straightline joining points A and B depicts all of the risk and return options for differentcombinations of A and B, when their returns are perfectly correlated. As thecorrelation between their returns falls below 1.0, this line sags downward offeringlower levels of risk for a given expected return in the combination.If we were to consider next all of the possible portfolios that we could formwithall of the securities traded, they would form an opportunity set that is bowled out tothe right and downward due to the lack of perfect correlation between the various
�Ri

R i

A

B
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Figure 7.6 Risk/return options for combinations of two securities.
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Figure 7.7 Risk/return options for all possible combinations.
securities. Such an opportunity set is shown in Figure 7.7. Now assume that thereexists a riskless asset, F say a government treasury bill, promising a return ofRF atzero risk. An investor can then form combinations consisting of the risk free assetand bundles of securities. The various possibilities are given along the line fromRFthrough C∗. Since investors get positive utility from R and disutility from σ , theirindifference curves are concave downward to the right as illustrated by the curve
U . Investors are able to reach the highest levels of utility by choosing differentcombinations of the risk-free asset at the combination C∗. But this implies thatall investors hold the same combination C∗, only in different proportions with F .What then becomes of a security like say J , with return and risk characteristicsthat do not lead to its being part of the combination C∗? Nobody holds J . Butthen J ’s price falls, and its reture until it becomes sufficiently attractive to beincluded in the portfolio that everyone holds. The opportunity set of combinationscollapses along the line from RF as shown in Figure 7.8. This combination, inwhich all securities are represented, is called the market portfolio.Suppose, at different points in time, say each month, we were to measure thereturn on the market portfolio, Rg , and on a individual company, Ri . If we thenplotted the one against the other, we would expect to find a positive relationship.When the return on the market portfolio is high, the return on an individual com-pany’s shares is high. A possible scatter of points is depicted in Figure 7.9. If wethen fit a straight line to that set of points, we could write it as

Ri = αi + βiRg. (7.43)
To calculate βi we would need the covariance of the returns of security i withthose of the market portfolio, Cov(Ri, Rg), and the variance of the return on themarket portfolio, Var(Rg), βi = Cov(Ri, Rg)/Var(Rg). If we were then to plotthe returns of different firms against their individual βs, we would also find a linearrelationship, with the intercept of the equation being RF and the slope of the line
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Figure 7.8 The risk/return options when the capital market is in equilibrium.
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Figure 7.9 The relationship between Ri and Rg .
being (Rg − RF ).

Ri = RF + (Rg − RF )βi . (7.44)
Equations (7.43) and (7.44) constitute the fundamental relationships of theCAPM. With individuals holding portfolios of shares, the risk from includingcompany i in a portfolio is measured by the βi of that firm’s returns against thereturns on the portfolio. Thus, the CAPM shifts attention away from the varianceof a firm’s returns to the covariance of these returns with those of the portfoliobeing held. Much of the CAPM literature assumes that individuals hold the marketportfolio, and thus measures firm βs against that portfolio. We shall show in the
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next section, however, that the basic CAPM equations hold for any mean/varianceefficient portfolio. After demonstrating this point, we discuss its implications.
Derivation of CAPM equation

The fundamental theorems that make up the CAPMwere originally derived underthe assumptions that investors had homogeneous expectations with respect to therisks and returns of every security, that is to say identical expectations, and thateach investor held all shares in the market portfolio. It was subsequently proved,however, that the basic linear relationships presented above hold not only for themarket portfolio, but for all mean/variance efficient portfolios. We follow Levy’s(1983) proof.LetRi be the returns on shares of company i, andRF the risk-free asset’s returns,as before. An investor forms a portfolio C(x1, x2, . . . , xi, . . . , xn), where xi is thefraction of company i’s shares in the portfolio. To find a mean/variance efficientportfolio, we minimize its variance holding the mean return on the portfolio (RM )constant. Let Sii be the variance in the returns on company i’s shares, and Sij thecovariance between the returns of companies i and j . The variance of the portfoliocan then be written as
S2 =

n
∑

i=1
n
∑

j=1
xixjSij , (7.45)

and our task is to find xi to minimize
C(x1, x2, . . . , xi, . . .) =

∑

i

∑

j

xixjSij+2λ[RM−
∑

i

xiRi−

(

1−∑
i

xi

)

RF

]

.

(7.46)
The expression in square brackets looks a bit cumbersome, but does equal zero asrequired under the Lagrangian procedure since

RM =
∑

i

xiRi,
∑

i

xi = 1. (7.47)
Minimizing (7.46) with respect to xi and setting equal to zero gives us

∂C

∂xi

= 2∑
j

xjSij + 2λ(RF − Ri) = 0. (7.48)
Multiplying (7.48) by xi and summing over all n securities in the portfolio gives

2∑
i

∑

j

xixjSij + 2λ∑
i

xi(RF − Ri) = 0, (7.49)
or

2S2 + 2λ(RF − RM) = 0, (7.50)
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from which
S2 = λ(RM − RF ). (7.51)

Using (7.51) to replace λ in (7.49) gives
2∑

i

∑

j

xixjSij +
2S2

RM − RF

∑

i

xi(RF − Ri) = 0. (7.52)
Cancelling the 2s and rearranging (7.52) produces

Ri − RF = (RM − RF )

∑

i xiSij
∑

i

∑

j xixjSij

. (7.53)
Now ∑

xiSij is the covariance of the returns on security i with those of theportfolio. ∑∑

xixjSij is the variance of the returns on the portfolio. Thus, thefraction on the right-hand-side of (7.53) is the βi one obtains from regressing Rion the returns of the portfolio. Making this substitution and shifting RF to theright-hand-side of (7.53) yields
Ri = RF + (RM − RF )βi, (7.54)

which is identical to (7.44) except that the mean of the portfolio C, RM , replacesthe mean return on the market portfolioRg . All mean/variance efficient portfolios,including the market portfolio under the homogeneous expectations assumption,satisfy equation (7.54).Further insight into the logic of the portfolio choice can be obtained by recon-sidering (7.48). The first term can be separated into the variance in the return on i’sshares and something closely resembling a covariance term (ignoring the 2 whichcancels out)
∑

j

xiSij = xiSii +
∑

j 6=i

xjSij . (7.55)
Using (7.55) we can then solve for xi in (7.48) to obtain

xi =
λ(Ri − RF )

Sii

−

∑

j 6=i xiSij

Sii

. (7.56)
The first term on the right-hand-side of (7.56) can be thought as the profit motivefor holding i’s shares. The bigger the return on i’s shares relative to the risk-freereturn and relative to the variance on its returns, the larger the fraction of i thatit is optimal to have in the portfolio. The second term on the right-hand-side of(7.56) can be thought of as the diversification motive for holding i. The smallerthe covariance of i’s returns are with other members of the portfolio, the greaterthe proportion of i that should be in the portfolio.
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In minimizing (7.46) we placed no constraints on the sign of the xi .Equation (7.56) implies that the optimal fraction of i’s shares in a portfolio couldbe negative, if its returns were relatively low compared with their covariance withthe returns of other stocks in the portfolio. When one uses data on realized returns,variances, and covariances, the implied optimal xi are often negative. Portfolios inwhich some companies’ shares are held short outperform those in which all sharesare held long.Although it is possible for individuals to sell some companies’ shares short, themarket, which consists of all traders, cannot do so, because there is no one outsideof the market who can hold the shares long. The net holdings of all shares mustbe positive, the market holds all shares long. But this suggests that the marketportfolio might be mean/variance dominated by portfolios in which some firmsare held short, and others are excluded. And so it is (see, Levy, 1983).These findings illustrate the strength of the homogeneous expectations assump-tion that underlies the basic CAPM and the argument that it is mean/varianceefficient. If all shareholders had the same expectations, all would solve the iden-tical set of equations to determine their optimal portfolios. If xi was negative forone investor, it would be negative for all. The price of i’s shares would have to fallto induce individuals to hold them, and it would fall until the return on i’s shareswas large enough to compensate for their covariance with the other companies’shares, and all outstanding shares were optimally held.In the real world, however, all individuals do not have the same expectationsabout the performance of each company’s shares. For whatever reason, somepeople are more optimistic about i’s future returns than others. The optimistshold i, the pessimists do not. Optimal portfolios do not contain all shares tradedin the market.This conclusion has an important implication for how we need to measurea firm’s cost of capital. If the homogeneous expectations assumption of the CAPMwere valid, and all individuals either did or should hold the market portfolio,a firm’s cost of capital could be estimated using its β with the market portfolio,and equation (7.44). But with shareholders holding smaller and differing portfo-lios, this is no longer valid. As individuals hold smaller portfolios, the varianceof a company’s returns begins to become important again (Levy, 1983). We shall,therefore, wish to consider both β-type measures of risk and variance relatedmeasures when measuring firms’ costs of capital.

Empirical investigations of the determinantsof investment
The evidence

Most empirical studies of investment, like other empirical work in economics,estimate a single model or hypothesis about the determinants of investment, andusually conclude that the data are consistent with the hypothesized relationship.
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All of the models of investment discussed in this chapter have found empiricalsupport in the literature.Muchmore rare are empirical studies that compare twoormore hypotheses aboutthe determinants of investment. One of the first, and most ambitious of these, wasby Jorgenson and Siebert (1968). They sought to compare the performance of theaccelerator, cash flow, expectations and neoclassical models of investment. Theydid so by estimating equations that differed only in the definition of the desiredcapital stock, KD
t , and the lag structure allowed. The assumptions made withrespect to the desired capital stock were as follows:

Accelerator theory: KD
t = αXtCash flow (liquidity) theory: KD

t = αFtExpectations theory: KD
t = αMtNeoclassical theory: KD
t = αPtXt/c

where X is output, F is cash flow after dividends, M is the market value of thefirm, P is price, and c is the neoclassical cost of capital à la M&M (current profitsdivided by themarket value of thefirm) adjusted for changes in prices of investmentgoods, depreciation, and the tax treatment of profits and depreciation. Jorgensonand Siebert ranked the performance of the four models as follows:
Neoclassical > Accelerator ≈ Expectations > Cash Flow

Jorgenson and Siebert drew their conclusions from time-series estimates ofinvestment equations for 15 large US companies. Although this technique allowsthe estimated lag structure to differ across firms, it imposes the same lag structureover time. One might expect that a firm’s ability to adjust its capital stock toits desired level would be easier when this level is close to the existing capitalstock, as it would be under the accelerator model in a recession, than when it isfar away, and thus that different lag structures hold at different points in time.Cross-section estimates of investment equations allow for different lag structuresat different points in time, but at the cost of imposing the same lag structure onall firms. Elliott (1973) reestimated the four Jorgenson/Siebert models both cross-sectionally and with time series data, and expanded the sample to 184 companies.Elliott’s rankings of the models were
Cross-section: Cash Flow > Accelerator > Neoclassical > Expectations
Time Series: Cash Flow > Accelerator > Expectations > Neoclassical

Grabowski and Mueller (1972) (hereafter G&M) compared the performance ofa neoclassical model against that of a cash flowmodel motivated by themanagerialdiscretion-growth hypothesis (hereafter MDH). They specified equations for capi-tal investment, R&D and dividends, and were the first to emphasize the importanceof the dividends equation in testing the MDH against the neoclassical model. Inthe neoclassical world of M&M there is no dividends equation. Dividends are a
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pure residual after investment has been decided. If the firm’s marginal returns oninvestment schedule is mrrK1 in Figure 7.2a, the firm invests I1 and pays (F − I1)in dividends. If the firm’s marginal returns on investment schedule is mrrK2, thefirm invests I2, pays zero dividends, and raises (I2−F ) externally. The neoclassi-cal firm’s management determines the optimal level of investment, and dividendsor external finance requirements fall out as residuals.Under the MDH managers push investment beyond the point that maximizesshareholder wealth, and increases in investment lower share price and raise theprobability of takeover. Dividends raise share price and reduce the threat oftakeover. G&M concluded that the MDH outperformed the neoclassical modelbased on its overall fit to the data, the particularly good fit of the dividends equa-tion in the MDH, and the strong performance of cash flow in both the investmentand R&D equations of the MDH in comparison with the weak performance ofboth measures of the neoclassical cost of capital employed.5 Gugler (2002) hasalso presented evidence in support of the MDH using G&M’s model and data forAustrian companies.Additional evidence in support of the MDH has recently been presented byLamont (1997) using data for petroleum companies. He observed a significantdecrease in investment in non-petroleum activities by these companies followinga suddendrop in their cashflows in1986. It appeared that the petroleumfirms regardinvestment in non-petroleum operations as a discretionary investment which theyonly undertook when their cash flows were high.6Several recent studies of cashflow and investment account for cashflow’s impor-tance by appeal to the asymmetric information hypothesis (hereafter AIH). Testsof the AIH are predicated on identifying companies for which (a) managers knowthe investment opportunities of the firm but the market does not, and (b) the com-panies’ internal funds and debt capacity are insufficient to finance the profitableinvestments.Fazzari et al. (1988) were the first to test the AIH. They based their test solely onthefinancial constraint part of the hypothesis. A sample of 422UScorporationswasdivided into low, medium, andhigh retention ratio subsamples, andused to estimatecash flow/investment equations that also included Tobin’s q to capture differencesin investment opportunities. They estimated positive coefficients on cash flow forall three subsamples that increased in size as the level of retentions rose, andinterpreted this finding as supportive of the AIH. Another study supporting theAIH that used dividends to identify cash-constrained companies was by Hubbardet al. (1995).Devereux and Schiantarelli (1990) tried to identify both financial constraintsand information asymmetries in their study of 720 UK corporations by dividingtheir sample by size, growth, and age. Some support for the AIH was found. Forexample, cash flow had a (slightly) higher coefficient in the small, young firmsubsample than in the small, old firm subsample, as one expects if the marketlearns to evaluate firm investment opportunities with time.7A particularly imaginative strategy for identifying companies with possibleasymmetric information problems was adopted by Hoshi et al. (1991). They
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divided their sample of 146 Japanese corporations into independent and groupfirms, with the former having dispersed outside ownership, and the latter beingparts of groups of companies with much cross-holding of one another’s shares.Hoshi et al. hypothesize that group firms are not subject to asymmetric informationproblems when financing their investments, because of the access to informationother members have. Consistent with this hypothesis, they find that cash flowhas a positive and significant coefficient only in the investment equation for theindependent companies. Similar evidence has been provided for small firms inthe United States (Petersen and Rajan, 1994), and for Italy (Schiantarelli andSembenelli, 2000).Although many of the results of these studies are consistent with the hypothesisthatmanagers aremaximizing shareholderwealth but facefinancial constraints andinformation asymmetries, many are also consistent with other hypotheses that linkinvestment to cash flows, like the MDH. The samples used in these studies consistof companies with common shares traded on the major exchanges. These firms areoften quite large, and mature, not the kind of companies for which one anticipatesgreat market uncertainties as to the quality of investment opportunities. Wheninformation asymmetries and financial constraints are not present, neoclassicaltheory does not simply predict a smaller, positive coefficient on cashflows – the cri-terion these studies use – but a zero coefficient. The cost differentials between inter-nal and external finance implied by the estimates often are much larger than thoseobtained by directmeasurement (Chirinko, 1993, p. 1903; 1994). Such large appar-ent differentials might also bemeasured, if managers used internal funds to financeinvestments withmuch lowermarginal returns than their shareholders’ opportunitycosts. In this context, one of the findings of Devereux and Schiantarelli (1990) isparticularly relevant. Their estimated coefficient on cash flow for the largest firmsin their sample (0.41) is almost double that for the smallest and medium-sizedcompanies (0.23). This difference contradicts the AIH, but not the MDH.Devereux and Schiantarelli’s findings suggest that their sample may containfirms that fit both the AIH and MDH. The large coefficient on cash flow forsmall/young firms supports the AIH, the large coefficient for large firms theMDH.One difficulty with these tests is that not all small or young firms necessarily arecash constrained, and not all large firms are necessarily overinvesting their cashflows. When firms do underinvest because they are cash constrained, the returns ontheir investmentwill exceed their costs of capital. Conversely, companies that over-invest have returns on investment that are less than their costs of capital. Kathuriaand Mueller (1995) and Gugler et al. (2002a) have used this fact to test the AIHand MDH by breaking their samples according to estimates of the ratios of returnson investment to company costs of capital. Both studies find support for both theAIH and MDH hypotheses.8
Discussion

Aprofit-maximizingmanagement equates themarginal returns on its firm’s invest-ments to its cost of capital. Models of investment differ in the weight that they
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give to these components of the investment decision, and in the way that they goabout measuring them. On the marginal returns side, quantity variables like out-put as implied by the accelerator theory seem to outperform both price variablesand expectations variables like Tobin’s q (Chirinko, 1993). On the cost of capitalside, cash flow outperforms the various measures of the neoclassical cost of capitalthat have been tried. The best equation for explaining investment at the firm levelprobably combines accelerator and cash flow variables.Of particular relevance to the theory of the firm is whether cash flow’s sig-nificant impact on investment is due to informational asymmetries and financialconstraints facing managers who seek to maximize shareholder wealth, or to theattractiveness of internal cash flows to managers who maximize their own goalsby overinvesting. The existing literature provides evidence consistent with bothhypotheses. Asymmetric information problems and financial constraints are par-ticularly important for small, young firms with attractive investment opportunities,the kind of Schumpeterian firms which we encountered in Chapter 4. Managerialdiscretion problems are particularly acute for large mature companies with limitedinvestment opportunities. Both hypotheses account for the behavior of differentgroups of firms. Both can account for the behavior of a single firm, but at differentpoints in its life cycle.Although these two hypotheses are similar in the emphasis they place on cashflow explaining investment, they differ dramatically in their premises and in theirpolicy implications. Under the AIH, managers wish to maximize shareholderwealth, have investment opportunities with returns greater than their sharehold-ers’ opportunity costs, but do not have enough internal funds to finance them.Thus, they cannot undertake the investments, because they cannot reveal to theirshareholders just how attractive these investment opportunities are and raise thefunds externally. Under the MDH, managers have more than enough funds tomaximize shareholder wealth, invest in projects with lower returns than theirshareholders’ opportunity costs, and if anything want to keep their sharehold-ers from learning what the returns on these investments are. The governmentshould be undertaking policies that supply cash to businesses that fit the AIH,while at the same time forcing firms that fit the MDH to payout greater fractionsof their cash flows. In short, policies are needed to transfer capital from the com-panies with too much cash and too much managerial discretion to those with toolittle.
Rates of return on investment
The rate of return of an investment I0 made at time t = 0, is that rate r , whichequates the present value of the flow of cash generated by the investment, Ft , tothe investment

I0 =
∞
∑

j=0
Ft+j

(1+ r)j
. (7.57)
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If one made a single investment, say purchasing shares in a company, at time 0 andsold them at t = n, one could calculate the return on that investment by insertingthe dividends received at each point in time, and including the funds received at
tn in Ft+n. But a firm is an ongoing organization. Only rarely is it sold in itsentirety. Some of its investments today, like R&D to develop new products, maygenerate funds far into the future. Its profits today in turn are the result of manyinvestments at different times in the past. How then can one allocate a firm’s profitsto the investments that caused them to come up with a measure of the returns onthese investments? To do so, some assumptions have to be made about the timepatterns of the flows generated by investment, and how they are realized by thefirm. Several different sets of assumptions have been used to obtain estimates ofreturns on investment. We describe three, and the results that have been obtainedwith them.
The Baumol, Heim, Malkiel, and Quandt (BHMQ) approach

Let It be invested in year t at a return of r and generate a stream of cash, Ft+din perpetuity, commencing d periods after the investment. Assume that today’scapital stock generates today’s profits in perpetuity. Then the difference betweentoday’s profits and observed profits in t + d will be due to It .
4πt+d = rIt . (7.58)

If the investment It+1 also earns a return of r , then the difference between profitsin year t + d + 1 and today’s profits will be due to the investments in t and t + 1.
4πt+d+1 = πt+d+1 − πt = r(It+1 + It ). (7.59)

Continuing on we have after k + 1 periods
4πt+d+k = r

k
∑

j=0
It+j . (7.60)

Adding all of these equation gives
k
∑

j=0
4πt+d+j = r

k
∑

j=0
It+j . (7.61)

This addition should smooth out the ups and downs of profits caused by businesscycle factors to give an estimate of the average return on investment over the
k + 1 periods. BHMQ (1970) experimented with different values of k and d andproduced a range of estimates of returns on investment for large US corporationsin the 1970s.BHMQ used as measures of a firm’s investments the different sources of fundsfrom which investments are financed – retained cash flows, changes in debt, and
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changes in outstanding equity – and estimated separate returns on each. Theirestimated returns on new equity issues fell in the range from 14.5 to 20.8 percent,similar or slightly higher than estimates of the returns on the market portfolio ofequities during this period. (Fisher and Lorie, 1964, report returns on commonshares in the range from 13 to 18 percent in the 1950s.) The estimated returns onploughed back cash flows ranged only from 3.0 to 4.6 percent, much lower than thereturns on equity and shareholder opportunity costs. The estimated returns on debtfell between these other two sets of estimates (4.2 to 14 percent). The BHMQresults seemed to support the idea of a hierarchy of investment funds with debtbeing cheaper than equity, and internal cash flows cheaper than debt. They alsosupported theMDH in that the returns on reinvested cash flowswere not only lowerthan those on new debt and equity, but were also substantially below shareholderopportunity costs.The BHMQ study precipitated several follow-up works. Some supported theirfindings, some were highly critical of their approach and results.9 In one of these,Friend and Husic (1973) (F&H) criticized BHMQ for including large numbers offirms that issue no equity or debt in their samples when they estimated returns onthese sources of funds. When F&H restricted their sample to firms that did issuedebt and equity, the estimated returns on ploughback were both much higher, andinsignificantly different from the returns on new debt and equity. In response,BHMQ (1973) presented estimates of returns for those firms that issued no newdebt or equity. They were even lower than their previous estimates, indeed, oftennegative.The picture that emerged from the BHMQ/F&H exchange was that two sortsof firms exist, one resorts to the external capital market and earns returns on itsinvestments equal to or greater than its shareholders’ opportunity costs, the otherrelies only on internal funds to finance its investments and earns much lowerreturns. These results are also consistent with a life-cycle view of the firm, ifyounger firms are more dependent on the external capital market to finance theirinvestments than mature firms are.G&M (1975) tested this life-cycle interpretation of the BHMQ findings by sep-arating firms into samples of mature and non-mature companies. Their estimatedreturns for mature firms fell in the range from 9.2 to 12.5 percent, not as low assome of the estimates of BHMQ, but lower than shareholder opportunity costs atthis time, and substantially lower than G&M’s estimates of returns on investmentfor non-mature companies (13.7–26.3 percent).
The Shinnar, Dressler, Feng, and Avidan (SDFA) approach

BHMQassumed a uniformflowof fundsFt commencing d periods after the invest-ment was made, and checked the sensitivity of their results to different choicesfor d. SDFA (1989) experimented with both different values of d and differentpatterns of Ft , and assumed that the flow of funds generated by investment ceasedafter n periods, with n also being a parameter that might vary. SDFA assumedfour possible patterns of cash flows from an investment (see Figure 7.10). Given
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Figure 7.10 Possible patterns to cash flows (Ft ) from investment.
these assumptions about the patterns of returns to investment, SDFA used dataon firm investments and cash flows to allocate observed cash flows to previousinvestments to calculate rs using equation (7.57). These calculations were madeunder the assumptions thatFt could follow each of the four patterns in Figure 7.10,with d = 2, and n set equal to 10, 15, 20, 25, and 30. Had the range of estimatesbeen very large, one would have to conclude that we cannot estimate the returnson investment for a firm without knowing precisely the pattern of cash flows itgenerates. But the range of estimates was for the most part fairly narrow. Table 7.2presents themidpoints of the ranges of estimates SDFA obtained for a sample of 38of the largest US corporations for three different time intervals, with the length ofthe range in parentheses. Two things stand out from these estimates: a pronounceddownward trend exists for most companies, and many of the estimated returns,particularly for the 1975–84 period, are below shareholder opportunity costs.10
The Mueller and Reardon (M&R) approach

The difficulty one faces when measuring the returns on a company’s investmentsis to determine the pattern of cash flows the investments generate. The M&R
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Table 7.2 Estimated returns on investment (r) by SDFA approach for 38 large UScorporations
Company name Time period, r

1955–64 1965–74 1975–84
Exxon 8.1 (1.6) 6.9 (1.8) 5.6 (0.6)Monsanto 10.0 (1.4) 5.75 (0.9) 3.3 (0.8)Bethlehem Steel 6.45 (2.7) 3.1 (2.4) −8.5 (10.0)International Paper 10.95 (2.5) 6.65 (1.3) 4.85 (1.9)IBM 14.0 (1.0) 13.3 (1.6) 6.4 (1.4)General Motors 12.55 (3.3) 9.5 (2.8) 5.0 (2.2)Alcoa 4.4 (2.2) 4.75 (1.3) 3.35 (1.1)Allid Chemical 7.35 (1.1) 4.55 (1.3) 2.7 (1.6)American Can 7.25 (1.5) 3.2 (1.8) 2.45 (1.9)American Cyanamid 9.15 (2.1) 7.05 (3.3) 3.7 (1.0)Amoco 4.55 (0.7) 5.9 (1.4) 7.0 (1.0)AT&T 5.55 (2.7) 5.6 (1.0) 2.5 (2.4)Boeing 14.2 (4.2) 8.05 (4.1) 8.15 (6.7)Champion 7.05 (1.3) 5.75 (1.3) 3.3 (2.8)Con Edison 6.8 (1.6) 3.4 (2.2) 2.55 (2.7)Olin 5.65 (5.5) 1.6 (2.6) 0.1 (0.8)Procter & Gamble 10.5 (2.8) 9.35 (3.3) 7.05 (1.3)U.S. Shell 7.25 (1.3) 4.95 (0.7) 4.9 (1.0)Texaco 8.95 (0.9) 7.3 (2.0) 4.0 (2.2)Union Carbide 10.2 (2.6) 5.0 (1.2) 1.0 (2.2)US Steel (USX) 4.95 (1.1) 2.3 (1.6) −1.2 (2.0)Westinghouse 5.1 (0.6) 5.9 (1.2) 5.45 (3.9)Corning Glass 17.55 (1.9) 8.9 (6.4) 4.05 (1.5)Dow Chemicals 8.4 (2.0) 9.6 (2.4) 6.3 (1.8)Dupont 12.85 (4.9) 7.7 (2.4) 4.4 (0.6)Firestone 7.3 (2.6) 5.45 (0.9) −2.6 (5.4)General Electric 11.4 (4.4) 12.15 (6.7) 9.7 (5.2)General Foods 10.35 (4.1) 7.9 (2.4) 5.55 (1.7)Goodyear 6.65 (1.7) 6.55 (0.9) 2.6 (1.2)Illinois Glass 10.2 (3.6) 7.35 (1.7) 2.5 (2.0)Mobil 5.7 (1.2) 7.9 (2.6) 7.7 (1.4)Ford 15.65 (5.9) 8.65 (2.1) 2.2 (0.8)International Harvester (Navister) 6.95 (2.3) 6.25 (1.7) −13.55 (7.9)Johnson & Johnson 8.8 (1.8) 13.05 (2.1) 9.35 (0.7)Kodak 15.5 (4.2) 15.9 (2.6) 7.5 (2.2)Merck 17.9 (3.8) 23.2 (5.0) 11.15 (2.5)NCR 12.65 (2.5) 7.75 (3.3) 5.0 (2.8)3M 20.55 (3.5) 16.1 (3.2) 8.45 (1.9)
approach relies on an efficient capital market to correctly determine what thispattern will be.The present value of an investment It made at time t is

PVt =

∞
∑

j=1
Ft+j

(1+ it )j
, (7.62)
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where it is the firm’s discount rate (neoclassical cost of capital) in t , and Ft is thecash flow generated by the investment in year t . This identical present value wouldbe generated by the same It , assuming that it earned a constant rt in perpetuity,where rt satisfies the following equation
PVt =

rtIt

it
. (7.63)

The market value of the firm, Mt , at the end of period t satisfies the followingidentity
Mt ≡ Mt−1 + PVt − δtMt−1 + µt , (7.64)

where δt is the depreciation in the firm’s total assets (market value), if the firmwere to invest zero, and µt is the error that the market makes when evaluatingMt .Subsequent values of Mt are defined by the analogous identity. Repeated use of(7.64) to eliminate the lagged values of M yields
Mt+n = Mt−1 +

n
∑

j=0
PVt+j −

n
∑

j=0
δt+jMt+j−1 +

n
∑

j=0
µt+j . (7.65)

Letting qmt
= rt/it , we can construct a weighted average of the qmt

s using the It sas weights
qm =

∑n
j=0 qmt+j

It+j
∑n

j=0 It+j

. (7.66)
Dividing all terms in (7.65) by∑ It+j , using (7.63) to replace the PVt+j terms,and rearranging yields

qm =
Mt+n −Mt−1
∑n

j=0 It+j

+

∑n
j=0 δt+jMt+j−1
∑n

j=0 It+j

−

∑n
j=0 µt+j

∑n
j=0 It+j

. (7.67)
The ratio of r to i is called qm to indicate that it is essentially amarginal Tobin’s

q. Tobin’s q equals the ratio of the firm’s market value to its total assets, qm equalsthe ratio of the change in the firm’s market value to the change in its total assets(investment) that caused it. Tobin’s q thus equals the ratio of the firm’s returnson its total assets to its cost of capital, while qm equals the ratio of its returns oninvestment to its cost of capital.The assumption of capital market efficiency implies that the capital marketmakes an unbiased evaluation of the market value of the firm in every period. Theexpected values of allµt+j are zero, and the ratio of their sum to the summation ofall investments should approximate zero for large ns. The third term to the rightof the equal sign in (7.67) can be ignored for large ns. Ignoring the middle termon the right, we see that (7.67) has a very intuitive interpretation. If a firm investsin projects with returns equal to its cost of capital (and thus qm = 1), then each
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dollar invested should increase the market value of the firm by a dollar. The middleterm to the right of the equal sign adjusts for the depreciation in the firm’s existingassets. If a dollar’s investment offsets a dollar of depreciation, the return on thisinvestment also equals the firm’s cost of capital.A firm’s market value represents the market’s evaluation of all of its assets –physical capital, intangible capital from R&D, intangible capital from advertis-ing, and goodwill capital. Accordingly, an equally comprehensive definition ofinvestment is needed to calculate a firm’s qm using (7.67). M&R (1993) definedinvestment as
I = After tax profits+ depreciation− dividends+ changes in debt

+ changes in equity+ R&D+ Advertising. (7.68)
Using this definition of investment, and assuming a constant depreciation rate

δ of 10 percent, they calculated qms for 699 companies over the period from theend of 1969 to the end of 1988. Approximately four out of five firms had a returnon investment less than their cost of capital (qm < 1). Half of the 699 companieshad a return on their investment of less than 71 percent of their costs of capital.Table 7.3 gives the main components of the formula for computing qm, the cal-culated qm, SDFA’s midpoint estimate of r , and the implied i from the relationship
qm = r/i for 23 companies from the SDFA study for which M&R report figures.The SDFA calculations are for but 10 of the 19 years in the M&R data, and SDFAattribute all profits to capital investment, while M&R include mergers and invest-ments in intangible capital in their measure of investment, so one does not expectthe two sets of figures to line up perfectly. But the match is fairly close, and theimplied costs of capital in most cases fall in or near the range of 6–11 percentwhich seem reasonable.11The M&R findings, like those of BHMQ and SDFA, suggest that many largefirms invest in projects with much lower returns than their shareholders’ opportu-nity costs. This conclusion has important implications for the theory of the firm towhich we have already alluded, and important implications regarding the overallefficiency of the corporate sector. The aggregate investments of the 699 compa-nies in the M&R sample over the 19-year period amounted to $3.67 trillion. If weassume that the present value of this investment was equal to the present value ofthe investment of the firm with the median qm, then the cumulated investments ofthese 699 companies created assets worth $1.06 trillion less than would have beencreated if each firm’s investments brought a return equal to its cost of capital.
Differences in qm across country legal systems andsources of funds
Both BHMQ and M&R estimated separate returns on investments out of differentsources offinance. Asdiscussed earlier in this chapter, BHMQ’s estimates followedthe pattern expected from the “hierarchyoffinance” literature, namely rCF < rD <

rE , where CF , D, and E represent cash flows, new debt, and new equity. M&R,on the other hand, observed the highest returns from investments out of new debt,
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Table 7.3 Estimated ratios of returns on investment to firm costs of capital (qm) by M&R approach for 23 large US corporations
Company name M a1969 M a1988 M88 −M a69 ∑

INV a M&R q b
m SDFA rc Implied id(1969–88) (1975–84)

Exxon 44,081.3 5,6219.9 12,137.7 11,3870.3 0.862 5.6 6.5International Paper 5,722.5 6,336.5 614.0 13,155.8 0.766 4.85 6.3IBM 114,398.6 72,031.1 −42,367.4 16,5499.3 0.604 6.4 10.6General Motors 66,919.1 13,2921.8 77,002.7 2,97,572.0 0.481 5.0 10.4Alcoa 6,071.6 5,643.1 −428.5 14,453.9 0.567 3.35 5.9Amoco 11,581.0 22,261.4 10,680.4 56,588.2 0.775 7.0 9.0Procter & Gamble 12,504.3 15,434.0 2,929.7 37,311.6 0.746 7.05 9.5U.S. Shell 17,555.0 30,808.9 13,254.0 92,393.7 0.551 4.9 8.9Texaco 25,957.9 17,309.1 −8648.8 55,723.5 0.456 4.0 8.8Union Carbide 8,449.3 5,204.3 −3245.0 20,273.0 0.505 1.0 2.0US Steel (USX) 8,308.8 13,764.0 5,455.2 53,819.6 0.403 −1.2 −3.0Westinghouse 7,826.5 13,812.8 5,986.3 23,660.9 0.745 5.45 7.3Dow Chemical 8,410.2 16,983.1 8,572.9 36,991.3 0.861 6.3 7.3Du Pont 14,333.6 22,461.7 8,128.0 66,531.5 0.567 4.4 7.8General Electric 21,542.2 86,051.7 64,509.4 1,16,836.7 0.971 9.7 10.0Goodyear 8,341.1 5,540.0 −2801.1 18,643.2 0.368 2.6 7.1Mobil 15,160.2 21,989.5 6,829.4 61,026.5 0.683 7.7 11.3Ford 14,057.7 82,647.6 68,589.9 1,69,904.0 0.551 2.2 4.0Johnson & Johnson 9,079.2 13,452.0 4,372.8 20,332.9 1.131 9.35 8.3Kodak 36,417.9 20,628.9 −15,789.0 47,325.8 0.587 7.5 12.8Merck 11,123.3 19,881.1 8757.8 14,390.4 1.972 11.15 5.7NCR 5,956.8 3,991.8 −1965.0 13,024.0 0.325 5.0 7.43M 16,907.1 12,391.6 −4,515.5 22,239.1 0.899 8.45 9.4
Notesa Millions of 1982 dollars.b Calculated using equation (7.66) assuming δ = 0.10.c Midpoint of range of estimates as given in Table 7.2.d Calculated from qm = r/i using qm and r values from two previous columns.
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qmD = 0.92, qmE = 0.65, and qmCF = 0.56 where qmD is the estimated qm forinvestments out of new debt issues, etc. Only investments financed out of newlyissued debt came close to earning returns equal to company costs of capital in theM&R study.In their cross-national comparison of returns on investment, Mueller andYurtoglu (2000) also estimated separate qms on investments out of different sourcesof finance. When observations were aggregated across country legal systems,Mueller and Yurtoglu observed the same sort of pattern as BHMQ did. The
qmCF s < 1.0 for all four country-legal systems, with qmE > qmD for three ofthe four groups and nearly equal to it in the fourth group. All estimated qms onnew debt and equity were equal to or greater than one.12 In the Mueller and Yur-toglu study, external capital markets appeared to play a disciplining role, forcingmanagers to earn returns on their investments out of externally raised funds equalto or greater than their costs of capital.Subsequent work by Gugler et al. (2002b) (GMY) has shown that this interpre-tation gives too much credit to the discipline of external capital markets. Table 7.4presents some of their findings. Separate results are presented for each of the fourgroups of legal systems. The first row in each country group presents the resultsfor the full samples for each group. Looking first at the column of median qms, wesee that the same pattern exists as discussed in the previous chapter. The median
qm is highest for the English origin countries, and they are the only group ofcountries with a median above 1.0. The lowest median is for the French-origincountries. Fifty-five percent of the English companies have a qm greater than one,while this is true for only around 40 percent of the companies in the other threegroups.Turning next to the estimated qms by sources of funds for the full samples, wesee the hierarchy of returns observed by BHMQ, qmCF s < qmDs < qmEs, forboth the English- and German-origin samples. The reverse pattern is observed inScandinavia, however, and it is new debt issues that earn the highest returns in theFrench-origin countries.Additional insight into what is going on emerges when the qms are estimated forfirms having returns on their total investment equal to or greater than their costs ofcapital (qmI ≥ 1), and qmI < 1. The qms on all three sources of finance are ≥ 1.0for all four country groups, when qmI ≥ 1. All three qms are less than one, onthe other hand, for firms with qmI < 1.0. For companies with qmI < 1.0, GMYobserved the same hierarchy in qms as M&R did – investments financed out ofnew debt earn the highest returns. Although these returns on new debt all fall shortof company costs of capital, the qmDs are generally much higher than either the
qmEs or qmCF s across each of the different country groups.How do we explain these disparate findings? The easiest one to explain is whynew debt and not new equity has the highest returns, when the returns on both fallshort of company costs of capital. The contractual obligations between managersand debt holders are far more explicit and easier to enforce for debt than for equity.When the debt is issued by a bank, the bank can refuse to make the loan if it isnot confident of being repaid. Loans are often secured by specific assets of the
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Table 7.4 Estimates of qm by legal system and source of funds
Legal system Sample No. (%) Median qm CFt/ 1Debtt/ 1Equityt/of firms Mt−1 Mt−1 Mt−1
English All 11,311 1.09 0.86 1.09 1.370.00 0.00 0.00

qmI ≥ 1 55 1.74 1.48 1.35 1.990.00 0.00 0.00
qmI < 1 45 0.51 0.36 0.77 0.630.00 0.00 0.00

Scandinavian All 350 0.85 1.31 1.08 0.550.04 0.22 0.00
qmI ≥ 1 42 1.56 2.29 1.42 1.370.00 0.00 0.00
qmI < 1 58 0.55 0.71 0.86 0.210.03 0.00 0.00

German All 2,476 0.84 0.70 0.98 1.090.00 0.13 0.13
qmI ≥ 1 39 1.45 1.57 1.27 1.590.00 0.00 0.00
qmI < 1 61 0.55 0.47 0.83 0.550.00 0.00 0.00

French All 1,433 0.78 0.64 1.02 0.520.00 0.50 0.00
qmI ≥ 1 38 1.67 1.39 1.41 1.100.00 0.00 0.27
qmI < 1 62 0.46 0.46 0.84 0.370.00 0.00 0.00Transition All 78 0.76 0.39 1.25 1.290.00 0.04 0.34Africa All 17 0.71 0.45 0.90 1.050.00 0.32 0.78China All 48 0.60 0.28 1.14 −0.460.00 0.29 0.00

Source: Gugler et al. (2002b, table 7).
NotesNumbers under coefficients are the probability that the coefficient is significantly different from1.0; two-tailed test.

firm. Defaults on interest payments can lead to a firm’s lenders foreclosing onit. All of these considerations suggest that a management will make sure that itsinvestments generate sufficient funds, or almost sufficient funds, to pay the intereston its debts.The explanation for some studies’ estimating returns on equity greater thanreturns on debt and others the reverse, harkens back to the initial exchange betweenBHMQ and F&H. In any economy some firms are earning returns on their invest-ments that exceed their costs of capital, others the reverse. If firms with attractiveinvestment opportunities often issue equity to finance their investments, then
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cross-sectional estimates of returns on equity will be dominated by the returns ofthese companieswith good investment opportunities. TheGMYresults inTable 7.4clearly demonstrate that in any country both types of firms exist, and the compa-nies earning high returns on their total investments are often earning returns onnew equity far in excess of their costs of capital. Companies that are overinvest-ing, on the other hand, earn low returns on both reinvested cash flows and newequity issues. New and old shareholders alike suffer from the investment policiesof these firms. M&R’s results for their full sample resemble GMY’s results forcompanies with qms on total investment less than one, because four out of fivefirms in the M&R sample had qms on total investment that were less than one.Mueller and Yurtoglu’s results resemble BHMQ’s, because by the late 1980s and1990s a greater fraction of US companies had qmI s ≥ 1.
Conclusions
The amountsfirms invest are important determinants of the growth andproductivityof an economy, and consequently models of the determinants of investment havereceived much attention. Many of the models are macroeconomic in their originsand have been estimatedwithmacroeconomic data. Thismacro-perspective has ledto much interest in the effects of tax and other government policies on investment,and at the econometric level in accurately predicting the timing of investments, thelags between policy changes and investment changes, and the like. These issueshave been ignored in this chapter.From an industrial economics perspective, the most interesting questions con-cern the different determinants of investment predicted by different theories of thefirm, and questions concerning investment performance. We have found that thesimple view of the firm as choosing a level of investment that equates its marginalreturn to its cost of capital does not receive much empirical support. Agency prob-lems, informational asymmetries and perhaps still other factors lead managers toplace more weight on the levels of their internal fund flows, when deciding howmuch to invest, than the simple view of the investment decision implies. Estimatesof the realized returns on investment suggest that managers often pay little heedto their shareholders’ interests when deciding how much to invest.In the next chapter, we take up another type of investment decision – thecorporate merger. We shall see that the approach to this investment decision hasbeen quite different from that of investment in capital equipment. Once again,however, we shall find that different theories of the firm make quite differentpredictions about the nature and consequences of merger activity.
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8 The determinants of mergers

Figure 8.1 records the number of mergers occurring in each year for the UnitedStates over the last century. In recent years this number dwarfs those from theend of the nineteenth century, just as the size of the US economy dwarfs the USeconomyof a century ago. Relative to the size of the economy, thefirst greatmergerwave was roughly comparable in scope to that of the late 1980s (The Economist,April 27, 1991, p. 11). The wave in the late 1990s was unprecedented, however,in terms of the number of mergers, their size, and their international character.If one ignores the upward trend in the number ofmergers, two remaining featuresof merger activity stand out immediately. First, and most obviously, mergers comein waves. In the late 1890s, 1920s, 1960s, and 1980s the numbers of mergers
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Figure 8.1 Numbers of US mergers, 1895–1998.
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far exceeded their levels in the early years of the following decades. The sameappears to be true for the wave of the late 1990s. Second, all these waves havetended to be correlated with stock market prices and economic activity. The GreatCrash in stock market prices on Wall Street was accompanied by a great crashin merger activity. Careful econometric work has established that stock pricestend either slightly to lead or coincide with the number of mergers.1 A similarpattern of merger activity and relationship to stock prices has been observed for theUnited Kingdom.2The Nobel laureate George Stigler (1950) once referred to the first great mergerwave in the United States as the wave that created monopolies. One motivation forthese mergers may have been to avoid prosecution under the Sherman Act, passedin 1890 (Bittlingmayer, 1985). This law prohibited cartels and in several casesmembers of a cartel simply combined to form a single firm. No such anti-cartellaw was introduced in the United Kingdom at this time, however, and yet thiscountry also saw a wave of mergers at the end of the nineteenth and during theearly twentieth century (Chandler, 1990, pp. 286–91). Whatever their motivationthese mergers certainly did increase concentration levels in many industries, andtransformed the structures of the American and British economies.Up until 1950 in the United States, and 1989 in the European Community, nolaw existed that could effectively prevent horizontal mergers that fell short of crea-ting a (near) monopoly. Prior to these dates most mergers were horizontal. TheCeller–Kefauver Amendment passed in 1950 closed a gaping loophole in the 1914Clayton Act, and made both horizontal and vertical mergers that might “substan-tially lessen competition” difficult to complete. The consequence was not, as canbe seen in Figure 8.1, to bring merger activity to an end, but rather to divert it intomergers that were not vulnerable to attack under the antitrust laws – diversificationmergers, that is, mergers between firms that neither operate in the same industrynor in industries that are vertically linked in the production chain. Suchmergers aretypically called conglomerate mergers, with the connotation being that they createa conglomeration of economic activities. These mergers have also transformedthe structure of economic activity. The General Foods Corporation, an early con-glomerate, was formed through acquisitions of firms like Maxwell House Coffee,Jello, Birdseye, and Post Cereals, pioneering brands and market leaders in theirindustries. In the late 1980s, both General Foods and Kraft Foods were acquiredby Philip Morris. Today, this one-time specialist in cigarette manufacturing hasjoined conglomerates Lever Brothers and Nestles to become one of the largest,diversified food and consumer products companies in the world, all as a result ofmergers.What explains these and other mergers, and what are their economic conse-quences? These are the questions that will concern us in the present and followingchapters. We begin by examining a number of hypotheses that have been put for-ward to explain why mergers occur. When considering each of these, the patternof merger activity presented in Figure 8.1 should be kept in mind. Any generaltheory of mergers must be consistent with their occurring in waves, which in turnare correlated with stock market upswings.
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Market power increases
If managers maximize the profits of their companies, then a merger must beexpected to increase the profits of the participatingfirms, and thusmust be expectedeither to increase revenues or reduce costs. Revenues should increase following anincrease in the merging firms’market power, costs will fall if the merger increasesthe efficiency of the merging firms. Market power and efficiency increases are thetwo most obvious motives for mergers. The way in which each can come aboutdiffers somewhat for each type of merger.
Horizontal mergers

It is obvious that a merger, which replaced twenty competitors in an industry with amonopoly, would be likely to increase the price and profits of the single remainingfirm. More generally, a horizontal merger that falls short of creating a monopolycan lead to higher prices in an oligopolistic industry simply by reducing the numberof firms in it. This can occur, for example, if the firms are Cournot quantity setters.In a symmetric Cournot equilibrium, with a homogeneous product and all firmshaving the same, constant unit costs c, the following relationship holds
L =

p − c

p
=

H

ε
, (8.1)

where H is the Herfindahl index of concentration, and ε is the industry demandelasticity. Since a horizontal merger always increases H , it also increases theindustry price– cost margin and profits, if the industry is in a Cournot equilibriumbefore the merger and reaches a Cournot equilibrium again afterward. Neverthe-less, in such a Cournot world horizontal mergers are generally not profitable forthe merging firms (Salant et al., 1983). When all firms have identical unit costs,equation (8.1) implies that they are all of the same size. If the industry is in aCournot equilibrium before and after the merger, equation (8.1) must hold beforeand afterward. Since the immediate effect of the merger is to make the merged firmtwice as big as its competitors, it needs to shrink following the merger to return tothe same, new size of its rivals. Except when the merger creates a monopoly, theloss of profits to the merging firms from having to shrink to rejoin the symmetricCournot equilibriummore than offsets the gain in profits from the increase in pricecost margin caused by the increase in H (see next section).This somewhat surprising result depends heavily on the assumptions that thefirms are quantity setters, and that they are in a symmetric Cournot equilibriumboth before and after the merger. With Cournot quantity setting, reaction curvesare negatively sloped. A horizontal merger produces perfect collusion between themerging firms and leads them to reduce their output, but the gain to them from thisis, in part, offset by the reaction of their competitors to increase their outputs. Withpositive sloped reaction curves, as under price setting behavior, rivals will followthe price increase of the merging firms with their own price increase, and all firmsin the industry profit from the merger (see Deneckere and Davidson, 1985).
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The assumption that merging firms shed assets to return to the same size of theirrivals is also implausible. When it is relaxed, a horizontal merger may also proveto be profitable for the merging firms (Perry and Porter, 1985).
Horizontal mergers with Cournot equilibria

Consider first the case of Cournot quantity setters in symmetric equilibrium. Letthe demand schedule for the homogeneous product be linear and of the form
p = 1− n

∑

j=1
xj . (8.2)

Aswith Cournot’s original example ofmineral water, let us assume that each firm’smarginal costs are constant and equal to zero, c = 0. Firm i seeks to maximize itsprofits
maxπi =

(1−∑

xj

)

xi, (8.3)
which leads to values for firm i’s output and profits of

xi =
1

n+ 1 , πi =
1

(n+ 1)2 . (8.4)
For a merger between two firms to be profitable, the profits of one firm in a sym-metric equilibrium with n− 1 firms must exceed twice the profits of two firms inan n-firm equilibrium

1
n2 >

2
(n+ 1)2 . (8.5)

This inequality is satisfied for n = 2, but not for n ≥ 3. Amerger between a pair ofduopolists is profitable, but a merger between two firms in an industry with threeor more sellers is not profitable under the conditions assumed in this exampleincluding that of a symmetric Cournot equilibrium.
Vertical mergers

Vertical acquisitions can increase the merging firms’ market power by increasingbarriers to entry at one or more links in the vertical production chain (Comanor,1967). Tomake aluminum ingots one needs bauxite, to sell it one needs fabricatorswilling to buy. If the aluminum industry is fully vertically integrated, then a firmwishing to enter at any one stage will have to either buy inputs from one of itscompetitors or sell its output to one if its competitors, or both. For example, a firmwhich wished to enter into aluminum refining in the United States prior to theSecond World War would have found that all known bauxite deposits were ownedby its main competitor ALCOA. Should ALCOA have decided to sell the new
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entrant bauxite at a price that was far above ALCOA’s costs of mining the bauxite,it might have prevented the firm from entering the industry even if its process forrefining aluminumwas as or evenmore efficient thanALCOA’s. By charging a veryhigh price for bauxite to the potential entrant, ALCOA would have foreclosed thebauxite market to the entrant and thus created an entry barrier. The potential forvertical acquisitions to facilitate market foreclosure is their most serious possibleanti-competitive effect.
Conglomerate mergers

Tacit collusion is often thought to evolve when the same firms compete againstone another over time. In suchmulti-period, supergame situations, firms cooperatewith their rivals in maintaining high prices, because the present discounted loss inprofits over all future periods exceeds today’s gain from cheating. A similar sortof tacit collusion may emerge when the same firms confront one another in severalmarkets at the same point in time. If a given group of firms come into contact withone another in m markets, then a firm contemplating cheating on its rivals in oneof these markets must weigh the loss from retaliation by its rivals if it is caught,not only in this market but potentially across all m markets.Scott (1982, 1993) has found that adding an interaction term between concen-tration and an index of multimarket contact to a standard structure–performanceequation significantly increases its explanatory power. An increase in concentra-tion leads to a greater increase in profits in a market in which the sellers alsoface one another in other markets than when such multimarket contact is notpresent. Such gains from multimarket contact can also be the cause of purposefuldiversification. A firm wishing to diversify purchases a company in a market inwhich several of its current competitors already operate. Scott reports that suchpurposeful diversification characterized the merger patterns of the large US firmsin the 1950s and 1960s.
Efficiency increases
Horizontal mergers

In any industry with significant scale economies as depicted in Figure 8.2, ahorizontal merger can reduce the average costs of the merging firms by increas-ing their scale of operation. If the decline in average costs tapers off as scaleincreases, as in Figure 8.2, the expected cost reductions from horizontal mergersare greater for pairs of small firms like A and B than they are for big firms like
D and E. We thus expect that if scale economies are the driving force behindhorizontal mergers, they most frequently occur between the smaller firms inan industry. This prediction was tested with data on mergers in the 1960s and1970s for seven countries (Mueller, 1980a). In Belgium, the Federal Republic ofGermany, the United States, and the United Kingdom merging pairs of compa-nies were significantly bigger than randomly selected nonmerging companies. In
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Figure 8.2 Industry with significant scale-economy.
France, the Netherlands, and Sweden merging pairs were insignificantly differentin size from randomly selected nonmerging companies. Thus, in none of the sevencountries was the prediction that merging firms tend to be smaller than averageborne out.3
Vertical mergers

Vertical acquisitions can sometimes reduce costs by eliminating steps in the pro-duction process. For example, if steel ingots are made by one firm and sold toanother to make steel wire, the ingots must be first cooled and shipped, and thenreheated and drawn to make the wire. In a vertically integrated firm the hot steelcan be immediately drawn into wire.A vertical merger can also reduce transaction costs. Imagine that a steel smelterlocates near an iron ore mine to reduce transportation costs. Both firms possessassets dedicated to supplying or buying from the other firm. This asset specificityessentially places the two firms in a bilateral monopoly situation. Each may try toexploit this situation by laying claim to a greater fraction of the profits generatedby their joint production. A merger between the two companies eliminates thebargaining between them and thereby economizes on transaction costs.
Conglomerate mergers

Economies of scope arise when the production of two different products by thesame firm leads to lower production costs for one or both products. An example ofsuch economies might be the warehousing and delivery of products to particularretailers. Although there may be no economies in a single firm’s producing bothcoffee and dog food, because they are both sold in supermarkets they can be stored
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and shipped together, and a firm that sells them both may economize on these costs.The presence of economies of scope is a possible justification for conglomeratemergers.
Discussion

Although each of the hypotheses about market power or efficiency increases dis-cussed so far is a plausible explanation for why a merger might occur, none of themseems likely to generate the wave pattern of mergers observed in the introduction tothis chapter. Competitive pressures and thus the incentive to cut costs seem likelyto be strongest in a recession when demand is weak and many firms have excesscapacity. Mergers that reduce costs would seem likely to follow a counter-cyclicalpattern, therefore, if they showed any pattern at all.Similarly, one expects the pressure to cut price and steal customers from one’srivals to be greatest in a recession when demand is weak and excess capacityexists. Mergers to eliminate competitors are going to be most attractive whenthese competitors are stealing one’s customers, and thus again should follow acounter-cyclical pattern. The strong correlation between merger activity and stockmarket prices does not seem likely to be generated by mergers that are motivatedsimply to cut costs or raise market power.

Speculative motives
Students of the early waves often spoke of “promoters’ profits” as a cause formergers. During these waves men like J.P. Morgan often approached corporatemanagers and suggested a possible merger. They amassed large fortunes fromthe fees they charged for their advice and the various services they rendered tofinance and facilitate the mergers. Underwriters of the securities floated in thegreat merger that created the United States Steel Corporation in 1901, earned feesof $57.5 million – over $1 billion in today’s dollars (The Economist, April 27,1991, p. 11). Perhaps, the most famous promoter of mergers in recent years isMichael Milken, the inventor of the junk bond, whose fees for brokerage servicesin one year amounted to some $500 million.The notion that promoters’ profits could drive a merger wave seems at firstimplausible without the mergers also generating profits for the merging firmsthemselves, since the mergers cannot go through without the managers of the firmsinvolved expecting some gains too. Thus, this hypothesis would seem to requireone of the other hypotheses that predicts gains for the merging firms. But as weshall see in the next chapter, the evidence suggests that mergers do not generateprofits for the merging firms, and this evidence is therefore consistent with thepromoters’ profits hypothesis. Moreover, the kind of speculative environment thatcan generate truly large promoters’ profits is only to be found during stock marketbooms. The initial offering of US Steel’s shares was at $38 a share, and it soonrose to $55 a share in the booming stock market in which it was floated. Two years
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later after the stock market fell, US Steel’s shares were selling for $9 a share. Ourthird hypothesis as to why mergers occur is consistent with their wave pattern.
The adaptive (failing firm) hypothesis
Dewey (1961, p. 257) once characterized “most mergers [as] merely a civilizedalternative to bankruptcy.” McGowan (1965) put forward a similar, adaptive theoryto account for why small firms are typically the targets in mergers, and why themuch more competitive US and UK economies had far more mergers in the 1950sthan the less competitive Austrian and French economies.If most mergers were to rescue firms from impending bankruptcies, one wouldnot expect to observe the wave pattern in Figure 8.1. Why would these rescueoperations reach a feverish pace in the late 1920s, and then come to a screechinghalt when many firms were entering into bankruptcy? Bankruptcies were alsomuch more prevalent in the 1970s than in the late 1960s and 1980s, yet the patternof merger activity was the reverse.Although avoiding impending bankruptcy is an unlikely explanation for mostmergers, it undoubtedly explains some. More generally, some mergers are partof a Darwinian process in which poorer than average performing firms disappear,even though the acquired firms are not facing immediate bankruptcy (see nextsection).Micro level evidence in support of the adaptive theory is mixed. Most studies ofmergers in the United States have found that acquired firms have the same averageprofit rates as similar non-acquired companies, and also the same as the firms thatacquire them (Boyle, 1970; Conn, 1973, 1976; Stevens, 1973; Melicher and Rush,1974; Mueller, 1980b; Harris et al., 1982). In the case of the conglomerate mergersof the 1960s, it was the acquiring companies that had the below average profits andalso lower profits than the firms they acquired (Weston and Mansinghka, 1971;Melicher and Rush, 1974). Ravenscraft and Scherer (1987, ch. 3) found that asample of acquired companies, including many small, privately held firms, hadprofit rates significantly higher than their lines of business.4 They did, however,find that targets of hostile takeovers earned somewhat lower profits, offering somesupport for the market-for-corporate-control hypothesis of the next section. Morcket al. (1988b), on the other hand, found no significant difference between theTobin’s qs of acquired firms and their industries, even when the companies weretargets of a hostile takeover.Companies acquired during the 1960s and 1970s were found to have significantlylower profit rates than non-acquired companies matched by size and industry inBelgium, the Federal, Republic of Germany, France, and the United Kingdom. Nosignificant differences in profit rates between acquired and similar non-acquiredfirms were found for these periods in Sweden and the Netherlands, and for the1970–81 period in Australia.5Table 8.1 presents mean profits to asset rations for acquiring and acquired com-panies from the international comparison study of mergers between 1985 and 1999by Gugler et al. (2002). Targets had lower profits than the acquirers on average
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Table 8.1 Mean profit to asset ratios for merging firms in different countriesbetween 1985 and 1999
Country Number of mergers Acquirers Targets
United States 1,967 0.029 0.019United Kingdom 379 0.066 0.039Continental Europe 172 0.035 0.033Japan 16 0.011 0.030Australia/New Zealand 172 0.024 0.027Rest of the world 47 0.052 0.013Total 2,753 0.034 0.023
Source: Gugler et al. (2002).

in the United States, United Kingdom, and a residual country category.6 Targetshad higher profits than the acquirers in Japan, and about the same profit rates inContinental Europe and Australia/New Zealand. As is true of the earlier literature,no clear pattern of support for the adaptive theory emerges in the Gugler et al.(2002) data. At best the adaptive theory seems consistent with the evidence forsome mergers in some countries at some points in time.
The market for corporate control hypothesis
At any point in time t a firm contains a bundle of assets, Kt , that includes notonly the physical assets of the firm, but also intangible capital stocks arising frompast advertising and R&D. Managers who run the firm in the interests of its own-ers seek to employ those assets to maximize the market value of the firm, Mt . If
Mt > Kt , the assets bundled together as a firm are worth more than their sum asmeasured by Kt . In the absence of entry barriers and the like, when Mt > Kt weexpect other entrepreneurs to try and duplicate the activities of the firm so thatthey can pocket the difference between Mt and Kt . Thus, under perfect compe-tition Mt = Kt , and Mt/Kt = 1. Marris (1963, 1964) measured Kt as the bookvalue of the firm’s assets and called Mt/Kt the valuation ratio, Vt . Tobin (1969)measured Kt as the replacement cost of the firm’s assets and called Mt/Kt , qt .In either case perfect competition should drive Mt/Kt toward one if the man-agers are maximizing shareholder wealth. Marris postulated that the managersmaximized the growth of the firm, by investing more than the amount that wouldmaximize Vt (see Chapter 5). As Vt falls from its maximum possible value, itbecomes more and more attractive for someone to buy the firm and either intro-duce policies that raise Vt , or simply sell the firm’s assets and pocket the difference,when Mt < Kt .In the Marris’ model, it is only the managers’ pursuit of growth instead ofshareholder welfare that leads to Vt falling below its maximum possible value.Manne (1965) noted that Vt might fall short of its maximum potential value fora variety of reasons including the exercise of managerial discretion in other waysthan through the pursuit of growth and through mere incompetence. Whatever
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the cause, Manne argued that buyers in the market for corporate control wouldstep in whenever Vt falls short of its maximum value, and thus that this processensured that corporate assets gravitated into the hands of both the most competentmanagers and those intent on maximizing shareholder welfare.Smiley (1976) attempted to measure how effective the market for corporatecontrol is by comparing the actual market values of acquired companies prior tobeing taken over to a projected value on the assumption that their shares wouldhave performed as other companies’ shares were performing over the same period.He found that the market values of takeover targets began to fall below theirpredicted values on average ten years before the takeovers, and that the cumulativedeclines in market values averaged 50 percent of the predicted values. Smiley’sresults are consistent with the market-for-corporate-control hypothesis, but suggestconsiderable slack in this market. Although other studies have found the shares ofacquiring firms to be underperforming prior to their takeover (Mandelker, 1974;Ellert, 1976; Langetieg, 1978; Asquith, 1983; Malatesta, 1983), this has by nomeans been true of all studies (Dodd and Ruback, 1977).When Marris and Manne first discussed the potential disciplining role oftakeovers in the early 1960s, they were comparatively rare events in the UnitedStates. Hostile takeovers did not become sufficiently numerous to cause managersto fear losing their jobs until the merger wave of the 1980s, when corporate raiderslike Boone Pickens and Carl Icahn became famous by threatening top takeovercompanies that they felt were underperforming. Although there were some spec-tacular hostile takeovers of giant firms, the total number of hostile takeoverseven during this period was not large (Bhagat et al., 1990). Managers took thethreat to their job security sufficiently serious, however, to introduce “goldenparachutes” that would reward them generously in the event of their dismissal fol-lowing a takeover, “poison pills” that triggered legal actions that seriously reducedthe value of the firm to any buyer following a takeover, and to lobby – quitesuccessfully – state legislatures to pass laws to protect firms in their states fromtakeovers (Roe, 1993b).
The economic disturbance hypothesis
At any point in time individual investors may have different expectations regardingthe future profits of a particular firm.7 Associated with each expected profit forfirm B, E(πB), there is a price pB that an individual would be willing to pay forfirm B’s shares. Figure 8.3a depicts a possible distribution of E(πB)s and pBs ata particular point in time. The price of B’s shares adjusts to the level, p∗B , at whichthe area under the curve to the right of p∗B just equals NB , the number of sharesof B outstanding. All individuals with expectations to the right of p∗B are holdersof B’s shares, all other individuals are non-holders.Now suppose that a group of non-holders suddenly raises its expectations about
B’s future profits. The distribution of expectations shifts to the dotted line inFigure 8.3b. Some non-holders find that the price of B’s shares is far below whatthey think the shares are worth. They decide to buy not just a few shares of B, but
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Figure 8.3 A possible distribution of E(πB)s and pBs at a particular point in time.

the entire firm. If these non-holders are managers of another firm, the transactiontakes the form of a merger.It is reasonable to expect that the kinds of differences in expectations that wouldlead to mergers under this hypothesis are more likely in periods in which the stockmarket is experiencing rapid changes in value. Thus, the economic disturbancehypothesis is consistent with increases in merger activity during rapid upswings instock market values. The hypothesis would also seem to predict intensive mergeractivity during sudden drops in stock market values. Indeed, since share pricesgenerally fall (crash) faster after a stock market boom has peaked than the speedof their rise to the peak, one should observe even more differences in expectationsduring stock market declines and thus even more mergers. But merger activitycrashes just as fast when a boom ends as does the stock market. Despite thisempirical contradiction, the economic disturbance theory does posit at least inpart the kind of wave like patterns of merger activity that have been observed.8While Gort’s theory focuses on differences in expectations about the value ofthe acquired firm in a merger, Shleifer and Vishny (2001) have recently developeda model that takes into account the market’s valuation of both the buyers andtheir targets in mergers. In their theory firms make acquisitions by issuing stocksduring stock market booms, because their shares are overpriced at this time andthis effectively lowers the price of the acquisition. Their theory predicts mergerwaves during stock market booms, even when there are no synergies from themergers.9
Financial efficiencies
Several hypotheses have been put forward that posit certain financial savings thatmay arise from mergers. These might be considered special cases of the cost
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savings discussed in the section on “Efficiency increases,” but we think it is usefulto treat them separately. We discuss the two most frequently mentioned financialmotives for mergers.10
Savings on borrowing costs

Yields on the bonds of large firms and the interest rates banks charge them areon average much lower than for small firms. The relationship between a firm’sborrowing costs, i, and its size might look something like that drawn in Figure 8.4.If each firm invests up until the point where its marginal return on investmentequals its cost of capital, the last investment project undertaken by firm S has areturn of rs , while the last project undertaken by L has a return of rl . If L and Smerge, the additional investments available to S with returns between rs and rl canbe undertaken with the difference between the returns of these investments and
L’s cost of capital somehow shared.Although it is true that such a merger would allow privately beneficial invest-ments to take place, it is not true that these possible gains justify amerger betweenthe two companies. Superior to a merger would be for L to lend S the neededcash. Suppose, for example, that S has assets of 100 and a market value of 100.Its assets depreciate at a 10 percent rate per annum. The firm must therefore invest10 each year to maintain K and M at 100. S has an additional 10 in investmentprojects available on which it could earn a 9 percent return in perpetuity. Its costof capital on the market, however, is 12 percent. L on the other hand has a cost ofcapital of 6 percent. If L could make this investment of 10, it would have a presentvalue of 15 to it, and thus a profit of 5 would be made.11 To make this investmentthrough a merger with S, however, L must acquire not just the 10 in new assets,

i

rs

rl

S L Size
Figure 8.4 The relationship between a firm’s borrowing costs i and its size.
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but the 100 that already exist. To do so it will generally have to pay a premium overthe pre-merger market price of the firm. On average these have ranged from 15 to20 percent during normal times to over 50 percent during the late 1980s. Even at15 percent, however, the aggregate payment for the target firm over its pre-mergermarket price (15) would exceed the gain on the investment. A superior alternativewould be for L to lend S the money at an interest rate of say 7.5 percent, whichwould allow it and the owners of S to share the gains equally.
Riskpooling

As we saw in the previous chapter, the variance in returns on a portfolio of assetsis less than a weighted sum of the variances in returns on the individual assets, ifthe returns on these assets are less than perfectly correlated. A portfolio providesthe same average return at lower risk (measured as variance) than the sum of itselements.A diversifiedfirm can be thought of as a portfolio of assets of the separate lines ofbusiness inwhich the firm is engaged. The variance of its profits should be less thana weighted sum of the profits from the lines of business, and thus a diversified firmin 10 lines of business is less risky than the 10 businesses as stand alone companieswould be. Although profit variances do tend to decline with firm size and diver-sification, this again is not a justification by itself for mergers. As in the previoussection, there exist superior alternatives for reducing owners’ exposure to risk.To create a diversified firm with 10 divisions out of 10 separate companies,one firm must acquire 9 others. Each acquisition entails paying the premium of20 percent or more needed to get the owners to sell. An individual could purchaseshares in several companies, however, with brokerage fees of 1 percent or less.Some companies operate in 30 or more industries, and it may be difficult for anindividual with limited savings to put together a portfolio of 30 companies.12 Asnearly always, “the market” has provided a solution to this problem for the smallinvestor in the form of a wide range of mutual funds with different earnings/riskprofiles, so that the small investor can now achieve the benefits of a diversifiedportfolio of securities with a single investment. Diversification through mergers isan inefficient way to spread market risks from the point of view of shareholders.Mergers may be an efficient way for the managers of the firm to spread theirrisks, on the other hand. Stock option and incentive plans often result in a largefraction of both a manager’s income and his assets being tied to the fortunes ofhis firm. If the firm is in a volatile market, a manager’s income and wealth may behighly variable. The firm’s diversification can reduce this variability for managersand may explain why they choose this merger strategy, even though it is to theirshareholders’ disadvantage (Amihud and Lev, 1981).
The capital redeployment hypothesis
One of the advantages claimed for the M-form organizational structure is that itallows a diversified firm to set up an internal capital market, and thereby avoids the
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dangers of the external capital market associated with the lack of appropriabilityof information. If the advantages of an internal capital are large, it might even war-rant creating a diversified firm through mergers to establish one. This hypothesisresembles the capital cost argument of the section on “Savings on borrowing cost,”but goes beyond it by positing ongoing potential gains from a central managementteam’s ability to monitor the investment opportunities of each division and shiftcapital across them (see, Weston, 1970; Williamson, 1970).
The life-cycle-growth-maximization hypothesis
A mature firm in a slow-growing or declining market must follow the path of itsmarket unless it diversifies. Mergers are the quickest way for a firm to grow anddiversify and thus are an attractive way for managers with limited time horizonsto achieve growth. The life-cycle-growth-maximization hypothesis predicts diver-sification mergers by mature firms.13 It predicts essentially the same pattern ofmergers as the capital redeployment hypothesis, but does not presume that suchmergers generate any capital cost savings or other synergies. Where the capitalredeployment hypothesis predicts that the whole is greater than the sum of theparts, the life-cycle hypothesis predicts that mergers occur even when this is notthe case.The constraint on managerial pursuits that harm shareholders is that the shareprice of thefirm falls sufficiently, that thefirm is taken over, and they are thrownout.If mergers are purely growth motivated, one expects managers to prefer announc-ing them in periods when their negative effects on share prices may be offset byother good news. As we shall see in the next chapter, not only do most merg-ers occur during stock market advances, but acquiring firms tend to substantiallyoutperform the market for extended periods prior to their making their acqui-sitions. A likely reason for this superior stock market performance, is that thecompany’s profits have risen faster than those of other companies. These profitsprovide acquiring firms with cash to finance the acquisition. Thus, the life-cycle-growth-maximization hypothesis is consistent with the wave pattern observed formergers. The managers of acquiring firms choose to announce their mergers attimes when they are least likely to fear takeover themselves and when their firmsenjoy the “excess cash” to finance the mergers.14The life-cycle-growth-maximization hypothesis as an explanation for mergerswas first put forward by Mueller (1969). As we saw in Chapter 6, internal cashflows are an important resource for discretionary investments by managers ofall sorts. This fact has been stressed by Jensen (1986) in his “free cash flow”hypothesis. Harford (1999) has provided direct evidence in support of the hypoth-esis that some mergers are driven by managerial objectives. He found for theperiod 1950–94, that (1) cash rich companies are more likely to undertake acquisi-tions, (2) their acquisitions are more likely to be diversifying acquisitions, (3) theabnormal share price reaction to bids is negative and lower for bidders who arecash rich, and (4) operating performance deteriorates after mergers by cash richcompanies.15
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The winner’s-curse-hubris hypothesis
Suppose that the distribution of expectations for future profits of a given firm B isagain as in Figure 8.3a, but now several companies are among the potential holdersof B’s shares. Each is willing to bid a price up to the value it thinks the sharesare worth. The company making the highest bid acquires B, and thus the bidderwith the most optimistic prediction about B’s future profits acquires it a pricesomewhere toward the far right of the distribution. With rational expectations onthe part of all bidders, the expected true value of the firm should be at the meanof the distribution. The winning bidder has almost certainly bid too much. He hasfallen prey to the winner’s curse.The winner’s curse is consistent with the evidence presented in the next chapterindicating that acquiring firms’ shareholders tend at best to break even on mergers,and more likely lose from them. What is perhaps a puzzle is why anyone wouldever enter a bidding contest, when one knows that the “winners” are sure to lose.One explanation would be that the bidders, the managers of the acquiring firm,do not really lose, because they are interested in their firm’s growing and areprepared to see it’s share price fall to accomplish this goal – the hypothesis of theprevious section. A second explanation has been offered by Roll (1986). Managersof acquiring firms suffer from hubris, excessive pride and arrogance. They knowthat the average acquiring firm loses on a merger, but they believe that they are notaverage. They can beat the odds. They can spot true value in a target firm, whereothers cannot.Such arrogant confidence is perhapsmore likely to seizemanagers during a stockmarket boom, when their firm is doing well. Thus, the hubris’ hypothesis wouldalso seem consistent with the wave pattern we have observed.16

The eclectic hypothesis
Following a review of different hypotheses about mergers that was almost as longas the one just completed, Steiner (1975, pp. 180–4) once came down in favorof “all of the above.” This eclectic theory of mergers is most certainly valid, atleast in part. It is not very helpful, however, in allowing us to predict the effectsof mergers either for the firms involved or for the economy. Nevertheless, it isimportant to keep it in mind for it reminds us that no single hypothesis aboutmergers can explain them all, and all of the hypotheses discussed here probablycan account for some mergers.We can do somewhat better than throw up our hands in frustration even at thisjuncture, however. We have seen that some of the hypotheses are more compatiblewith the observed wave pattern of mergers than others. Since large swings in shareprices are difficult to reconcile with models of rational investment behavior,17 itis perhaps not surprising, that the hypotheses, which seem most consistent withthe positive correlation between mergers and share price increases, also do notview mergers as simply normal, profit-maximizing investments. The hypothesesthat are most consistent with mergers’ wave pattern see them driven by interests
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of promoters in speculative profits, differences in expectations between managers,manager interests in growth, and managerial hubris. As we shall see in the nextchapter, these hypotheses are also the ones which are most compatible with theeffects of mergers that have been observed. But before closing this chapter, let usbriefly examine one effort to test the competing hypotheses about the determinantsof mergers directly.
Testing competing hypotheses about thedeterminants of mergers
Hypotheses about the determinants of mergers can be grouped into three, broadcategories. One set postulates that the goal of themanagers is to increase thewealthof their shareholders and that some sort of synergy will arise if the two mergingcompanies are joined. Examples would be a horizontal merger that increased themarket power of the two merging companies, or a vertical merger that reducedtransaction costs. With mergers such as these the synergistic gains from the mergerarise from the specific characteristics of the two merging firms. It is reasonable toassume, therefore, that both firms share these gains, since each firm’s participationin themerger is required for there to be any gains at all. One reasonable assumptionmight be that the two firms share the gains equally. A weaker assumption wouldbe simply that the shareholders of both firms benefit from the merger.Under the market-for-corporate-control hypothesis all of the gains from themerger are tied to the target firm. In principle, any other firm could buy the targetand replace its managers and obtain the wealth increase from this action. Due tothis, some authors have postulated that a bidding for the target takes place onceone firm has identified that a particular firm is badly managed.18 If this biddingcontinues until the target’s share price rises by enough to reflect all of gains fromreplacing its management, the bidder’s shareholders will experience no gain fromthe merger. The second category of hypotheses about mergers, thus, assumes thattargets’ shareholders receive positive wealth increases as a result of the mergers,but that bidders’ gains average zero and are unrelated to the gains to the targets.The third category of hypotheses assumes that there are no net gains from themergers. Included among these would be mergers arising for speculative motives,out of managerial empire building or purely because of managerial hubris. Whena merger produces no net gains, each dollar paid to the shareholders of the targetrepresents a dollar loss to the acquirers’ shareholders. The gains to the target’s andbidder’s shareholders should be inversely related.As noted above, it is not possible to distinguish a merger motivated by purehubris from one stemming from managerial empirebuilding. In both cases, thetargets’ gains are the bidders’ losses. It is also possible, however, that managerialhubris may arise with mergers that do generate positive net wealth gains. Out ofoveroptimism the bidder pays too much for the target. In such a mixed case wewould expect a net positive gain from themerger, but a loss to the bidder. Moreover,the bigger the gain to the target, the more likely it is that the bidder overbid, andthe bigger its expected loss is.
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Mueller and Sirower (2002) tested these various hypotheses by regressing thegains to the bidding firms onto the gains to the targets using a sample of 168 largeacquisitions over the period 1978 through 1990. Specifically they estimated thefollowing equation
G

VT

= e + f
P

VT

+ µ, (8.6)
where G is the gain to the bidder in dollars over a 24-month period beginningwith the month of the merger,19 P is the premium paid to the target’s shareholdersin dollars, and VT is the market value of the target firm. Matrix 8.1 presentsthe predicted coefficients for this equation under the four sets of hypothesesdescribed above namely, the synergy hypothesis (SH), the market-for-corporate-control hypothesis (MCCH), the managerial discretion hypothesis (MDH), and thehubris hypothesis (HH).

Matrix 8.1 G/VT = e + f P/VT

Hypothesis Prediction without HH Prediction with HH
SH e = 0, f = 1 e

≥
< 0, f < 1MCCH e = 0, f = 0 e
≥
< 0, f < 0MDH e = 0, f = −1 e = 0, f = −1

Table 8.1 Relationship between gains to acquirers and premia paid totargets
G

VT

= e + f
P

VT

+ µ

e f R
2

e f R
2

Contested n = 44 Uncontested n = 1240.03 −0.21 −0.023 0.26 −2.23 0.0530.06 0.19 0.97 2.81Multiple bidders n = 45 Single bidder n = 1230.48 −1.94 0.051 0.09 −1.34 0.0151.13 1.84 0.32 1.68Related (3 digit) n = 95 Unrelated (3 digit) n = 730.20 −0.68 −0.000 0.13 −2.54 0.0520.79 1.00 0.31 2.23Cash only n = 90 Noncash (mixed) n = 780.49 −1.46 0.023 0.05 −2.48 0.0571.42 1.75 0.16 2.38
Source: Mueller and Sirower (2002).
Note
t-values are under coefficients.
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Table 8.1 reports someof theirfindings. Since eachhypothesis ismore applicableto some types of mergers than others, Mueller and Sirower (2002) estimated sepa-rate regressions for different categories of mergers. Most of the category headingsare self explanatory. “Related” mergers are those for which the two firms had atleast one three-digit Standard Industrial Classification (SIC) industry in common.“Cash only”mergers were 100 percent financed with cash, “noncash”were at leastpartly financed through debt or stock transfers.With respect to the pure synergy hypothesis, however, it did not matter whichtype of merger they examined. None of the eight coefficients on P/VT is positive.No category of mergers leads to gains that are proportionally shared by the twomerging companies.The MCCH envisages a bidding process for the target and the replacementof its management after the merger. The MCCH seems particularly likely to beapplicable to mergers with multiple bidders and for those contested by the targets’managers. Both e and f are insignificantly different from zero in the contestedmerger sample as the hypothesis predicts. The coefficient on the premium is nega-tive and significant (10 percent level) in the multiple bidder sample, however. Both
e and f are also insignificantly different from zero in the related merger sample,but the MCCH is rejected in all of the other regressions. All in all the pure formof the MCCH finds support in only two of the eight regressions.The MDH predicts a zero intercept, and a coefficient of−1 on P/VT for merg-ers. This hypothesis seems most likely to apply to mergers that are not contested,unrelated, and fully financed by cash. All three intercepts for these groups of merg-ers are insignificantly different from zero, and the three coefficients on P/VT areall negative, significantly less than zero, and insignificantly different from −1.Thus, these results are consistent with those predicted by the MDH in its pureform, that is, there are no gains whatsoever from mergers, and all are motivatedpurely for growth, so that each dollar paid in premium to the targets’ shareholdersis a dollar loss to the bidders. Indeed, each of the point estimates of the coeffi-cient on P/VT is actually less than −1 suggesting that the mergers may actuallybe destroying wealth. In total, six of the eight regressions in Table 8.1 supportthe MDH.The HH in its pure form assumes that no value is created by a merger andthus makes the same predictions as the MDH. It can also be interpreted as beingadditive to the other hypotheses. The overbidding predicted by the HH seemsmost likely with multiple bidders. The intercept for this sample is insignificantlydifferent from zero, and the coefficient on P/VT is negative and insignificantlydifferent from−1. Thus, the results for multiple bidders’ support the pure form ofthe HH.The intercept in themultiple bidders’ sample, although statistically insignificant,is large in absolute value and implies a mean gain to acquirers, if the premiumwere zero, of 48 percent. Interpreting this intercept as positive despite its statisticalinsignificancemakes the results for multiple bidders consistent with a combinationof MCCH and HH. The mergers generate wealth increases, but the acquirers tendto overbid.
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With no positive and significant intercepts and no positive and significant coef-ficients on P/VT it is difficult to find much support in Table 8.1 for any of the SHhypotheses in combinationwith theHH, unless one is willing to posit a tremendousamount of hubris. A positive intercept and a negative coefficient on P/VT couldarise through a combination of synergy and hubris, if the bidding firm not only didnot receive 50 percent of the synergy gains, as assumed under the pure SH, butsuffered a loss by bidding a premium more than the total synergies generated bythe merger.The HH and MDH make similar predictions and are difficult to separate empir-ically. In a world in which the MCCH, SH, and MDH are all valid for somemergers, any sample might contain a mixture of each. Although mergers betweenfirms in related industries seem more likely to produce synergies than mergersbetween firms in diverse industries, some managers who undertake mergers forempire-building reasonsmay acquirefirms in related industries to reduce the ineffi-ciencies thatmergers often bring. Similarly, managerial hubrismight lead to overlyhigh prices in any merger. The general pattern of results in Table 8.1 – interceptsthat are insignificantly different from zero, coefficients on P/VT that are bothsignificantly less than zero and insignificantly different from −1 – supports boththe MDH and HH.One of the salient characteristics of mergers is that the variances in gains to thebidding firms tend to be very large relative to the mean. In the data of Muellerand Sirower (2002) the mean “gain” to the bidders was −$50 million, while thevariance around this mean was $3,579,664 million. These large variances helpto explain the low R̄2s reported by Mueller and Sirower as well as others (Youet al., 1986; Travlos, 1987). Anyone wishing to explain the dispersion of gains toacquiring firm shareholders has a lot of explaining to do.This high variability in the gains from mergers, and the difficulty in predictingthese gains is further support for the MDH and HH. How many people would playin a game in which their expected winnings were −$50, the variance around thisexpectation was $3,579,664, and theymight lose as much as $10,000,000 althoughthey could also win as much as $13,000,000? One assumes not many. Yet, theseare the statistics for the acquiring firms in the Mueller/Sirower sample, exceptthat they are measured in millions. Why do the managers of these firms undertakesuch gambles? One answer is hubris. They believe that they can see value in otherfirms that no one else can see. Thus, the averages do not apply to them. A secondanswer is managerial discretion. They are gambling with other people’s money.These two hypotheses receive the most support in those studies that have tried totest different hypotheses about the determinants of mergers.20
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9 The effects of mergers

Three sets of consequences of mergers interest economists. (1) They can affectthe performance of the merging firms – their profits, growth rates, and so on.These effects are of obvious interest to the owners, managers, and employees ofthe firm, and can help us evaluate the weight to be given to the various hypothesesabout the determinants of mergers discussed in the previous chapter. (2) Theycan affect industry and aggregate concentration levels. (3) They can affect socialwelfare. This latter effect is, to a considerable extent, a product of the first twoconsequences of mergers.In this chapter we shall focus on the first set of effects of mergers, since theseare most directly related to the theory of the firm. We begin with the effects ofmergers on the profitability of the merging firms.
On profitability
Mergers are a form of investment, but they differ in important ways from normalinvestments in capital equipment.1 First, they bring to the firm not only plant andequipment, but employees, management teams, customer and supplier relation-ships, and often new product lines. They do not simply replace that which existswith something similar but newer, as with much of capital equipment purchases,they inevitably add to the firm expanding either its market share, or its verticalstructure, or its product line. While a firm might, with great difficulty, expand by10 percent in a year through the purchase of plant and equipment and the hiringof new employees, it can double its size over night with a large merger or two.Given the magnitude of the change often brought about by mergers, one expectsmanagers to consider these decisions very carefully prior to making them. If man-agers maximize profits, then they should expect the profits of their company to risefollowing a merger. Although all expectations will not be fulfilled, if managershave rational expectations, the average merger should generate positive profits.Perhaps themost surprising finding of themerger literature is that this predictionhas not been generally confirmed. This surprising finding holds even for the firsttwo great merger waves in the United States in which the mergers were largelyhorizontal and resulted in many cases in substantial increases in firm size andmarket shares (Hogarty, 1970).
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One of the first investigations of the effects of mergers on profits after theSecond World War was by Weston and Mansinghka (1971) (hereafter WM). Theyexamined 63 manufacturing firms, which between 1958 and 1968 undertook asubstantial number of diversification mergers, mergers that transformed them into“conglomerates” – the hallmark of the late 1960s merger wave. WM found thatthese conglomerates went from having significantly lower profit rates than otherindustrial firms to having about the same profit levels at the end of the decade. Theyconcluded that the mergers represented a successful “defensive diversification”strategy by a group of large mature companies.Reid (1971) pointed out, however, that the superior performance of WM’s con-glomerates came to a quick end, once the US economy went into recession. WM’sdata ended with 1968. Between the end of 1968 and the middle of 1970, the con-glomerates’ share prices fell by 56 percent, while share prices for the industrialsin the WM sample fell only 37 percent. Melicher and Rush (1973, 1974) alsoreported a relative deterioration in performance for the WM conglomerates basedon both accounting profits and variousmeasures of share performance. The articlesby Reid (1971) and Melicher and Rush (1973, 1974) suggested that an accuratepicture of the effects of the 1960s conglomerate mergers could not be obtainedmerely by observing their performance during the stock market boom of the late1960s.One of the most comprehensive studies of the effects of mergers on profitabil-ity is an analysis of nearly 6,000 acquired lines of business between 1950 and1977 by Ravenscraft and Scherer (1987).2 They regressed the profits of individ-ual lines of business in the years 1975, 1976, and 1977 on industry dummiesand a variable that measured the fraction of the line of business that had beenacquired since 1950. In this way they compared the profit rate of an acquiredline of business in say the soft drink industry, with the average profit rate in softdrinks of all soft drinks producers. In addition to measuring the fraction of theline of business that was acquired, Ravenscraft and Scherer (1987) attempted tocontrol for other aspects of the merger, as whether it was a hostile takeover ornot, and characteristics of the line of business, like its market share, that mightaffect its profitability. They also distinguished between mergers on the basis of theaccounting convention employed by the acquiring firm to evaluate the acquiredfirm’s assets.To see why the choice of accounting convention can make a difference, considerthe following example. Firm A buys firm B, which has 100 in assets and 10 inprofits. The market value of B before its acquisition is 100, but A must pay apremium to acquire B and winds up paying 150 for it. If, following the merger,the profit rate of the acquired firm (now one of A’s lines of business) is measuredrelative to the book value of its pre-merger assets, the firm continues to earna return of 0.10. Under this convention the assets of the newly created companyare determined by simply pooling the book values of the assets of the two mergingfirms. If, however, the acquired unit’s assets are evaluated at the price A paid forthem, 150, the purchase accounting convention, the post-merger profit rate of theacquired unit is 0.067. Thus, if market values of acquired companies roughly equal
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the book values of their assets, a more favorable impression of the post-mergerprofits of acquired units will be obtained, if the pooling accounting convention isemployed.3This prediction is confirmed by Ravenscraft and Scherer. A typical regressionresult follows (Ravenscraft and Scherer, 1987, p. 101)
πK75−77= [257 industry dummies]+ 0.68 POOL− 2.82 PURCH+ 0.84 NEW

(0.60) (2.24) (0.83)
+ 1.46 EQUALS+ 30.15 SHR− 3.65 HOSTILE− 3.77 WHITE

(1.51) (5.67) (1.65) (1.69)
− 2.23 OTHER

(1.18)
R2 = 0.182, n = 2,732

The dependent variable is the profit to asset ratio of a line of business in one of theyears, 1975, 1976, or 1977. The variables POOL and PURCHmeasure the fractionof a line of business that was acquired and whether the assets of the acquired unitwere measured as their book value prior to the merger, as under the pooling con-vention, or their purchase price. The coefficient on POOL is insignificant implyingthat the profit rate of an acquired line of business was not significantly differentfrom that of non-acquired lines of business, when the acquired unit’s assets weremeasured at their pre-merger book values. When the profit rates of the acquiredlines of business were measured relative to the values paid for these assets, how-ever, they were 2.82 percentage points below those of non-acquired units. Themean profit rate of manufacturing firms over the 1975–77 period was roughly9.9, so that the lower return earned by acquired units was both economically andstatistically significant (t-statistic in parentheses).There is weak evidence that mergers between similar sized firms are somewhatmoreprofitable (coefficient onEQUALS), and that units involved inhostilemergersare less profitable (HOSTILE and WHITE). The latter finding may stem frompoorer than averagepre-merger performanceof hostile targets. Themost significantvariable in the equation is the firm’s market share (SHR). Ravenscraft and Scherer(1987) include this variable to control for the fact that acquired units tend to besmaller and have smaller market shares on average. Unfortunately, to the extentthat mergers reduce the efficiency of the acquired units, as implied by the coef-ficient on PURCH, they also reduce the acquired units’ market shares.4 Thus, theinclusion ofmarket share in the regression actually controls for some of the adverseeffects of the mergers, thereby biasing the coefficients on POOL and PURCHupwards.The null hypothesis of the above equation is that the profit rate of an acquiredline of business equals the mean profit rate of similar lines of business as mea-sured by one of the 257 industry dummies. As noted in Chapter 8, however,Ravenscraft and Scherer (1987) found that acquired lines of businesses tended tohave above average profitability at the time they were acquired. Thus, even a profit
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Table 9.1 The effects of mergers on profitability
Country Authors Time period Merger sample Control group Profitability measure Profit changerelative tocontrol group
UnitedStates Piper and Weiss,1974 1947–67 102 acquisitions by 30bank holding None After-tax earnings pershare ≈0

Conn, 1976 1964–70 28 firms acquired by 4conglomerates Base industry acquiredfirm After-tax profit/total assets ≤0
Mueller, 1980b 1962–72 247 manufacturingmergers Base industries; mergingfirms, size and industrymatched firms

Before-tax profit/assets ≤0
280 manufacturing firms After-tax profit/assets ≥0Mueller, 1986a 1950–72 Merger activity 551manufacturing firms Companies in 551 makingno acquisitions After-tax profit/total assets ≤0

Rhoades, 1987 1968–78 413 acquired banks 3,600 non-acquired banks After-tax profit/assets ≈0Ravenscraft andScherer, 1987 1950–77 5,966 acquiredmanufacturingcompanies
Base industry (line ofbusiness) Before-tax profit/totalassets <0

Healy et al., 1992 1979–84 50 largest mergers Base industries Before-tax-cash-flowassets >0
Andrade et al.,2001 1973–98 ≈2,000 mergers Base industries cash flow/sales >0

UnitedKingdom Singh, 1971 1955–60 77 horizontal mergers None Before-tax profit/assets ≈0After-tax profit/assets ≈0Meeks, 1977 1950–71 1000 + mergers Base industries After-tax profit/assets <0Cosh et al., 1980 1967–70 225 manufacturingmergers Size and industry matchedfirms After-tax profit/assets ≥0
Before-tax profit/assets ≥0
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Kumar, 1985 1967–74 241 mergers Base industries After-tax profit/assets ≤0Cosh et al., 1985 1972–76 66 mergers Base industries After-tax profit/assets ≈0Australia McDougall andRound, 1986 1970–81 88 takeovers Size and industry matchedfirms Before-tax profit/assets ≈ 0
After-tax profit/assetsBelgium Kumps andWtterwulghe,1980

1962–74 21 mergers Size and industry matchednon-merging firms After-tax profit/assets ≈0
Canada Baldwin, 1995 1970–79 1,575 acquired plants Nonacquired plants insame industry Value-added perworker/shipments ≥0
France Jenny and Weber,1980 1962–75 40 mergers Size and industry matchednon-merging firms After-tax profit/asset ≈0
Germany Cable et al., 1980 1964–74 50 mergers Size and industry matchednon-merging firms After-tax profit/assets ≈0
Japan Ikeda and Doi,1983 1964–75 49 mergers None Before-tax profit/assets >0
The Netherlands Peer, 1980 1962–73 31 mergers Size and industry matchednon-merging firms After-tax profit/assets <0
Sweden Ryden and Edberg,1980 1962–76 26 mergers Size and industry matchednon-merging firms After-tax profit/assets ≈0

Base industry ≤0
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rate equal to the average would signify a decline. Of course some decline would beanticipated even in the absence of an acquisition as a result of a “regression to themean” effect. But Ravenscraft and Scherer (1987, pp. 113–17) found that the prof-itability of acquired units fell toward the mean much faster than for non-acquiredunits.Similarly, negative findings were obtained by Meeks (1977) in a study of over1,000 mergers since the Second World War in the United Kingdom. The post-merger profitability of the merging firms was on average significantly lower thantheir pre-merger profitability.Although the studies by Ravenscraft and Scherer (1987) for the United StatesandMeeks for the United Kingdom are the most ambitious in terms of the numbersof mergers examined, they are by nomeans the only studies. Table 9.1 summarizesthefindings from some 21 studies drawn fromdifferent countries and different timeperiods that have tried tomeasure the change in profits frombefore to aftermergers.Some find declines, some increases, others find no significant change at all. If oneweighs the evidence presented in each study by the number of observations in it,one must conclude that mergers have at best left profitability unchanged, and morelikely have actually reduced the profits of the merging firms.
On market shares and growth
To increase profits a merger must either shift the demand schedules of the merg-ing firms, or lower their costs. Demand schedule shifts might come about eitherbecause of changes in themarket power of themergingfirms or because of a changein the quality characteristics perceived by buyers due perhaps to more advertisingor R&D having taken place. Each of these effects can in turn affect the marketshare(s) of the merging firms. An alternative way to measure the effects of mergersis to examine the changes in market shares that accompany them. Since account-ing definitions of sales do not differ as greatly across companies and countries asdefinitions of profits and assets, this measure is to be preferred.Mergers’ effects onmarket shares can be predictedwith the help of the followingmodel. Let pi be the price of firm i’s product; xi be firm i’s output; ci be the unitcosts of producing firm i’s output; πi be firm i’s profit;mi be firm i’s market share;
Oi be firm i’s objective function; θi be firm i’s degree of cooperation, the weightit places in its objective function on the profits of other firms in its industry. Forsimplicity we assume that all firms have the same θi and drop the subscript. σ isa measure of the degree of product differentiation in the industry

0 ≤ σ ≤ 1.
Assume that firm i faces the linear demand schedule

pi = ai − bxi − σb
∑

j 6=i

xj , (9.1)
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from which we obtain the objective function
Oi = πi + θ

∑

j 6=i

πj =

(
ai − bxi − σb

∑

j 6=i

xj − ci

)
xi

+ θ
∑

j 6=i

(
aj − bxj − σb

∑

k 6=j

xk − cj

)
xj . (9.2)

Maximizing (9.2) with respect to xi yields
xi =

ai − ci2b −
σ(1+ θ)2

∑

j 6=i

xj . (9.3)
The first term in (9.3), (ai − ci)/2b, we can think of as a quality– efficiency index.It measures the difference between the amount a buyer is willing to pay for a firm’sproduct and the costs of producing it. Calling this term qi and defining

X =
∑

i

xi, Q =
∑

i

qi, r =
σ(1+ θ)2 ,

yields upon dividing (9.3) by X and rearranging
mi =

qi(nr − r + 1)
(1− r)Q

−
r1− r

. (9.4)
Since r must fall between zero and one, the first term in (9.4) is positive, and
∂mi/∂qi > 0.5 An increase in the quality–efficiency index, that is, an increasein the perceived quality of a firm’s product as captured by a shift in its demandschedule, or a reduction in its unit costs should, ceteris paribus, lead to an increasein its market share.Taking the partial derivative of mi with respect to θ yields

∂mi

∂θ
=

(qin−Q)σ2(1− r)2Q , (9.5)
from which we obtain

(
∂mi

∂θ
≥ 0)←→ (

qi ≥
Q

n

)
. (9.6)

An increase in the degree of cooperation following a merger increases the relativesize of firms, which have quality–efficiency indexes greater than the mean (andthus are above the mean in size), but reduces the size of below average sized firms.The reverse pattern holds for a merger that reduces the degree of cooperation. Thereason for this difference in impacts is easy to see from (9.2). The firm choosesoutput so as to maximize a weighted sum of industry profits. If the weight a firmputs on other firms’ profits, θ , increases, the optimal constellation of industry
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outputs shifts output from the smaller, less profitable firms to the larger, moreprofitable ones.Mueller (1985, 1986a, ch. 9) used the above model to examine the effectsof mergers for a sample of 209 acquired firms from the 1,000 largest compa-nies of 1950. The methodology compared the market shares of firms acquiredbetween 1950 and 1972 with those of non-acquired firms of similar size in thesame industries. A typical regression result looks as follows
mi72 = 0.011(2.34)+ 0.885mi50(45.02) − 0.705Dmi50,(20.09) n = 313, R2 = 0.940.

D represents a dummy variable that takes on a value of 1.0 if the firmwas acquired,0 if it was not. The equation shows that the average non-acquired firm retained 88.5percent of its 1950s market share in 1972. Firms among the 1,000 largest of 1950slost market share on average to smaller firms and new entrants over the 1950sand 1960s. An acquired company lost significantly more market share, however.On average it retained only 18 percent of its 1950 market share (0.885 − 0.705).Additional tests showed that the loss of market shares tended to occur after themergers took place. The earlier a firm was acquired, the greater its loss of marketshare.These results were for conglomerate and vertical mergers. Companies involvedin horizontal mergers, also exhibited market share losses relative to non-mergingcompanies. The losses were smaller for bigger companies suggesting that thehorizontal mergers may also have led to increases in the degree of cooperation, butthe overwhelming effect of the acquisitions on companies in the largest 1,000 of1950s was to reduce their market shares, and thus it would seem to have reducedeither the quality of their products or the efficiency of their operations.6Baldwin and Gorecki (1990, pp. 53–73; Baldwin, 1995, pp. 242–6) also foundsignificant declines in market shares for Canadian plants acquired in horizontalmergers, but observed no significant changes in market shares for other acquiredplants. Goldberg (1973) found no significant changes in market shares in the three-and-a-half years following their acquisition for a sample of 44 advertising intensivecompanies, as did Rhoades (1987) for 413 acquired banks for a period of up to sixyears following their acquisition.A similar approach to comparing the market shares of merging firms is to exam-ine their growth rates following mergers relative to matched samples or industrymeans. Six studies of this type, for Australia, Belgium, France, Germany, Sweden,and the United Kingdom, have found no significant changes in growth rates fol-lowing mergers.7 Significant declines in growth rates were observed in studies ofHolland and the United States.8Thus, we reach a conclusion from studies of the effects of mergers on marketshares and relative growth rates similar to what we concluded from the profitabilitystudies. There is no evidence that mergers increase market shares and growth aswe would expect, if they increased product quality or efficiency. There is someevidence that mergers have a significantly negative effect on market shares.
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Market power or efficiency?
The results regarding the profitability ofmergers, althoughmixed, are clearlymorepositive than those regarding their impacts on market shares and growth. Althoughno studies come up with significantly positive effects of mergers on market sharesor growth, quite a few find that they increase profitability. Whether these increasesin profitability should be interpreted as increases in social welfare or not depends,of course, on whether they are the result of increases in market power or increasesin efficiency. In a recent study of mergers occurring in virtually every countryof the world, Gugler, Mueller, Yurtoglu, and Zulehner (2002) (hereafter GMYZ)have attempted to distinguish between mergers that increase market power andthose that increase efficiency by examining their effects upon both profitabilityand sales.As the simple model in the previous section indicated, a merger that improvesefficiency, broadly defined to include both cost reductions and product improve-ments, results in an unambiguous increase in the merged firms’ market share(s)and profits. Although it is possible to construct examples in which a merger thatincreases market power also increases the merging firms’market share(s), in mostcases – as with a horizontal merger – one expects that the merging companies willtake advantage of their increased market power by raising price and thus reducingtheir output and market share.9 This reasoning led GMYZ to make the predictionsgiven in the second column of Table 9.2.In the previous chapter several hypotheses about the causes of mergers werepresented that did not rely on the assumption that the managers were maximizingprofits. Although these mergers could result in no changes in profits or sales,it is reasonable to assume that some inefficiencies accompany joining differentorganizational structures and “corporate cultures” and thus that costs rise andprofits and sales fall for these mergers – the prediction in the lower right-handcorner of Table 9.2.The remaining entry in the table has been called “market-power-reducing merg-ers” in analogy with the entry under 2. No manager is likely to undertake a mergerwith the purpose of reducing market power and so this combination of effects is abit of a puzzle, hence the question mark for entry 3.GMYZ use the changes in sales and profits of the median sized firms in theacquiring and acquired firms’ industries to project what the sales and profits ofthe merging firms would have been had they undertaken no mergers. One of the

Table 9.2 Possible consequences of mergers
15 > 0 15 < 0

1 3
1S > 0 Efficiency increase Market power reduction (?)2 4
1S < 0 Market power increase Efficiency decline
Source: GMYZ (2002).
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interesting findings of the study is that the effects of mergers on profits and salesare very similar across all countries and across types of mergers. In particular,cross-border mergers are neither more nor less successful than domestic mergers.Table 9.3 summarizes some of the main findings of GMYZ. Looking first at theeffects of mergers on profits we see that 56.7 percent of the mergers resulted inhigher profits for themerging firms five years after themergers thanwere predictedbased on the changes in profits of the median firms in their industries. Across thefull sample of 1,250 mergers the profits of the merging companies five years afterthe mergers averaged $17.8 million more than predicted based on the profits ofthe median firms in their industry. This difference was statistically significant, butsmall in comparison to the mean sales of the two merging firms at the time of themerger – $2,553.3 million (GMYZ, tables 2 and 4).The bottom row of Table 9.3 indicates that a majority of mergers (55.8 percent)resulted in lower than predicted sales for the merging companies five years afterthe mergers. Thus, the findings of GMYZwith respect to mergers effects on profitsand sales are consistent with those of other studies in that they find mergers to besomewhat more successful in terms of their effects on profits than in terms of theireffects on sales.The fraction of all mergers that leads to increases in efficiency (15 > 0 and
1S > 0) is roughly the same as the fraction producing an increase inmarket power(15 > 0 and 1S < 0), which in turn is nearly equal to the fraction resulting in adecrease in efficiency (15 < 0 and 1S < 0). The somewhat puzzling category

Table 9.3 Classification ofmergers byfirm size in year t+5 (percentof mergers)
15 > 0 15 < 0
1 3Small 34.7 17.5

1S > 0 Large 23.4∗ 12.7∗All 29.1 15.12 4Small 20.4 27.4
1S < 0 Large 34.8∗ 29.1All 27.6 28.2
Source: GMYZ (2002).
Notes
15 > 0 (15 < 0) denotes that the mergers resulted in a profit increase(decrease) relative to year t and relative to industry and country peers.
1S > 0 (1S < 0) denotes that the mergers resulted in a sales increase(decrease) relative to year t and relative to industry and country peers. Thefirst number in each cell is for small firms (total sales less than the medianin year t − 1), the second number in each cell is for large firms (total salesmore than the median in year t − 1), and the third number in each cell is theoverall proportion. Year t is the year of the merger.A ∗ means that the proportion of small firms is significantly different fromthe proportion of large firms at the 1 percent level, two-sided test.
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(15 < 0 and 1S > 0) accounts for the smallest fraction of mergers. It wouldseem more likely that mergers between large companies would increase marketpower, and thatmergers between small oneswould yield scale economies and otherefficiency gains. This conjecture is confirmed in the GMYZ results. A significantlylarger fraction of mergers between small firms (34.7 percent) resulted in efficiencyincreases than for large firms (23.4 percent). The reverse was true for mergersincreasing market power. On the other hand, there was no systematic relationshipbetween the size of the merging firms and the likelihood that they would result ina decrease in efficiency. If we assume that increases in market power reduce socialwelfare, and that decreases in efficiency reduce social welfare, then a majority ofthe mergers in the GMYZ study reduced social welfare.
Mergers effects on productivity
The strongest evidence that mergers have increased efficiency is contained in stud-ies of changes in plant ownership that use plant level data collected by the USCensus Bureau. Lichtenberg and Siegel (1987, pp. 643–73), for example, foundthat between 1972 and 1981 productivity fell in plants before an ownership changeand rose afterward. Since many of these ownership changes would have beenspin-offs of plants obtained in previous mergers, Lichtenberg and Siegel’s find-ings in part corroborate other work suggesting that mergers in the 1960s loweredcompany profits and efficiency. Baldwin (1995, pp. 246–53) also found signifi-cant increases in productivity for Canadian plants acquired through spin-offs, andthrough horizontal mergers. McGuckin and Nguyen (1995) also observed plantproductivity increases following mergers in the United States. Thus, it wouldappear that some immediate gains in efficiency at the plant level may result frommergers.However, these results for changes in plant ownership and productivity are atodds with estimates of levels of plant productivity for diversified firms. Both Cavesand Barton (1990) and Lichtenberg (1992) found that plants held by diversifiedfirms had lower productivity levels than plants held by undiversified firms. Sincemergers are the most popular way to diversify, we are left with the puzzle of howmergers can increase productivity at the time that they occur, and yet lead to lowerproductivity in the long run.The studies examining mergers’ effects on productivity seem to contradict thoseexamining their effects on profitability and sales. One explanation for this inconsis-tency may be that the studies of productivity effects have used samples of mergersconcentrated in the 1970s and early 1980s. As we shall see when we examinemergers’ effects on share prices, their effects can differ substantially dependingupon when in the business/stock market cycle they occur.
Mergers’ effects on share prices – methodological issues
By far themost numerous works onmergers over the last quarter century have beenevent studies of their effects on share prices. Where other studies measure changes
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in performance for perhaps three or five years following a merger, event studiesclaim to measure the effects of mergers into the indefinite future, and superiorityover other studies in that they do not rely on accounting data. These advantagesstem from the use of the CAPM and its attendant assumption of capital marketefficiency. With an efficient capital market, the price of a share of firm i at time t ,
pit , is an unbiased estimate of the discounted present value of the dividends pershare of firm i, dit , from t to infinity, given common knowledge about firm i’sfuture profits and dividends, and a cost of capital k.

pit =

∞∑

t=0
dit

(1+ k)t
. (9.7)

An announcement that i will acquire another company or be acquired providesnew information that can change market expectations regarding future profits anddividends, and thus bring about a change in i’s share price. Such changes in shareprice reflect the market’s expectations of the effects of mergers, and under theefficient capital market assumption are assumed to be unbiased and thus accurateestimates of what the actual effects of mergers will eventually be.Even if we assume that the effects of mergers can be accurately measured bychanges in merging companies’ share prices, there are two additional problemsin making these measurements: How does one know when the share price changecaused by the merger occurs? How does one separate this price change from thosecaused by other events?If the stock market fully adjusted to the new information about a merger on theday that it is announced, it might be reasonable to ignore all other events on thatday and simply measure the effect of the merger by that day’s share price change.A few studies, relying upon a very strong form of the efficient capital marketassumption, have more or less done just that. But there is considerable evidence ofincreases in the volume of trading in target firms and in their share prices prior toofficial announcements of their acquisition, and important information about themerger –will the acquired firm’s managers resign, will the antitrust authorities filesuit, etc. – often reaches the market after the first announcement. To capture thefull effects of a merger, as measured by changes in share price, one must beginmeasuring these price changes before the merger is announced and continue to doso for some period afterward. This necessity raises the importance of the questionof how to separate out the effects of other events.Two procedures have been followed. (1) A control group is selected and theassumption is made that the acquiring(ed) firm’s share prices would have per-formed over the chosen period exactly as those of the control group did. (2) Theperformance of the acquiring(ed) firm is measured relative to that of the controlgroup over some period, as say before the merger. Its performance at the timeof the merger is then predicted to remain at the same level relative to the controlgroup as it was before the merger.Measuring the effect of the merger on the acquired firm’s share price turns out tobe relatively easy. The price of the acquired company’s shares tends to start to rise
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a month or two before the merger is announced, and the merger is consummatedon average in about six months following the announcement. If firm A wishes toacquire firm B it almost inevitably must pay a premium for B’s shares over theirpre-announcement price, because the owners of B’s shares hold out for a higherprice once they know that A is interested in acquiring them. These premia havegenerally averaged between 20 and 30 percent ofB’s pre-bid price, although duringthe wave of the late 1980s in the United States they averaged between 50 and 100percent. The announcement of a merger thus produces a large percentage increasein the wealth of acquired firm’s shareholders over a fairly short period of time.This increase merely reflects the fact that another firm seeks to acquire it. Whetherthis is because the managers of the acquiring firm anticipate that the merger willresult in an increase in market power or efficiency, or are motivated by one of theother goals discussed in Chapter 8 cannot be deduced from the rise in B’s shareprice caused by A’s bid.The pattern of returns for the acquiring companies is more complicated. Oneway to predict these returns employs the CAPM
Rit = γt + δtβit + µit (9.8)

where Rit is the return on firm i’s shares in period t, βit is the CAPM’s measureof systematic risk for i in t , and µit is the error term for the equation. Time seriesobservations onRit arefirst used to estimate aβit for eachfirm. These are then usedalong with the returns for each firm in a given period t , say a month, to estimate γtand δt for that month. These estimated parameters plus the βit for firm i are thenused to predict the return on firm i’s shares in t

R̂it = γ̂t + δ̂tβit (9.9)
The difference between this predicted return, R̂it and the actual return is the errorof the prediction

eit = Rit − R̂it (9.10)
The efficient capital market assumption implies that the expected value of eit inany period t is zero. The same should be true of the summation of eit s over anyspan of years. In the absence of new information about i’s prospects, cumulatedprediction errors should be a slow moving average centered on zero. Should newinformation on the firm reach the market in a particular period t∗, its returns shouldadjust immediately to this new information and then continue on again as a randomwalk. The cumulative residuals for the firm should either jump or fall, and thencontinue on again as a slow moving average.A second procedure for predicting an acquiring firm’s returns in period t utilizesthe market model

Rit − Rft = αi + βi(Rmt − Rft)+ µit (9.11)
whereRmt is the return on themarket portfolio andRft is the risk-free rate of return.Under this procedure equation (9.11) is estimated over some benchmark period
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and the estimated αs and βs are then used to predictRi in each t and the procedureproceeds as above. Yet, another procedure simply compares actual and predictedshare prices using various portfolios offirms as a control group. For each procedurethe effects of a merger are measured by examining the differences between actualand predicted values over a particular interval around the announcement date called“the window.” Windows in event studies have been as short as a few days aroundthe announcements to several years after them.We turn now to a review of the findings using these various approaches. Theliterature is divided into two parts. The following section examines studies appear-ing up through 1983. This date is chosen as a breaking point, because it marksthe publication of a special issue of The Journal of Financial Economics devotedto mergers and acquisitions (hereafter M&As), an issue which contained an influ-ential survey of the literature by Jensen and Ruback (1983). Their survey reflectsthe consensus at that time among finance specialists as to the causes and con-sequences of M&As. The post-1983 literature reveals much less consensus overmergers’ effects, and over the best methodology for studying them.
The first wave – 1972–83
Findings

The application of the event study methodology to M&As was pioneered byLev and Mandelker (1972), Halpern (1973), and Mandelker (1974). Mandelker’s(1974) findings illustrate a pattern that was to be repeated in numerous subsequentstudies. The shareholders of the target companies earned a significant 12 percentreturn as a result of the M&As, while the shareholders of the acquiring firmsexperienced virtually no change in wealth whatsoever. Mandelker (1974, p. 321)surmised “that for the stockholders of acquiring firms, ‘news’ of an acquisitionmay not be worthwhile news.”Two other patterns in Mandelker’s results would reappear in future studies.Acquiring firms’ shareholders earned an impressive 4.8 percent return above themarket portfolio over the 34 months leading up to the mergers, and lost a cumu-lative 1.5 percent over 40 months beginning in month 7 following the mergers.10Both of these figures are much larger than the change in wealth for the acquirers’shareholders in the announcement month.Several subsequent studies did not report cumulative returns before and after themergers, but among those that did, the same four patterns Mandelker observed canoften be found: (1) the acquired companies’ shareholders enjoy large percentageincreases in wealth from the time of mergers’ announcements until they disappear,(2) acquiring companies’ shareholders experience small and often statisticallyinsignificant changes in wealth around the announcements, (3) they experiencelarge and statistically significant increases in wealth over prolonged periods priorto the mergers, and (4) they experience losses in wealth over lengthy periodsfollowing the announcements, losses which are sometimes large and statisticallysignificant.
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The pattern for the acquiring companies is illustrated in Figure 9.1, constructedfrom data reported by Asquith (1983) and Dodd and Ruback (1977). Asquith’sresiduals are estimated using the CAPM and thus the null hypothesis is that theacquiring companies’ shares would have performed as the market portfolio didfor firms with comparable betas. Acquiring firms begin to earn positive abnormalreturns roughly two years prior to the merger announcements. These cumulate to14.3 percent of the acquirers’ market values by the announcement day. On thatday, day 0, the bidders earn an average return of 0.002. Points to the right of
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Figure 9.1 Cumulative residuals for successful bidding firms. Constructed from datareported by (a) Asquith, 1983; (b) Dodd and Ruback, 1977.
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day 0, represent observations following the consummation of the mergers. Thus,a gap of variable length averaging roughly six months occurs following day 0.Starting at the time that the mergers are completed, the abnormal returns of theacquirers become negative and fall a cumulative 7.0 percent. Thus, over aboutone year following the mergers, the acquirers’ shareholders lost roughly halfof the substantial gains that they experienced over the two years leading up tothem.The estimates of Dodd and Ruback are based on the market model. The impor-tance of this choice vis-à-vis the CAPM is discussed below. Their cumulativeabnormal returns look very similar to Asquith’s, except that the upward trendbegins almost four years before the announcements. The downward trend begins,as in Asquith’s data, around the time when the average merger is completed. Notethat in both studies the post-merger declines in returns continue until the data stop.Thus, the cumulative declines to the acquirers would quite likely have been greaterthan reported had longer post-event periods been chosen.Table 9.4 reports the findings of eight representative studies. The criteria forinclusion in the table were: (1) that returns were measured in either days ormonths so that a short window around the announcements could be identified,and (2) abnormal returns were reported for at least 12 months prior and after theannouncements. All eight studies report significant gains for the targets’ share-holders (mean = 16.3 percent). Six report positive abnormal returns to acquirerswhen the M&As are announced. But the gains are small with a mean over theeight studies of only 0.3 percent. In stark contrast all eight studies report positiveabnormal returns over the pre-event period, with the mean gain to acquirers being11.3 percent. Six of the eight report losses to the acquirers over post-merger inter-vals ranging from roughly one to six years. The mean cumulative loss to acquirersis −6.2 percent.What are we to make of these patterns of returns? The returns to the acquiredcompanies are the simplest to explain. To induce a majority of the shareholders ofa company to give up their shares, a premium over the pre-merger price usuallyneeds to be paid. The gains to the acquired companies’ shareholders reflect thesepremiums.Interpreting the patterns of returns to the acquiring firms is less straightfor-ward. The biggest gains for the acquirers come before the mergers are announced.Acquirers appear to begin to earn positive abnormal returns asmuch as 100monthsprior to the mergers. Positive movements in share prices so far in advance of merg-ers obviously cannot have been caused by them. The post-merger declines, on theother hand, seem to be consistent with what Reid (1971) and Melicher and Rush(1973, 1974) observed for the 1960s conglomerates. From the point of view ofthe acquiring companies’ shareholders, the merger announcements are worse thanjust being not worthwhile news, as Mandelker (1974) put it, in fact they should betreated as signals to sell.This is, however, not the conclusion of the first wave of M&As event stud-ies ending in 1983. As already noted, several either ignored the post-mergerperformance of acquirers entirely or tracked it for only short intervals.11 This
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Table 9.4 Returns to acquiring and acquired companies’ shareholders, first wave
Study Timeperiod(country)

Returns prior tomerger announcementacquiring firms
Returns inannouncement day(d), month (m),acquiring firm

Post-mergerreturns in days(d), months (m)after mergeracquiring firms

Acquiredfirms’returns
Sample Benchmarks

Mandelker, 1974 1941–63(USA) 0.048b(m = −34,−1) 0.003b (m = 0, 6) −0.015b(m = 7, 46) 0.120∗ 241 large mergers CAPMa
Ellert, 1976 1950–72(USA) 0.233∗(m = −100,−1)c −0.018d −0.016(m = 1, 48) 205 mergers challenged byJustice Dept. or FTCbetween 1950 and 1972

CAPM
Dodd and Ruback,1977 1958–78(USA) 0.117∗(m = −60,−1) 0.028(m = 0) −0.059b(m = 1, 60) 0.206∗ 136 tender offers Market modela(m = −72,−13)(m = +13,+72)(m = +13,+72)Kummer andHoffmeister, 1978 1956–74(USA) 0.170b(m = −40,−1) 0.052b(m = 0) 0.006b(m = 1, 20) 0.187∗ 88 cash tender offers CAPM
Langetieg, 1978 1929–69(USA) 0.136∗(m = −64,−1) −0.028(m = 0, 5) −0.262(m = 7, 78) 0.128∗ 149 mergers of all kinds Market portfolio andindustry indexFirth, 1980 1969–75(USA) 0.014b (m = 48,−1) −0.063∗(m = 0) 0.001b(m = 1, 36) 0.363 434 mergers of all kinds Market model(m = −48,−13)(m = +13,+36)Asquith, 1983 1962–72(USA) 0.143b(d = −480,−1) 0.002(m = 0) −0.072∗(d = 1, 240) 0.133∗ 196 mergers of all kinds CAPM
Malatesta, 1983 1969–74 0.043∗(m = −60,−1) 0.009(m = 0) −0.079∗(m = 1, 12) 0.168∗ 256 mergers of all kinds Market model(m = −62,−13)(m = 13, 60)
NotesReturns are measured as differences between merging companies’ returns and control group returns in all cases. In those studies in which the data were centered around the date of final consummation,the series were displaced backwards by six months to allow for the fact that announcements generally precede mergers by six months.
∗ Statistically significant at the 0.05 level or better.a CAPM implies the predicted performance given a firm’s β if it performed as the market portfolio performs. Market model predicts firm i’s returns using the α and β from Rit = αi +βi +µit , or somevariant thereof. If only one time interval was used to estimate all residuals, only one is given. When three are given, the residuals prior to announcement are estimated from market model estimatedover the first interval, the announcement residual from the second interval, and the post-announcement from the third.b Reported data do not allow calculation of statistical significance.c Month 0 in the Ellert study is the month in which a complaint is filed.d Announcement of a merger in Ellert study is measured as period from judicial complaint through settlement.
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choice reflected a strong belief in the efficiency of the capital market. The capi-tal market was assumed to make an unbiased evaluation of a merger’s effect onfuture profits at the time it was announced. Mergers’ full long-run effects could bemeasured by changes in share prices over short intervals around their announce-ments. As was true for several of the studies in Table 9.4, those that ignored thepost-merger performance of acquiring companies tended to find small and ofteninsignificant changes in acquirers’ share prices around the announcements. Theacquirers’ shareholders were judged not to have lost as a result of the mergers,the acquired shareholders were clear winners, and thus the studies that ignored thepost-merger performance of acquiring companies concluded thatM&As increasedtotal shareholder wealth.Somewhat surprisingly, this was also the conclusion reached by several studiesthat did report post-merger returns. Of the eight cited in Table 9.4, only Firthand Malatesta concluded that the acquiring companies’ shareholders had sufferedsignificant losses. In Firth’s case all losses occurred in the announcement month,in Malatesta’s they occurred over the year following the mergers. Interestingly,Firth and Malatesta were among the very few first wave studies to add up theabsolute wealth changes for both groups of shareholders. Both found that theaggregate losses to the acquiring companies’ shareholders exceeded the gainsin wealth of the targets. The remaining studies that reported post-merger lossesfor acquiring companies dismissed them as “surprising” or “puzzling,” or simplyignored them.Even if one ignores the post-merger losses for acquiring companies’ share-holders, their small and often insignificant gains at the merger announcementsseem inconsistent with the premise that their managers are maximizing share-holder wealth. Although the managers of a target of a tender offer or of someother unwelcomed overture may be reluctant participants in the marriage of twocompanies, the acquirers’ managers clearly are not. If the “synergistic” gains thatjustify a merger are some form of scale or scope economy, or an increase in mar-ket power, then a straightforward application of Nash’s (1950) bargaining theorywould imply that the gains from the merger would be shared equally by the twocompanies. When one takes into account the size disparity between acquirers andtargets, if anything one expects that a larger fraction of the gains from mergers goto the acquirers. How is it that the much smaller targets walk off with most or all,or perhaps even more than all of the gains from M&As?The answer given by most first-wave finance studies was that M&As’ gainscome from replacing the targets’ managers, as hypothesized in Manne’s (1965)much-cited article about “the market for corporate control.”12 Once a com-pany with poor management has been identified, bidding for it begins andcontinues until the premium paid reflects all potential gains from replacing itsmanagers. Thus, all of the wealth gains go to the target’s shareholders. Addi-tional support for this interpretation was provided by those studies that foundsignificant below normal returns for the targets in the months prior to theiracquisition.13
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After an exhaustive survey of the first generation finance literature on M&As,Jensen and Ruback (1983, p. 47) concluded that
. . . the evidence seems to indicate that corporate takeovers generate positivegains, that target firm shareholders benefit, and that bidding firm shareholdersdo not lose. Moreover, the gains by corporate takeovers do not appear to comefrom the creation of market power. Finally, it is difficult to find managerialactions related to corporate control that harm shareholders . . .

This statement succinctly summarizes the consensus among nearly all contrib-utors to the early literature as to the impact of M&As on shareholder wealth.14
Commentary

The efficient capital market theory claims that at each point in time the marketis capable of making an unbiased prediction of future share prices of firms. Yet,at stock market peaks, these predictions greatly overestimate future share prices.To understand why the stock market’s implicit forecasts of corporate performancecan be wide off the mark, one must relax or abandon the strong forms of rationalbehavior assumptions that underlie the efficient capital market hypothesis. In peri-ods like the late 1920s, 1960s, and 1990s investors seem to be seized by “irrationalexuberance,” to use Alan Greenspan’s apt term, and stock prices reflect an overlyoptimistic view of future growth in corporate earnings.15 Each share price increasereinforces the optimism that led to it, and in turn stimulates even more optimismand share purchases (Shiller, 2000, ch. 3).The optimism feeding stock market booms is often underpinned by various“theories” advanced by market analysts as to why a given company’s or sector’sstocks are good values. The shares of these companies come into vogue and theirprices are driven up even faster than the average share as, for example, occurredat the end of the 1990s with the dramatic run-ups in share prices of the high tech,new economy, and dot-com companies.The evidence that investors are overly optimistic about future earnings at stockmarket peaks is highly relevant for the use of event studies to determine the effectsof mergers, since history shows that M&As come in waves, and that the crests ofthese waves coincide with stock market peaks.16 Thus, a disproportionate fractionof any sample that includes a stock market peak consists of mergers that occurredwhen the market was seized by overoptimism. The possibility must be entertainedthat M&A announcements during stock market booms are also greeted by overop-timism, and thus that estimates of the effects of these mergers based upon shareprice movements at the announcements are biased upward.This possibility is enhanced by the fact that “theories” about why certain sortsof mergers produce large gains also abound during stock market booms. Dur-ing the late 1960s, theories as to why conglomerate mergers would increaseshareholder wealth appeared in great number, and the word “synergy” first came
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into popular use to describe efficiency gains that did not fall under any of theconventional headings. The market’s optimism about the conglomerates wasreflected in their high price/earnings ratios (P/Es). Indeed, the conglomerates’high P/E s became the basis for yet another hypothesis about how they createdwealth – they did it by “P/E magic” (Mead, 1969). The market would re-evaluatethe earnings of a company with a P/E of 10 at 30 immediately upon its acquisitionby a conglomerate with a P/E of 30. The investors’ psychology that would supportP/E magic is very similar to that which supports all forms of Ponzi schemes anddrives stock market booms (Shiller, 2000, ch. 3).The arithmetic of P/E magic could justify premiums of 200 and 300 percent,and thus made all companies with low P/Es look like bargains so long as the magicheld. Even the premiums actually paid represented a great deal of optimism asto the effect of the mergers, however.17 The sample periods of five of the studiesin Table 9.4 include the 1960s stock market boom. All report positive abnormalreturns of more than 10 percent for acquiring firms prior to the acquisitions.18Whether the share prices of these companies were driven up by announcementsof unexpected increases in earnings and other sorts of good news, or by irra-tional exuberance cannot be determined. If the acquiring companies’ pre-mergershare performance reflected real improvements in performance relative to otherfirms, then the post-merger performance of their shares implies that the acquirerssuddenly shifted from outperforming other companies to underperforming themat the time of their acquisitions. If the acquiring companies’ pre-merger shareperformance reflected merely overoptimism by the stock market, then the post-merger performance of their shares can easily be explained as the elimination ofthe market’s overoptimism that drove up the prices of the acquirers prior to theacquisitions. In either case one obtains a false impression of the effects of themergers by only examining the market’s reaction at their announcements.
The second wave – post-1983
Up until the mid-1980s, the finance literature on M&As exhibited a remarkableconsensus about both the methodology to be used to determine their causes andconsequences, and what these causes and consequences were. In the mid-1980s,however, disagreements emerged about the motives of the managers who under-take M&As, about their effects, and about the proper methodology for measuringthese effects. This latter debate has revolved around the questions of the properbenchmark for and length of “window” for measuring returns.
The proper benchmark

The market model can give quite different results depending upon the benchmarkperiod used to estimate its parameters. When, for example, estimates using theCAPM imply significant positive abnormal returns for acquirers before mergerannouncements, then estimates of α from (9.1) over a pre-announcement periodwill be positive and large. Differences between actual and predicted returns will,
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accordingly, be lower than if a period of normal returns is used as a benchmark.The reverse will be true, if a period of low normal returns – like that followingmerger announcements – is used as a benchmark.The natural choice for a benchmark period is some interval before the mergerannouncements, since one wishes to measure the changes in performance as aresult of themergers. However, several studies, including that of Dodd and Ruback(1977) from which Figure 9.1b was constructed, estimated post-merger abnormalreturns using a post-merger period to estimate equation (9.11). This choice resultedin much lower estimates of post-merger losses to acquirers than using a pre-mergerbenchmark. For example, using a benchmark period from 36 to 3 months beforethe announcement month, Magenheim and Mueller (1988) calculated cumulativelosses to acquirers of a significant 11.3 percent over the first 12 months afterthe announcements. Using a post-announcement benchmark the losses were aninsignificant 3.2 percent.19 Thus, studies that estimate the effects of mergers usingthe market model with post-merger returns estimated against a post-merger bench-mark, have underestimated the change in performance that occured at the time ofthe announcements.Franks and Harris, however, suggest that the use of the market model estimatedover a pre-event period is inappropriate. With αs and βs estimated from beforethe announcements, they estimate a cumulative return to acquirers over the twoyears following the announcements of−12.6 percent (see Table 9.5). They dismissthese negative returns, however, stating several possible alternative explanationsfor them including that “bidders timemergers to take advantage of recent abnormalreturns in their own stock prices . . . positive [pre-merger] αs, if unsustainable,would introduce a negative drift in abnormal returns, which could be interpretedas ‘too’ high a control return rather than poor performance by bidders” (Franksand Harris, 1989, p. 246, footnote omitted). They do not discuss, however, why theacquirers in their sample outperformed themarket portfolio by almost 1 percent permonth for a period of five years before the mergers, and why this extraordinarilygood performance happened to come to an end at the time when the companiesannounced their acquisitions.More fundamentally, however, their argument raises doubts about whether onecan conclude anything about the effects of mergers on the operating performanceof the merging firms from data on shareholder returns. If we should not interpretdeclines in acquirers’ abnormal returns following mergers as being caused by themergers, should we not also question whether the gains to the targets’ shareholdersreflect real synergies caused by the mergers? As noted above, several studiesreported that targets earned significant negative abnormal returns prior to beingtaken over. The usual explanation for this is that they were badly managed and thatthe takeovers occurred to replace their managers. But perhaps their shares weremerely undervalued prior to the takeovers, just as the acquirers’ shares might havebeen overvalued. The premiums paid may then not have reflected the creation ofwealth through the replacement of bad managers or other synergies, but merelyreflected the return of the targets’ market values to their unbiased levels just as,following Franks and Harris, the decline in returns to the acquirers was merely
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Table 9.5 Returns to acquiring and acquired companies’ shareholders with long post-merger windows
Study Time period(country) Returns priorto mergerannouncementacquiring firms

Returns inannouncementday (d),month (m),acquiring firm

Post-mergerreturnsin days (d),months (m),after merger,acquiring firms

Acquiredfirm’sreturns
Sample Benchmarks

Magenheim andMueller, 1988 1976–81 0.127∗ 51 mergers Market model(USA) 0.280∗ 26 tender offers (m = −60,−25)(m = −24,−4)
−0.004 −0.277∗ 51 mergers (m = −60,−4)0.014 0.089 26 tender offers
−0.007 −0.491∗ 51 mergers (m = −36,−4)0.007 −0.273∗ 26 tender offers(m = 0) (m = −3, 36)Franks and Harris,1989 1960–85 0.010∗ −0.126∗ 0.233∗ 1,048 M&As Market model(UK) (m = 0) (m = 0) (m = −71,−12)0.045∗ CAPM(m = 1, 24)Franks et al., 1991 1975–84 −0.010 −0.040a 0.280∗ 399 M&As Portfolio which control forsize, dividends and pastreturns(USA) (m = 0) (m = 1, 36) (m = 0)

Agrawal et al., 1992 1955–87 −0.103∗ 765 M&As CAPM with adjustments forfirm size1955–59 −0.232∗ 51 M&As1960–69 −0.151∗ 299 M&As1970–79 0.041 247 M&As1980–87 −0.194∗ 168 M&As1975–84 −0.028 290 M&As(USA) (m = 1, 60)Loderer and Martin,1992 1966–86 0.075b 1,298 M&As Market model withadjustments for firm size(t = 1, 1,250)1966–69 −0.612∗b 261 M&As1970–79 0.300b 598 M&As1980–86 0.175b 439 M&As(USA) (d = 1, 1250)Leeth and Borg, 1994 1905–30 0.330∗ −0.001 −0.238∗ 191 M&As in mining andmanufacturing CAPM(USA) (m = −60,−4) (m = 0) (m = 1, 36)
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Gregory, 1997 1984–92 −0.005 −0.125∗ 408 M&As CAPM with adjustmentsfor firm size(UK) (m = 0) (m = 0, 24)Loughran and Vijh,1997 1970–89 −0.065 947 M&As Firms matched by sizeand BV/MVc(USA) −0.242∗ 405 stock financed0.185 314 cash financed
−0.096 228 stock/cash financed(m = 1, 60)Higson and Elliott,1998 1975–90 0.002 0.315∗ 830 M&As Firms matched by size(UK) (m = 0) (m = 0)0.008 722 M&As(m = 1, 36)1975–80 −0.100∗ 305 M&As1981–84 0.263∗ 156 M&As1985–90 −0.062∗ 315 M&As(m = 1, 24)Rau and Vermaelen,1998 1980–91 −0.040∗ 2,823 mergers Returns of firms ofsimilar size and BV/MV(USA) 0.089∗ 316 tender offers
−0.173∗ 932 mergers, firms withlow BV/MV
−0.042 105 tender offers with lowBV/MV0.076∗ 931 mergers, firms withhigh BV/MV0.155∗ 104 tender offers, firmswith high BV/MV(m = 1, 36)Andrade et al., 2001 1973–98 −0.038 0.238 3,688 mergers (CAPM?)(t = −20, c)d (t = −20, c)d1961–93 −0.050∗ 2,068 mergers(USA) (m = 0, 36)Conn et al., 2001 1984–2000 0.012∗ −0.057∗ 3,260 takeovers Returns of firms in(UK) (m = 0) (m = 0, 36) same industry matchedby size+ BV/MV

Notes
∗ Indicates significant at 0.05 level or better.a Franks et al. report only the α of the market model estimated over months +1 to +36. To make their results comparable to the others in the table, I have multiplied their estimate of α by 36.b Loderer and Martin report only the α of the market model estimated over days +1 to +1,250. To make their results comparable to the others in the table, I have multiplied their estimate of αby 1,250. Only the negative estimate was statistically significant.c BV/MV = (Book value)/(Market value).d c = completion of merger.
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a return to normalcy. Should we not treat the two possibilities symmetrically? Thismethodological issue is taken up again below.
The returns to acquirers over long post-merger windows

Most of the post-1983 studies, which have estimated abnormal returns to acquirersover long post-merger windows, have used either the CAPM or portfolios of com-panies of similar size, dividend payout ratios, book to market ratios, etc. Twelvesuch studies are briefly summarized in Table 9.5. All but one cover M&As sincethe Second World War. Leeth and Borg (1994) examine mergers from 1905 to1930 and show that large positive pre-merger abnormal returns and large negativepost-merger returns are not a new phenomenon.Of particular interest is the article by Agrawal, Jaffe, and Mandelker (1992)(AJM). They estimate returns over five year post-announcement periods. Over the1955–87 period, the cumulative abnormal returns to acquirers are a significant
−10 percent. Significant negative post-merger returns were also estimated for the1950s, 1960s, and 1980s. Insignificantly positive abnormal returnswere estimated,however, for the 1970s. This pattern is consistent with the hypothesis that mergerwaves are fueled in part by stock market speculation and that acquiring compa-nies undertake wealth-destroying M&As out of empire-building motives whentheir share prices and/or cash flows are high, or simply out of hubris fed by theircompanies’ high share prices. The depressed share prices of the 1970s may havebrought about a more sober approach to M&As.Of interest, also, are AJM’s results for the period 1975–84. This time period isidentical to that used by Franks, Harris, and Titman (1991) (FHT). FHT claimedthat the significant negative returns reported in earlier studies were the resultof inappropriate benchmark portfolios. Their preferred benchmark yielded aninsignificant monthly abnormal return of −0.11 percent. Half of FHT’s sampleperiod falls in the 1970s, however, where AJM observed slightly positive post-merger residuals. AJM also obtained small and insignificant negative post-mergerabnormal returns for the time period used by FHT, but this finding was not rep-resentative of M&As over the entire 1955–87 period, nor of three of the foursub-periods in the AJM data.It is also worth noting that FHT’s monthly abnormal return of −0.11 implies acumulative loss to the acquirers after 36 months amounting to 4 percent of theirmarket values. Such a loss would offset the 28 percent gains to the targets, if theacquirers were seven times larger than the targets, which is about the case in moststudies.20 Thus, even using FHT’s preferred benchmark leads one to conclude thatthe net wealth gains from the M&As in their sample were insignificantly differentfrom zero.Estimates of returns byLoderer andMartin (1992) andHigson andElliott (1998)are also sensitive to the time period in which the M&As occurred. Loderer andMartin obtained only one significant estimate of a post-announcement abnormalreturn – a negative return for M&As between 1966 and 1969.21 This finding is, ofcourse, consistent with the hypothesis that booming stock markets are associated
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with disproportionate numbers of ill-conceived M&As. Unlike AJM, Loderer andMartin did not estimate negative post-announcement returns for M&As during the1980s, however.The patterns of post-merger returns reported by Gregory (1997) and Higsonand Elliott (1988) are quite interesting. Higson and Elliott find that mergers inthe United Kingdom between 1975 and 1980, and again between 1985 and 1990were followed by significant wealth losses to acquirers. Mergers between 1981 and1984, on the other hand, were followed by significant positive abnormal returns.Gregory’s data extend those of Higson and Elliott’s end. He estimates a significant
−12.5 percent abnormal return for acquirers for M&As between 1984 and 1992.Putting these two UK studies together, we see that M&As have been followed bynegative abnormal returns to acquirers for every time period between 1975 and1992, except for 1981–84, when stock prices in the UK were flat.22Finally, mention must be made of the study of Rau and Vermaelen (1998)(RV).They estimate significant post-announcement returns of −4 percent for a sam-ple of 2,823 acquirers, and significant positive returns for 316 tender offers (timeperiod 1980–91). They also provide considerable support for the hypothesis thathigh share prices fueled by overoptimism are associated with wealth destroy-ing mergers. Acquirers with high market values relative to their capital stocksearned a −17.3 percent abnormal return over the three years following mergerannouncements. In contrast companies with relatively low market values hadpositive post-announcement returns. RV conclude “that these findings are con-sistent with the hypothesis that the market overextrapolates the past performanceof the bidder management when it assesses the benefits of an acquisition decision.As a result, the market, as well as the management, the board of directors andlarge shareholders overestimate the ability of the glamour bidder to manage othercompanies” (Rau and Vermaelen, 1998, p. 251).23
Commentary

Anyone understanding the logic of event studies, but unfamiliar with their applica-tion toM&As, would undoubtedly, upon seeing Figure 9.1, conclude that the mostimportant events affecting the acquiring companies in these two studies were thosethat led to the continual upwardmovements in the acquirers’ abnormal returns overthe 2–4 years prior to the acquisition announcements, and the steady and sizeabledeclines that began afterward. This personwould certainly be surprised to learn thatthe preponderance ofM&A event studies have ignored both the pre-announcementrun-ups in returns to acquirers and the post-merger declines, concentrating insteadupon the tiny changes occurring around the announcements.A few studies have tried to explain the post-merger losses to acquirers as theresult of poor benchmark choices. Fama and French (1993), for example, criticizedthe use of the CAPM and market model to estimate gains to acquirers, becausethese models fail to account for the systematic effects of firm size and book-to-market ratios on company returns. They speculated that the acquirers’ negativepost-merger returns would disappear, once these characteristics were accounted
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for.24 But the studies by AJM and others reviewed above indicate that the poorpost-acquisition performance of the acquirers’ shares does not disappear, evenwhen these and other suggested changes in benchmarks are made. Substantialfractions of the M&As of the last half century have been followed by steadydeclines in the returns to the acquiring companies’ shareholders over long timeintervals.There are two possible interpretations of these patterns. One is to assumethat the positive abnormal returns preceding the merger announcements indicatethat unexpected positive information about the current and future performance ofprospective acquirers continually reached the market over periods of two, three,or more years prior to the announcements. Conversely, the steady stream of neg-ative abnormal returns commencing afterward indicates that unexpected negativeinformation about the current and future performance of the acquiring compa-nies continually reached the market over several years after the announcements.To assume that this dramatic change in the nature of the unexpected informationabout the acquirers’ performance occurred around the time of the mergers and yetwas totally independent of them seems hardly plausible.The second possible interpretation of the pre- and post-announcement returnsof acquirers allows the market’s evaluation of shares to be subject to fads andoveroptimism. The market begins mistakenly to bid up the share prices of somegroup of firms. These firms undertake mergers while their shares are overpriced.The post-merger declines in returns to acquirers are not caused by the mergers,but merely reflect the market’s return to a more objective evaluation of thesecompanies’ prospects.There is much in the evidence to support this latter interpretation. RV’s find-ings that the acquisitions of low book-to-market “glamour” firms had significantlylower post-merger returns than did high book-to-market firms is consistent with it.They also report that glamour acquirers more frequently issued stock to financetheir mergers, suggesting perhaps that the managers thought that their stock was“overvalued.” In further support of this interpretation are the findings of severalstudies that post-merger cumulative returns are much lower for M&As financedthrough exchanges of shares than for those financed out of cash.25Further support for this interpretation is provided by analyses of the market’sevaluation of diversification and conglomerate mergers during the 1960s. Servaes(1996) found that the market values of diversified companies were already signif-icantly discounted in the late 1960s and early 1970s. Matsusaka (1993) reports,however, that announcements of conglomerate acquisitions at that time were cou-pled with positive and significant abnormal returns. Why would the market biddown the shares of companies, which had already diversified, and simultaneouslybid up the shares of companies announcing moves in that direction? An obviousanswer is that conglomerate mergers were in vogue at the time. The conglomer-ates’ managers were thought to be capable of adding value to any company theyacquired. The price–earnings ratios of the conglomerates were bid up accordinglyand eachnewly announced acquisitionwasgreetedwith stillmore enthusiasm. That
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this enthusiasm was unfounded is revealed in the significant negative post-mergerreturns for the mergers of the 1960s reported in most of the studies in Tables 9.4and 9.5.The possibility that the acquirers’ shares are overvalued calls into question theinterpretations of studies like those of Lang et al. (1989) and Doukas (1995). Bothfound, using very short event windows, that firms with high Tobin’s qs earnedhigher returns upon announcingM&As than low q acquirers. Both interpreted high
qs as indicators of managerial talent and argued that acquisitions by companieswith talented managers were more successful. Their index of managerial talent,a high q, is, however, very similar to RV’s (1998) index of glamour – a low book-to-market ratio. RV’s findings of poor post-merger performance of glamour firms’shares suggests that declaring the acquisitions of high q firms a success based onshort event windows at their announcements is premature.More fundamentally, the possibility that the pre-announcement positive abnor-mal returns reflect overoptimism and an overvaluation of acquirers’ shares callsinto question the common practice in event studies of measuring the effects ofM&As using short windows. If the market can overvalue a group of companies’shares for a period of three to four years, it is possible that it continues to over-value them for a few days or even a month or two around the announcements ofacquisitions. Indeed, if the reason for the overvaluation of acquirers prior to theM&As’ announcements is due to a mistaken acceptance of a “theory” about thesynergistic effects of mergers – as seems to have been true of the conglomerates –then the market’s reaction to M&A announcements is certain to have an upwardbias. Thus, explaining post-merger declines in acquirers’ share prices by assum-ing their overvaluation prior to the announcements casts a shadow of doubt overboth the efficient capital market hypothesis and the event study literature that restsupon it.26Before closing this discussion of long-run event windows I would like thereader to engage in the followingGedankenexperiment. Imagine that the pattern ofreturns observed in studies like that of Dodd andRuback (1977), Langetieg (1978),Asquith (1983), and many others did not resemble those presented in Figure 9.1,but rather the reverse. Instead of an inverse-U peaking around the time of the merg-ers, a normal-U with a trough near the time of the mergers was observed. Wouldthe most plausible interpretation of such a pattern not be that the acquirers werecontinually releasing unexpected information of bad operating performance to themarket over several years prior to the mergers? Would it not also be natural tointerpret the post-merger increases in returns to continually released unexpectedinformation of improving operating performance after the mergers? Would it notbe reasonable to conclude that the mergers had caused the turnaround in operatingperformance implied by the pattern of pre- and post-merger returns? Would theliterature that evaluates the effects of mergers by looking at changes in returns oncommon shares not have taken into account the changes to the acquirers over amuch longer time span than have most of the contributions so far, if the long-runpattern of returns to acquirers had taken the form of a U instead of an inverted U?
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Table 9.6 Returns to acquiring and acquired companies’ shareholders with short event windows
Study Time period(country) Returns inannouncement day(d), month (m),acquiring firm

Acquired firm’sreturns Sample Benchmarks

Dennis andMcConnell, 1986 1962–80(USA) 0.032∗c(d = −6,+6) 0.137∗c(d = −6,+6) 90 acquirers76 targets CAPM
Bradley et al., 1988 1963–84(USA) 0.001

(d = −5,+5)a 0.312∗ 236 tender offers Market model(d = −300,−60)Lang et al., 1989 1968–86(USA) 87 tender offers Market model(d = −300,−60)
−0.049 0.320∗ Low q bidder/high q target0.002b 0.418∗b Low q bidder/low q target0.102∗b 0.390∗b High q bidder/low q target
−0.023b
(d = −5,+5)a 0.466∗b High q bidder/high q target

Bhagat et al., 1990 1984–86(USA) −0.009(d = −3,+3) 32 hostile takeovers Market model(d = −260,−0)Kang, 1993 1975–88(Japan, USA) 0.007 0.124∗ 119 Japanese bidders+102 US targets Market model(d = −220,−20)0.000(d = −20,+20) 0.137∗(d = −20,+20) 119 US bidders +102 US targetsHouston andRyngaert, 1994 1985–91(USA) −0.023∗
(d = −4, 0)d 0.144∗

(d = −4, 0)d 131 large bank mergers Market model(d = −230,−31)Smith and Kim,1994 1980–86(USA) −0.016 0.328∗ 56 high cash flow bidders Market model(d = −100,−61)0.017∗(d = −5,+5) 0.286∗(d = −5,+5) 57 low cash flow bidders
Hubbard and Palia,1995 1985–91(USA) −0.004∗(d = −4,+4) 354 mergers CAPM
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Doukas, 1995 1975–89(US acquirers) Foreign acquisitions byUS firms Market model(d = −220,−21)0.004∗ 270 with q > 1
−0.002(d = −1, 0) 193 with q < 1

Maquieira et al.,1998 1963–96(USA) −0.048 0.416∗ 47 conglomerate mergers55 nonconglomerate mergers Market index forcommon stock0.061∗
(m = −2,+2)e 0.381∗

(m = −2,+2)e All mergers stock-for-stocktransactionsEckbo andThorburn, 2000 1964–82(USA,Canada) 0.013∗ 1261 Canadian bidders Market model
−0.002 390 US bidders (m = −60,−13)(m = 0) 0.036∗ 332 Canadian targets(m = 0)Becher, 2000 1980–97 −0.011∗ 0.171∗ 558 bank mergers Market index(d = −5,+5) (d = −5,+5)Bhagat et al., 1999 1962–97(USA) 0.006∗(d = −5,+5) 0.293∗(d = −5,+5) 510 takeovers Market model(d = −5,+5)

Notes
∗ Indicates significant at 0.05 level or better.a Window is from five days before first bid until five days after successful bid, so that window is longer than 11 days whenever more than one bid occurs.b Estimates from a regression with low q bidder/low q target’s returns as intercept and other returns estimated with dummy variables. Bidder’s return forhigh q bidders/low q targets is the only one significantly different from the intercept, one cannot tell from the data, whether it is significantly differentfrom zero. High qs are qs > 1 over three years before the takeover.c Returns are to common shareholders.d Day-4 is four days before authors identify information about bidder (target) reaching market. Window is closed on day agreement announced. Windowis five days when leakage and agreement dates are the same, larger otherwise.e Window ends two months after effective data of merger.
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The effects of M&As with short windows

Although the post-1983 literature does contain several studies that estimate returnsto acquirers over long-post event windows, much of the recent literature continuesto estimate the effects of M&As over very short windows around the announce-ments. Table 9.6 summarizes the findings of 14 such studies. Five estimated zeroor negative returns to at least some groups of acquirers, and concluded that agencyproblems and/or managerial hubris accounted for these mergers (Morck et al.,1990; Houston and Ryngaert, 1994; Smith and Kim, 1994; Hubbard and Palia,1995; Doukas, 1995). The other nine studies claimed support for some form ofsynergy hypothesis – even when the acquirers’ shareholders obtained zero gainsor losses – so long as the combined wealth changes around the announcementswere positive. These nine studies can be seen as reconfirming the consensus viewof M&As reached in the first wave of the literature.
Additional findings

Several additional findings in the finance literature on mergers are relevant to theissues discussed in this chapter. Three of these are briefly discussed in the followingsection.
Managerial discretion and the gains to acquirers
In support of an agency theory of mergers, Hubbard and Palia reported that theacquirers’ shareholders’ gains were positively related to the managers’ stakes intheir companies. Managers with small stakes “tend to ‘overpay’when they acquirea target firm,” causing their shareholders to lose money (Hubbard and Palia, 1995,p. 783). Denis et al. (1997) find that managerial share holdings are negativelyrelated to corporate diversification which, as we will see in the next section, isnegatively related to company performance.27As discussed in the previous chapter every study, which has regressed the gainsto the acquiring companies’ shareholders onto the gains to the targets, has founda negative relationship. The more acquirers pay, the more they lose. This findingis inconsistent with both synergy hypotheses about mergers and the market-for-corporate-control hypothesis, but is exactly what both the MDH and HH predict.
The discount for diversification
The early finance literature that tried to account for the wave of conglomer-ate mergers hypothesized the existence of synergistic gains from diversification,2 + 2 = 5.28 Following the end of the stock market boom of the 1960s, themarket’s evaluation of the synergies from diversification seemed to reverse – twoplus two became equal to three. Several studies have reported losses to acquir-ers’ shareholders at the time diversification mergers are announced (Sichermanand Pettway, 1987; Morck et al., 1990; Kaplan and Weisbach, 1992). Indexesof diversification have also been found to be negatively related to returns on
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shares (Comment and Jarrell, 1995), Tobin’sq (Wernerfelt andMontgomery, 1988;Lang and Stulz, 1994; Servaes, 1996) and the market value of a given company(Berger and Ofek, 1995). Moreover, the discount for diversification is quite large.Berger and Ofek (1995), for example, estimate market values of diversified com-panies over the 1986–91 period some 13–15 percent below the values that of theirassembled assets could realize as stand alone companies. These studies imply thatthe creation of diversified companies – almost always through M&As – destroyswealth.29
The gains from undiversifying
The process of diversification destroys wealth, reversing this process seems tocreate it. Spin-offs of previously acquired assets are greeted positively by themarket, and the stockmarket gain is larger, the more negative the market’s reactionwas to the assets’ acquisition (Allen et al., 1995). Assets remaining in a companyafter a spin-off or sale of unrelated assets perform better (John and Ofek, 1995).Diversified companies with low market to book value ratios are more likely to betaken over through a leveraged buyout, and experience the biggest sell-off of theirassets after the takeover (Berger and Ofek, 1995). Diversifying acquisitions arefour times more likely to be spun-off later (Ravenscraft and Scherer, 1987, ch. 6;Kaplan and Weisbach, 1992). Desai and Jain (1999) found that spin-offs between1975 and 1991 that increased focus were greeted with larger increases in shareprices than non-focus-increasing spin-offs, and were followed by improvementsin the operating performance of the more focused company. John and Ofek (1995)confirmed the latter result for 321 divestures in the late 1980s, and finally spin-offs during the 1990s were also followed by share price increases (Mulherin andBoone, 2000).
The motives of managers once again
In an early effort to explain how conglomerate mergers create synergy, Lintner(1971) proposed as the test for synergy, whether the market value of the combinedcompany after the merger, VC , was greater than the sum of the market values of thetwo merging companies VA and VB . Although most of the finance literature hasmeasured the effects of mergers by examining the percentage changes in returns tothe two merging firms separately, a recent paper by Bhagat, Hirshleifer, and Noah(1999) (BHN) has to some extent brought the literature on M&As full circle, forthey judge the success of takeovers by seeing whether VC > VA + VB . They findthat it is on average for a sample of 510 takeovers spanning the years 1962 through1997 and conclude that M&As increase corporate wealth.BHN do not report estimates for long post-merger windows, however. Thus,using their methodology, mergers between July, 1962 and June, 1968 increasedthe acquirers’ market values by a significant 3.44 percent (Table 2.2, Panel B).BHN, like numerous other studies, find that the market judges the mergers ofthe 1960s a success – at the time they were announced.30 Yet, every study that
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has isolated the post-merger returns to acquirers from the mergers of the 1960shas found them to be negative and significant (see Tables 9.4 and 9.5).31 Whichfindings are we to believe?Even if we ignore the post-merger losses to acquirers, there is something awk-ward about the persistent findings of negligible returns to acquirers from the pointof view of the theory of the firm. If the managers of the acquirers are trying tomaximize their shareholders’ wealth, why do they continually undertake highlyrisky investments like M&As, which have near zero expected returns? If they arenot trying to maximize shareholder wealth, is it legitimate to assume that they doso anyway?The behavior of the acquirers’ managers becomes even more puzzling, whenit is contrasted with how they behave when they negotiate their compensationcontracts. A standard result from the principal/agent literature is that the optimalcompensation contract for managers trades off the advantages of aligning the inter-ests ofmanagers and shareholders by tyingmanagerial compensation to changes inshareholder wealth against the utility losses suffered by risk-averse managers fromsuch ties. The more risk averse the manager is, the more his compensation con-tract resembles a fixed wage. The empirical literature onmanagerial compensationwould seem to imply that managers are highly risk averse, since their compensa-tion is very weakly tied to the wealth of their shareholders.32 Why are managersso highly risk averse when it comes to negotiating their compensation contracts,and then behave like river boat gamblers when they become bidders in the marketfor corporate control? An obvious answer is that in one case it is their own incomethat is at issue, in the other it is someone else’s.33 Hubbard and Palia (1995) but-tressed this interpretation by finding a significant relationship between the fractionof shares owned by an acquirers’managers and the returns to its shareholders froman acquisition. This finding in turn is consistent with both the MDH and HH.
Conclusions
Even if every manager’s primary goal were to expand her company, or if everymanager suffered from hubris, some mergers would increase efficiency or marketpower. A growth-maximizing manager should never pass up an opportunity toincrease profits, since any increase in profits provides more resources to pursuefurther growth. Thus, all mergers that would occur if managers maximized share-holderwealth should also take place even if theymaximize growth or are vulnerableto hubris. The agency/hubris hypotheses lead one to expect additional mergers,however, mergers that may not increase shareholder wealth or even destroy it. Theparamount questions for the theory of the firm are to determine howmany mergersare wealth enhancing, how many merely redistribute corporate wealth betweenbidder and target shareholders, and how many destroy it? For those interested inthe effects of mergers on social welfare, it is also necessary to determine whetherany increases in wealth stemming frommergers are a result of efficiency or marketpower increases.
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The studies of post-merger share performance clearly suggest that mergers atsome points of time are not followed by long declines in returns to acquirers.Moreover, these seemingly successfulmergers tend to occurwhen the stockmarketis not at a peak. This finding from the event study literature may help to explainwhy studies of the effects of ownership changes on plant productivity in the 1970sfound such positive effects relative to studies of mergers effects on profitabilityand sales. The latter studies have often included many mergers from stock marketboom periods, since this is when most mergers occur.In addition to the timing of the mergers, their nature and means of payment havealso been found to be important. Several studies found the returns to acquirers intender offers and hostile takeovers to be larger than for friendly mergers. M&Asfinanced by cash have higher returns than those financed by issuing shares, andso on. Of course, if the strong form of the efficient capital market does not hold,any differences in returns to acquirers observed at the acquisitions’ announcementsmight just reflect differences in overoptimism among traders. Conglomerates werethe fad of the 1960s, hostile takeovers the fad of the 1980s (Matsusaka, 1993,p. 377). When, however, positive abnormal returns at the announcements aresustained over long post-merger windows, as has been the case for tender offersin some studies,34 one’s confidence in a finding is enhanced.Results like these both demonstrate that some acquisitions create wealth andsuggest why they do so. The necessity of having to resort to a tender offer sug-gests that the targets’ managers were not ready partners to the deal. This in turncalls to mind the market-for-corporate-control hypothesis and indicates why ten-der offers may create wealth. The fact that the targets of the tender offers wereoften diversified firms that had diversified through mergers, also lends support tothe agency theory of mergers, however, and calls into question the event studiesthat concluded that these mergers were successes based on the market’s short-runreaction to their announcements. More generally, it emphasizes the importanceof determining the fractions of mergers, which enhance wealth and the fractionthat destroy it. The Bhagat et al. (1990) sample of all hostile takeovers from 1984through 1986, where the price paid for the target was at least $50 million, con-tained only 62 acquisitions. Rau and Vermaelen (1998) put together an exhaustivesample of mergers and tender offers between 1980 and 1991 and came up with2,823 mergers and 316 tender offers, and during the 1990s hostile tender offershave essentially disappeared (Andrade et al., 2001, pp. 105–6). Even if one feelsconfident that tender offers generate wealth by replacing bad managers, one isleft with a lot of other mergers to account for both with respect to their effects onwealth and their underlying motivation. Our review of the finance literature in thelatter part of this chapter suggests that its methodology is inadequate for answer-ing the basic questions about mergers posed at the beginning of this chapter. Thisconclusion in turn leads us back to an examination of their effects on profitability,sales, and productivity. Here too, the literature contains some ambiguities, but Ithink that it can be safely concluded that this literature does not suggest that theaverage merger increases social welfare.
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10 Conclusion

The future of the corporation andthe future of capitalism
In 1983, in the conclusion of his survey of the literature on takeovers, MichaelJensen requested more “knowledge of this enormously productive social inven-tion: the corporation” (Jensen and Ruback, 1983, p. 47). Six years later, afterpresumably acquiring the required knowledge, Jensen stated that the inefficien-cies inherent in the corporate form with its separation of ownership and controland attendant agency problems were so severe, that this “enormously productivesocial invention” was soon to disappear (Jensen, 1989). Which perception of thecorporation comes closest to the truth? What do these different perspectives implyabout the future of the corporate form, or even of corporate capitalism itself? Thesequestions will concern us in this brief concluding chapter.1

The future of the corporation
Chandler (1977, 1990) has described the corporate organizational form that devel-oped in the United States and Germany at the end of the nineteenth and beginningof the twentieth centuries as one of the most important, if not the most impor-tant innovations of the modern capitalist era. Chandler depicts the managerswho led this “organizational revolution” as empire-builders ever interested inmore investment, ever seeking to expand their companies. Chandler’s historicalaccounts of the rise and triumph of the modern corporation largely come to anend with the Second World War. Up through the middle of the twentieth century,indeed up until the mid-1960s, the opportunities in the United States to investand grow internally were such, that most managers could satisfy their desiresfor growth – and their shareholders’ desires for high returns – through internalexpansion. By the mid-1960s the post-Second World War economic boom wasslowing down in the United States and many firms in the textiles, food, tobacco,and other slow-growth industries took advantage of a booming stock market togrow via mergers. Many of these mergers made little economic sense in termsof either efficiency or market power as was subsequently revealed during thelong and dismal decade of the 1970s, in which corporate productivity ceased
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growing, markets were lost to foreign competition, and companies undid someof the damage of the 1960s merger wave by spinning off assets that they hadacquired.Although the economic revival of the 1980s buoyed profits and stock prices,many corporations continued to make poor investment decisions, and many mar-kets continued to be lost to foreign competition. Over the period from the end of1969 to the end of 1988 four out of five large US corporations earned an averagereturn on their investments that was less than their costs of capital. General Motorsalone effectively squandered $150 billion by investing its shareholders’ moneyin projects with low rates of return (Mueller and Reardon, 1993). It was roughlyabout this time that Jensen formed his pessimistic assessment of the corporation’sfuture.Ironically, it was also precisely at this time that the institutions of corporatecapitalism began to fulfill their potential as a constraint on managerial discretion.During the merger wave of the 1980s several hostile takeovers took place withthe objective of replacing the managers of the target firms and undoing their pastmistakes, which usually had been a series of bad mergers. Some twenty years afterMarris (1964) and Manne (1965) had described how “the market for corporatecontrol” could discipline managers, it began to perform as advertised.Managers responded in two ways. First, they begin to “downsize” their corpo-rate empires. Assets were spun and sold off, so that companies could concentrateon their “core competencies.” Increasing “shareholder value” replaced increasingthe size of the firm as a primary managerial goal. Companies in great num-bers began to do what here-to-fore had been an almost unheard of practice –using their cash to buy up their own shares rather than investing it in low returnprojects.2Managers’ second reaction to the takeovers wave of the 1980s was to approachthe legislatures in the states in which their companies were incorporated and urgethem to pass legislation to make hostile takeovers more difficult. The legislatures,of course, obliged, and hostile takeovers of the kind that occurred in the late 1980sdisappeared from the corporate landscape (Roe, 1993b).The $24.7 billionRJRNabisco takeover at the end of the 1980smergerwavewasthe first merger of the twentieth century to surpass the value of United States Steelmerger of 1901, when both mergers are valued at 1991 prices (The Economist,April 27, 1991, p.11). During the peak of the merger wave of the late 1990s, merg-ers exceeding this value were announced almost every week. One century afterits first great merger wave, the United States experienced the largest merger wavein its entire history in terms of the number of acquisitions and their size, evencontrolling for the increased size of the economy, and by the end of this mergerwave it had spread to include virtually all major countries around the world. Whenone views the breadth and scale of this merger wave, and the sizes of some of thecompanies that it created (see again Chapter 1), the first words that enter one’smouth are not “downsizing” and “core competencies.” As the twenty-first centurybegan, giant corporations could be found operating in most of the highly devel-oped countries of the world, and a great number of truly multinational companies
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were operating in all of them. Will this also be true at the end of the twenty-firstcentury?Some observers think not. Drucker (2001) points out that General Motors –the company that introduced the M-form organizational structure under AlfredSloan – has abandoned it. Informational technologies have so reduced the costs oftransacting that companies like General Motors – long favorite examples of firmsthat vertically integrated to save on transaction costs – have now sold off many oftheir parts divisions, and prefer to purchase parts from other firms with which theyoften have long and close contractual relationships. Technological change and inparticular the accessability of information about different products and their priceson the market have so reduced the transaction costs in using the market that onemight legitimately speculate that the Coasian firm might someday disappear.We shall not speculate further on whether the Coasian firm is an endangeredspecies or not. What seems very clear is that the Schumpeterian firm is aliveand well, and is likely to continue to thrive into the indefinite future. Successfulinnovators like Microsoft, Intel, and Nokia have quickly become giant multina-tional companies with large shares of their respective markets and large profitsto prove it. This sequence of innovation, monopoly, and high profitability looksno different today than it did a century ago when Schumpeter first described it.If anything has changed, it is perhaps only that the pace of imitation and creativedestruction has quickened, and thus the successful innovator/monopolist of todaymust work even harder to maintain any first-mover advantages that it has, if it isgoing to survive until tomorrow.Thus, I do not see a dramatic difference in the future of the corporation – orperhaps it would be better to describe it as the future of the firm – from what it hasbeen like over the past century. Firmswill continue to come into existence, becausesome entrepreneurs believe that they have an idea for making a profit. Most willfail to do so, and in a few years will be gone. A tiny few will have a great idea andwill grow to be the dominant firms in the industry that they enter or create. Somewill soon lose this position of dominance as other firms imitate and surpass theirinnovation. Some, however, will have sufficient first-mover advantages to remainatop their industries for long periods of time. As their markets mature and theirinternal growth rates decline, their managers will be tempted to resort to mergersto sustain and expand their companies. Neither innovative firms, merging firms,nor giant firms are likely to disappear in the foreseeable future.The spread of information and the globalization of markets will, however, havesome important effects on this cycle of growth. As already noted, innovators maylose their leadership positions more quickly than before, or will have to workharder to retain them. More intense competition in product markets reduces man-agerial discretion by denying managers resources to pursue their own goals. Theglobalization of capital markets should bring about a convergence in institutionalstructures and constraints on managers – a race to the top, in which countries willonly be able to attract capital if their institutions offer capital suppliers adequateprotection againstmanagerswho place their own interests above those of outside orminority shareholders. Thus, intensified productmarket competition and improved
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corporate governance structures around the world should reduce, but most likelynot eliminate, problems of managerial discretion. The corporation will survive asa leaner and more efficient entity – if governments allow it to do so.
The future of corporate capitalism
When the communist regime in the SovietUnion fell in 1991 following the collapseof similar regimes in East Europe two years earlier, it seemed to many that cap-italism and democracy had both triumphed in the great struggle of competingideologies and institutions over the twentieth century. Surely it would only bea short time before these institutional systems would displace their competitorsaround the world. Eleven years later, this prediction looks naively optimistic.Many countries remain resiliently immune to the introduction of democratic insti-tutions, and anti-capitalism sentiment seems once again on the rise. In particular,the following set of challenges to corporate capitalism can be identified.
External terrorists. The terrorist acts of September 11th, 2001 were, of course,directed at the United States, but the choice of the twin Trade Towers as one ofthe targets symbolizes a growing animosity in some parts of the world to capitalistinstitutions. The world is visibly separated into a set of rich countries, which havesuccessfully adopted capitalist institutions and prospered from them, and those thathave not adopted these institutions and remain in poverty. Among the latter, onemust include those countries, which have half-heartedly adopted capitalism, andthus have not enjoyed most of the benefits that come with it. Rather than blametheir own governments for keeping them in poverty by not introducing marketinstitutions and capitalist development, some of those living in “second world”countries prefer to blame the capitalist countries. Future attacks like September11th provide a continuing threat to individual companies in capitalist countries, ifnot to the whole institutional structure.Internal terrorists. Anymeeting of an international body to discuss future tradeliberalization or similar questions today is accompanied by violent protests by per-sons from within and without the country holding the meeting. Every capitalistcountry today can expect challenges, often violent, against companies that sym-bolize success. In most cases these result “only” in a loss of life and property, anddo not threaten the set of capitalist institutions themselves. When, however, as inFrance, a farmer who blows up a McDonald’s outlet in protest against AmericanCapitalism becomes a national hero of sorts, rather than an inmate of the local jail,such a threat seems present.Foreign governments. Taxing foreigners has always been a popular way to raiserevenue among non-democratic and democratic countries alike. Foreigners do notvote. For similar reasons, attacking foreign companies to benefit local companiesand citizens is a tempting way to win votes or popularity for most politicians. Inaddition to taxation, this can take the form of repealing patent protection, ignoringinfringements on trademarks and copyrights, introducing tariff barriers, and thelike. When undertaken by a poor country, such actions often seem to have desirable
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distributional consequences. But in the long run many of these actions harm bothpoor and rich countries by injuring the competitive process and making propertyrights less secure, thereby reducing the incentives to produce the very productsthat the poorer countries need and want.Domestic governments. Just as every country contains some people who areready to engage in violence to overturn capitalist institutions, every country con-tains some interest groups and politicians, who seek to use the political processto overturn capitalist institutions already in place, or prevent their spread. A halfcentury ago, Joseph Schumpeter (1950) famously predicted that democratic insti-tutions would force capitalism to give way to socialism. In most Europeancountries he was only half right. The state in these countries accounts for between50 and 70 percent of economic activity. In most European countries, “neo-liberal”is a pejorative label applied to people who favor market processes over state inter-vention in the allocation of private goods and services. The spectacular success ofcountries that adopted liberal market institutions during the last couple of decadesof the twentieth century from Singapore to Ireland led many countries to adoptliberal market institutions. But the opponents of market institutions have not goneaway, they merely have been placed at bay and are waiting for an opportunity –a world financial crisis, a world recession – which will allow them to proclaimthat capitalism has failed, and to push forward with a political agenda that focusesupon transferring and destroying wealth rather than creating it.In a competitive environment, there is no substitute for success. Each countryof the world today is in competition with every other country in the sense thatthe performance of its institutions in terms of making its citizens better off can becompared with that of every other country. The superiority of capitalist systemsover the long run in this regard is so great that one need not fear that it will disappearentirely. But it will continue to have periods in which it increases in popularityand periods in which its popularity wanes. As long as some countries continueto employ capitalist institutions and to prosper with them, others will continueto imitate them. The dynamics of competition across countries is not that muchdifferent than acrossfirms, it simplyworksmuchmore discontinuously and slowly.
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Notes

1 Introduction
1 Statistical Abstract of the United States, 2001, table 710, and Historical Statistics,Colonial Times to 1970, Part II, p. 911.2 Automobiles are among the durable goods that Mitsubishi manufactures.

2 The nature of profits
1 Small Spill is in fact in two businesses, the oil tanker business and the insurance business,where its only client is itself. One could say that Small Spill had a profit of $100 thisyear in its insurance business.2 The entrepreneur cannot in reality guarantee the other factor owners their incomesunless she has the capital to back up the guarantee. If the entrepreneur is without capital,the contracts may allow the other factor owners to have the satisfaction of seeing theentrepreneur in jail, but not of collecting their incomes.

3 The nature of the firm
1 If the future was known with perfect certainty, no landlord would rent to a person, whowould not pay her rent in the future. Certainty about the future would force everyonewho did not wish to sleep on the street to pay their rents. Rental contracts serve to inducethis same behavior in the presence of uncertainty.2 As we shall see in Chapter 6, it is also necessary to assume that owner–entrepreneursare risk neutral, or to assume something equally extreme, to make the decisions, whichmaximize the owner–entrepreneur’s utility to be consistent with profits maximization.3 Although the displacement of the putting out system by factories due to the latter’slower transaction costs seems to provide a plausible explanation for this developmentin England (Williamson, 1985, ch. 8), Herrigal (1996, ch. 2) recounts that this systemof production survived in some parts of Germany into the twentieth century withoutappearing to suffer from a serious cost disadvantage relative to the large corporationsemerging in other parts of Germany.

4 The Schumpeterian firm
1 Schumpeter’s most famous account of the innovation process is contained in a shortmonograph, first published in German in 1911, and then in an English translation in1934.2 See, Mueller and Tilton (1969), and Acs and Audretsch (1990).3 Jewkes et al. (1959) discuss these cases and many more.4 See also, Scherer et al. (1975).
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5 Klepper and Simons (2000b) name this hypothesis “the emerging-competitive-advantage hypothesis.”6 The hazard rate for any firm at time t is the probability that it will exit at t given that ithas not already exited.7 See also, Klepper and Simons (1999, 2000a) and Klepper (1999).8 This figure neglects entry by very small firms. Including the small firms, the entry ratebetween 1977 and 1982 was 51.7 percent (DRS, table 2).9 Since the first census interval was only four years, column 6 is column 5 divided by 4.75.10 DRS report entry via plant acquisitions as new firm entry.11 Over a ten-year period in Canada, Baldwin (1995, ch. 2) found that the growth rate insize of survivors more than offset their loss in numbers, however.12 See surveys by Schmalensee (1989), Scherer and Ross (1990, ch. 11), and Martin(1994, ch. 7). Logically, the concentration variable should have a positive effect onprofitability only in industries with relatively homogeneous products, since when prod-uct heterogeneity is significant, firms will price independently of one another, and theirprofitability will depend largely upon the characteristics of their own products and theirdemand schedules. Recent works by Bloch (1994) and Mueller and Raunig (1999) indi-cate that the concentration variable can be highly significant, when the set of industriesincluded in the study is limited to those that appear to be relatively homogeneous.13 See also the studies in Geroski and Schwalbach (1991) and the review by Cable andSchwalbach (1991).14 For a discussion of these, see Katz and Shapiro (1985, 1986, 1994).15 The model discussed in this section was first presented by Schmalensee (1982).16 See Grabowski and Vernon (1992).17 Robinson and Fornell (1985) test various hypotheses about first-movers using PIMSdata for consumer goods industries. The PIMS data have several disadvantages in thatthe researcher does not know which products the data are for, the data are only for thelargest US manufacturers, etc. Nevertheless, several of Robinson and Fornell’s find-ings are consistent with the hypotheses discussed here. For example, first-movers areperceived to have higher quality products, and quality is positively associated with mar-ket share. First-movers do particularly well in convenience good products. Their mostimportant finding that was inconsistent with these hypotheses was that first-movers didnot have higher prices than their rivals. Their market leadership seemed to arise from theperception that their products were of higher quality, and yet their prices were the same.While this picture certainly fits some first-movers, like perhaps McDonalds in theUnited States, it does not fit companies like Kelloggs, Gerbers, and Campbell’s Soupsthat are both perceived to have higher quality products and charge higher prices thantheir rivals, which include supermarket brands. It is possible that some firms that marketsupermarket brands are not in the PIMS sample.18 A similar objection can be raised against Diamond’s (1971) search costs model as anexplanation for first-mover advantages. In the Diamond model, the presence of searchcosts induces firms to engage in a kind of reverse Bertrand competition, raising prices inthe knowledge that buyers will not desert them because of the presence of search costs.For the products listed above, however, information is gathered more or less costlyover time as one shifts between the first-mover’s and followers’ products, and thusdoes not seem to be a likely explanation for the quasi-monopoly positions we observe.In a broader sense, however, Diamond’s search costs might be interpreted as switchingcosts as discussed below.19 See, Staddon (1983) and Mueller (1986b).20 Nelson (1974) and Porter (1974).21 For discussions of habit formation in the context of demand analysis, see Boyer (1983),Pollak (1970, 1976), Spinnewyn (1981), and von Weizsäcker (1971).22 On the importance of sunk costs, see Baumol and Willig (1981) and Sutton (1991).
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23 Arthur (1989), David (1985, 1992), and Silverberg et al. (1988).24 See Preston and Keachie (1964), Rapping (1965), Baloff (1966), Dudley (1972), Smileyand Ravid (1983), and Lieberman (1984).25 These began with Mueller (1977), and include Geroski and Jacquemin (1988), Connollyand Schwartz (1985), Mueller (1986a), Odagiri and Yamawaki (1986), Levy (1987),and the studies in Mueller (1990).26 See Boyle (1970), Stevens (1973), Mueller (1980b, pp. 279–83), and Ravenscraft andScherer (1987, ch. 3).27 The inequalities defined by the second-order condition for maximizing or minimizingbehavior also prove helpful on many occasions.28 Dynamic neoclassical models, as for example neoclassical growth models, tend to bestatic equilibrium models in which the equilibrium is preserved and moves throughtime, or is approached as a steady state.
5 The managerial corporation

1 See discussion in next chapter.2 The discussion follows Jensen and Meckling (1976).3 The discussion in this section follows the classic article by Tibor Scitovsky (1943).4 This interpretation does not require that we assume a separable utility function as inequation (5.2).5 In the Marris’ model sales, assets and employment all grow at the same rate, so themanagers can be viewed as maximizing any of these measures of firm size.6 There is no reason to expect today’s captains of industry to be any less inclined towardempire building than their predecessors.7 As mentioned above, Marris’ analysis is in terms of V rather than M , but with K fixed,
V is proportional to M .8 See Williamson (1966).9 See, Solow (1968) and Jensen and Meckling (1976).10 The life-cycle variant on the growth-maximization hypothesis was first presented byMueller (1972).11 See again, Mueller (1977, 1986a, 1990) and Mueller and Supina (2002).12 Neither the top managers of a middle manager’s own firm nor outside companies arelikely to be able to obtain sufficiently accurate information of his abilities to make thismarket function perfectly. Eugene Fama (1980), who emphasizes the role of the mar-ket for managers in limiting managerial discretion, points out that other managers canobserve a given manager’s behavior well, even if the board of directors or shareholderscannot. The potential of their informing on a manager who does not maximize profitsshould curb this behavior. Perhaps, but if top managers pursue their own goals at share-holders’ expense, they are unlikely to reward this type of corporate “whistle blowing.”“Ratting” on one’s boss is not likely to get one promoted nor quickly hired by other,similar bosses.13 See Levinthal (1988) and Tirole (1988, ch. 0).14 Shareholders need not be literally risk neutral. If a given company is only a smallfraction of the shareholders’ portfolios, then changes in the earnings of the companyhave a small impact on their incomes and it will appear as if they are risk neutral.15 For completeness, note that β < 0 implies E(U ′u) > 0, and thus that both sides of(5.35) are negative. But this is impossible if β < 0, so that the Pareto-optimal contractmust have β > 0.16 The pioneering contribution to this literature is by Aghion and Bolton (1992). OliverHart (2001) provides an accessible review of the literature to which he and John Moorehave made several important contributions, for example, Hart and Moore (1990).17 For surveys of this literature, see Ciscel and Carroll (1980), and Hay and Morris (1991,pp. 299–301).
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18 For surveys of this literature see Baker et al. (1988) and Rosen (1992).19 For a direct test of this assertion and supporting evidence for “poorly governed firms,”see Bertrand and Mullainathan (2000).20 See Williamson (1967).
6 Corporate governance

1 For a survey of this literature, see Shleifer and Vishny (1997).2 Recent contributions to this literature include, Cheffins (2000): and La Porta, Lopez-De-Silanes, Shleifer and Vishny (1997, 1998, 2000).3 See, again Shleifer and Vishny (1997), as well as Edwards and Fischer (1994), andMasuyama (1994).4 Exceptions always exist. Fans of the American football team from Green Bay, a townof some 70,000 inhabitants, have from time to time purchased shares in the team toensure that it survives and remains in Green Bay. Shareholdings are widely dispersed,although concentrated in the Wisconsin area, and the prospects of the team ever payinga dividend are virtually nil. The only reward for buying them seems to be the knowledgethat the shareholder owns a part of the Green Bay Packers.5 For surveys of this literature, see Ciscel (1974), Benston (1985), and Short (1994).6 For profits maximization always to be equivalent to utility maximization regardlessof the rate of transformation of effort into profits, the owner–entrepreneur must havea constant marginal utility of income. See discussion in Chapter 5.7 See the interesting case studies assembled in McCraw (1997).8 See, Blumberg (1968) and Poole (1986).9 A second explanation for the great amount of seemingly nonoptimal trading that weobserve could be that a large majority of portfolio managers think that they are muchbetter than the average portfolio manager in spotting “bargains” on the market. Thisseemingly irrational belief would be consistent with Roll’s (1986) hubris hypothesis toexplain mergers.10 Stigler (1971). Although Stigler’s capture hypothesis was developed in the context ofstate-regulated firms rather than state-owned firms, the logic of the argument appliesequally well in the latter situation.11 See surveys by Benston (1985) and Short (1994).12 See also, Nyman and Silberston (1978), Lawriwsky (1984), and Mueller (1986a, ch. 7).13 Gedajlovic and Shapiro (1998) also test for a relationship between performance andownership concentration, but their results are difficult to compare with the other studies,since they do not distinguish among the identities of owners, and also interact ownershipwith diversification.14 Demsetz and Lehn (1985). They only test for a linear relationship between performanceand ownership concentration, however, and do not distinguish among types of owners.Thus, it is certainly possible that a nonlinear relationship between managerial holdingsand performance was present in their data.15 This literature is surveyed in Vining and Boardman (1992) and Mueller (2003, ch. 16).16 As quoted by Chandler (1962, p. 313).17 For a survey of the literature that is skeptical about the beneficial effects of outsidedirectors on firm performance, see Bhagat and Black (2000).18 See, Kosnik (1987), Weisbach (1988), Rosenstein and Wyatt (1990), Byrd and Hickman(1992), Brickley et al. (1994), Lai and Sudarsanam (1997), Goergen and Renneboog(2000), and Renneboog (2000).19 See LLSV (1997, p. 1138). A few countries that LLSV did not classify are also includedin Table 6.2, because they are part of the GMY study. Blank entries in columns 2–5imply that the country was not part of the LLSV study, blank entries in columns 6–7imply that the country was not part of the GMY study.20 See also Faccio et al. (2001).
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21 The methodology used to estimate qms relates changes in market values of firms to theirinvestments. It is described in detail in Chapter 8.22 The standard errors of the estimated qms for some countries, like Australia andLuxembourg, do not allow one to reject the hypothesis that qm equals 1.0.23 For additional early references and discussion, see Mueller (1992).24 See special issue of The Journal of Law and Economics, 1983, devoted to theproceedings of the conference.25 See Zingales (1994), Modigliani and Perotti (1997), Yurtoglu (2000) and discussionand references in Gugler (2001c, p. 207).
7 Investment
1 This equation can be derived in an alternative manner taking into account the fact thattoday’s capital stock is the result of past investment decisions, each of which was relatedto the firm’s output at that point in time. Because capital depreciates, one expects thatmore recent output levels will have more influence on the size of today’s capital stock,then outputs far in the past. This assumption can be captured by writing today’s capitalstock, Kt , as

Kt = b′
∞∑

i=0
λt−iQt−i, (N7.1)

where λt−i−1 < λt−i . A particularly simple way to incorporate this assumption is tomake λt−i = λt−i , with 0 < λ < 1. This assumption is usually referred to as the Koycktransformation in recognition of the person who first employed it in this context (Koyck,1954).Using this transformation we can rewrite equation (N7.1) as
Kt = b′Qt + b′λQt−1 + b′λ2Qt−2 + b′λ3Qt−3 + · · · (N7.2)

and analogously for Kt−1
Kt−1 = b′Qt−1 + b′λQt−2 + b′λ2Qt−3 + · · · (N7.3)

Multiplying (N7.3) by λ and subtracting from (N7.2), we obtain
Kt − λKt−1 = b′Qt . (N7.4)

After subtracting (1− λ)Kt−1 from both sides of (N7.4), we obtain
It = Kt −Kt−1 = b′Qt−1 − (1− λ)Kt−1, (N7.5)

which is the same as (7.6) with the adjustment factor, a replaced by (1 − λ), and
b′ = b(1− λ).2 A production function with constant returns to scale is also called a linear homogeneousproduction function, and satisfies the following condition

If Q = f (K, L), then αQ = f (αK, αL).

Equation (7.19) is often called the Euler condition after the person, who first derived it.3 Fama (1978) lists eight conditions in his proof of the theorem, but only the followingfour require special emphasis.4 A risk averse individual’s utility function has the characteristics that U ′(Y ) > 0, and
U ′′(Y ) < 0.5 G&M did not use the ratio of profits to market value as the cost of capital as Jorgensonand Siebert did. This ratio equals the M&M cost of capital under the assumption that
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the firm’s profits remain the same in perpetuity. When profits can grow or decline,this measure combines the firm’s cost of capital with market expectations of its futuregrowth. For an unlevered firm its market value is the product of its share price, PS , andthe number of shares outstanding, NS . The ratio of its profits to market value, π/PSNS ,equals the ratio of the earnings per share of the firm (ES = π/NS) to its share price, PS ,and thus is simply the reciprocal of the price/earning ratio, a common index of marketexpectations in finance.As measures of the neoclassical cost of capital, G&M used the CAPM β, and ameasure linked to the variance of a firm’s share returns. Both measures’ coefficientswere of the right sign and significant in the R&D equation, both were of the wrong signin the investment equation.6 Somewhat more mixed support for the MDH using data from the petroleum industrywas presented by Griffin (1988).7 For related evidence, see Oliner and Rudebusch (1992), Carpenter et al. (1994, 1998),Carpenter (1995), Chirinko and Schaller (1995), Carpenter and Rondi (2000), andAudretsch and Elston (2002).8 See also, Vogt (1994) and Carpenter (1995).9 These include Whittington (1972, 1978), Brealey et al. (1976), Hiller (1978), andMcFetridge (1978).10 Real returns on common shares over the 1975–84 period were around 6 percent.11 Poterba (1991) reports estimates of costs of capital for the 1980s from several studiesthat lie in the range 9.7–18.7 percent. These are somewhat higher than the implied costsof capital from the SDFA and M&R studies. If the estimates Poterba reports are taken asthe true values, than either the SDFA estimates of r are too low, or the M&R estimatesof qm are too high on average.12 The differences in country legal systems were discussed in the previous chapter.
8 The determinants of mergers

1 See, Nelson (1959, 1966), Melicher et al. (1983), and Geroski (1984).2 See, Hannah (1976), Hannah and Kay (1977), and Geroski (1984).3 When we examine the effects of mergers in the next chapter, we shall see that mergersbetween small firms are more likely to produce the changes in profits and sales that oneexpects are caused by cost reductions, however.4 A line of business is essentially an industry in which a firm is operating. For example, ifan acquired firm sells tires, glass, and televisions, its profits in each of these three linesof business were compared to the average profits of other companies’ activities in tires,glass, and television.5 See, Kumps and Wtterwulghe (1980), Cable et al. (1980), Jenny and Weber (1980),Cosh et al. (1980), Peer (1980), Rydén and Edberg (1980), and McDougall and Round(1986).6 Sorenson (2000) also found acquirers in the United States to be significantly moreprofitable than their targets for mergers in 1996.7 This is not the assumption made about individual expectations in the proofs of thefundamental CAPM theorems (Chapter 7), but it is probably a more realistic assump-tion about real world capital markets than assuming that all investors have the same(homogeneous) expectations.8 Gort (1969, p. 628), who first proposed the economic disturbance hypothesis, arguedthat differences in expectations during market downturns did not lead to large numbersof mergers, because shareholders suffered from the “sunk costs” irrationality. During anupswing in the market, shareholders are offered 60 for shares currently selling at 50, andgladly accept, because they originally paid only 40 for the shares. During a downturnshareholders are offered 60 for shares currently selling at 50, and refuse, because theyoriginally paid 70 for the shares. Although it is somewhat awkward to build economic
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theories on assumptions of individual irrationality, Gort is neither the first nor the lastto question the rationality of shareholders’ behavior during market swings.9 See also, Loughran and Vijh (1997), Rau and Vermaelen (1998), and Agrawal and Jaffe(2000).10 For a discussion of these and other possible financial motives for mergers, see Lintner(1971).11 10(0.09)/0.06 = 15.12 Ninty-five percent of the potential gains from diversification can be achieved withportfolios of 9 or 10 shares, however (Evans and Archer, 1968).13 Of course, firms might undertake horizontal and vertical mergers for growth reasonsalso, but the number of these available to any firm will be more limited than is true ofdiversification mergers. Thus, the latter should dominate for any firm’s managementseeking substantial growth through merger.14 The (over)optimism that accompanies stock market expansions may also increase thelikelihood that the market’s reaction to the announcement of the merger will be positiveduring these periods.15 Additional corroborating evidence is provided by Hubbard and Palia (1995), conflictingevidence by Andrade and Stafford (1997).16 Given the similarities in their predictions and the nature of the hypotheses there isreally no way to differentiate the hubris from the managerial-discretion-hypothesis.The former predicts that managers make mistakes out of hubris, the latter that they areconscious that they are likely to lower their firm’s share price, but go ahead anyway.Without psychoanalyzing the managers at the time of the merger, there is no way toseparate these two hypotheses empirically.17 The literature questioning the consistency of share price movements and rational actormodels is by now large. See for example, Shiller (1981, 1984, 2000).18 See, Mandelker (1974), Asquith (1983), Jensen and Ruback (1983, pp. 42–5), andBradley et al. (1988).19 The issue of the proper length of “window” for measuring gains to acquirers is quitecontroversial and is taken up in the next chapter. Mueller and Sirower (2002) obtainedsimilar results to those reported in Table 8.2 for a much shorter window.20 Those studies that have related the gains to the acquirers to those of the targets invariablyfind a negative relationship – the more the bidders pay, the lower their gain. See, Gortand Hogarty (1970), Nielsen and Melicher (1973), Piper and Weiss (1974), Firth (1980),Varaiya and Ferris (1987), Berkovitch and Narayanan (1993), and Denis et al. (1997).
9 The effects of mergers

1 For an effort to treat mergers as just investments in capital equipment, see Bittlingmayer(1996).2 A “line of business” comes close in most cases to an economic definition of an industrytires, soap, etc.3 Ravenscraft and Scherer (1987, pp. 229–38) found that the choice of accounting conven-tion was related to the pre-merger ratio of market to book value of assets of the acquiredfirm. The lower this ratio, the more likely it was that the purchase accounting conventionwas used. Thus, managers (accountants?) tended to employ the accounting procedurethat cast the most favorable light on the acquired unit’s post-merger profitability, andthus on the profitability of the combined entity.4 See discussion in the following section.
5 ∂mi

∂qi

=
(nr − r + 1)

(1− r)Q
−

qi(nr − r + 1)(1− r)

(1− r)2Q2 =
(Q− qi)(nr − r + 1)

(1− r)Q2 > 0.

6 Antimerger policy was very strict in the 1950s and 1960s, and thus horizontal mergersamong major competitors were rare. But, under the more relaxed antimerger policy
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of the 1980s, more significant horizontal mergers did take place. Stewart and Kim(1993) have found that mergers during 1985–86 led to significant increases in marketconcentration and welfare losses.7 McDougall and Round (1986, pp. 157–9); Kumps and Wtterwulghe (1980); Jenny andWeber (1980); Cable et al. (1980); Rydén and Edberg (1980); and Cosh et al. (1980).8 Peer (1980) and Mueller (1980b).9 In a Cournot oligopoly Farrell and Shapiro (1990, pp. 112–13) have proved that a mergerthat generates no synergies must lead to a higher price.10 The statistical significance of these figures cannot be determined with the data reported.11 For example, Halpern (1973), Franks et al. (1977), Bradley (1980), Dodd (1980),Asquith et al. (1983), and Bradley et al. (1983).12 Mandelker (1974), Dodd and Ruback (1977), Kummer and Hoffmeister (1978), Asquith(1983), and Bradley et al. (1983) all conclude that their results support or at least areconsistent with the market-for-corporate-control hypothesis.13 See, Mandelker (1974), Smiley (1976), Asquith (1983), and Malatesta (1983). Notall studies found targets underperforming the market prior to being acquired, however,(Dodd and Ruback, 1977; Kummer and Hoffmeister, 1978; and Langetieg, 1978). As wesaw in the previous chapter, the hypothesis that targets are poorly performing companieshas received mixed empirical support.14 Of the studies cited so far, Firth (1980) would be the only exception, although Langetieg(1978) admitted the possibility of other motives.15 See Shiller (1981, 1984, 1989, 2000), and DeBondt and Thaler (1985). See also Scherer(1988).16 See, Nelson (1959, 1966), Melicher et al. (1983), and Geroski (1984). Although therehas been some controversy over whether mergers actually come in waves, this issueseems now to be resolved (Golbe and White, 1993; Linn and Zhu, 1997).17 Alberts and Varaiya (1989) calculated, for example, that to justify the premiums paidin M&As in the 1970s and 1980s, the earnings’ growth rates of acquired companieswould have to rise from being on average at the median of the distribution of growthrates to being in the top decile.18 These are Ellert (1976), Dodd and Ruback (1977), Kummer and Hoffmeister (1978),Langetieg (1978), and Asquith (1983). For evidence consistent with P/E magicaccounting for some conglomerate mergers, see Conn (1973).19 Dodd and Ruback (1977) also used the post-merger period as the benchmark for calcu-lating the returns to acquirers in the announcement month. They measured a statisticallysignificant 2.8 percent return to acquirers in this month and concluded that the acqui-sitions generated wealth for both acquirers and targets. This is a rather curious wayto measure success, however. Although the acquirers’ shares underperform the marketfor several years after the mergers, they are deemed successful, because the acquirers’shares did better in the announcement month than afterward.20 Franks and Harris (1989) report bidders being eight times larger than their targets,Higson and Elliott (1998) and GMYZ six times larger.21 Loderer and Martin, like FHT, report only estimates of α. Since they are made usingdaily observations, they are infinitesimally small. The figures in Table 9.5 are the dailyestimates multiplied by 1,250 to make them comparable to the others in the table. Theyseem too large in absolute value, however.22 The results of Franks and Harris (1989) also are consistent with these findings forthe United Kingdom, if one uses the pre-merger estimates of the market model asa benchmark.23 This is also the interpretation favored by Agrawal and Jaffe (2000) in their survey ofthe “post-merger puzzle.” Philippatos and Baird (1996) compare differences betweenmarket and book values before mergers and post-merger performance and also find thatrelatively high pre-merger market values are associated with poorer post-merger shareperformance.
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24 Fama and French (1993, pp. 45–55). See also, Franks and Harris (1989) and FHT(1991).25 In addition to RV, see Travlos (1987), FHT, Gregory (1997), and Loughran and Vijh(1997).26 Fama (1998) has recently taken up the challenge to the efficient capital market assump-tion posed by estimates of post-merger losses to acquirers and by other event studiesusing long windows. Fama concludes that these studies do not undermine the efficientcapital market assumption. The downward drifts in post-merger returns to acquirers arethe result of chance overreactions to the merger announcements. Space precludes ourtaking up Fama’s arguments in detail. Suffice it to say that if he is correct, then thelosses to the acquirers are real and are a delayed result of the M&As.27 See, also, Lewellen et al. (1985) and You et al. (1986). Mann and Sicherman (1991)also present evidence in support of the agency hypothesis. Amihud et al. (1986), how-ever, interpret their evidence as consistent with the hypothesis that both managers andshareholders benefit from mergers.28 See, Weston (1970) and Weston et al. (1972).29 Studies that try to relate firm diversification to profitability paint a more mixed picture.Positive correlations between diversification and profitability have been reported byRhoades (1973), Carter (1977), and Lecraw (1984); negative correlations by Rhoades(1974) and Mueller (1986b, ch. 7); and an insignificant relationship by Miller (1969),Imel and Helmberger (1971), Vernon and Nourse (1973), Bloch (1974), and Geroski(1982). Moreover, the studies by Scott (1993) and Evans and Kessides (1994) implythat any observed positive correlation may be due to enhanced market power frommultimarket contact rather than enhanced efficiency.30 These would include, Weston et al. (1972), Asquith (1983), Schipper and Thompson(1983), and Matsusaka (1993).31 See, Scherer (1988, pp. 71–2).32 See, for example, Jensen and Murphy (1990) and the survey by Rosen (1992). As thestock market advanced by leaps and bounds during the 1990s, managerial compensationcontracts shifted toward a greater alignment with shareholder interests. But the contractsthat were in place when all but the most recent mergers took place are accuratelycharacterized as in the text.33 Ravenscraft and Scherer (1987, p. 215) speculate that the conglomerates’managers mayhave been risk takers spurred on by a highly skewed distribution of returns to mergers.See also, Gort and Hogarty (1970).34 See Magenheim and Mueller (1988) and Rau and Vermaelen (1998).
10 Conclusion

1 The somewhat schizophrenic conceptions of the corporate organizational form amongeconomists are discussed in Mueller (1992).2 In the late 1960s, I suggested to a vicepresident of the Xerox Corporation that the highertax on dividends than on capital gains at that time did not justify Xerox’s investing in lowreturn projects so that the shareholders received their returns in the form of capital gainsand not dividends. The money could be returned to them as capital gains, if Xerox wouldmerely repurchase its shares with it. The executive looked at me somewhat astonished,and then exclaimed, “but that would be self-cannibalization!”
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